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iii. FOREWORD

Although engineering education has been one of the most studied
activities ih the educational field, the primary objectives of this
study emphasize the relationship between the education of engineers,
the State requirements for licensing of engineers to- protect the
public, and the practice of engineerift. It has illuminated some of
the principal elements of the total profession of engineering.

The National Science Foundation.awarded a grant to the Commission on
Postsecondary Education of California to examine the interrelatiOn-
ship between education, licensing and engineering practice with the
intent of identifying a mechanism for the continuous monitoring and
evaluating.of these processei.

The study was conducted over a fourteen-mohth period. incl ded an
extensive review of several large Ingineering projects tha ad
achieved public recognition. These projects, were then analyzed to
identify the major elements or "fields of uhderstanding" that become
inte.gral parts of the project and decision-making process. In light
of the broad nature of engineering practice the basic curricula in
engineering education was evaluated, and tO.,'Otitudes^of students,
faculty, and industry were surveyed. The Wtory, nature, and present
status of engineering registration were alto reviewed, and the poten-
tial-for major changes in registration practices was evaluated.

A mechanism for continuous evaluation of this critical professional
field was proposed to provide)assistance tO,both.the Commission on.
Post'secondaryEducation and the'Board of Registration for Professional
Engineers in California. )4

The findings and recommendations of this study are presented to stimu-..
late critique and thought concerning the education and training of
engineers and the establishment of minimums, in terms of State licen-
sure, for the protection of the public health, welfare safety and
good. It is hoped that the basic areas of knowledge, or "fields of
understanding" identified and defined in this study will become the
criteria for, and serve as the mechanism for the implementation of,
continuous program, evaluation and review in the development of engi-

,

neering education programs% It is further hoped that the results of
this study will serve as an aid in the effective correlation of degree
requirements with registration and licensing practices.

I.
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I. INTRODUCTION
,

)

The California Postsecondary Edudation Commission is pleased. tosubmit this final report.to satisfy the requirements of Grant #SED
, 75-19328 from the Natipnal Science Foundation. The study project

.wg's initiated in September, 1975-, atd was completed in November, 1976.It involved research into many aspeCts of engineering edUcation,
State registration of engineers, and the practice of engineering as
exemplified iiirthe conduct of several major engineering ,pr jects. /

The project manager was Dr: Kenneth B. O'Brien, Associate Dire tor,
'California Postsecondary Education Commission. Research was cducted by Professional-Engineering

and Research tonsaltants (P RC).The principal investigator was Robert J. Kuntz, P.E. Additiona
investigatcrs included the following people:,zaul Hinkle, Project
Assi-stant; Donna Billington, Richard Fryer, and Th6mas McCeeery,I 'Research Analysts; Dr. B. J. Shell, P.E:"; David4Justice, PEE.; LeoRuth, P.E.; Valerie. Kubacky and.Dr. Alfred C. Ingersoll, P.E.,
Consultants; and Mark Jacobs, Frank_tani6en, and Ken Levy, University
of California, Davis, Student Intents%

Numerous other individuals, aggpcies,. and organizations.providedassistance to this project.
PAI-ticular appreciation is expressed tothe following for their cooperWon in the preparation of this study:

Senator Albert S. Rod6A1Chairman,
Senate.Committee on

Education, California State Legislature

Assemblyman Leroy F. Greene, Chairman, Assembly Committee
on Education, California State Legislature

Assembly Offtce..pf Research, California State Legislature9
Office of Legislative Counsel, California State Legislature

1

California State Board of Registration for Professional
Engineers

.

Lincla,Bononsultant, Assembly Committee on, Education,
California State Legislature

Dr. Jacob Frankel, P.E., President, California State College,

. _

Bakeesfield

7

Dr. John Kemper, P.E., Dean of.Engineering, University of
California, Davis

0

A Dr. Russell R. O'Neill, P.E., Dean of Engineering, University
of California, Los Angeles

t

40-:;._"
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.1

Robert Valpey, Dean of Enginee ing, California
technic State. University, San .uis Obispo .

Professor Robert J.D.. McG orge School tf-Law,
University of the Pacific .

Morton Fine, P.E., txecutive Di;ec or,National Council
for Engineering Examiners

Milton .Lunch, J.D.,,General Counse National Society fort
Professional Engineers

.

Dr. James Kellet, U.S. Energy,Resel ch and Development
,Administtation 4

Staff Of the California PostsecoMa Education Commission
.:

4.

This report was prepared with the support f National Science Founda-
tion -Grant 4SED 75-19328. Any opinions, f ndings, conclusions or r
recommendations expressed herein are thos of the author and do not
necessarily reflect the views of the Nat' nal Science. Foundation

15
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II. PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

The general public,and public policymakers have become increasingly
aware that technology affects nearly every aspect of modern life.
Whether it is in the design anqaponstruction of a road or a nuclear
power plant, the development dira new aircraft or missile system, orthe production of consumer goods, engineering practice directly affectspublic health, welfare, safety and good. Public policy has.been estab-
lished in many critical areas where a need-foe protection of the publichas been demonstrated. A few examples are the Professional Engineers'
Registration Act, the Environmental Protection, Act, the California
Environmental Quality Act, the Occupational Safety and Health Act,and he Product Safety Act.

The actions of polidymakers have added many legalities Ind nontechnicalconsiderations to the practice of engineerang so that engineers must
havenot only a knowledge of the technicallaskills nedessary to producethe goods and services that society demands, but also must be awareof the nontechnical

considerations which often have an overriding
effect on engineering projects. Consequently, engineering education,whether institutional, continued or otherwise, must provide both the
technical and nontechnical

uniziOstanding'necessary to practice the
profession in the modern social environment.

The initial phase of the project involved the development of a prograTplan which defined the total scope of actiVities in each of the areas 4``to be examined: societal needs that require-engineeriqpand
scientificsolutions; the conent of and parameters affecting engineering educa-tion; and the nature and process of the registration of engineers underState law in California. Input models were deVeloped to identify the

parameters affecting each of the principal areas of concern (see Fig.II-1, 2,-2). Each of these parameters was analyzed to develop a _seriesof detailed tasks, the rationale behind each, and the methodology forobtaining the data from each delineated source.

This plan identified all of the areas of consideration; however, it'Vas not possible, given the scope of the project and. the time allowed,
to address all of the tasks. Therefore; those areas having the greatestimpact on engineering education and licensing were taken in order of
priority. The remaining tasks may be implemented in subsequent studies.

In the Fall of 1975: the Californi Postsecondav Education 00mmission
was awarded cipgrant:by the National, Science Foundation to conduct a
study correlating engineering currihilum and California licensing law,in light of societal needs.

The necessity of such a study arose from the observation of Current
concerns expressed by society. In recent years, the rapid advancementof science has been checked by rising public concern over the quality

( 3
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of life direcied by our highly technical society. Engineers have
.found that th'ey mustdeal not only with their technological special-
ity, but also with the issues of environmental quality and resources
conservation. Shifts in national and, state policies have left hun-
dreds of specialized engineers out of work. Thus, this study addressed
the concern of whether future engineer will have-the skills and com-petencies necessary to meet societal neEds,thereby providing a
meaingful contribution to society. The'general goals of the studywere the following:

0T. To demonstrate the ability of industry, the practicing
profession, educational institutions and governmentli
bqdies to work together inlan ongoing review of engineering
e'ducat'ion and licensure and provide a mechanism for their
interaction. ow

2. To determ4ne, in terms of disciplines and skills, what the
Jcomposition of the profession should be, in order to
provide 'the skills and "fields of understanding" necessary
in the future society.

3. To determine if the undergraduate engineering program
should stress basic principles, technology, a mixture of
these, or liberal .arts courses in order to provide the
necessary "fields of understanding."

4. Todetermihe_how licensing requirements should relate to
engineering curricula and.to the needs of society in order
to promote the public health,'welfare, safety and good.

The program objectives are well within the scope of the "State Goals
for Postsecondary Education" described in 'the Five-Year Plan for .Tostse o ar Education in California: 1976 -81 which hOi-Been adoptedby the a fornia Postsetondary Education Commission. These objectivesare:'

- To encourage the increased effectiveness of aC6editation
'of postsecondary education institutions, in State;

- To encourage postsecondary education to develop a, compre-
hensive system of valid measures for knowledge gained both
inside and outside formal academic programs;

Ta'encourage the establishment of educational requirements
for licensure that are appropriate and reasonable in certifying
Occupational competency and the development of means for'
meeting these requirements including both educational programs
and competency testing; and

23
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- To work toward public understanding of the nature and sig-
nificance of academic degrees, iicuding their strengths and
limitations as-a measure of ability and skills.

The program was divided...into three malor areas of investigation:

t
"" 1. An examination of societal needs in general, while looking

at three large engineering projects specifically;

2. A study of engineering'education; and
4

3. An evaluation of engin ering licensurein-California:

A planning document was prepared to identify the principal task in each
of the three areas.' This document identified many more siebtaiks than

,could be accomplisheth under te limited Scope of the prof t. Conse-
quently, priority was given to those areas of study, that had the most
`significant impact on the practice, education, andlicensing of'engi-
neers.

The information pretented in this report was 6athered fr6m literature.
review:correspondence. survey questionnaires, individual and group
discussions, anq a public forum. Observations, findings, 4and conclu-
sions'are presented throughout the report as they relate to the spe-
cific area of investigation. Some detail material is presented in the

. Appendices. A vertatim copy of the transcription of the forum pro-
ceedings on engineering registration has been retained in the project
file for reference purposes.

, a

8
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III. GENERAL OBSERVATIONS AND IMPLICATIONS OF THE STUDY.

Engineering education is pfobably one of the most frequently studied
, disciplines in higher education. One major reason for this is that
technology affects nearly every:aspect of modern life and has a
critical impact upon most of the essential elements'contributing, to
the quality of life in the United States and other developed nations.

The periodic evaluation of engineering education coincides with occur-
rences in society which focus on societal problems and the engineer's
role in solving those problems. In the post-Korean War.era, engineeringeducation was critically reviewed as the nation reassessed its prior-ities. With the successful launch of the Russian sputniks, the "space.race" began. The federal government increased funding
for basic research, and educational institutions responded by strength-
ening basig"principles in engineering curricula. This pattern con-
tinues today, with society facing an energy crisis and looking to
technology for the solution.

4

Because,of the diverse role of technology in society, questions are
periodically raised-as to how well engineering education is preparing /
engineers to provide technological solutions to the complex demands
society makes of them. Alsd, the intense integration of technology
into everyday riving has prompted policymakers to question whether
enlineers are trained to consider the public health, welfare ,and
safety as paramount issues:

A review of prior studies indica4s that most of them have been conductedby individuals or groups involved in engineering education, rather than
involving elements outside of the educational community. One possible
explanation for this is that both the practicing engineering communityand special-interest groups have not paid Sufficient attention to
engineering education, leaving the review activity to the educational 4institution itself.

Numerous recommendations for major changes in engineering educationhave been made in,past studies. However, because these recommendationshave lacked mechanisms for iMplementatign, 'few of, them have been
directly adopted by educational institutions.

The most prevalent recommendation is that of increasing the requirements
for the first professional degree in engineering. However, interms ofcredit units for a degree, the requirements have decreased. Although-Wis difficult to compare degree program commitment because of a sig-
nificant amount of content compresslon, many critics agree.that the
curriculum content has been decreased to maintain the'competitive
position orengineering programs with other degree 'programs offered.However, the increased emphasis on mathematics and basic' science has
maintained or increased the student work load for class preparation.

9
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(A'second commonly mentioned recommendati or the four-year engineer-
ing degree' program is'the need for incre sed 'attention-to design.
However, the curricula have decreased in design content,'and a large
portion of the technology associated with the practice of engineering
has been eliminated. This has created the need for a new degree pro-
gram in engineering called the BachAor of Science in Engineering
Technology.

The creation of this new degree program was done bithe educati660
institutions without comprehensive consultation with the practising
engineering community. industry, or tpe State Board of Registration
for Professional Engineers. The graduate from the engineering tech-
nology program in some instances, has encountered a hostileenviron-
ment in the engineering community. He is denied some ofthe opportu-
nities afforded the graduate of the B.S. program in engineering. It

is difficult, or impossible in some states, for a graduate of an
engineering technology program to become registered as a professional
engineer without obtaining additional edUcation (in basic science,
math and principles of engineering science) resulting in a B.K degree
in engineering.

4

This study identified and defined the basic types of knowledge ( "fields
of understanding") encount6ed to a greater or lessee degree in the
practice of engineering and related-them to engineering education and
'regist'Fation. The review of curricula and registration examinations
revealed that many of the "fields of understanding" were not tnc4sActesl.
in engineering education programs. and the registration process
did not include examinatiqifor competence in a majority of the "fields."
In general, the interdisciplinary and nontechnical "fields" are most
often omitted in education and registration, yet in the practice of
engineering; these aspects can determine the viability of an engineer-
ing project.

Some of the individuals interviewed from educational institutions and
industrial practice expressed the feeling that it was'not necessary
for engineers to havean understanding of the nontechnical aspects
of engineering practice, since competent nontechnical members of pro-
ject teams were available to deal with these considerations. However,
in aces where the public health, welfare, safety, and good'are of
p me importance, how much understanding should engineers have of the
ontechnical elements of a project and how much technical understanding
should nontechnical members of the team We? This question is apropos,
since excessive pressure>hai been broughtupon engineering education
to incorporate many nontechnical courses into undergraduate require-
mentt, but little or no corresponding pressure has been brought to
modify the curricula of nontechnical degree programs,.

It was concluded from this e4dluation of engineering registrati6 that
the liceniing process does not involve examination in all of the pars -
nlete of engineering practice. The emphasis in both past and 'present

10
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-exams is placed on scientific and technical engineering principles.
One possible reason for this is that registration applies to only asmall segment of engineering practice, perhaps as small as ten percent
by funding, and therefore there is no real stimulus for change.

In addition, a philosophy of professional registration is developing
which questions whether registration is restrictive, limiting oppor-tunities for minorities, and whether it is,in fact a guild-practice
which functions to control the market. SoMe states have enacted
"sunset laws" requiring that boards of registration for most profes-sions and occupations be abolished.within a specified period of timeunless they can demonstrate that their existence is crucial to the
protection of the public. The long-range implicatibns-, for-engineeringregistration, of these new public policies on engineering registrationhave not yet been determined. Since the significant majority of engi-neeripg practice is exempt from the California Registration Act, andthe laws of most other states, the effect of the elimination of the to,board of registration may be minor.

Presently, California has over 50,000 licensed engineers, and it isestimated that this number will reach nearly 70,000 before the end of1977. The majority ofthese registrants are in technical disciplineshaving only title registration. Why are engineers interested inbecoming Licensed. when most of their employers do not require it andregistratfOn may only protect the title? Some critics believe thatengineers have a desire to emulate doctors'and lawyer and to enjoysome of the financial benefits thatengineers feel m be derived froma tightly controlled marketplace. Other observers aintain that the
registration.process instills in the engineer a gre ter degree of
responsibility,and awareness of public need, result ng in a general
upgrading of the practice of engineering. e may be numerous other
reasons for engineers, to seek registrat in, but e fact "remains thatthousands of engineers do submit to t process a 0 maintain their
licenses through the payment of fees hen there iso real requirementto do so.

The public forum on engineerin registration, held by en_ator/Rodda,brought together concerned ind iduals from nearly every field of
engineering--private practice, industry, government, educationalinstitutions, unions, policymakers, and others. The most interestingaspect of the forum-was that previous philosophies on the need forchange in registration, and engineering education were abandon'd by theparticipants when faced with the threat of legislative mandate forchange. Representatives of the engineering community even objectedto the establishment of an advisory committee, to either the Commissionon Postsecondary Education or the Board of Registration, that wouldperiodically eyaluate both engineering education and registration inlight of societal needs. It appeared as though the present system ofmolun Jr accreditation of curricula and academic-oriented examination

.(
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for registration was more acceptable to those attending the forum
than further State intervention tn either.

Information from this study indicated that changes in engineering
education will evolves over a long period of time, and will probably
occur as a result of increased representation of the practicing
profession on the committees of the Engineers' CouDcil for Profes-
sional Development.tahanges in the State registration of engineers
Will probably not to place for many years, since the current prac-
tice of exempting tkomajor portion of engineering practice from the
Act will continuender pressure from the currently exempt, groups.
Also, since the registration process affects a small percentage of
engineers, there wall be little stimulus to bring engineering education
and registration closer together, other than the current Board practice-
of accepting greivation from ECPD-accredited programs as equivalent'
to four of the six years of experience required for registration.

A clear definition of engineering practice would be one effective
improvement in the current process of engineering education and
registration. In this study, the parameters involved in engineering
practice in a project environment' were identified.and defined in terms
of "fields of understanding." This "fields" approach could be developed
and employed in many situations and could become a basis for program .

review and evaluation by the Commission on Postsecondary Education.'
The Board of Registration could us'e this technique as a,basis for
the evaluation of experience profiles and criteria for lip development
of registration exams. Student/ could also employ this approach when
planning their programs in order to take maximum advantage of the
flexibility it the curriculum to achieve an awareness of the complexity
of engineering, practice.

28
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IV. RECOMMENDATIONS .

ofe.

The hallmark of any profession is its relationship to the public
health, welfare, safety and good. Thus, the education of profession-
als, the establishment of State minimum standards of'competence, and
the.general practice of the profession must .be interrelated if the
public interest is to be served.

This study revealed that.there has been great attention given to
the development and implementation of engineering education programs
to ensure high academic achievement. In addition, the engineering
licensing act has been modified numerous times since its original
enactmeRtoyer 50 years'ago, and the Legislature has given a wide,
latitude for policy-making-to the Board of Registration for Profes-
sional Engineers. Finally, thereis every indication that'engineers
are very concerned with maintaining their technical.competfnce as
they practice their profession.

The, principal issue' that has not been-iddressed, philosoPhica)ly'or
structurally,,,is the interrelations'hip between engineering-education,.'
licensing requirements,' nd the practice of the profession in such
a manner to guarantee that the public interest is served, As ao.esult,
the dedicated efforts in each of these three areas have not.necessar-
ilyserved,theneeds of engineers 'as professionals nor always addressed
the evolving needs of society.

There are many recommenditiont provided through this report-as they
relate to specific areas of the study': The summary recommendations
presented herein reflect the most salient elements of the project's

4 research.

. Recommendation 1

Engineering,educational programs must be evaluated against
specific criteria of engineering practice,.i.e., "fields of
understanding.

Recommendation 2

The registration of engineers, through which minimum standarts
'of competence are established,'must reflect relevant education
and the practice of engineering in light of the "fields of
understanding."

Recommendation 3

A vehicle must be developed which will bring together educators*,
public-Oolicymakers,- employers, professional societies, students
and others for the continual evaluation and coordination of the

13,-
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interrelationship between education. licensing and engineering
pradtice.

Recommendatibn 4

Degree programs in the social sciences and humanities should.,

be modified to-incorporate overview cqurses in science and
engineering to-increase understanding of the technical con-
siderations in-meeting societal deeds.

Recommendation 5

Full-time engineering practice should be a major consideration
in the selectiOn of engineering faculty members.

a 30
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V. COMPREHENSIVE Slit 1ARY

In the Fall of 1975, the California Postsecondary Education Commission
was awarded a grant by the National Science Foundation to conduct a
study of the relationship between engineering education and registra-
tion relevant to the needs and wants of society. This study addresses
the concern of whether future engineers will have the skills and com-
petencies to employ technology to meet the demands of society while
maintaining, as paramount, the protection of the public health, welfare,
safety, and good.

The initial task was the development of a detailed program-plan An
each of the three areas of the study: societal needs and wants re-
quiring technical involvement; California engineering education programs;
and the registration of engineers in California. The factdrs affecting
each area of tbe study were identified and analyzed to develop a
series o f d etliled tasks to facjlitate the compilation of relevant
data. Because the scope of ttlis project was limited, only those
factors having the greatest impact in each of the three areas were
emphasized in research efforts.

A. Societal Needs and Wants

Applied engineering technblogy has not only changed the
face of the earth, i,t has affected its mores and in?.
stitutions. It has yielded a power which is an intimate
part of every aspect of living. Its responsiveness to
society's need and demand'for many products and aativi-.

must be considered in examining.the ractice of engineer-
ing

to enhance living beyond the bar subsisterite level

ing as a'profession under contemporary condttioni.

1. Fields of Understanding

Societal needs and wants--classifiial into 14 areas--
and,projects exemplifying three of these (energy,
environmental .quality, and transportation) were
selected for detailed'examination to determine.the

'types of knowledge they involved. The three pro-
jects were the development of the nuclear power
plant at Diablo Canyon in California; the Oil spill
offthe Santa Barbara coast in California ; and the
Bay Area Rapid Transit System. Fourteen discrete
areas of knowledge,were identified as being integrally
involved in the projects. For presentation purposes,
they are referred to as 'Fields of Understanding"
in this report. The "fields" do not necessarily
relate to specific subjects or courses. Rather, they .

grolip like-courses into' the following categories or.
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"fields" which were subsequently used to analyze
.various aspects of-engineering education and the
Engineers' Registration Act in California: physical

science (inclbding mathematics); design/application;
ethics; management science;law; behavioral science;
humanities; engineering science; engineering tech-
nology; communication arts; economics; political.
science; life science; history.

2. Degrees ofUnderstanding

rt,must be recognized that no 'one person cotld be expec-
ted to be competent in each of the fields. Ideally;
expertise in each area is provided by thevarioUs members
of a project team. Deans of accredited California engi-
neering edutation prOgrams and California employers of
engineers were asked to rate each "field of understanding".
according to the degree of understanding they felt a
newly graduated engineer should possess. A learning
scale with five degrees of understanding was developed:
0-none; 1-awareness; 2-sensitivity; 3-proficiency; and
4- expertise.. "

Responses.to this rating scale,showed a general agreement t

that the lraduate should be proficient in the technical
fields and sensitive or approaching sensitivity In Many'
nontechnical fields; and never less than stranglY 'aware i";\.
all nontechnical fields.

B. Engineering Education

.1. Prior'Studies 0

Eight major prior studies of engineering education sand
their recommendations were reviewed. The preTiminary review
identified those major elements in engineering education
which, for' the past twenty years, hive beers of concern.to
the engineering community. A number of these.elementS-,
accreditation, hirings promotion, and tenure-selection
criteria, curricula, and continuing education--were
selected for further examination.

s

A more in-depth study of the recommendations categorized
them according to "fields of understanding." This cate-
Orization revealed a marked similarity.among recomMenda-
dons made over the past twenty years. Related literature
documented that since most recommendations lacked mecha-

.

nisms for implementation; change had been gradual--evolu-
tionary ratheripan revolutionary.,

-
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2. Accreditation

The h Y,%organization and functioning of the Engi-istor
neers' council for Professional Development were examined.
ECPD is a privatelorganization which is responsible for
the accreditation of engineering and engirfeering tech-
nology programs in the United States. As such,,it can
be the most instrumental mechanism for effecting changes
in engineering education. ECPD is supported by funds
from its member organizations, which include the National
Council of Engineering Examiners (NCEE), the American
Society for Engineering Education (ASEE) and numerous
engineering technical societies. The accreditation stan
dards used.by ZCPD are broad and are often,supplemented
by criteria for eaq0 discipline formulated py. the tech-
nical,society representing the particular discipline.

Two major criticis

engineering commu
credit-hour requi
educators. In re
not attempted to
ment because ther
credit-hour syst
of this, ECPD tak
a specific instit
divides this amou
constitutes in th
visions provide t

are commonly made of ECPD b the
ty: (1) failure to establish minimum

ements, and (2) 'dominance of ECPD by
ponse_tothe first criticism, ECPD has
stablOPIsh a strict credit-hour require-
is no uniformity among 'the basic
used throughout'the country. In view

s the total number of.units required by
tion for a baccalaureate degree and
t by four to obtain what "one full year"
t particular program. Further subdi-
e necessary standards.

As to.the second soncern,.ECPD hasp attempted, iii th only
limited success, o increase the involvement of practicing
engineers in the accreditation

process.. However; it is
dependent upon'its = .er societies to select individualswith varied Backgrounds. BeCause the member societies
often provide lists comprised principaqy.of.educators'
names, the accreditation

process remains dominated by
educators.

3. Hiring, Promotional, and Tenure Selection Criteria

Usually, decisions affecting the composition'of facultyare made by administrators
in conjunction witty committeescomprised of tenured faculty. Therefore, faculty members

as both evaluators and those-being evaluated play an
important role in this.process. -They have developed some'insight into how hiring, promotional, and tenure selec-
tion practices affect engineer* education. Consequently-faculty were surveyed to determine their opinions on
,these practices and their effect On engineering education.
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Questionnaires were distributed to the engineering
faculty through the deads of each accredited engineering
education program in California. An average of 35 per-
cent of the engineering faculty from each campus respon-
ded.

Three major background elements pf faculty members were
examined: (1) whether faculty were tenured, (2) where
faculty received their education and what deg)ee was
earned, and (3) what experience faculty had in enginedi-
ing practice. The data indicated that 74 percent of
the respondents were tenured and that over 97.pertent
of the respondents had doctorate degree(; Further, these
academic credentials were representative of a large number
of different schools. However, a high percentage of the
degrees'were obtained from relatively few schools. Of

the 64 schools identified, the,top five accounting for
46 percent of the total doctorates awarded were Stanford,
UC Berkeley, UCLA, CALTECH, and MIT. Stanford alone
awarded 16 percent of these degrees. In response to the
question on experience, most faculty responded that they
had some experience in engineering practice; No attempt
was made to differentiate industrial Operience from
faculty consulting activities.

Faculty were asked to rank-nine possible' hiring criteria
in orddr of current importance at their school. The ,

engineering faculty', from the University of California
and fro?n the private schools, ranked the hiring criter;
almost identically. The'doctorate degree was considered
the most important criterion, followed by research',
teaching, experience and ,publicationt, in that order. In-

dustrial experience was considered sixth in importance.
In contrast, faculty from the California State University
and Zolleges ,ranked industrial experience as the most
impoTtant hiring criterion, followed by the doctorate
degree, teaching experience, publications and research, in
that order.

When asked whether the proMotional system accurately
rewarded merit in teaching, research, and public service,
49 percent of the tenured faculty and 63 percent of non-
tenured faculty felt that teaching was rewarded. With
respect to research', 76 percent of the tenured faculty'
and 55 percent of nontenured faculty felt that hit' was ,

given proper recognition. Over half of both gr ups felt
that public.service was not accurately rewarded.

18
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As.to'whether the review process encouraged faculty
members to conduct research,'which might be directly
applied to solving societal problems, the overall
faculty response was 70,percent "no." Tenured and
nontenured faculty were in agreement on this.

4. Undergraduate Engineering Curricula

The required undergraduate curricula of four chemical,
five civil, six electrical and six mechanical engineering
programs from seven California schools were examined and
categorized according to the "fields of understanding." '

It was found that required physical science and engineering
'science courses ranged frbm 43 percent to 79 percent
(with an average of 57 percent) of the total.minimum
requirements for a bachelor 'bf science degree. From 2.
to,18 percent of the total minimum requirements were
devoted to design/application. Seventy percent of the
prOgraths examined devoted less than 19 percent of the
curricula requirements to thfs area. 32 percent of all -

the programs reviewed required a course,in ethics, and-
68 percent reqbired a course in communication arts. The
remaining "fields of understanding" were rarely covere4
by required courses.°

The

review also revealed' a marked degree of program
flexibility in the accredited engineering programs. From
school-to school, technical electives in accredited pro-
grams ranged from nearly. 6 percent.of the total required
units at tbe University Of Santa Clara to 20 percent at'.
CALTECH. Nontechni6a1 electives ranged from 1.5 percent
at CPSU, San Luis Obispo iO'nearly 30 percent at the
University of Santa'Clard. Unrestricted electives ranged
from approximately 1 percent .at CSU, San Jose to 9,perdent
at UC, Berkeley. Civit,-engineering offered the highest
degree'of flexibility -of the programs studied (technical
electives, 15 percent; nontechnical electives, nearly 17
percent; and unrestricted electives, nearly 7 percent).

Depersonalized student transcripts from three'scbools
with accredited programs, and one school without an ac-1.7
credited program, were reviewed to determine whether
students were taking.advantage of program'flexibility to
select classes providing exposure to all "fields of
understanding." Only one of the.-80 transcripts examined
included a class in each "field-of understanding." Of
the transcripts, 5.7 -percent included-classes-in 12
of the fields, 81 percent failed to include classes:in at
letst four of the, 13 fields, and 17 percent failed to
include classes in'at least,7of the fields. A high per-
centage of students did not take a course in law, ethics
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-political science, engineering technology, life science,'
and management. .

.

5. Continuing Education

The content of undergraduate programs is' concentrated bn
fundamentals.: Specialized engineering subject material
must be obtained from graduate education or continuing ..

education programs offered through (a) university exten-
sion programs, in.conjunctioh'with xecognized school's of

;engineering; .0) government and industry providing in-

plant training programs for employees; (c) newly formed
continuing education units orprofesOonal andrtechnical
societies, offered'as membership services; and (d)-entre-'
preneurial organizations. It is estimated that apptoximate-
ly'half, of today's engineering 9rioduates will not take
continuing, or gtaduate education in their working careers.
They will, instead, be dependent'upon their. ndergraduate
education to provide long-range job performance and pro-
fessional development. Hence, undergraduate 'education
may have'to bb designed to, meet total career needs.

. 6. Interviews-

Employers, recent graduate engineers, students, and
faculty were interviewed to obtain tbeit impressions- of
engineering education and itS.relevence to their needs
and the needs of the public. In general, industry repre-

.sentativeS felt that the engineering graduate.should
come prepared:to practice under the constraints of the
competitive 'Marketplace and sitOd be concerned with a
company's position in the market. There was a keen desire
to see chdnget in the educational prbcess which would
better pre'pare'the engineer for real-life conditions.
There was a feeling that current, methods, including the
accrediting ptOcess, were not ser1inthe needs, of
industry.

Students' greatest concern was for the lack of practical
application of their engineering educations. TItey felt
that ,courses were too subject-oriented'and -might :better .

be taught by 'faculty who related. theoretical practice to
actual practice. They also felt that the 'practice of
engineering must be sensitive to the safety and envirOn-
mental needs of%the public, and questioned whether the
skills necessary to practice with that' sensitivity were
being provided.

i0
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Information from faculty interviews did not represent
a consensus of opinion on any particular issue. Some
faculty believed that exposure to engineering practice
in the educational programwas very important: others
questioned whether. such exposure was the responsibility,
of the educational institution. There was general agree-
ment on a need for greater coordination within the total
engineering community.

C. Engineering Registration

It History

The collapse of the St. ,Francis Dam in Southern California
prompted the mandatory registration of civil engineers
in California.. However, such registration has not been
expande4 most engineering practice remains exempt from
licensing requirements. Confusion exists over whether or
not registration is necessary or can protect the public,
and if so, how it can serve that purpose best.

2. ,Critical Analysis of the Act, .

The effect of the Professional Engineers Act is severely
limited because the majority of engineers practicing
in California are not registered.and the majority-ef the
registered engineers practice in areas exempt from the
registration Act. In addition, its impact As hampered
by provisions which dilute.rather than'strengthen'the

State's efforts to promote the public welfare. In the
Act, little attention is paid to the role of formal
education in'providing the individual with not only
engiheering expertise, but also with the sensitivity to
ensure the public's well-being. Most importantly, the
basic premise of the Act is poorly defined,. with little
or no explanation as to how the various provisions will
promote the public health, welfare, and safety. Basically,
the effectiveness and thereforethe necessity of the Act
must be questioned. Considering the broad spectrum of
engineering practice; the Act in its present form does
not play a significant part in the protection of the
public., ,/

3. Examination Process

Qualifled engineers may apply to be examined for registra-
tion at professional engineers. The examination process
entaili two eight-hour tests: the first, the Engineer in
Trainirig (EIT) exam; the second, the Registered Engineer
exam. The former is 'designed to cover engineering printiples;
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the latter ismore broad, covering areas of engineering
practice that would normally be acquired by the applicant t

through both engineering experience and edutation.

Both State-prepared and national "exams concentrate on or
emphasize thefollowing "fields of understanding":"
engineering science, physical science; design/application,'
and economics. It is poss4ble for an,applicant to pass
either type of test by solving problems only in the
science-oriented fields. Most critic's agree that exam
problems in the engineering science category pn State- .

prepared registratjon exams are quite similar in.content
and difficulty to those found in the EIT exam. For the .

most part, the State-prepared exams reviewed in this study
tested for only college-level knewledge and experience.

4. Grandfathering and Other Registration Alternatives

The granting,of professional engineering licenses by
the Board of Registration for Professional Engineers
through.grandfathering procedures requires that applicants
demonstrate nine years of "qualifying experience,' four
years of which may be met by a degree from an accredited
engineering program. There is no requirement for the
applicant to successfully 'pass a qualifying examination,
such as the EIT, as proof of minimum competence. With
the exception of the long-established "practice act"
disciplines of civil, mechanical,'and electrical engineer-
ing, there has been little increase in the ngmber of
specialty licenses issued by examination since a large
initial number were issued=without examiqtion during the
grandfathering period. Annual growth rated in some dis-
ciplines have been less than one percent. The number of
licenses ranted are a result of individual examination
and recip city, and are insignificant when compared with
those grante through regularly scheduled written exams
and grandfat ering.

D. Forumon E ring Education and Registration

Numerous recommendations for'change in engineering education
and'registratiOn requirements have been made over the past
twenty years, but there has been no governmental mandate to
accomplish many of them. The general question addressed
throughout this phase of the study was how interested the
various groups and entities in the engineering profession
were in change. More specifically, how interested would these
groups be if change were enforced through the-State governmental
proces,s?
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Two approaches to examine this subject area were possible.
First, to eliminate all engineering licensing-in the State;
second, to modify existing law to require that all engineers
in responsible charge in the State beregiAeredto practice
engineering. It was felt that the second proposal would
stimulate.the greatest response from all elements in the engi-
neering community. Thus, a piece of legislation was drafted
to incorporate all of the changes sought over,many years' by
segments of the engineering community and others. The bill
was not introduced, but rather, was prepared-in "preprint"

r form so that it could be seen and circulated in the normal
bill format. The text of the draft legislation is shown in

. Appendix I.

On July-26, 1976, Senator Albert S. Rodda, Chairman of the
Senate Committee on Education of the California State Legisla-
ture, conducted a forum on the draft legislation (SB 17 ,
Preprint). The bill proposed a complete reorganization of'
Chapter 7 of the Business andFrofessions Code (which concerns
Professional EngiiiTilt It also proposed to delete-technical
disciplinary titles and references; require the registration
of all practicing engineers "in Typonsible charge"; redrganize
the standing committees of the Board oflegistration; add an
advisory committee to the Board; addia'code of ethics to the
Chapter; and define the technical and nontechnical considera-
tions of engineering education and practice.

The forum providedan 'opportunity to determine the feelings and
positions of the concerned groups in two phases. The first,
through written' solicitation of analysis of the draft legisla-
tion; the second, through presentations made at the forum.
The f(514owing groups were asked to partfcipate:

Engineering technical societies; National Council of
Engineering Examiners; American Society for Engineering
Education; Engineers' Council for Professional Develop-
ment; Bo d of Registration for Professional Engineers;iilCaliforni Department of Consumer Affairs; conservation
groups; i usfry; 'futurists; recent engineering graduates;
legislative staff; engineering unions; engineering educa-
tors

1. Initial Review

The participating groups were asked how they felt about a
possible requirement that engineers have an understanding
of all the various consideration'( in.iengineering practice
as presented in the "fields of understanding." The
consensus waithatcengineers in "responsible charge" should
have at least an awareness of all' elements in the "fields."
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The groUpS were also (asked their opinion on the ade-.
quacy of engineering education in light of the "fields."
The response was anomalous in l4ght of'data gathered
through other tasks of this study. -In essence, it was
felt that current engineering educational -programs ade-
quately prepared engineers for practice, and that if
additional education were needed, then it should be
obtained through on-the-job training or from courses
specifically pertaining to job requirements.

Another issue presented to the groups was whether the
Board of Registration shoold review curricula. In the

draft legislation;, this proposal raised concerns in both ,4
educators and industry representatives alike. Same
respondents said that an independent action by California
in curricula review could jeopardize efforts to standard- ,

ize engineering accreditation and registration examinations.

Inquiries were also made concerning universal mandatory
registration. Of particular` interest were responses from
currently exempt corporations. While the purpose of
,registration to safeguard life, health, property, public
welfare and'good was not in question, respondents-did
debate the thesis that registration was necessary to
accomplish public protection. Some felt that registra-
tion was necessary only in cases where the engineer,'
offered services directly to the public and that no other
means was ,necessary'to assure the recipient thqIvan
engineer was competent. Soppe,educators, and efew rep-
resentatives oftechnical engineering societies, supported
universal mandatory registration, but most industry
respbndents were oppcied to the concept.,

2. Forum Proceedings

The structure 9f the forUM was similar to a legislative
hearing. It was held in a hearing room.in the State
Legislature and was'recorded verbatim. (A transcript has
beenretained in the project file.) Senator Rodda,
assisted bpmembers of the Senate and Assembly staff who
deal with legislation in education and registration,
chaired the forum. One practicing engineer, having past
experience as a 'member of ttie Board of Registration for
Professional Engineers, also assisted.

Panel representatives from engineering societies, indus
trial management, education administrators, engineering
educators, practicing engineers, and engineering unions
were assembled to present views on ffve major aspects
of the proposed legislation: (1) justification for
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registration of engineers.. (2) educatibn requirements
for registration; (3) qualifications for registration;
(4) miscellaneous requirements and administrative
provisions of the bill; and (5) 'industrial and public
utilities exemptions.

The following issues were discussed during the forum:

The parameters involved in the practice of
engineering;

The breadth of engineering practice;

The relationship of engineering-practice to the
adequacy of engineering education (given existing
needs);

The nature and effectiveness of accreditation of
engineering educationeprograms;

The need .for, and extent of,engineering registra-
tion in California;

The adequacy of the current engineering registra-
tion act; .

The j4tification for federal government, public -

'utility and industrial.exemptions;

- The-adequacy of
requirements;

. r
.

The adequacy of
fathering;

education-related registration

disciplinary licensfilg>and Oand-

the question of whether an engineer employee,
"attempting to be ethical," should be protected
by the.State from reprisals by the employer;

The inclusion of a code of ethics in the registra-
tion act;"

The question of whether, the Board of Registration
should even make an attempt to enforce a code of
ethics;tand

The question of whether the prospective benefits ,

of the proposed changes would outweigh the potential
costs. .
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The forum was highly successful in bringing strong

feelings to -the surface. Formal positions- taken by

many of those making presentations werd diametrically
opposed to positions taken in prior studies of engi-
neering education and registration. With one exception,
nearly, all of the provisions of the draft legislation

were opposed-by at least one of those making a pre-
sentation. The consensus was that if such legislation
which carried the threat of governmental intervention
were ever introduced, it would Pe opposed by all of the
groups represented.

Based only on testimony presented at the, forum, the
following interesting conclusions could be drawn:

- Engineering educational progr6s in California
are providing all necessary industrial -require-

mehts and .are sufficiently diversified to
satisfy the breadth bf marketplace needs.

- Current exami ation requirements, including
grandfath g, dequately ensure competent
etgineeri g practice.

- TheriAs no need for, mandatory licensure of
engineer , since industry is liable for any

injury r suiting from incompetency.

- Disciplinary licensing is better than nonspecial-
ized registration.

- There is no need for the incorporation of / code
of ethical practice as part of the registration.
act.

-,A small segment eland 'durveying
.

is the only
/ "'type of engineering practice that is offered

directly to a citizen. Therefore, this area is
probably the only one that should be licensed
in California. A public agency or private
industry has the ability to determine competency
without State intervention.

4

- The current eduCational system and registration
. practices adequately serve the public in the

State of,California. Where problems exist, they
should be resolved through, court action.

Most of these "findings" are incongruent with data directly
obtained from the relate& sources.
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E Engineering Advisory Committee

Throughout this program, major attpntion was given to
defining and establishing a mechanism to permit the.evalua-
tion of engineering education and registration as an on-
going process. One finding of this study was that an
Engineering Advisory Committee could be established-and
implemented within the California Postsecondary Education
Commission under existing statutes (State Education Code)
and within the program objectives of the CO-7iTSTOrmniiirive-
Yea-r Master Plan. (See-Appendix J.)

The "Engineering Advis,orytomittee would be'composed of
representatives of engineering education institutions, the
Board of Registration for Professional Engineers, the
practicing engineering, profession, public policymakers,e
engineering students, and others. It would have, asione'
of its primary functions, the making of recommendations
to the.Commission on criteria for the evaluation of engi-
neering education and licensing programs and thereby
facilitate close coordination in their development in light
of the 'changing needs of society.

27
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VI. 1DETAILEDDISCUSSION

p

A. Societal Needs/Wants

Before185O, techhology in the United 'States was the realm
of the military engineer, who, motivated by nationalistic
ideals and visions of great expansion, planned and super-
vised the early development of canals and railroads. The

, very nature of military engineering required that only one
. matter be taken into consideration- -a successful technidal

solution to the problem at hand.

After 1850-i a new type of engineer came into dominance, a
civilian with a cosmopolitan outlook, interested in pro-
viding specialized services to the new institutions becoming
established ih this country. He provided a variety-of
services to municipal, state, and private corporati94and
became known-as the "civil engineer" in`contrast to the
"military engineer."

Civilian engineering required that the engineer be aware of
matters other than just technical solutions to a problem.
The economics bf a project. and the health and safety of
the public in connection with the prbject, became additional
.concerns which often affected the technical solution.

With the rapid growth of.technology since 187 has come a
growth in the number of concerns involved in the.development
of that technology, concerns which must be dealt with as part
of each engineering project. For instance, energy production
must be conducted in a manner which protectsenvironmental
-quality, carefully manages natural resources, is safe,
economical and acceptable to the public and the courts. `

. 1. Fields of Understanding

As'part of this study, somg of the major societal
needs/wants requiring technical input or solutions wee
identified and classified into 14 different areas:
energy;.naturalyesources management; recreation and-

.

. entertainment; busliness; education; health care; advanced
technology and space; transportation; environmental
quality; communications; manufacturing; construction;
agriculture; security and national defense.

Engineering projects in three areas were selected for. ',
A review-to determine the considerations.and types of

knowledge involved; In the area of,transportation, the
Bay Area Rapid Transit system was examined. Offshore
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oil drilling was chosen to demonstrate the concerns and
needs of energy anCenvironmental quality protection, and

, the development of a nuclear power plant was reviewed to
illustrate the considerations involved in the developAnt
of alternative, energy sources. A disdussion of these
three projects can be found in Appendix A.

From the review, Of the above listed projects, 14 types of
knowledge, referred to in this study as "fields of under**
standing," were identified:

Physical Science (including mathematics): The precise
Oevrtfti61177xisting phenomena often using mathe-

. 'matibal models

Engineering7Science: The appliCation of a knowledge
of mathematical and natural sciences gained by study,
experience, and practice to develop ways.of utilizing
materials and forces.

Design/Application: The process of applying various
techniques and scientific' principles for the purpose
of defining a device, a process, or a s

: sufficient detail to permit its.physic realization.

Engineering Technology: The use of products, systems,
'processes, devices, mechanisms, and technical know-
how associated'with the practic.of-engineering.

Ethics: Standards of conduct.

'Communication Arts:' The study of effective language'
use.

Management Science: The study of methods of applying
manpower, material, and other resources to produce
goods and services.

. ,

Law: Any established practice which is potentially
Fea-Forceable byjudiCial action.'

Political Science: The studiof the interaction of
individuals and /or structured groups with other
structured groups.

Behavioral Science: The study of the individual
and social behavior of people.

Life Science: Thesciencebf living organisms.
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Kumaniti Sensitivity for and appreciation-of
west et "'s and. art.

. History: The study of mart's heritage.

2. Degrees of Understanding

The "fields of diderstanding" are representative of many
of the types of(uknowledge that must be considered in
every engineering project.. 'Typically, expertiseAgin each
of these fields is provided by project team. members whose
"degree of understanding" will vary according to-their
function in the'project. To account for this varying
"degree of understanding," a learning scale of five "de-
grees of underitanding" was develbped:' -

0 - None: .Having little or no knowledge of a
subject area.

,

1 - Awareness: Haying sufficient knowledge of a
"life-a-Tree to recognize problems in that
area anethe type of talent needed to solve
them.' L-

.

2 - Sensitivity:, Having sufficient knowledge of
of a subject,area to recognize and solve
problems in that area and having the ability
to make some preliminary judgments concerning
solutions and approaches:

3 - Proficiency: Having sufficient knowledge of
mubject area to recognize problems fn that
area and develop solutions to them.,

.

4 - Expertise:=-Hiving sufficient knowledge of a
subject area to develop new approaches to
solutions.

3. Survey:of Engineering Deans and Engineering Employers

Employers 4f engineers and deans of those California
engineering education programs ac&redited by the ,Engi-
neers' Council for Professional Development (ECPD)
were surveyed to determine their opinions on the "degree
of understanding" recent engineering graduates should
generally haYe in, each "field." The results of these
wo surveys are preSented in the.following two sections.

st.
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a. Deans of Accredited Engineering Education Programs
12

Of the 20 deans surveyed, a response rate of 50
percent was received. The deans were asked to "rate"

the "fields of understanding" (using the numerical
values, assigned to the five "degrees" of the learning

. scale) according to their relative importance in
engineering education.

On' the average, the s rated engineering science
- - and.detign/application h hest, 3.6 and 3.5, respec-

tively: 60 percent of the deans felt that an
engineering graduate should have expertise in engir.
neeringscience, while the remaining 40 percent
`believed a recent graduate should have proficiency
in this area. Fifty percent rated design/application
at the expertise level and the remaining 50 percent
believed proficiency in'this area was, necessary.

Three other "fields" were rated in the proficiency
rayge: physical science, 3.0; engineering tech-
nology, 2.8; and communication arts,

: the deans' average ate was
6. In the

remaining "fields, for
a lesser."degree of understanding." T e average
rating given any one "field" was neVer, less than 1.4,
i.e., awareness approaching sensitivity. Further
details on the responses arefound in Table 1 (follow-

,

ing).

b-'., Employers of Engineers t

40 A-wide variety of companies and several State. and
local government agencies responded to the question-
naire, including producers of high technology and
consumer products, construction companies,, and
companies engaged in research and development.
Using the numerical values assigned to the five
"degrees" of the learning scale, there was some dis-
agreement among respondents over the "degree of
understanding" that recent engineering graduates
should have of the engineering science; engineering,'
technology, and management "ftelds." Much of this
disagreement could be a function of the limited
response received from some of the groups.

. .

On the average, the respondents rated engineering
technology, 3.0; design/application, 2.8; and engi-
neering science, 2.8 as the "fields" requiring the
greatest "degree of understanding," indicating that
the graduate engineer should be proficient in each

, 31
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TABLE 1

RATING OF FIELDS OF UNDERSTANDING

BY ENGINEERING DEANS
("Degree".Frequency Distribution and Mean of
Responses for Each "Field" and Deans'. Survey)

u,

m)

FIELDS
OF

UNDERSTANDING

PERCENT RESPONDING

ilium Resmie

3.0

0-None 1-Awareness 2-Sensitivity 3-Proficiency 4-Expertise
Physical
SCienci 100'
Engineering
Science i 40 60' 3.6
Design/
Application 50 50 1 % 3.5
Engineering
Technology 40 40 20 2.8 ,

Ethics 10 60 . 20 10 2.3
Communication
Arts 40 60

/
2.6

Systems'

Management ' '10 40 c 50 - 2.2
Business//
Administration ..

.

30 60 - 10 1.8
,-,

Economics # 30 70 1.7

Law . 6(1. 40
4 1.4

Political
Science 56 50 1.4
-Behavioral ,

Science 30 70

.

, 1:5
Life
Science.,

I i 1:7'
Bumanftleii

2/
History -

,60,

30

.111

,

70 1.4

1/ "Systems Management" and "Business Administration" were later combined to form one "field," "Hanageme4,"
2/ "Humanities/History" were later separated into two fields, "Humanities" and "History."
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of these three "fields." Those "fields" in which
employers felt a lesser degree of understanding was
necessary were communication arts, 2.4; physical
science, 2.3; ethics, 2.2; and systems management,
2.2. The consensus was that the engineer should be
"sensitive" in these "fields:" Respondents believed
that in the remaining "fields," the engineer should
never be Less than aware of these concerns.

More detailed information on the responses from em-
ployers is presented in Table 2 (41lowing), and in -
Appendix G, Industrial Survey. Table 2 presents the
average response of each type of employer to each
"field," as well as the mean ofrall responses.

0
c. ComparisomotJesponses Rating tht ' 'elds of Under-

standing"

A comparison of the results from both deans and em-
ployers 'showed substantial agreement on the "degrees
of understanding".in most "fields," but a difference in
emphatis and attitude between the two groups for a few
"fields."

The greatest disagreement centered on the "degree of
4 Ihderstanding" necessary in physical science, engineer-

ingtvcience, and design/application. Although both .

groups rated these "fields" as the most important, the
deans rated each "field"'0.8 degrees higher than the
Orresponding 'rates given by the employers.,_ The deans

'fated the "fields" as requiring, proficiency to exper-
tise while employers rated. them one "degree" lower,
i. requiring strong sensitivity to 'proficiency.o -

The two gro4s'demonstrated..close agreement in their
rating oflhet.remailling "fields,: i.e., that an engineer
should posseSs ateatt an awareness-of each "field of
understanding:," As one would expect, the consensus
was that the graduate engineer should be far more
knowledgeable in the technical "fields" than in the
nontechnical "fields."

d. General Obse?vations

For thefirst 25 years following World War II,'this
country concentrated its efforts on expanding industrial
technology and developing massive weapons systems and
sophisticated aerospace hardware. Gradually, into the
1970s, a transition toward employing technology to deal
with' he problems and needs/wants of society occurred.



FIELDS
OF

UNDERSTANDING

Physical
Science
Engineering
Science
Design/
Application
Engineering
Technology

Ethics
Communication
Arts
Systems
Management -
Business

Adminiitration

Economics
,

Law
Political
Science
Behavioral
Science
Life
Science
Humanities/
History

I of Responses

51 A

-1*,mt, TABLE 2

RATING OFFIELDS OF UNDERSTANDING
BY'ENGINEERING.EMPLOYERS

(Average Response of Each Group for Each "Field"
and Average Rdsponse for All Groups Per "Field")

TYPE OF EMPLOYER OF ENGINEERS
Mean of All
Res onses

High
Technolo

Consumer
Products

Research &
Construction Develo' nt

State &
Local Gov't.

-2.4 2.4 2.0 2.2 2.7 2.3

3.1 2.7 2.8 2.0 2.8

3.3 2.8 2.0 3.0 2.3 2.8

3.0 2.6 3.0 .3.0 2.0 3.0

2.4 2.0 2.3 2.4 1.7 2.2

2.4 2.8 2.3 2.2 3.0 2.4
.

2.4 4r:2 2.3 2.2 1.7 - 2.2

1.8 2.2 2.0 1.4 1.0 1.8

1.3 1.6 e 1.0 1.6 1.7 1.4

, 1.4 1.1 1.0 1.0 1.7 1.2

4.6
.

1.0 .7 1.2 1.7 1.3

1.7 1.8
1 1.3 1.3 1.6

1.3

p

1.
;.'.1.

1 1.3 .4 2.0 1.5

1.3 1.2

,

1.0 . 1.0 2.0 1.2

8 8 3 5 3 27

1/ "Systems Management" and "Business AdiinistriStion" were later combined to form one "field," "Management:"- 52
..: 2h "Humanities/ffistory" were later separated into two fields, "Humanities" and "History."



Public policymakers have directed technology toward
serving society, while placing 'a great many restraints
on the manner in whi the delivery system can provide
its services. The es ential part pf the technology
delivery system'is t e engineering project. The pro-
ject members must a sess the problem, define the para-a meters, an provi an acceptable technical solution.
In today's e ering environment, recognition of
the "fields df understanding and appropriate trade-
offs between the "fields" is critical to a successful
engineering prbject.

The identification and definition of the "fields" and
"degrees" of understanding was an important first step
in the study of the relationship between engineering
education and registration. It is now recognized that
the practice of engineering is composed of both tech-
nical and nontechnical considerations, and these con-
siderat' ns provide the framework within which the
relations p of engineering practice, registration, and
education y be viewed.

B. Engineering Education

Engin ering education in California.is provided through the
"four egments" of postsecondary education: the University of
-Califo nia, the California StatelUniversity and C011eget, the
indepe dent colleges and universities, and the California

4 Comm ity -Colleges. A" previous study, Project E-E (refer to
1-h of this section), determined that over 70 institutions in
California-offer degrees in engineering, and/or science, The
Uni sit Aof California has .nine campuses, five of which have

c edited engineering programs. Twelve of the nineteen
iversity campuses offer ECM-accredited engineering

,, programs and seven independdht colleges. and universities offer
ECM-accredited engineering programs. Also, engineering-
related associate arts degree programs, providing strong support ,

for further study, are offered at man,.of the Community Colleges.

Numerous elements involved in thjs postsecondary system have
a role in determi ing the quality and content of'engineering
education progr . A preliminary review of prior studies of
engineering education was made to determine which elements

. ,

should be selected for further investigation aspart of this
study. ,The areas chosen foe' further review were recommendations
of previous studies of engineering education; accreditation;
hiring, promotion, and tenure selection practices; attitudes of
engineering educators, students and employers of engineers;
the content of undergraduate education; continuing education; '1

and the development of an advisory committee systemi (see Sections
V-E, Comp-rehensive Summary, and VII): A discuss-Pon of each of

i .
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these areas follows. (For,reader reference, the pages 606
which the, quotet appeared in the original documents are noted.)

1.. Prior Studies.

Many studies in the past 50 years have attempted to
'answer major questions as to what the content of a basic
engineering degree program should be. Since the mid-1950s.,
'there has been a downward shift in the credit hour require-
ments in engineering baccalaureate degree programs from
about 150 to 128 semester credit hours. Much of the tech-
nology-oriented program content--surveying, heat .treating,
machine shop, foundrylas beeT.Leliminated. Efforts have
been made to include-more courses in the humahities to
provide engineering students with gredter exposure to the
nontechnical concerns of engineering practice, and the
fields of basic science, mathematics, and computer science
have received increased emphasis.

Eight prior studies were reviewed to determine their effect

.1)1"

,;

6

upon engineering education:

Re ort on Evaluation of Engineering Education
e Grinter Report),-Tmerican Society for Engineering

Education, 1955;

'General Education in Engineering; Report-of the Committee
for the Fairaitic-Social Research Project, ASEE, 1955;

An Engineering Master Plan. Stud' for the University of
California, The7-111-n-ree-r-iiig Advisory Countil, 1965;

-

The Preliminary Goals Report, ASEE, 1965, and The Final-
-Eils Report, ASE ET-1-968;

.

,

A Study of a Profession and Professional Education,
Allen B. ROsenstein,1968;

Liberal Learning for the Engineer: Report of the
fliiiiiiiTTtic-Social Research Project, ASEE,

Future Directions for Engineering Education: System '
Res onse to a Changing World,'a report by the Center for -
Policy Alternatives prepares foe the School of Engineering
of the Massachusetts Institute ofTeChnology, ASEE, 1975; ,

Project E-E: Energy:and Engineering EducationProfet-
sional EF6Theering and-Research Onsultaffts, 1975.
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The findings of each study, were examined,
.

and the.recommen-
.

dations 'made were categOrized according to the "fields of
understanding" and other categories. This information is!
found in Table 3 immediately following this section. Two
of the studies, deneral 'Education in Engineering and Liberal

. Learning for the.5175er; were not included in the cate-
. gorization scheme because of their limited scope. Literat e
concerning engitteering education was then reviewed to deter-
mine the impact of these studies.

. The following is a review Of each study:

a. Report on the Evaluation of Engineering Education

The Committee on Evaluation of Engineering Education
of the'American Society for Engineering Education
(ASEE) was appointed by the society's president in
May, 1952, upon the recommendation of the 1951 Committee
on Adequacy and Standards of Engineering,Education and
the Engineers' Council for Professional Development and
ASEE committees. .The Committee was asked to develop
standards to aid ECPD in "bringing engineering accredi-
tation in consonance with future respbnsibilities of
engineers'." (p. 3)

The Committee's report (Commonly loibwm as the Grinter
Report) stressed the need for more mathematics and
science in engineering curricula, with emphasis on
"education directed toward the creative and practical

,phases of design, involving analysis, synthesis,_devel-
opment, and engineering research as the most distinctive
feature of engineering Curricula.' (Page14..) The
report also noted, the importance of orienting engineering
education toward the obligation of the profession to
society, but it did not propose that this obligation.be'

realized through a substantial reordering- ol nontechnical
content in. engineering education.

Since the Grinter Report was publshed,.basic principles
have been given increased emphasis in engineering pro- ,

grams.. This may, be largely due to increased federal

funding for-basic-research in the late 1950s, and a
concentrated effort to increase the number of graduate
degree engineers. with a basic, research orientation 1/.
,However, emphasis on the creative and practical phases
of design have been reduced.
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b. General Education in Engineering: Reaort of the
Committee for the Humanistic-Social Research Project

This project was a by- product of,the Grinter Report.
Its purpos0 was "to consolidate and make'available the
experience of engineering schools during the past ten .

years in developing workable programs of study in the -

humanities and, social sciences; and to make recommenda-
tionslooking to'thefuturestrengthening of this
portion df engineering education." (Page 627, Journil of
Engineering Education, April 1956.)

Competent observers zdnducted over a thousand inter-
views of engineering educators and made follow-up
reports. These interviews indicated that engineering
education programs were extremely diverse, and the
data obtained from them were not readily reducible to
tabular formi

'It was observed . . . "that engineering educatdrs
roughout the country are in. nearly unanimous

ag. ment that their students would profit--as

professional men,,as citizens, and'as in-
dividualt--from a fuller acquaintance with the
resources of the hublanistit and social sciences;
that a.sizable Hoer of these same,educators
are honestly fe rfulPthat attempts to incorporate
inIo'alreaqy iv rcrowdeecurricula substantial
programs of hum nistic-social studies may either
jeopardize the uality of the technical education,
or lead to superficiality in the treatment of
the humanities and social sciences; but that some
thirty or more of our leading engineering schools
have demonstrated such fears to be" groundless by
developing carefully. planned programs that amide
a sound introduction to the humanities and social
sciences while simultaneously reinforcing the
student's' engineering training.? (p. 623)

Relying upon the professional judgment of many engineer-,
ing educators, the Study discussed the selection and
development of an 'engineering faculty, curricular -

content as related.to the objectives of'engineering
education, the evolution of engineering curricula,
special factors that influence ubdergraduate educational'
achievement, and graduate study engineering.

The report concluded that the most common cause of un-
successful engineeringdesignedliberal arts programs
was unilateral planning by engineering faculty. Often
the liberal arts faculty were not included in the early

38
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0 planning stages of such programs,. causing resentment
which precluded their later cooperation. At ttmes,
their resentment grew Intp,"overt opposition." To

eltminate this situation, the study stressed the 4

importanceof joint planning geand cooperation between
engineering and liberal arts faculty in the development
and administration of liberal arts programs for engi-
neering students. (p. 666)

c, An Engineering Master Plan Study for the UnivIrsity
of California

This study was conducted by the Engineering Advisory
Council in response to concerns expressed by many en-
gineers, i.e.,,whether parallel practice- and research-
oriented professional graduate programs should be
developed; Whether more content should be included le
undergraduate education.; whether the quality of under-
graduate instruction can be maintained in an atmosphere
dominated, at many schools, by graduate study and re-
search; and whether, faculty should be added to stimulate
greater faculty attention to teaching and to continuing
education, and to-enlarge the professionally qualified
segments of the faculties as compared with. the research -
o'riented segments.

The Council concluded that engineers should be broadly
educated:

"BecauSe the engineer must please people with
his:Workshemust understand, as much as-his
time permits, not only the sciences, but also -

the current laws, rules', customs and procedures
of hii society. Because he hasa major social
responsibility, he must eventually deal in-aes-
thetics, philosophies; mores, folkways, and-Many
emotional and seemingly irrational 'aspects of
human behavior. The scientist, on the other .

hand, can seldom predict with accuracy the social
consequences of his' undertakings. He must spend
more time at the frontier of knowledge in his
special field and less on the socIal, 'economic,
and political implication of his'discoveries..

"In both engineering and science, new information
is being developed at a rapid rate. During the

.next decade, there will be high rates of change
`in many Of'our political and social institutions,
as well as-inour.technologies and our business'
and physical environments. It thus appears

*-
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that tworvery desirable educational goals
are impossible of accomplishment: (1) A
student cannot be equipped' to -know all there
is abouteverything applicable to engineer-
ing practice; there is too much to know.
(2) He cannot even be equipped for the dura-
tion of his lifetime; too much will change." (p.26)

In ,effect, the study supported the need for engineers
to have at least some knowledge of the "fields of
understanding." It also made numerous obserVations
concerning faculty:

"That the single most important requirement
for an excellent engineering program is an
outstanding faculty. (p. 121)

"That 'the faculty must excel in teaching and
must have collective excellence in the acti
,vities for which students are being trained.
A proper balance of faculty competence is
important, not only for teaching and student
guidance, but also for educational policy
making,' ( p. 121)

"That 'the programs of instruction in engineer.:
'ing must be designed for,undergraduates, for
both professionally and academically oriented
graduate students,:and for continuing education.
programs. The-University maintains strong
faculties in,support of ,the undergraduate and
academic graduate programs. However, the
ebmposition of the .present faculties; and the
associated evaluation and reward system will
not adequately support the expanded profes-
sional graduate or continuing education pro-
grams.' (p. 121) :

"That 'the University's formal 'statement of
its expectations as to faculty performance is
adequate for the evalqation'of engineering
faculty members provided its interpretation
.cante changed to place greater emphasis-on
quality of teaching and on'forms of creative
achievement other than research.' (p. 121)

"That in practice promotional policies'have
been 'interpreted to give recognition-0-in the
area of creative work only to research as

Lib
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documented by publications. Thus, only fac-'
ulty members whose creative activity is in
research are satisfactorily evaluated at
present. The faculty members whose creative
work is not in the area recognized as re-
search are disadvantaged. Those working in-
more than ,one creative area often have dif-
ficulty, too, even when one of the areas is
research. The excellence of teaching is
not weighted strongly enough. A result has
been the, evolution of a research-dominated
education program, albeit one of high
quality. Undergraduate and, professional
graduate instruction'andinstruction'and continuing educatfUn
have beenhandicapped." ( p. 132.4

Based on these observations and othert, the study
concluded that teaching should be a main' faculty
duty; that some professors should have continuing
involvement with engineering design and develdpment
in industry and government during summers and on
leaves; that some professors should give 'substantial,
attention to continuing education;.that the Univer-
sity should giVe major attention to the - maintenance
of a competitive system of faculty remuneration;
and that a task for.ce of department chairmen and
Engineering,AdvisorY Council members should be formed
to investigate the evaluatioh dfsteaching and, creative
achievement in tenure selection and promotion. prac-
tices.

r .

d. The Preliminary and Final Goals Reports

In 1961, the ECPD requested the ASEE toconducta
study of the goals of engineering edubation, finanCed
byta $300,000 National Science Foundation grant. Two
reports were issued as a'resultofthis study. Both
outlined the growing dichotomy between research-
oriented and practice-oriented activities and con-
cluded that a two-stemapproach,to engineering edu-
cation should.be developed, one emphasizing practice;
the other, research.' The reports also recommegded
that engineering stOlents should be given greater
exposure to the humanitiet and social sciences. The
Preliminary Report'recommended ". . . that during the
next five years the accrediting activity of ECPD be
gradually shifted from the bachelor's degree to,the

;

I

master's degree, or in other words, that the' first
/ professional4degree be'considered the degree,

aid the bachelor's dearee be considered an introduc-
tory degree." (p. 36)

41
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The recommendation was rewritten in the Final Report
.

to read:
.

". . . it is recommended that the engineering
pr'ofe'ssion and engineering educators recognize
the inevitability of increased graduate level
education in the future. and take whatever'steps
are.necessary to provide the opportunity forat
least one year of-graduate study.for the majority..
of those Who.will complete their undergraduate
*cation during the coming decade . .., That-
during the next decade basic engineering edu-
cation be extended to include at :least one year
of graduate-level education leading to the
master's degree." (pp. 13-14)

e. A: Study of a,ProfdssiOn and Professional Education

As part Of the Educational Development Program of the
Engineering Department`of the University of California
at LosvAngeles# the study began as one of engineering
education--with an emphasis onthe,design of undergraduate
and graduateducation programs- It evolved into a study
ofthe professions in,general, but focused, on the .

engineering profession. In explaining whg the study
was conducted, Mr. ROsenstein, the principal investi-
gator,.wrote:

"The !crisis of the profession' which preci-
pitated'Our study as roots both inside and
outside the university. It reflects massive
changes' in the professions, in the university,,
in techno3og and in spciety. e problems of
prbfessio are a nsequence of
the accelerting 4tcio-t 'cal'changes that
have. been affecting and transforming every pro-
fession and every major university during the

.

paSt several decades." (px)
.

.In his.discultion'of the "crisis, of the profession,"
Mrz. Rosenstein" noted th4 declining position of thd
United States as an exporter of technology and capital
goods; then 'discussedthe relationshi0 of thenation's

.

competiti4 posture and.itnterests,to activities of
our prpfessiogl&schools. He cited several examples
that suggested such a relationship, but concluded that
the exact nature of the relationship was yet to bd
determined.

.
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Rosenstein also ,questioned whether research alone
could solve many of society's problems. As evidence, .

he cited the lack of a positive correlation between
Nobel Prizes received in medicine and the quality of
our nation's medical services.

He also observed that:

"The pressures upon the personnel of the profes-
sional colleges have become overpowering. The
flight from teaching is well-documente , and the
effects upon both undergraduate and a duate
programs have been accumulating. I is easier
to teach a mathematics

with
a,scienc course than

a professional course with open- ded problems.
It.is 4.asier to concentrate in specialized
scientific area than to,underta e solution
of substantial professional problems with a
slower paper production rate.' The young assistant
professor has little choice. Faced with the
perils of "publish or perish," only the foolhardy
will assumea professional stance.

...2Professors, like-all other living oeganisms.f
'tendi.to replicate themselves. One cannot expect
a young professor who has gone directly from
his Ph.D. to teaching without any professional
experience to-produce anything other...than a
Ph.D. with little understanding of the profession
in which he has little desire to practice. The
inbreeding consequenCes of the past two decades
have influenced the professidnal curriculum. In
engineering, for example,the undergraduate mathe-
matics and 'science courses have received a long-
overdue renovation and modernization. On the
other hand, the older, empirically-based engi-
neering subjects have been discarded and too often
have,pot been replaced with a modern professional.
"stem. (p. II, 7-8) .

Bated:onthese observations and conclusions., Rosen-
stein'reCommended that professional education should
be evaluated on a regular basis. He developed a
method of curricular design and recommeRded thatthe
professional schOls teach courses in applied humani-
ties, and for the general'campus, offer courses on the.
professions and society. in.the'area of engineering
educAtion, he emphasized the importance and need for
teaching more design /applications.
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f. Liberal Learning for the Engineer

This study; conducted by the Humanistic-Social Research
Project Committee of ASEE.in response to charges that
'the'engineering students' education was inadequate
and irrelevant, was designed:

". . . to formulate goals for the'humanities
and social 'sciences which are relevant to the
changing character-of society and the Changing
role of the engineer in society; to examine
the resources available and the 'changing em-
.phases and directions within the humanities
and social.sciences as they affect-planning,
staffing,'and teaching of courses and'programs
fOr engineering students; to gather information
concerning chAges which have taken place in
the humanistic-social education of engineerihg
students within the last decade and to.identify
'trends, situations, programs, and courses which
appear to further selected goals; and to draw
up guidelines for 'teachers, administrators, and
policy makers in order to assist them in achiev-
ing their desired goals ,in specifis,4pstitutional

o situations." (p. 6)

.The tollbwing statement summarizes the findings of the
study:

-
.

. . there is little sign as yet that either
new programs, or the new=found status of humanists
and social scientists,.is even beginning to meet
the challenge of change 'in our technological cul-
ture and in the role'of they enginder'withip it.
Most revisions of program appear to be matters
of- minof' adjustment.rather than major overhaul.

Very fe#.involve liberal attempts to giVe the
student a sense of the overall picture--the.inter-

actions and interrelations within the context in
which he will iive as a persOn and work as a pro-
fessional man. Nor does one find much awareness
of the importance, to the' whole enterprise of

involving-the engineeringstudent in the life
of the'campus, both its culture and-its contro-
versy."' (p.: 12)

Jhe study concluded that it was not possible to formulate
a fully developed program which could be offered as a
general solution to the probleM of humanistic and social
content in engineering education, but did develop some
general recommendations: ". . .:that developmental and
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contextual objectives shoutkbe emphasized and their
implications should be thorottly- explored;"and that
the humanities and socialscierMA should be treated '

not as a separate stem, but as an integral part of a
liberal engineering education." The study also recom-
mended that "a qualified humanist or social s enti t

should be invited to join each' accrediting team, an
be asked to study-the humanistic-social part of the
program." The suggestion was not, however, adopted
by the'Engineers' Council for Professional Development.

g. Future Directions for Engineering Educaimion: System
Response to a Changing World

In 1972, the-MIT School of Engineering supported a
study of engineering education conducted by the MIT
Center for Porky Altdrnatives. The study was initi-
ated "to examine the engineering education system in
a changing world" (p: 3). A committee composed of
engineering educators, employers of engineeri and
several nonengineers analyzed the information gathered
by the Center and drew upon their experience to draft
the report.

. ,

The committee made numerous observations, some of which
are summarized below:

"During the last twenty years, military and space
programs stimulated' demand for engineering .

-scientists. Future demand for engineers will
probably be in the traditional and more slowly.
expanding. sectors. However, demand for new power
plants will result in considerable demand for.
engineersmith a design orientation: (p. 39).

"Just as social, econpmic,'legal, and political '

considerations now must be considered more fully
in work for the federal government, :industries
are faced with the growing importance of new rd--
quirements arising from changing'demands-of the.,
market or of the society through the political.

4 process. Consumers are demanding improved pro - -

duct performance. Safety and consumer regulations
have become more peryasive and restrictive. Envi-

ronmental conSiderations determine the design sand
use of products and affect the technology and
location of production plants.' The rising costs
of fue).and'mineral resources influence,engi-
neering decisions and create oppprtunities for new
engineering work in the developnient of moreeffi-
cient technology. The engineering of. social systems
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dical, educational, and gOVernmental systems)
requires greater consideration of, human values
and attitudes and the characteristics of societal
institutions. These changing emphases are not

. yet generally reflected by changes in engineering
education. (p. 39).

A

"Engineering training is being used more often
as a fdundation fdr graduate study in other
fields, such as business and public administra=
tion, law and icine. (p._40)

. "Work and c reers .f engineers change signifi
cantly Burin'

'),
r lifetimes. These chOnges,

: are caused by their awn grokth, the reqdlre-
ments of their employers, changes in the tech-
nology they use in their work, the changing
"market, and changesin national goals and socie-
tal attitudes.

1.

"At present, th re,are'few programswhich pro-
vide for-retrai ing and. relocation, little
evidence that it can be done effectively, and
little financial support available. Also, it
has not been-established that present enoineering

. education prepares the student with thelttitudes
or skills to take advantage of the opportunities-
of a changing career. (p. 41).

"A dedade of protest and turmoil has left en-
gineering campuses and students only slightly .

changed. As before, the engineering student
is comparatively pragmatic, self-directed, not
'people-oriented, and desirousV'unambiguous
sithations and structured work. Existing en-
gineering education patterns, centered on
analysis, problem sets, and abstract symbol
manipulation, may reinforce such characteristics
rather than people-oriented traits and'skills.

"If, as we believe, the t of engineering
requires skill in the use o intuitive proces-

, ses, in dealing with Uncertainty and ambiguity,
in problem definition- and solution; then it is

.11 no wonder that design ishard_to teach gngineerihg
undergraduates, especially in the upper years.
This is in sharp contrast to fields such as archi-
tecture where creative design ability is expected
and nurtured tall stages of the educational
prdcess.
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"There is considerable evidence that many rela-
tively flexible, lets analytical students leave

,engineering by either changing majors during
the undergraduate years pr.by changing fields
after graduation. Other students cbange to less
prescribed curricula than are offered by tradi:'
tional engineering curricula in search of flexi-
bility and wi4er options for the future'. These
"dropouts" frot engineering may 6e-the very
people who could best deal with the ambiguities
of the greater number of engineering problems."
(p. 42)

Based upon findings such as these,_the committee con-
cluded that design and clinical experienceshould be
integral parts of,engineering education; that more
schools ought to offer "bachelor of engineering" de-
gree programs for students planning graduate study in
prof- ns 'other than engineering; that more effec-
tiv couns ing methods should be developed; and that
schools shou prepare for a possible period of little
or tic growth.

h. Projec E-E: En rgy and Engineering Education

Projec ,E-E was con ucted by Professio .1 Engineering
esearch CNisu t nts-for tile Califo is Assembly

ommittee on Educ tion. Its purpose wa to identify
energy related research projects.being c tiOucted by
institutions of higher education in Calif- nia,' and to
examine engineering and science curricula_a it relates
to the training of engineers and scientists t cope
the broad.implications,of_thednergy problem.

J Data gathered in visitatio ns Made to several campuses
orthe University of California, the California State
University and Colleges System, and independent col-
leges indicated':

- that courses which increase the engineer's aware-
, ness of 'the interaction of the physical sciences

with the biological,..social, political*Aconomic;
,and environmental sciences should be required;

. _
- that "parallel ladders" should Be developdd to
recognize research, teaching, and public service;

- that professional experience stiouldbe one of the
criteria for employment as a member of the engi-
neet4ing faculty;

40.
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thatfthe current emphasis upon basic principles
should be expanded to cover an appreciation of
engineering technology;

- that undergraduate procyams should be.oriented
in direction permitting students the option
of emphasizing either research or practice;

- that-the-California-Postsecondary Education Com-
mission should establish a mechanism for the
continual evaluation of the relevance of engi-
neering and scientific education; and

- that an investigation should be-undertaken to
determine the relationship between engineering
licensure in the State,of California and engi-
neering curricula.

Summary

A basic concern in the eight studies which'we reviewed
was the impact of changing technology and societal
heeds on engineering education. The lack of practice-
oriented programs; inadequate social and humanistic
content; insufficient credit hour requirementsfor a ,

professional degree; and inadequate faculty, evaluation
practices were the major problems identified'by the
studies. Numerous recommendations'were made to alle-
viate the problems, but-very little evidence exists
indicating that the recommendations have been implemented

As indicated in Table 3
degree of similarity in
the studies; that is,
taught in most of th
recommendations pro
be adopted by ECM; at

allowingthere was a high.
the recommendations of most of
at courses be more effectively

s af underttanding." Other
new accreditation criteria

-ar iculation between colleges
and universities be improved; that curricula flexibi#
lity and diversity bencodi.aged; that both research-

, and practice-oriented programs be offered; that under-
graduate education continue to offer thOacbelorof
science degree, yet bise the curricula on the assumption
that students will obtain a master's degree; that engi-
neering students be provided'with practical engineering
experience; that faculty be exposed to engineering prac-
tice; and that teaching positions be made available.t
practicing engineers.

The similarity of rebmmendations.may indicate that
changes. made in engineering education programs have not
been adequate, and/or that there is a need for engineering
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.education to continuously change to meet the changing
demands for engineering skills.

j. Authors of Previous Studies

;.° The principal authors of four preitious -studies, and
others closely involved, were contacted to obtain their
opinions on the impact of the- following four studies:
the Evaluation of Engineering iEducati on. (the "Grinter

)h-Report"), the Master Plan Study, the Final Goals Report,
and _A Study of7i-FFEfiiiiOn _and Profiiiiaial Education.

1 .

I Responses to three questions were solicited:

- Do you feel that the recommendation& are still
valid in light of the engineering environment
of 1976?.

- Have any of the recommendations been implemented?

- Which recommendations should be implemented on a ti

high priority basis?

(1) Evaluation of EngineerIng Education

4
L. E. Grinter, then Chairman-of the Committee
responsible for ithis repOrt, replied that he

- believed the report ". . ..opened the curricula
of engineering schools_ to greater emphasis upon
science and its applications: - Hence, . . .

I believe the Report `s first recommendation has
been widely, implemented." In regard to the other.
recoMMendations , Dr . Gri nte,=. was 11 ess satisfied."

'e Engineering education:has actually lost ground

in the attention., it has',given to humanistic and -

social studies." --

(2) Engineering Master Plan Study.

Replies were received from R. L. Johnson, who .

chaired the- task force whiCh conducted the study, ,

and from Robert Bromberg,, then current Chairman
of the Engineering Advisory Countil. Both're-
spondents felt that while lacking 'some detail and
statistics, the logic behind the 'recommendations
was sound, and the recommendations-in .,essence,

s;':, remained valid. , Both believed hat.manY -of the
recommendations-have been implemented, "some
directly and.others in spirit."'

,.
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_TABLE 3 (cont'd.,)
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(3) Final Goals Report

Eric A. Walker, who chaired the ASEE Goals Com-
mittee, and J. M. Pettit, the Director of the
Graduate Phase of the study, replied that the
recommendations were still valid and that the
engineering community in both educational and
accreditation activities was working to implement
the activities. Dr. Walker's interesting com-
ments:

"However, I would point out that there are
still two difficulties. Fikt, there is too ,

little interaction between the practicing
engineer in industry and the professors of
engineering, with the result that engineering
education is not as responsible to the needs
of emoineers as it should be. By practicing
engineers, I mean those who are actually
engaged in putting science to work.

"My other complaint is that too many schools
have adopted the report as being,a guidebook
and have not been selective in what they db.
The report stresses diversity in engineering
education, but too many schools are trying
to do everything.' They are giving instruction
in all branches of engineering and at all
levels, from the associate degree to the
doctorate. There are few, if any, colleges
and universities that can be first-class in
all fields. I believe colleges should be
selective, pick out a few things in which
they can excel and'forget about the others."

(4) A Study of a Profession and Professional Education

The principal investigator of this st en.B.
Rosenstein, replied that, The ommendations
seem more valid th r in light of the engineer-
ing envi of 1976." He estimated that 13 of

recommendations ". . . are in the process
of being implemented to some degree in some insti-
tutions." Many of the recommendations being im-
plemented areithe same as those which were consid-
ered high priority items. He added that:

J

"We are in the process of rewriting the Study
.

to include recommendations for (l) a continuing
partnership between the public sector, private
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2. Accr

lc

sector, professions and professional schools
for the improvement of the nation's quality
of life and maintenance of the nation's
competitive position in world markets; (2) re-
structuring the University; (3) means fOr

.measuring educational needs and Institution-
alizing thechange.process in higher education;
(4) common undergraduate professional stems;
and (5)'sociatal assessment as a regular part
of undergraduate education."

(5) Summary' .

Contrary to the opinions of many observers, the
principal 'authors Of these four studies agreed.
that there had been implementation to some degree
of some of the recommendations. By' no means was

the degree of implementation always' satisfactory,
nor were the number of recommendations acted
upon sufficient.

Contrary opinions among critics and authors on
the matter of whether or not recommendations had
been implemented seemed to be over confliCting
definitioni of what constituted change. Where
most critics were looking for-obvious and
immediate implementation, the principal athors
recognized evolutionary change, the graddal
adoption of th- it of the recommendation.

The Engineers'Council for Professional Development (ECPD)
is one of the single most effective organizations in guiding
the curricula of engineering programs in the educational in-
stitutions of the United States. It is the nationally recog-
nized accrediting agency for engineering programs. This
section examines the creation and development of ECPD and its
accreditation process and guidelines, and analyzes the extent.
of.the organizationls impact on engineering education.

a. History

In 1928, the Committee on the Economic Status of the
Engineer, appointed by the American Society of Mechan-
ical Engineers (ASME), issued a report which emphasized
the need to improve the status of engineering by estab-
lishing a clear distinction between the engineer and
the nonengineer. The report suggested that an educa-
tional program beginning with high school students would .

provide engineers and the public with an understanding
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and-conception of engineeringas a profession. In
response to the Committee's report, ASMt requested
that other technical societiesjoin with it in a
"conference of certification of the engineering effort."

During-this same period, the National Cbuncil of Stale
Boards of Engineering Examiners (NCSBEE) 2/ invited
other, national engineering societies to aid in the
establishment of a "National Bureau of Engineering
Registration.".

The plan was to provide unified .certification:
(a) for registration by the State"Boards,
(b) for admission to membership in the engin-
eerin0 societies, and (c) for the conferring
of professional degrees by the engineering
schools. 3/

These efforts became united in the Conference on
Certification into the Engineering Profession, which
was attended by representatives of NCSBEE, American
Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME), the American
Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE),the American In-
stitute of Electrical Engineers (AIEE), the American
Institute of Mining Metallurgical-and -petroleum
Engineers (AIME), the American-Institute of Chemical
Engineers (ALOE), and the Society for Promotion of
Engineering Education-(SPEE). 4/

In February of 1932, the conference membet;hip appointed
a planning committee consisting of repretentatives from
each society attending the conference. This committee
met in March of 1932 and developed a comprehensive pro-
gram entitled, "A Plan for Joint Action in the Develop-
ment of the Engineer." The report containing this
program was adopted with only minor changes by'the con-
ference members in April, 1932. It was then proposed
that the. plan be put into effect by calling the first
Meeting of the Engineers' Council for Professional
Development, whose.'icoverning objective is to-be the
enhancement of the status of the Engineer." 5/

b Organization

ECP0 has been in existence as a private organization for
over 40 years. It presently is comprised of 15 "par-
ticipating" and "member" bodies. As defined in ECPD's
Constitution and Rules of Procedure, "member bodies must
. . . have objectives and programs which can effectively
Support those of ECPD, whereas participating bodies must
. . . have objectives and'programs which actively support
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those of ECPD . . . and be . . . actively engaged in
the dissemination of technical knowledge, and, have a
demonstrated interest and capability in the iccredi-.
tation process . . .." There is currently one member
body, the National,Institute of Ceramic Engineers
(NICE), and 14 participating bodies in ECPD:

AIAA, ASCE, SAE, ANS, NCEE, AIIE, ASME, AIMW,
IEEE, AIChE, ASEE,SME, ASAE, NSPE

4

Applications for membership must be approved by-the
Board of Directors of ECPD.. To become amember body,
applications must be approved by the governing boards
of at leait two-thirds'of the member bodies to become
a participating body-, applications mustbe apprOved by
at least two - thirds of, the participating bodies.

ECPD is governed by a Board of Directors which enacts

policy and manages the organization. 'Dues income of
the participating bodies determines how,many "repre-
sentative directors" each may appoint to the Board. If

this income is less than $700,000, the participating
body can appoint one director to the Board; if it is
greater than $700,000 and less than $1,200,000, it may
appoint three directors. The Board of Directors must'
abide by the Rules of Procedure.

In addition to its policy - making responsibilities, the
Board of Directors determines the dues each member shall
pay, to support the annual operating budget of ECPD. Each

member body must pay $1,000. The annual. assessment for
each member body consists of two parts. The first part
is a',fixed amount equal to that paid by the member bodies.
Th'e second part is in proportion to the annual dues-'
ineome (excluding student dues) of each participating
'body. The minimum annual assessment for each participa-
ting body is $2,000.

As a participating body, NCEE is entitled to representa-
tion onthe Board of Directors of ECPD., Thus; as a
result of their membershipin NCEE, the State boards of
registration have a' voice in ECPD's policy-making pro-
cess. In addition, boards of registration may send
observers on ECPD'accreditation visits to colleges and
universities.

A..

The accreditation guidelines can be fbund in ECPD'i
Annual Report. Present guidelines are fairly.broad
and do not include a minimum credit hour requirement
for a bachelor of science degree. Because there is no
uniformity across the country in the basic credit units
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for a degree, ECPD has not attempted to set up a
strict unit requirement for bachelor of science
engineering degree programs. Instead, ECPD accepts
four full academic-years as the time necessary for
completing a basic level baccalaureate program in
engineering. Across the nation, these four years
could mean anything from 40 to 500 credit hours,
depending upon the credit-hour system used by the
institution. Asa result of the. use of different
credit-hour systems, ECPDtakes the total number of

..,,units required by the institution for a-baccalaureate
degree, then divides by four to obtain what "one full
year" means in a particular program. Further sub-
diviSions then provide the necessar9\standard.

The Engineering Education and, Accreditation Committee
of ECPD is responsible for the formulation of accredi-
tation guidelines. Members of the committee are
appointed by the president of ECPD, subject to appro-
val by. the participating btdy holding curricular
responsibility in the disciplinary field that the .

appointee is representing. Membership on the committee
, is by formula, and is structured so that those dis-
ciplines haVing a larger number of programs also have

.a larger number of representatives than those having
a smaller number of programs:

Persons are appointed,to the committee in accordance
with Sections 10 and 11' of ECPD's bylaws. Appointments
to the committee are primarily based upon previous
experience on accreditation visits and knowledge of
the particular discipline assigned. Thus`, persons
usually become active in ECPD's accreditation process
by participating on an ad hoc visiting team. Appoint-
ment as an ad hoc Asitor indicates. that the person is
well-versed in a given discipline and considered capable
of passing judgment on the quality of educational pro-
grams in that distipline. Successful service as an ad
hoc visitor on several accreditation visits makes a
person an eligible candidate for vice chairman of a
region: Successful work in this capacity can then
qualify a person for a regional chairmanship.- Further
evidence of leadership and' understanding of accreditation
can then enable this person to be nominated as an officer
of the Engineering Education'and Accreditation Committee.

Since the individual disciplinary programs ,-rather than
the entire, engineering college, school, or department
are. accredited, an institution must petition to have a
specific program evaluated for accreditation After
making application, an institution receives a detailed
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questionnaire from ECPD. The data submittedby the
institution in response.to the questionnaire, and
the supplemental report on an on-site visit by an
ECPD accrediting team, are used to evaluate the program
for accreditation..

There are several steps the selection process for
visiting members. Each participating body submits a.,.
list of members who they feel are qualified to participate
in accreditation activities to ECPD. Once an institution
has applied for accreditation, a team chairman selects
.those individuals from the official list who he feels
are mot qualified, as a result of their preparation
ancrexertise, to evaluate that particular program.
This second list, usually containing the names of sev-
eral persons who could competently evaluate the prograM,
is thensent to the institution for approval. The judg-
ment of the visiting team must not only be acceptable
to ECPD, but also to the institution being evaluated

for accreditation. Consequently, the institution seeking
accreditation can eliminate from the Second list anyone
they consider unsuitable.. (According to ECPD, there
are many cases why re a university has had dealings with
an individual on a consultant basis, or in some other
capacity, that would create a conflict of interest.)
Nevertheless., since the ECPD'accreditation team chair--
man selects the list of names from which the institution
must choose,'the determination of who will participate
on the visiting team ultimately- remains the responsibility
of ECPD.

Prior to the visit, each member of the visiting committee
is provided with a dossier of information; supplied by
the institution, which explains the total campus education
effort: The team members review this material and subse-
quently verify this information and qualitatively assess
such factors as-intellectual atmosphere, staff morale, and
caliber, of the student body duringtheir visitation. The -

team must then project the potential competency of the
-.graduates two years, four years,, and six years into the
future. 'There must be a subjective analysis of what will
be'required two years, four Years,.and six years hence
in the practice of that particular engineering distipline
Once this process is completed, the accrediting team has.
a debriefing session with the memberi of the institution-
to help assess the weaknesses and strengths noted by the
team.

. ,

Many practicipg engineers have criticized the dominance
of ECPD's accreditation efforts by engineerIng educators.
Some have even suggested that educators evaluating' other
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educatorsis "incestuous," anethat engineering
educators do not unddrstand the problems ofNengineee-
ing companies and consequently are not capable of
giving the engineering student an 'understanding of
the problems that confront most practicing engineers.
Others, however, have argued that most.practiding
engineers are not qualified to evaluate engineering
education programs because they do not understand the
problems that confront most educators or have insight
into the basic requirements of the field of education.
Unfortunately, interest in the educational' process

\l'a among practicing. engineers is generally Minor, and
very few experienced engineers have taken advantage
of the available opportunities to assist the educa-
tional process. Consequently, the accreditation pro-
cess has repined dominated by educators even though
an equal balance of representation by practitioners
and-educators-is sought by ECPD.

ECPD relies upon member societies to nominate indi-
viduals with.a..variety of different backgrounds to
participate in its accreditation activities. There is
no requirement that the practicing profession and ed-

, ucaiion be equally represented on the ad hoc visiting'
'teams. The responsibility of the partiapating
_bediei is simply to provide ECPD with the names of
members they feel are qualified to participate in ac-
creditation activities. The Executive Director of
ECPD has stated:

"Though the 56/50'`distribution has been mentioned
. as a possible ideal situation, it is not necessarily

the ultimate goal: It-is known that the ratio of'
.

educators:to practicing engineeri within any given
discipline shows less than two percent as-educators;
however, not .all practicing engineers understand
the requirements of the educational process. It
is true that there ts a.preponderance of educators
over practicing engineers in previdut years. -ftra past
few years have shown a concerted effort on the part

ECPD team dhairmen tq seledt as clote as possible
a50/50 mix of.educators and practicing engineers
for the visiting teams. The success of this venture
will depend upon the successful performance of indus=
trial people versus that of educators and the aware-
ness and cooperation of the disciplinary societies'
in providing ECPD with a balanced mixture of the
educators and industrial people for the visitors
lists.' In some fields this last year (1975), the ba-

, lahce of-practitioners to educators was 40/60." 6/
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Like the ad hoc visiting committees, the Engineering
Education and Accreditation CoAmittee is also domina-
ted by educators. Currently 22 of its 27 members are

. educators. According to ECPD, 'as more industrial
people participate in accreditation visits, there will.
be more df them eligible for consideration for committee
,positions. ECPD expects that within the next few
years the 50/50 representation may occur in some dis-
ciplines.

;

In addition to accrediting engineering Bachelor of, .

Science programs, ECPD also accredits associate and
baccalaureate degreeq,Trams'ih engineering tech-
nology. Accreditation f these programs is the
'responsibility of .ECPD's Engineering Technology Com-
mittee. This committee became a standing committee
on October 5, 1964. Since that time, it has established
a basis for accrediting technical institute type pro-
grams, now designated as programs in engineering tech-
nology. The policies, methods of evaluation, criteria
and procedures established.by the Engineering Technology
Committee to evaluate these programs are included in
ECPD's annual publication. They parallel those estab7
lished by the Engineering Education and Accreditation
Committee.

ECPD has distinguished between engineering and engineer-
ing technology in its definition of engineering tech-
noloay. According to ECPD,A

°

"Engineering technolbgy is part of:a continuum
extending from,the craftsman to the engineer.
Located nearest the evineer, it requires the
application, of scientific-and engineering prin-
ciples in support of engineering activities.
The support is given whether or not the engi-
neering technologist or engineering technician.
is working under the immediate supervision of the
engineer. The term "engineering technician" is
applied to the graduates of the associate degree
programs. Graduates of the baccalaureate` programs
are termed "engineering technologists." 7/

ECPD - accredited, programs in engineering technolOgy
include those offered by.institutes, cdmmunity col-

, leges, colleges of technology, polytechnic colleges,
divisions of colleges and universities, and proprietary
schools.
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Although companies often employ graduates of these
programs as engineers, they are not fully accepted
c t,i411.)rrecognized by many practicing, engineers as4being

ivalentto graduates of Bachelor of Science in
engineering programs. Additionally, many state en-
gineering-registration boards do not'recognize this
four-year degree.as satisfactorily meeting the edu-.'
cattonal requirements of state licensure. In Cali-
fornia, the State Board-of Registration-does not
view engineering technology education programs as
equivalent to engineering edu6tion.programs. An
applicant for registration may obtain four years of
experience credit toward the six-year requirement
by completing an.ECPD-accredited engineering. Bachelor
of Science program. However, applicants can only
obtain two years of credit for exp6ience by completing
an ECPD- accredited engineering technology baccalaureate
program.

c. :Summary

ECPD ,is a private organization supported by funds from
its member organizations. These include NCEE and '

numerous engineering technical societies. One of the
organization's principal functions is to accredit

,engineering and engineering technology educatian1ipro-
grams. The accreditation standards used are broad
and often supplemente4 by criteria formulated by en-
gineering technical societies representing particular
disciplines. The accreditation guidelines do not in-
clude minimum credit-hour requirements.

ECPD is the single .most effective me'chanis'm for initist-
ing changes in engineering education.. has attempted
to increase the involvement of practicing engineers-tn
the accreditation process. However, the oroanization
dependent upon its member societies who usually noen
educators as their representatives (al- though an effor
is made to select individuals with varied backgrounds).

3. Hiring, Promotion, and Tenure.Evaluation

Significant attention has been given to the structure of the
curricula for engineering education programs in past tudtes.
(See Appendix C.) However, tine of the greatest influencing

-factors in the entire educational delivery system is the
faculty, and faculty "set", or profile which plays a major

.

role in the direction of both course content and "presentation.
Set is established by previous experience, habits, bias,
education, and degree level, and the unique emphasis which
each institution exercises over its total educational program.
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,A survey among the facultyof the major engineering'
schools in California was conducted to determine their
attitude on some of the major issues involved. in hiring,
promotion, and tenure. Some of the principal issues in-,
yestigated were the academic degree level of the faculty,
the emphasis the faculty and institutions placed on de-
greei, engineering practice experience, teaching, and
basic research. Responses.on'tenure, hiring, a d pro-
motional'policies were also compiled. A detaile e-

sentation of this survey and the findings are presented
in Appendix B.

The survey indicated that a high percentage of faculty
members possess doctorate degrees. It also indicated
Ithat there is a difference in emphasis placed upon teach
ing, experience, and research by the different institutions.

4.

a. Faculty Education Background

Over 97 percent of the responding faculty indicated
that they possessed doctorate degrees_and that they
felt this was important. Interestingly, almost 50
percent of these degrees were granted by five edu-
cational institutions in the United States. Of these
institutions, Stanford University ranked highest with
16 percent of all the degrees granted.

b. Faculty Engineering Practice Experience

According to the survey, 98 percent of the engineering
faculty had some engineering practite experience,
reporting an averag of 13.2 years each. The Univer-

sity of California culty reported having an average
of 14.3 years; Califo State University and private

colleges and universities eported 13.1 and 12.2
years, respectively.

Th figurestmay be somewhat misleading, since faculty

membe were inconsistent in their responses. It was

apparen that some faculty members counted part-time
consulting activities, with their academic responsi-
bilities, on a full-time equivalency basis. For

example, a faculty member with 14 years of academic
experience, includina some consulting activity, might
have indicated 14 years of engineering practice experience.
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c. Hiring Practices '

Faculty hiring done through a'review process
involving tenu ed faculty and school Administration.
Administrators usually make decisions, based upon
recommendations made by committee members'who are
usually tenured.

Faculty members were asked to rank, in order of im-
portance to their schools, nine possible htring
criteria. Respondents from the independent colleges
and universities, and the University of California,
indicated that the doctorate degree was the single
most important criterion. Research was second in
importance. Respondents from the California State
University and Colleges ranked engineering experience
the highest and the doctorate second. The majority
of all the respondents ranked teaching as third in
'importance followed by publications. By no means
were these rankings unanimous, and variation existed
between schools in the same system.

d. Tenure Evaluation and Pftmotional Review-

It was the opinion of 63 perdent of the surveyed faculty
that in the review process the emphiSis placed upon
research, teaching, and public service was influenced
by the composition of the review committees. It was
felt that, the review process gave priority to-teaching
and research and did not recognize the importance of
public service. The data in Appendix B shows a'split
in attitude on these issues. 'Opinion as to the value
of involving practicing engineers on review committees,
andon the issue of student involvement in the process
was also split. Non - tenured faculty were most favorable
to the involvement of practicing engineers, and 83 per
cent of both tenured and non-tenured respondents (felt
that engineering faculty were adequately represented.

In exploring the issue of basic research versus applied
research, a majority of the faculty respondents.felt
that the review process favored the former rather than
the latter.

Engineering professors were asked to rank research,
teaching, and public service by the. degree of.'emphasis
that each was given in their departments in promotional
and hiring practices. The results of this inquiry
showed the basic differences in the three segments of
higher education. Respondents from the University of
California strongly indicated (86%) that the ranking /
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order was research, teaching and public service,
contrasting the ranking given by the respondents
from the California State University and Colleges
and private schools-. Public service, research, and
teaching were ranked in that order of emphasis by
59% of the CSUC faculty, and 68% of the faculty frilly
the private schools ranked teaching first, with re-
search and public service following.

e. Attitude Toward Tenure

The attitude of faculty members toward tenure was
evaluated on the basis of the benefits and detriments
they felt were associated with the system. Most often
academic freedom, or freedom o expressi6n without
threat of reprisal, was it as'the primary benefit.'
The principal detriment of the tenure system was iden7
ified as its tendency to support and retain nonpro
ductive faculty members. (See Appendix B for related
responses.)

Tenure is an emotional subject and can polarize members
of a faculty. The faculty tenure system is paralleled
in both private and public sectors. While these
systems were created to give employees job security,
complaints about them concern similar. issues. The

basic concerti .of the hiring, promotional and tenure
systems is whether or not they provide incentives-which
encourage innovativeness and creativity to.enable fac-
ulty to relate their specific subject areas to engi-
neering asa real -life experience. oriented
in in this manner will best serve the ee of the students,
the practicing profession, and society as awhole.

4. Undergraduate Engineering Curricula

a. Required Curricula

Periodic concern by the profession and others over the
relationshirof undergraduate degree programs to the
practice of engineering,have resulted in numerous
studies. This section -- discus es the curricula content

of several of the technical majors programs of seven
enlifffeering schools in California. The ."fields of

understanding," which contain the interrelated parameters
ofengineering practice, were used as a basis Tor cur-
ricula,examination in the following schools- which were

'selected to provide a cross. section of- California Bache-
lor of Science Engineering programs. 8/, Selection cri-
teria included size, geographic location, tYp of school,
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accreditation

University
University
California
California

San Luis

California
University
West Coast

status, a d rogram orientation. 9/

of California, Be keley (UCB)
of California, Dads (UCD)
State University e (CS &JSJ)

Polytechnic State Universe y,
Obispo (CSUSLO)

Institute of Technology (CALT
of Santa Clara
University

.mow

Time and financial constraints of the project did not
permit the examination of two-year engineering related
programs offered by the Community College system.
Future studies should evaluate this system'and" its
effect on students who have received an associate arts
degree and have transferred to a four-year college
or university to complete the bachelor of science degree'
in engineering.,

ao

ECPD lists (p. 27, ECPD 43rd Annual Repont) 27 engi-
neering program disciplines in CdTifornia. These are:

Aeronautical Engineering
Aeronautics

Aeronautics and Astron-autics
Aerospace Engineering
Agricultural Engineer*
Architectural Engineering
Ceramic Engineering..
Chemical Engineering
Civil Enikineering

Computer Engineering
Electrical Engineering

Electrical and-Computer Engineering
Electronic Engineering
Engineering
Engineering Materials
Engineering Science
Environmental Engineering
Industnal .Engineering
Industrial and Systems Engineering

Industrial Engineering and Operations Research
Mechanical Engineering
Metallurgical Engineering
Metallurgy
Naval Architecture
Ocean Engineering
Petroleum Engineering
Sanitary Engineering
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To providean overvieirof engineering program content,
four chemical, five civil, six electrical, end six
mechanical engineering programs were examined. The
course descriptions found in the 1974-75 catalog
of each school were used to classify required courses.
"Specific course requirements" 10/ were categoriZed

'according to the "fields Of understanding." Elective
course requirements were classified as "technical.,"
"nontechnical,-" or "unrestricted:" 11/

Laboratory classes, examining only physical phenomena,
were classified as physical science or engineering
science courses. However, if such a course had'a de-
sign or applications component, it was placed in the
design/application category.

The data indicated that four'different'gredit-hour
systems were used: the quarter system was used at
UCB, UCD, and CSUSLO; the semester system was,used at
CSUSJ and West Coast University; the unit system was
used at the University of Santa Clara (one unit per
course; 44 units to graduate); and thd unit system
based on each hour per week spent workind'An a course
(one unit per one hour of course work) at CALTECH
(516 units were required for a BS inengineering).

Cumulative results from.the investigation of the seven
institutions and four disdiplines,studied are summarized
below. A more complete'summary of the findings can be
found in Tablgs 4, 5, 6, and 7 immediately following.

(1) Technical Course Requirements.

- Required physical and'engineering.science
courses ranged from,43to 79 percent (average

' 57 percent) of the total minimum requirements
for a bachelor of science,degree..

I.- Design/applicatiorwas the next most significant
area of concentration. Courses in thiscategory
ranged from 2.to 18 percent of the total minimum,
requirements. Seventy percent of the p,rograms
examined devoted less than 10 percent ef their
cDrricula requirements to design/application
courses. .(Note:i.This 10 percent figure, may be
misleadingly high. If a course had a desigp or
appltdations component, no matter how small,
it was classified as desrp/application.) Few,

if any, courses encompassing the other "fields of
. understanding" wererequired, but were available
at the student's discretion.
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FIELDS OF UNDERST.I:;rN : ::. :. i.

Physical Science 28.5 24 39 25. 27 36

Engineering. Science 36 I 31 27 30.5 . 16 20

-.
.

Oesign/Aoolication 2 1,13 8 6.51 16. 18
. .

Engineering Technology . 0 1 '2 2 3

Ethics . 0 . 2 1 1 0 r 0

Communication Arts 0 4 4.5 3 r 0 2

,

Management % 0 0 0 0 2/' 4

Economics 0 0 . 0 1.5 0 3

..Law 0 0 0 0 0 0
,

.
. a

Political Science O d 0 0 j 1.5 0 3.
.

Behavioral Science 0 0 0 1.5 0 6

Life Sciences 0 .0 0 1.5 0 Q
..,

Humanities 0 '0 0 6

Histor;/ - 0 0 0 2.5 , 0 0

Total aeced. Courses
'lithin F.iilds % 66.5 76 81.5 82.5 61 100

Technical,Electives % 11 8 1,3' 10 0 0

Nonteemical Electives % 1r4"4-13 4.5 1.5 30 0
Courses Recitd. Not

Within Fields % 0 0 I 1 1.5

1

Unrestricted Electives % 7.5 3 0 1 4.5 t' 6 1 0

TOTAL % 1100 100 1100 1100 1 1100 (100

Total Miaimum-No.-of Units
Reed./Bachelor of SCience 180 180 131 /200_[

...115...

s.

TABLE 4

CURRICULUM EVALUATION
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING REQUIREMENTS

(From 1974 -75 Catalogs)
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Physical Science 32
i

27 42.5 23 25

111!

40 1

Emd.neerbing Science 37 2 29 30. 18 6
0

Desizn/Aoolication ' 3 2 9 10.5 5 18

Enzineerinz Technoicstv 0 I 2 2 2 1 0

Ethics 0 2 0

Communication Arts 0 4 l 6 3 0 2

Manaaement 0 O, 0 4

Economics 0

e

*0 0 1.5 0

Lav 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

. .

Political- Science .5 0 3.

3ehavioral Science 0 1.5 0 6

t

We Sciences 0 0 0 1.5 0 0

Humanities 0 . 0 0 5 0
1 .

I 6

HiStory 0 0 0

.

Total Raq'd. Courses
::ithin Fields 72 63 87.5 83 48. 1100

. .

Teedical Electives -1- 5 1 9.5 1 11 I 0

Nontechmical Electives % 115 13 5 N 1 1.5 l' 30 1 0

Courses RecCd. Not
%;ithin Fields :

I 0

.

0 1.5 1 r25 [ 0
1

Unrestricted Electives 113 3 1 1 4,5 11 0'

TOTAL % 1100 fl 00 100 1100 lloo -1100_

Total Minimum-No.-oi Units
Reed.../Ba.ctielar af laience

I

1 180 1180 127

1

12O0 , 44 1135

TABLE 5

CURRICULUM EVALUATION -

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING REQUIREMENTS
(From 1974-75 Catalogs)
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.

,
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.
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Total Raced. Courses
Within Fields % -. 62

.

62 ' [ 86 33 59 (100

Technical Elecizes - . % 11 20 8 30 6 0

Nonteclmic.al Electives % 15 14 ,I 5 21 29 0
Courses Reqd.- Not
.Within Fields, % I 0 I 0 1 1. 2 I 0 j 0

Unrestricted Electives' % 1 '12 4 0 1 1 14 1 4 I. 0
TOTAL % 1100 100 100 1 . 000 1100 1 100 1

Total Minimum-No.-of Inits
Ried./Bachelor of Science

I

1180 180
g, 1/

131

1-

1 .k16 I 44 I 135-

TABLE 6

CURRICULUM EVALUATION
CIVIL ENGINEERING REQUIREMENTS

(From 1974-75 Catalogs)

jj The total listed in the catalog. is-134-118., To obtain this total, C.E. 112 wa's
counted twice. The actual total' is thus 131-135', if C.Z. 112 is counted (cont'd,'
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only once.

,2/ The CALTECH engineering and applied science option is examined here.
Bachelor of Science degrees are granted in engineering and applied
,science, butpe not offered in specific disciplines other than
chemical.engineering. Students may, however, choose to specialize
in any of the following areas: aeronautics, applied mechanics,

communications and control, computer science, electron 'device physics,
electronic circuits, environmental engineering science, fluids
engineering and jet propulsion, mechanical behavior of materials,
mechanical design, physical metallurgy, structural and soil mechanics,

structures and properties of alloys. (A Master's degree is offered

and recommended in chemical, civil, electrical and mechanical
engineering.)
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TABLE 7

CURRICULUM EVALUATION
ICAL ENGINEERING REQUIREMENTS
.(From 1974-75 Catalogs)

O

1/ A student coull0 cho se to take 24 units of technical electives and nine units/
of unrestrieted ele Lives.
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2/.The minimum units requirement found on page 46 of the 1974-75 UCB
general catalog is 180 units.. The requirements found in the 1974-75
UCB College of Engineering catalog total. 183 units.

.
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(2) Ethics

Although ethics was a required component inonly 32
percent'of all the programs reviewed, it never con-
stituted more than 2 percent of .the total unit
requirements (usually one course). The following
programs required such courses:

1. One out °f lour chemical engineering prograMs;

2. Three out of six electrical engineering pro-
grams;

3. One out of five civil engineering programs;
and

4. °Three out,of six mechanical engineering
programs. -

(3) Communication Arts

Sixty-eight percent of the' engineering programs
required a course-in communication arts, but never

- 'constituted more than 5 percent of the total unit
requirements.

'NY

(4) Program Flexibility

Program flexibility varied substantially:

1-.. The number of technical electives engineering
students were required to' take ranged from-

. '0 - 21 percent.

2. The number of nontechnical electives engineer-
ing students were'required.to take ranged
from 0 30 percent.

3. The number of unrestricted electives gngineer-

ingrstudents were required to take ranged from
0 -13. percent.

- Possible design/application content4arted as
a function of the number of technical and un-
restricted electives required and the number
of such courses offered.

- Humanistic and social content varied as a
'function of the number of nontechnical and
unrestricted electives, required. Thus, this
content varied from 11 to 36 percent of total



program content depending upon the'program's
flexibility. (The average was slightly less
than 20 percent.)

(5) Life Science

Only one school (out of the seven schools examined)
required a course in life sciences.

(6) Unit Requirements

Most engineering education programs requireCthe
equivalent of 180 quarter units or 130 semester
tredit hours. California State University, San
Luis Obispo, was the most notable exception, re-
quiring 200 quarter units for a Bachelor of Science

,.in engineeripg..

(7) Summary

Bachelor of science dtgree'course requirements
varied substantially from discipline to discipline
and institution to'institution. The graattst pro-
portion of required courses were usually in the
engineering and physical sciences. Only a very
small pertentage of the total course rewirements
were devoted to design/application and communica-
tion arts. Moreover, very few courses were required
in the remaining "fields of understanding." (For
example, most programs did not require a course in
ethics.) But, by carefully selecting electives,
students could acquire an exposure to,, and aware-
ness of, most of the ".fields of understanding."
The extent of this exposure would, however, be
limited by the credit-hour requirements far a
bachtlor of science degree.'

b. Elective Curricula
//

The review of required curricula revealed that gram '

flexibility varied substantially from campus to campus
and discipline to discipline. Eyen so, the flexibility
provided on frost campuses was such that the'student
could obtain classes in most of the "fields of under-
standing," ifhe'chose.to do so. To determine whether
students'were actually choosing elective classes'
that would .provide some exposure to the !'fields of
understanding," depersonalized transcripts 12/ of
engineering students. were examined.
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An initial sampling of depersonalized transcripts was
obtained from the University of California, Davis, to
determine the feasibilityof reviewing them, And' to ,

ascertain theJegree of emphasis placed upon each-
"field of understanding" in engineering education.
Although, the .complete (transcripts of students who had
transferred from one institution to another were dif-
ficult to obtain, the results of this preliminary
survey indicated the feasibility of transcript review
and analysis.

Subsequently, transcripts were requested from the six
other institutions whose catalogs had previously been
examined: These institutions were:

University of California, Berkeley (UCB)
California Polytechnic State University, San s

Luis Obispo (.CSUSLO)

.California State University, San'Jose (CSUSJ)
Santa Clara University

.1-California Institute of TechnologTTCALTECH)
West Coast University

UCB, CSUSLO, Santa, Clara University and West' Coast
University sent the requested transcripts.

Transcripts of students who had not transferred into
a. specific institution, ,but who. attended.for the full
four-year proaram, were also examined. 13/

Utilizing course descriptions found in school 's -

_catalog, the courses listed.on the individual 'transcripts
wer6Criiiifi 0 according 't.9 the "fields of understanding.,"
Where, doubt existed as to how a course should be .classi-
fied, the Bourse destription was "liberally interpreted"
to maximize the indicated breadth of the student's
education.

This analysis produced some interesting results. Enai.
. neering students were nottexposed to many of thp "fields
of understanding" involved iry engineering projects un-
less professors discussed concepts from the nontechnical.
"fieldt of understanding" in classes taken by them.
(See Figure 4.) However, discussions with enaineerieg
students -indicated that nontechnical concepts ,here
rarely discutsed,in technical classes. (A summary of
student interviews is presented later in this chaptpr.)
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Several observations can be made from figure 4, .

immediately following, which represen s the breadth
of the educational experience for those students
whose transcripts were reviewed in this study. Only
one of, the 89 transcripts examined included a class
in each "field of understanding." Eighty-one percent.
of thes-tudents did not take a class in at least four
of the 13 "fields," and 16 percent of the students
did not take a class in at least seven of the "fields.

The emphasis placed on each "field of understanding"
is.summarized in Table 8...All numbers found in this

.chart ayeexpres ksed as peentages. The number above
each is the mean percentage indicating the
average emphasis .placed- upon a "field." The number. -

below each diagonal indicates the range. The fiat...
number is the lowest percentage of classes takers
the field; the second is the highest taken in the
"field' for that group of transcripts. If the two.
numbers-are the same, each student in that group had
the same number of courses in that 'field of gander --
standing.,"

When this analysis was conducted, humanities and.
history were considered one field. 'Consequently, only
thirteen fields are listed in Table 7. 'These "fields"
we're subsequently separated.

The bottom category, "interdisciplinary studies,"
refers to courses which integrated two or more "fields
of understanding.".''If-a student had taken a substan-
tial number oftheie courses, his exposure to the
"-fields" may be broader than indicated by the figures
corresponding to ,the thirteen "fields."

Unlike the other colleges and universities listed in
this table,- West Coast University has no engineering
prograri accredited by ECPD in their,43rd Annual 4**. .

Report. Additionally, it has a fixed curFiC71Tn--
all courses are reqaired; there are no electives.
Averages of .'all 'schools ane shown both with and with-
out the figures from West Coait. . As can be seen,
the'results were riot significantly changed when the
transcripts from West Coast University were examined
separately.,

Those students receiving a .bachelor .of science degree
from an, ECP_D-accredited education program took classes
mainly in the physical scienCes, 'engineering Sciences
and in design/application. On the average, 62 percent
of their eurilcula was devoted to physCal and en-
gineering sciences, Itihile design/application. courses

I
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averaged 11 percent of the c urricula. The percentage
of students who took 'a class in the other ten fields
are summarized below:

Law 17% Management 53%

Life Sciences 23% Behavioral Science 67i

Ethics 27% Communication Arts 82%

'POl itical Science 39% Economics 82%

Engitneering 44% Design /Application 90%
Technology

A high percentage of students did not take a course in
law, ethics, political science, engineering technology
or management,,although these classes were usually
available.

c. tSummary

EngineetIng education is faced with a dilemma. How can
best provide the basic principles of engineering and

science,, together with some exposure to the humanities,
within a fixed period of time (that is established-for
reasons other than educational purpose) and yet prepare
engineers for the "macro" nature of engineer! ractice
in the field?

Results of this study indicated that, firstt cOungehi-,
'leers given a strong basic foundation in mettle-matics,:tcience,and engineering science. Second, al:
though universities have many other courses available
in the non-science/non-technical areas, statistically,
engineering students do liot take these courses. Third,
engineering education presented -in subject-form rather
than project-form, provided litt)e stimulus for the
student to tie. the ,various courses together in the manner
that constitutes engineering practice in the .fiel d .

.Tourth, this.'study indicated that'the hiring,,promotion,
and tenure prdcetses tended to favor basic research
rather than applied scientifii endeavors and finally,
many faculty members lack the industrial practice neces2
sary to reiate, first-line experiences to, their students
as part of th'eir regular. course' content.

Under these present grcumstances, it is' highly unlikely
that engineering stUdents will ;be exposed to fields such.
as law, life sciences, ethics; `political science, and
management. Yet, these fields can be paramount in the
practiceOf engineering undfir the presetif 'social con-
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siraints of public policy. Every manufactured product
must now be examined from a liability standpoint (law).
Every civil engineering project must begin with the
analysis of the effect of the project on the existing
and projected natural life systems. The professional
responsibility of an engineer to society with a hyper-

, sensitivity to the protection-oehealth, safety, wet :.
fare, and good are concepts of a professional code of
ethics, but few engineefing Students are either aware
of such a code, nor sensitized as to professional -

responsibility. Finally, the integration of basic
scientific information, materials, processes, manpower,
resources, and finance into a project is keystone to
engineering practice, and yetthis Yield, "management,"
is rarely a part of the engineering student's educational
experience.

Many learned individuals in the education element of
the engineering. profession state that there is an in-
tended role-separation between engineering education
and engineering practice, that primary responsibility of
engineering education is to/provide the basics in science,
mathematics, and engineering science. Some also state
that the university need not teach engineering technology
at all. According to the scenario, technology becomes_
quickly outdated;.however,the basics remain the same.'
The current assumption is 'that engineering technology
and the nontechnical fields of engineering practice will
be picked up through engineering experience and continu-
ing education.

e
The following section presents an overview of the sub-
ject of continuing education as it relates to the overall
engineering educational experience of engineers.

.

5. Graduate and Continuing. Education

For the one hundred years prior to04orld War I L,, engineering
developed through an evolutionary process. With a college
background and with experience attained through engineering
practice, an engineer was able to perform reasonably well for.'
the duration of a normal career. From about 1870.on, ad-
vanCed degrees wereiven, but only a small fraction of
engineers was involved in graduate or continuing education
up to the time of Wo-rld.War II. The revolutionary pace of
development in the ensuing yeart gave rise to'the concept
of "the half-life of an engineering education".(about 10
years, perhaps less). Part-time master's degree programs
were developed at almott'all urban engineering schools,
and hordes of engineers employed in advanced technological
industry pursued advanced degrees in conjunction with
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theil^ company employment (generally on a cooperative
basis allowing about 24 hours of work per'week) together
with sufficient graduate`study to yield the.M.S. degree
in two calendar years. (This is the formula of the Hughes
Aircraft Company, the national leader in dev opment of
part-time graduate study for its employees

Graduate study, from about 1945-65? was frequently a means
of bringing the engineering graduate (often several years
out of school) up-to-date in his field. Then the concept of
continuing education was conceived, and the, Continuing
Engineering Studies Division of the American Society for
Engineering Education was established.. A delineation of
terms was essayed, which still provides the basic guidance
of toddy:

d,

Graduate education up9ra_diin_g9 requires academic admis-
sion, and takes placsod ere and when graduate faculty
see fit to teach, generally on campus and in daytime
programs.

Continuing education is updating, is open to al'h
engineers desiring the.information, and take's place -

where and when students can 'be gathered, commonly
in off-campus centers and often in-plant. 'Teachers,
as the best qualified to teach current and evanced
practice, are frequently drawn from the ran.s of
industry and praqicing professionals: ContinUing
education also includes diversifying, as. when the ..

civil engineer engaged in the electric power field
learns more about.the electrical and mechanical
sides of the power industry, and broadening, as when
the engineer gains management skills as well as cul-
tural enrichment.

The engineer's YleedS for continuing education vary con-
siderably during a normal career. It is often said that for
the first tefeyears,.he-needs more technical information

.

and problem-tolving methods; for the ..next ten years, he .

needs leadership training, business economics, etc.; for
the next ten years, he needs upper management skills dealing
with labor unions, etc.; and for the next ten years,e
wants more in-depth philosophy, literature, music and art.

.While it is accepted that a formal coltlege education is a
basic prerequisite to the professional practice of engineer-
ing,tby no means is there a concurrence on how continuing
education is best acquired or how uniformly it is needed.
For the engineer who plods along at the same job year after
year, lacking aspiration to move up the ladder, there is no
, motivation for an aggressive formal program of continuing
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e ocation. The engineer at the other end'of the spectrum,
t e :dynamic self-starter, continuously on the go and into

things, is always one step ahead 9f.formal continuing
e Ucation and is thought of as best Taking it available to
o hers. For the-great majority of engineers betw4en these
e tremes, however, graduate and continuing education re-
p esent critical opportunities for personal advancement
a renewal.'

a -,Graduate Education

Graauate' e ducation is more pre cisely documented and

controlled than is continuing education. Annual pub-
Llications of the Engineering Manpower Commissibn of
k.the Engineering Joint Council and the ASEEprbvide
;.Statistical summaries of enrollments and degrees
.'.granted at all levels of engineering education.,7fom
:engineering technology programs' up to the-Doctorate
:.and Doctorate of Engineering. The national -output of

M.S. degrees 411 engineering is roughly one-half 9f
ihe'B.S. output. Alarge'numbet of graduate students,
as noted above, are sponsored bytheir employers on a

:part-time basis, with all fees And books covered, as
*ell as cooperative time allowed to pursue the study.
-Employers have testified that this investment in'edu=,
tation is good business when compared with the altdfna-
,tive of recruiting M.S. graduates at higher salaries,
*ho are subject to conventional attrition loises.

',Engineers working for smaller companies, and. in loca-
tions distant from OniverSities, have a more limited
Opportunity to pursue formal graduate study. It is

Apmetimes stated that for a company in advanced tether
WogY to be successful, there must be the opportunity
`fbr engineering employees to pursue graduate study,
even if totally on their own time and expense.

it is safe to say, however, that approximately half of
,today's ,engineering graduateswin not be taking sig-
nificant amounts of graduate study in their working
careers.` This proportion is of considerable impact ,

in light of the extent to which the content of the
undergraduate,program has. concentrated On fundamentals,
At the expense of specialized` engineering subject A-

meterial. No matter what the philosophy of the engiz'
beering education studies of the''.50s and :60s, at least
iialfof the B.S. engineering population is not taking
material formerbt, included in the undergraduate curriculum.
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b. Formal ,Continuin9 Education

Continuing education is offered by (a) university

extension Obgrams, in,conjunction with recognized-
schools of engineering; (b) government and industry
-providing in -plant training programs for emplbees;
(c) newly formed continuing education units of profes-..

%sional-and technical societies, offered as membership
services; and (d) entrepreneurial organizations. All
except (b) of-the above generally publicize.their
programs.

SoMe of the bist continuing

examination,
programs for

engineers are given without kamination, grades, or
other opportunity to evaluate the student's progress
or comprehension; These are primarily the short courses,
given in periods of from three to ten days. The fees
are high, on the order of MO per day, and it is genes-
ally tonsiZered that if a company sponsors that kind of
expense,.the student will find something'useful in the
course.

(1) The ContinuinglEducation Unit f)

The Continuing,EducatjonOinit (CEU) is a device,
now gaining wide acceptance, which'will greatly
enhance the opportunity of measuring the involvement
of the American engineering community in continuing
education. The CEU Is given for ten hours of par=,
ticipationin am organized continuing education
experience under responsible sponsorship, capable
direction and qualified instruction. It is envisioned
that there will eventually be one national data
bank in which each engineer will have a CEU account.
For whatever purpose, census, studies, or qualifi-
cation for renewal of professional license, etc.`, it
will be possible to knowthe continuing education .

involvement for any individual or group of individ-
uals, for any peri-o'd of time.. With the growing
antipathy toward release of personal record informa-
tionrhowever, it may well be that the national data
bank idea could serve no more than a personal purpose
for the individual.In any event, industry regards
the CEU skeptically as it 'does ),t9t inherently repre-
sent an evaluation of the individual's involvement'
in the program.' As One training director hds put it,
"there is much less in the CEU than meets the dye.'."

(2) Continued "Education Participation

Lacking information, the extent to which praCticing
engineers participatein continuing education can ,
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ohly be slirmised,:-The American Society of Civil

Engineers is currently undertaking a comprehensive .

study of its membership to determine the extent of
participation in continuing education programs.
Other organizations are conducting similar studies
from time to time, but profe#ionalsociety member-
ship represents only about ore half of the United
States engineering population and is not represen-
.tative. In fact; some 0.6 million who call themselves
engineers are not *fibers of any_ ngineering society,
yet they comprise approximately half of the engineer-
ing population in the United States. It is almost

certain that.this same half has but scant engagement
in continuing education 'programs, perhaps because
continuing education A seldom a requirement for
job retention or advancement. _Furthermore, attempts'
to specify continuing education as a requirement for
renewal of engineering registration have met strong
opposition from the profession.

It-is increasingly understood that advancement in
engineering-employment, especially in the public

.r sector, does not relate, to continuing or graduate 1

education or other formal qualificitions. Rather,
it relates to demonstrated competence on the job
which is even more difficult to evaluate than per-
formance in $ continuing,educatipn program. .Perhaps
in'five to eight'years, graduate and continuing
education will again become,criticallactors for

. advancement and/or for continuance-of employment
'in a competitive society. In private practice,
where competition is a way of life, education now

' has that importance. .

(3) Summary

Gr uate and continuing education are reaching an.
es imated.half of the engineering population. This
me half are probably membersof engineering soci-

.

.eties and probably constitute more than half of the
, graduateswith B.S. in engineering degrees. These

engineers, also, are presumably in leadership positions.
td,

The remelt-ring half, a cadre of perhipS'a half million

or more engineers, are simply not partici-gating for-
mally in continuing or graduate education. Some may

followpersonll study programs in reading and liter-
ature but areltn fact dependent upon their under- \
graduate engineering education to provide for their
long-range job performance and professional development.
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It is imperative, thereft" that this undergradu-
ge education be designed to meet total career

/needs.

6. Interviews
----

Many of the elements which d'termine the overall quality of
engineering education have been examined previously in this
section: Throughout the study, students, faculty and employ-
ers awrgineers were,interviewed to obtain their impressions
of engineering education andits'relevance to their ne ds
and the needs of society. The interviews were designed to
examine curricula, tenure, course content, accreditatio and
continuing education. The opinions and observations gathered
are_Oesented in the folYowing section.

a. Employers of Engineers

a

The manufpctuting-industry represents nearly 50 percent
of the engineering job market, and its need for graduate
engineers varies widely-in terms- of quantity, type,
discipline, and'theenature of assignmeht. What ,hs in-.
dustry's attifuge.toward engineering education?' Does
industry consider current engineering education adequate

--to meet its needs? Should engineering eduction be sen-:
sitive to the industrial need for engineering graduates
to have btfOad flexibility to enter into any type of
practice?What type of capability, orientation or under-
standing should graduates possess for immediate produc-

.-tivity to an employer? How important is the institution
from which the enNer graduates, or the grade point
average he has Main ined during his education process?

An assessment of 'the position of industry on the issues
of engineering education is complicated by the fact that
the needs of industry vary not only from industry to in-
dustry, but also from time to time ,within a single company.
Enployee responses may also reflect a position different
from fovmalicompany policy.

In Appendix G, the results of an industrial survey ques-
tionnaire are presented. An unstructured interview
technique was used td permit freedom of discussion with
industrial leaders and repreeentative,of Companies which .

produce a broad range of products. Data was also obtained
from cotiference presentations on engineering educatidi

Representatives from four major high technology companies
in the State of,California (McDonald-Douglas, Hughes
Aircraft, Litton Industries, and.Aerojet Liquid Rocket "
Company) were interviewed. McDonald Douglas is principal-
ly involved in the development, of aircraft; both military
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and commercial. The division ofdiughes Aircraft inter-
viewed concentrates its efforts in the electronics
field. Litton Industries is involved in commercial
products, as well as systems'fOr the federal government,
and Aerojet Liquid Rocket Company is involved in a broad
range of advanced technology systems ranging from space
propulsion to- isotope- powered artificial heart pump
research.

The presentation of these findings, should not be con-
strued to represent a concensus of industry in general,
although there was a high degree of agreement among
the individuals interviewed on many of the issues.

(1) Industrial Zonsiderations ,

the-industrial environment and the deMands of the
competitive marketplace establish the needs of
industry forcertain elements in engineering edu-
cation. Some of these elements were identified as
follows:

(a) Since many engineering projects have far-reaching
implications or even global consequencet, com-
panies need engineers who can deal with problems
on a "macro" level..

"(b) Since most engineering problems are multidis-
ciplinary rather than unidisciplinary, future
engineers will need to have a greater under-
standing and_insight into more engineering
disciplines.

(c) Industry needs 'engineers with well-rounded systems
capability who can perform within a set of:in-
dustrial 'and environmental constraints:

(d) Since the answer 'to many engineering problems

involves the trade off of many parameters, en-
gineers must be able to conceptualize.and inno-
,yate under nonprecise problem conditions.

(e) Since induStry undergoes constant Change in response
'to technology and market requirements, engineers
must have great adaptability-.

Toshave an appreciation for the problems of their .

employers, graduate engineers-should underttand
business administration. .
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(g) High technology industry is particularly con-
cerned with the technical half-life of the

7--- engineer.

(h) A graduate engineer should be exposed to All of
the "fields of understanding" as part of his
undergraduate program.

(2) Positive Points of Bachelor's Degree Education,

(a) Newly trained engineers have well oleveloped
skills in the use of-the digital computer.

(b) Industry has the general ikession,that new
graduates ,are very bright.

'*

(c) Graduates seem to have good mathematical analy-
tical capability.

(3) Deficiencies in Bachelor's Degree Education
4%4

Based upon those industrial needs which they per-
ceived, interviewees expressed concernas.to defi-
ciencies in the B.S. degree program:

(a) Graduate engineers are too'subject oriented;
the demands of industry require greater project
orientation.

(b) Undergraduate programs place too much emphasis
on.- basic principles, giving little attention to

the application of'these principles in the iin-
dustrial environment under the constraints of
the real marketplace,

4

(;) Frequently, the graduate engineer has been exposed
to more mathematics than he will ever use in
practice.

(d) Graduate engineers are deficient in .the communica-
tion arts; they lack the training to apply reading
and writing skills in the thdustrial work place.

(e) The educational process trains the engineer to-
.

solve problems wits precise answers; actual prac-
tice deals with problems that are not precise.

,(f) 1:urrent graduates are unable to identify alter-
native solutions to problems with varying.
constraints.
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(g) Engineering. faculty are compelled to pursue
' basic research in order to publish'. More em-

phapis should be placed upon teaching with a'
practice orientation.

(h) Some jndustrialisis feel that the ECPD require-
ments for the accreditation of engineering
programs are too loose; that there should be
an increase,in required courses that focus on
the.prattice of engineering in the real world.

(i) Present engineering education programs produce
to many engineers who are narrow and uftware
of the 'world around them.

(j) Computer orientation in engineering education ha§
'caused new engineers to lack -interest in design.

Because of 'these deficiencies in engineering educa-.
tion, indyStry must put new graduates into analytical
and support functions. It takes about two years
in these positions before anew gradOate is "aboard"
and productive fot the employer.

(4) Engineering Technology.Degrges,

'
. .

The new degree in engineering, the'Bachelor of Science
in Engineering Technology, has created interest and
concern throughout the engineering community. The
degree was initiated -by educational institutions to
provide alternatives for the engineering student who
was notoriented toward the str9ng mathematical and
basic science approach required for the regular
bachelor of science in engineering degree. As learned
from interviews, industry apparently uses the engi-
neering technology graduate as an engineer. Indus-
'trialists feel these graduates are more attuned to the
"real-life" practice of engineering than is the basic
science - oriented engineering graduate.

(5) Continuing Education

One of the companies whose management was interviewed r
has an extensive continuing education program conducted
at the company facility. Pridarily, it,is technically
oriented to meet the needs of employees in coping with
the changing technology of their jobs in the electron-
ics field. Courses in management develment are also
taught. The company's Commitment to this program is
extensive.
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Other interviewees -Salt that continuing education
was a personal responsibility of the employee, that
a company does not have the responsibility for
"upgrading" engineers. Nonetheless, most companies
did provide some support and stimulus for their
engineers to bAcome involved in programs related to
their Seb assignments.

As mentioned under "Deficiencies in Bachelor's -

Degree Education," one industry representative felt
that engineering.gradyfies probably have more mathe-
matics ,than the majority of them will ever use.
He suggbsted that it may be better to spend more
time in the undergraduate,program on engineering
practice and allow the engineer to pick, up the extra
math (ifneeded),through continuing education.

(6) Industry Recommendations.'

The industrial representatives interviewed recom-
mended a number of change& in the undergraduate
degree program for engineers:

(a) Opportunities'should be developed by universi-
ties and industry.to permit representatives
from industry to lecture to undergraduateen-
gineering students as part of their formal
programs.

(b) Educational institutions and the Practicing
profession should increase counseling efforts to
better orient the student toward engineering
practice.

(c) The federal government should use its.financial
influence to- effect change in engineering cur-
riculum tov4rd,practice orientation in the same
manner that it 'Used its influence to effedt"
change toward basic science.in the late'1960S.

(d) Engineering university faCulty should be pe0-
odically required to spend time invindustrial'
practice. This experience would provide a
better understanding of the requirements of en-
gineering practice which they could then transfer
to students as part of regular course material.

(e) Engineering educational institutions should

1

k develop genera3 courses to expose engineering
students to some of the broader nontechnical.
concerns of engineering practice.
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(f) Industry,'educational institutions, and the .

State should develop a method to bring industry
and the educational institutions together to
resolve some of the problems and concerns in-
dustry has with. engineering education.

(g) The undergraduate program should be increased
to five years with a full year devoted to non-
technical engineering subjects.

(h) The engineering profession should reevaluate the,
methods used, to educate,gomng engineers and
train engineening prdfeMbrs. e

(i) Some of the needs of industry in education can
be incorporated into present courses, but edu=
cational institutions/ should develop a problem-
or project-oriented ondergraquate program.

. 7

(j) The practicing profess:ion, through the engineering
societies, needs to develop a system for "real-

?

time" feedback from the industry to the educational
. institutions. Present methods are ineffective.

Industry must also reexamine the way it is using
engineers. Are engineers being overtrained for
the demands that Andustry is making,of them, or
is industry underemploying the enginevs?

(k) One industry representative felt Ehit the need
for change was so great-that short of governmental
mandate, public 'policymakers should bring more
pressure on educational institutions;

(7) Summary

In.general, industry -felt that' the engineering
graduate should come prepared to practice under the
cOnstraints.of the competitive marketplace; that he.
should have concern for a company's- position in the
market; and that4changes in the educhtional programs
were needed tobetter prepare the - engineer for real
life conditions. There was'also'the feeling that
current methods, including the accrediting process,
were not serving the needs of industry.

b. Discussions With ReCent,Graddates

Several recently graduated engineers who had been in'
angineering practice for from one to three years were
interviewed to assess,thetr feelings on the quality of

yr\ education they received. They made thg following general
reflections,,based upon the demands theysfelt industry
made of them:.

"
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(1) More insight 'into engineering practice should be
s

provided during basic engineering education. Some
insight was obtained through involvement. in intern
programs working in research with faculty members.
HOwever, few engineering students had this opportunity.

(2) Awareness of the engineering job market should be
increased.

(3) There should be greater opportunity to obtain the
necessa/ communication skills.

(4)'Class scheduling should all9w for courses in sociol---
ogy and psychology.

(5) The professors should be less subject Qriented,
though it was recognized that there was a limit to
what could be done in the amount of time allowed
for the B.S. degree.program.

(6) The engineering graduate shouldat least be "exposed"
to all of the "fields of understanding" in the under-
graduate program.

'(7) Courses in engineering design and engineering prac-
tice were very important as part of the B.S: degree

-"program. Also, engineering:technology,shoul0e an
integral part of the Undergraduate program:"This
was not the case in many schools.

(8) A.college education should not only educate for a
job, but sboul also,prepare the individual for an
understandin of life ahead..

Summary

Recently graduated engineers we dissatislied with the
lack of counseling and training for the "real life"
situation they encountered and the lack of training for
the practical application of their knowledge.

L

c. Discussions with Current Students

Course prerequisites, grade paint averages and general
interest in mathematics and physical,

- science are a few of
the factors that establish the profile of that group
of high school students who enter postsecondary engi-
neering education programs. Social and economic factors,
summer or part-time employment, and extracurricular
activities also affect the student profile and influence,
a' student's choice of courses.
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Interviews and discussions -, arranged with faculty-assis-
tance, were, held with engineering students at the
campusessof UCD, UCLA, and CSUSLO. The participants
mere generally students.who were active in campus 'acti-
vities and student chapters of engineerini'technical,,
societies: In the opinion of faculty, many of the par-
ticipants were outstanding students in their respective
disciplinet.. Some nonehigineering students also attended
the discussions, which were as unstructured as possible
to 'permit free expresiion:

to

, 0 .

il) Comments on Faculty
rw

Primarily, students criticizedfacplty for the Back
of application and real life relevance of. their/
'courses. Two separate observations Contributekto_
their concern: (1) the tendency toward 'specialfr"
zation, and (2) the lack ofpractice orientation.

First, students commente4,that faculty .frequently
guided students.towaidthighly specialized areas,
which became more acC,entuated_through the master's
and d6ctorate,programs. As specialization increased,
job market opportunities decreased* along with
more limited offhand for engineering.serVices.

Second, students expressed concern for the lack of
practice dlaentation in faculty presentations.
Noting th'at-tte_Laractical* experience" of many pro-
fessors was limitedo research,'students commented,
that few were able to communicate the relatiOnship
of the theory taught in the classroom to` ihe prac-
tipality of everyday engineering practice.

(2). Comments go Curricula

'While students believed that engineers should be
broadly educated, they noted that it would be: fm-
possible for an individual to be thoroughly
knowledgeable in all "fields of ungeitanding"

.;involved in engineering projects. However, students
aid believe that exposure to all "fields" was de-
sirable, and that additional knowledge in each.could
be developed later as reguireth One student-com- ,

mented that awareness was developed more talking .

with people puteide the classroom, and through
outside reading and participation in extracurricu-

1,1ar activities, than in the classroom.,
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Many students/believed that their engineering
educations were too theoretical. They expressed
a desire forfin opportunity to take more design/
application courses. 'They also believed that
liberal arts courses failed to provide an under-

, standing of the nontechnical aspects of engineer-
ing projects. 'They felt that the average.en-
gtneering'student was not developing proper com-
munication skills, In spite of required liberal'
'arts courses in these ,areas.

)*
`in general, both engineering and nonengineering
students agreed that too few cldsses were designed
for the nonmajor, andthat existing classes were
seldom adequate. Nonengineering students found
"overview" classes to be useless; the content was
usually similar to technical information found-in
the,newspaper. The nonmajor could seldom relate

- the content of these classes to his field of
interest.

(3) Comments on Community Colleges

Students who had transferred-from ommuntty Collage
systems to four-year schools criticized the Commu-
nity Colleges fot failing to prepare them for-the
engineering progrtas they ultimately enrolled in.
Many transferees' were "shocked" by the amount of
studying required to dowell in four-year programs.

'(4) Comments on Work Experience

Students recognized the value of work experience,
but despite tht availability of intirnship programs,
meaningful summer employment with engineering firms
was difficult to find.

O

(5) Relevance of Engineering Education to the Job Market'

Engineering students generally felt that as graduates
of engineering programs, they were "fit only for-
research on the campus." They felt that their lack
of practical experience left them "unfit for the real
world.";''

(6) Summary

Students' greatest concern was the lack of practical
application of their engineeripg educations. They
felt Ott courses were too subject oriented and would
be better taught by faculty who could relate theoreti-
cal,oractice to actual practice. -..
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Students also believed that engineering practice
must be sensitive to the safety and environmental
needs of society, and they questioned whether their
educations'were-adequately equipping them to prac-
tice that belief.

Researchers have pointed out that the attitudes of
the engineer ClOge.throughout his career. If

engineering education were designed to meet the
students' attitudes in later life, these same stu-
dents would be critical 'of their educational ex-
perience. Interviews conducted with practicing
engineers, recently (within five years) graduated
froM the same institutions as those in which the
student interviews were condicted, expressed ,

.opinions quite similar to those expressed by the
current students. This may be because the students.
interviewed were a very select group possessing a
higher state of awareness than the average engi-
neering student.

What is the best balance of basic principles and
practical application in an engineering curriculum?
What should berequired in terms of nontechnical
courses, and how much technology aPid laboratory
exposure should the student receive? Can all of
these concerns be molded into a four -yea'r bacca-
laureate program within the budget constraints
placed upon all engineering programs?. Similar
questions have been raised for many years. Stu-
dent awareness .of these issues accentuates the
need for increased consideration of these matters.

d. Discussions with Faculty

In order,to examine'the importance
and orientation-in .determining the
of engineering education programs,
cussions with faculty members were
campuses. A summary of the candid
below, with thenotation that many
expressed paralleled data on these
from other sources.

of faculty attitude
quality and content
unstructured dis-
conducted at several
comments is p-resented
of the.opinions
subjects obtained

7,!. (1) Relevance gf Engineering Education to' Engineering
Practice -'

A majority of the interviewed faculty members felt.
that it was necessary for educational institutions
and industry to share in the training of engineers.
It was generally believed that to achieve a balance,
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,engineering faculty should teac basic fundamentals
and industry should teach techno gy. However, the-
letter was qualified in that some applications must
be taught in formal engineering education programs..

Many individuals asked that if "englapers were not
treated ag`professionals, why train-fhem as such?"
Th statement stemmed from the belief that the
pr essions are self-governing while engineers are
not; that it is more important to prepare students
to work within a corpprate structure, something
students are not presently prepared for.

Many educators also supported the belief that engi-
neering.curricula were more research-oriented than
design-oriented; that too Many specialized engineer-
ing subjects (for which there is little job demand)
were being taught; and that a shortage of professors
qualified to teach design of sophisticated engineer-
ing systems existed. In some advanced degree pro-
grams, the United States has trained engineers in
specialities forwhich no job market exists, and
therefore, has become a technology importer.

Some faculty members believed that to increase the
relevancy of engineering education to engineering
practice, programs should be taught using,a "project"
rather than "subject" orientation. Further, engineer-
ing.departments could be organized dicing problem or
project/ lines, rather than'technical disciplines.

Another commonly expressed opinion was that, in
general, engineering faculty were too'basic-

, science-oriented, interested in doing obscure research
for the purpose of publishing technIcal papers. In

contrast, facultyshould be,entouraged to do more .

practical research, and educational institutions
should find some method of enacting pnecticinq en-

, gineers to the faculty. It

acting
that

replacement of the tenure system for engineering fac-
ulty with a five-year contract system would aid in
obtaining a more representative'faculty profile.

Since public policymakers:place greater emphasis on
the social, legal, safety, and environmental concerns
of engineering practice, faculty were asked their
opinion, onswhether theseareas were properly reviewed
in curriculum. Some members expressed concern that
very little was presented in the engineering curricu-
lum on these matters. One example of this is the
toxicity problem in chemical engineering. Students
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:are told, "don't sniff that,"*It are not sefti-
tized to the problem of toxic effluent discharged
into the atmosphere or Water.

(2) Credit-Hour Requirements

..' According to the intervtewed engineering faculty
members, credit-hour requirements for a bachelor of
tcience degree in engineering were reduced from the
early 1950 requirements in response to university
economic and administrative pressure. In turn, en-,

gineering administrators stated that there was a
nationwide movement to reduce the requirements,
partly in response to the "Goals Study" and partly
because of competition for students between the
schools of both engineering and science. Departments
compressed content into a smaller number of credit
hours and included additional hdmanities and social
science classes in the curriculum for a four-year
,degree in engineering.

When the credit-hour requirements were reduced, the
design- and application-oriented (technology) courses
were also reduced, One faculty member commented,
"When the 'c'unch' comes, where do you assign your
pfioriii(es? One must stick with the basics, providing
6Students with:a strong background so they can later
assimilate the more applied material." He added that
if engineering students were taught more technology
:instead of fundamentals, they would beigbsplete in
ten years.

Consequently, as' a result of the credit-hour reduc-
tion, facility members havellrimarily emphasized
fundamentals, with only A liMited number .of design
and applications courses Individuals stated that
if 'resources were available, they would increase ttle
design eosponent of engineering programs. Such in-

k*

creases Old also require an increase in quarter
units from 180 to -194 far a'bachelor of.lcience

2 degree in engineerin41. Faculty members were not in
agreement on this issue. Many supported retention
of the 180 quarter-unit requirement and the encourage-

. ment of students to obtain a master's degree.
. ,

(3) Engineering Courses for the Nontechnical Students

Many interviewed engineering professors believed that
engineering departments have done quite well by
introducing humanities and social sciences into en-
gineering cdrricula. They commented that they did
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not fin a counterpart effort in other academic
disciplines for nonengineering majors taking tech- 4/
nical courses. They felt that engineering educators
might "be falling down" by failing to teach more
nonengineers something about engineering. Engineers
often face "curious restraints," because people fail
to keep what an engineer can reasonably be expected
to do well in perspective. The opinion was that if
more nonengineers, specially those who later became
policymakers, were aught more technical concepts,
engineers might be aced wilsfewer unreasonable
constraints.

Engineering administrators noted that the teaching
of nonengineers was made more difficult by budget
constraints. They felt that care should be then in
providing resources to teach "service courses" which
might not result in a stable workload. Given the
present situation, engineering departments could be
in the position of mishllocating teaching resources
if the interest in service courses declined. . r

(4) Relevance of Engineering Education to Engineering
Registration

Faculty representatives disagreed considerably on
the'function of engineering registration. Some be-

., lieved that graduates from accredited engineering
programs should be automatically licensed, while
others viewed registration as the perpetuation of
"guildism" and saw no need for it at all.

Some faculty maintained that licensing instilled the
engineer with a. sense of responsibility to the public
and increased pride in his profession. Others disa-
greed, and supported the position that the engineering
product, rather than the process, should be licensed. ..

Engineers, they felt,,were rarely. professional. They
were usually salaried employees, "a captive 'group of
corporate interests." It was felt that it was un-
reasonable to hold engineers liable for their work
unless they were given, ore decision-making power in
the corporate structure:

41110

In. general., faculty members believed that they were
doing a satisfactory job of producing responsible
engineers. At the baseef this statement Was the
question of how responsible an en§1A'aerucan be. As
a rule,.engineer.s do:not make the decision to perform
a mission; they only carry out the technicalrequire-
ment's to satisfy the mission.

I..
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(5) Summary.

Results from previous studies correlate with the
findings in this study in that the relevancy of
engineering education to the total. concept of

engineering practice was the major issue. The
basic concern was whether engineering education'
should prepare an individual for practice in the
"real world,", or should it be limited to basic
instruction in a discliAinary field of applied
lEience. In genetal, interviewed faculty memVers
agreed on the need for greater coordinatidnomong
the engineering community to adequately preAre
engineering students:to enter,a diverse job market
with the competence necessary to deal with tech-
nology and the impact-it has on most aspects of
modern life.

M0J0-

The "Professional Schools Concept" has been proposed
as one technique for greater control of engineering
education by the practicing profession. Under this
concept, the school of engineering at any institu-
tion would be highly independent, similar to the
schools of law and medicine. The proponents of this
concept believe that such aystem would be bene-

, ficial, since requirements could be established for
faculty to have extensive-exPerience in the practice
of engineering. ,Critics of the system feel that it
mild be detrimental to the engineering profession;.
that there are certain advantages in belonging to thq
overall campus administration rather than fending
alone for funding.and facilities as a separate, entity.

Since some degree of flexibility already exists in
engineering programs, and since eduCational programs
are accredited by a private organization that is.,
heavily influenced by representatives from engineer-
ing education, changes in currjoula may he long in
coming. Significant chows are'occurring in the com-
posi.tiom_of ECPD which ate guiding accreditation
toward placing more emphasis omlevance and practice
orientation. It is-likely that the accreditation pro- -

# cess will be the principal forcing function for change..
However, the general interest in sensitizing engineer=
ing education to engineering practice will require a
concerted. effort from every sector of the profession.

7. General Observations

Ali early philosophy of the purOoselof higher education was to
!'seek out truth; document it, and put ft on the shelf."
History has recorded the conflict between those who would
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impose political direction and'contr'ols on institutions
of higher learning'and.those who would preserve academic
freedom. But today, many-disciplines in higher education .

are devoted not only to intellectual enlightenment and
truth, but also to the preparation of individuals to pro-
'vide services to meet the needs of society as a whole:
A significant portion of higher education is a combination
of education and training, particularly' in the. professions.

.

Unlike the early history of higher education, a.significant
portion of postsecondary education currently receives fi-

t nancial assistance from public funds. Given this, does the
1 public have a right to expect institutions to,educate and
train competent professionals? Is it therespanObility of
educational programs to nt societal needs? /Row should
,this be done? Does relevancy mean anti-intellectualism?
Is relevancy in conflict with academic freedom? ,'

The "Goals Study" recommended that parallel options be
developed in engineering curricula. One opttbn would lead,
to a career in basic research (most likely' to be conducted.
in an educational institution) and the'second option would
train the individual toward the practiO of engineering in
the free marketplace. There was no.indication from the
research conducted in this study that this recommendation
has been strongly adopted in any of the engjneering education
programs reviewed. In most of the curricula.r6iewed, there
was adequate flexibility for a.student to obtain a,degree
and be-exposed to most or'111 of the "fields of understanding."
However, the review also showed that the majority of engineer-
ing graduates had spot been exposed tvmany.of the nontechnical
parameters which have become.paraMount in the'practice of
engineering.'

C. Engineering Registration

vs
1. History of Registration of Engineers in California

.

The history of'registration or licensure
,

of professionals can
be traced back to the day of Rbger, King of Normandy, who

il190140 A.D.:required tha, doctors be examined and certified
by their peers. Some stor es Ote the beginning of the
registration of professionals at 3,000 years ago, when the
Code'of Laws.pf Hammurabi were practiced.- In that time, if .

a house-collapsed and the owner was killed, the builder was
pqt tordeath; if the son of the owner was killed.also, the
builder's son ,would also be put.toldeath. Historically, safety
of the public has been the chief iftpetus for codes regulating
the pradtice of profersionals. ',4 "
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In the United States, the kiitory of the registration of
profesSional engineers dates from 1907 when the Wyoming
Legislature enacted a )aw,requiring registratifn of all
engineers' and landsurvexors in tie state, thereby becoming
the first state -to give legal recognition to the engineering
profession., In 1923 and19<25, the California Legislature
attempted to regulate 'the practice of professional engineering.
Interest in licensing wasthe result of the. advocation of a
"model law" in 1913 by the American Society of Civil En-
gineers and later by the Council of State Boards of Engi-
neering 'Examiners In 1920 (which subsequently became the
Natipnal Council of Engineering Examiners [NCEE]). Then
and now, the purpote of the "model law" was to promote,and
secure uniform engineering registration laws in the United
States.

k

In both 1923 and 1925; legislation was introduced to the
California Legislature to regulate the practice of profes-
sional engineeringthrough a Professional Engineers' Regis
tration Board. However, because of debate among the
engineering factions .in the State on the major provisions
of such legislation, it was not enacted. In 1928, the
collapse of the St. Francis Dam in Southern California,
which killed 450- persons. and ca,used property losses in the
mill ions of dollars united alf factions behind the need
for legislationtO regulate the design, construction, and
maintenance of all dams, with the exception of those owned
by the federal governnient: Duhrig this same period, the
California Engineers' Registration Association was formed
to secure the enactment of a laW requiring the registration
of professional engineers: Consequently, Cal ifornia enagted .

its first engineering registration legislation, effectiv#
on August 14, 1929 : It required the'registration of all
civil engineers ; but excluded other engin9ering disciplines
at their request. itt_
The, original act of 1929, 'known as the Ci vi 1 Engineers Act,
was !Ito safegliard life, real th,4arid property.", However,
during the early years ,of, the Act, most of the activity
involved procedural matters. Many amendments were n9aded
Involving technical and operational prrodedures of the State
_Board of Registration for Civil Engineers created aspart of
the 1929 law. Also, the Board wad' forced to focus its pri-
mary attention, on the controversy between structural engi:
neers and architects over..theArofessional overlap in the
design of buildings.

In 1947, eighteen years atter'the enactment of the Civil
Engineers A4t, the California Legislature established a, State'
Board of Registration for Civil and Professional Engineers
in the Department of Profesiional and Vocational 'Standards.

4
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The registration and certification of professional engi-
neers vias expanded to include chemical, electrical,, mechan-
ical, En0 petrOleumenglineering. HoweVer. the 1947 action
only liansed the, itles, not the practice, of the respec-
tive disciplines.

.

Since 1947, the Act has been amenged 74 times, seventy since
1951 when the law was ateNed toTreate the Civil and Pro-

, . fessional Engineers Ad t, which is,the,basis for the current
'law. Among the major legislative changes were the,enact-
ment of legislation in 1959 to include one public membet on f

the Board, and a 1972 amendment adding negligence in prac-
tice to existing causes for repr6a1,'suspension,-or revo-
cation of the certificate ofia registered professional
engineer. Other amendments to the Act over the years have
dealt with: whether the name of retired or deceased part-
ners of an engineering firm should be allowed to remain a
part of the firm's name; registration procedures; filing

fees; applicant qualifiactions; Board terms and membership;
examination schedules; inclusion of engineering technical
disciplines; Board name change; signers of plans, specifi-
cations; reports or documents; and the extent, of Board powers.
The major purpose of the curreAbAct, like the 1929 law, is
"for the protection of the public health and safety."_ .

By 1976, there were three public member positions. and eight
professional engineers on the Board. In this'year, the
California Legislature enacted legislation to change the
makeup of Mlny licensing and regulation boards under the
Department of Consumer AffairsAformerly the Department of
Professional and Vocational Standards). This legislation
was in, response to criticism that many of the regulatory
bodies were dominated by members of the professions they
regulated. The new law placed pUblit members in the majority

.

. on all but the ten boards regulating the healing arts and
the Board of Accountancy. As of January 1, 1977, the Board
of Registration forProfessiOnal Engineers had six public

° members, four engineers, andone land surveyor.

Prior to 1974, the California Legislaturelgid to pass a new
piece of legislation for each,new technical discipline to
be added to the engineering registration act. In 1974,
the Legiirlature passed a law authorizing the Board to approve
any further engineering disciplines as necessary for the
"protection of-the public health and safety." The Board

-thus gained the authority to recognize new disciplines and
4 establish "grandfathering" periods for them. Since.1974;,-

the Board has recognized nine of the seventeen technical

disciplines in 'which engineers are currently being registered.
The seventeen are civil, mechanical, chemical, electrical,
petroleum, structural, industrial, metallurgical, agricultural,
quality, control system;,, fire protection, traffic,' safety,
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corrosion, nuclear, and Manufacturing. The'Board approved
two additional technical disciplines; aerospace and ceramic,
but there have been lo engineers licensed in these fields
as a result of actions taken by the Department of Consumer
Affair. The Department did not approve budgetary adjustments
to permit the grandfathering of engineers into these fields.

California's Registration Abt is complicited by "title" and
"practice" concepts found in the Act. In three fields of
engineering, i.e., Civil, electrical:: and mechanical, indi-

viduals who are not exempt must be licensbd to practice.
Under 'title" provisions in the California Act; the Board
may identify additional Illes of engineering for licensing.
Registration in these area merely allows individuals to use
the registered engineer's title, "professional engineer."

The California Act exempts' individuals in industry, public
utilitiei, and the federal government. The.majority of the
practicing engineers in California are exempt from registra-
tion. It-is estimated that there are some 210,000 technical
engineers inCalifornia of which approximately 52,000 are
registrants.' The Board of RegiRtration estimates that this
number will irfcrease to approximately 70,000 when all of the
,qualified applicants in the neW categories have been grand-
fathered.

a.,Summary

Registratiorrof engineering practice in California
ortginally was prompted by,the disaster of the collapse
of the St. Francis Dam. Civil engjneers, those engineers
who design such dams, became subject to mandatory regis-
tration. Since that time, other disasters in fields of
engineering practice not covered by mandatory registration
have occurred, but mandatory registration for the respec-
tive engineering disciplines has not been enacted. This
history has placed the future of registration in Califor
nia in a considerable dilemma. How does registration, as
currently practiced, relate to the protection of the
public? What segment of-the public is protected by, regis-
tration? Should all engineers be registered? Should

, only those working with structures and public wanks pro-
jects be registered?' Should there be a different
approach to registration for different types and areas
of engineering practice?

No nly is registration under reevaluation in California,
but a so throughout the nation. Various state.legisla-
tures ave passed "sunset laws," which automatically
eliminate licensing boards unliss they,can provg that
their continued existence is required to protect the
public. These laws also require periodical reevaluation

fie

of any remaining boards.
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The history of engineering registration in.California

shows that while the stated purpose of the initial and
subsequent registration acts was for the protection of
the Ablic, much confusion exists as to how or if
registration is. serving -that purpose. Those who support
state registration of engineers will have to prove that
licensure:is more effective than any Ober approach in
protecting the public: They will .also have to show that
the licensing process'is not discriminatory, that it
is not a restraint of trade, and that it is not perpetu-
ating guildism. The recent history of registration of
engineering practice-in California shows a decides shift j
toward consumer control. Whether this shift will result
in mandatory registration or the abolition Of registra-
tion remains to be seem

2. Critical Analysis of the Act
ti

Chapter 7 of Divisionl'of the Business and Profeisions Code
of the'State of California relates to thT-Frofessional

Engineers Act, created for the protection of the puillic health
and safety. Yet, If approximately.75 percent of the engineers
engaged in engineering work in the State of California are
exempt-from registration under thestict as employees of in-
dustry, public utilities and the. fede'rel government, what js
the impact of the Act in the areas of public health, welfare,
and safety? Is the public being given full. protection \under
theAtt? The history of registration in California has re-
vealed that aside from changes necessary to keep the law
current, virtually at no time--unti1.1976-44as the Act in any
way amended to strengthenits primary purpose to protect the
public. As the Act is currently. written, how strongly does
it guarantee the public health'and safety?

The basic Act today consists of seven articles: Ar'ticle 1,
General Provisions;. Article 2, Administration; Article 2.3,
Professional Engineers Review ammittees; Article 3, Appli-
cation of Chapter; Artfcle-4,Registration; Article 5, Dis-
-ciplinary Proceedings; Article 6,-Offenses Against the Chapter.,.
and Article 7,,Revenue. In the analysis of the Act presented
in. the following pages, the provisions of the Act were evalua-
ted and categorized as they relate to the powers of the Board,
public health and safety, education, discipline,iand general,
administration of engineering licensing.

a. Powers of the Board

Prior to action in 197 the Californialegiilature,
Section 6711 of the Act providpd for the appointment, b
the Governor, of three public members, seven members
various engineering technical disciplines, and one and
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surveyor to serve on the Board of Registration for
Professional Engineers. ,,Beforg,the change in the law,
nearly twa-thirds of the Boar rd-members were from pro-
fessions which'the Board was empowered to license and
monitor.

Settion 6711,.newly amend* states that four members of
the Board shall be registered;' one member shall be
licensed under the Land Surveyors' Act; and six shall be
public mfters who are .not registered under-this Act ole
licensed under the Land SurveyorsvAct. The new law alio
requires that one' ef the'pOlic members of the Board
shall be a person possess-41g expertise in one or more
significant portions of the Boaqi's regulated activities.

,The requirement of 1-2' years' active experience for the

°nonpublic members of the Board remains the same as
before, as does the age'(30 years) and residency (five
years in California immediately preceding appointment
requirements). -1. -

In addition to public members having the majority vote,
civil engineers will.no longer- dominate the engineering
professioWs representation on the Board. This chaRges

a tradition of dominance dating back to th;j929 Act.
Currently, three civil engineers are guars eed positions

on the Board. Under the new law,,one civil engineer,
one electrical engineer, one mechanicanginetr, one
structural engi5ier ly, and one land surveyor,wili serve
as Board ambers: Three additional public members of
the Board will,`-as vacancies occur, replace two of the
civil engineering members and the one chemical engineer-
ing member presently on ,the Board.. At.further'vacancies'
occur, the Governor will appoint,professional members so
that the proper combination required by the newl,law is ,

achieved.

In spite of strong-consumer representation on the Board,
decisions on tngineering licensing, discipline, and'
accreditation could be heavily influenced by the four
engineering members of future boards. To fu;fill the
mandate of'the amending le9islatidb, the public members
must have the ability, to best ofJect the safety and
health concerns of the public large as applied to

'the fields of engineering and land surveying.

Ostensibly, there will have top'''e other changes inthe
Act as a result of placing public members in the majority
on the Board. If thanges .are not made, certain exclOsive
decision king powers may still reside with the engineers
on the Board regardless of the public members) qualifica-
tions. Sections 6726 and 6726.2'do not permit public
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members to serve on committees to assist the Board
in investigating claims of violations of any provision
under the Act. Also, Section 6728 does not specifical-
ly prescribe the participation of public members on
review committees, although the powers of review com-
mittees do not differ from the powers of the Board.

b. Engineering.Registration and Educational Requirements

Grandfathering, a method'of registration without exami-
nation, accounts for the greatest percentage of
registered professional engineers in the State, nearly
two-thirds of the licensed engineers.

The second greatest number of engineers are Tegistered
by'examination which requires evidence of six years or
more of experience in engineering. work satisfactory to
the. Board. .0ther common ways of, becoming registered as
a professional engineer in California are through reci-
procity, and individual examination. Further, by its
own rules and regulations, the Board permits registra-
tion in a specialty established by it. By this method,.
which allows a period of time for interested engineers
to meet the Code requirements, past work experience is
considered but not necessarily education or tested
competence.

Before 1968, there was little mention of formal academic
training in the Act as a prerequisite to the practice
of engineering, to obtain a license as a professional
engineer, or to ensure that each engiheering discipline
approved for licensure had a corresponding currtculuin
in an institution of higher education. In 1968, the
Governor signed a bill into law which amended Section
6700 to read:

"The Board may not approve an engineering disci-'
pline which,lsnot covered by curriculum leading
to first.degrees'in-engineering in an accredited
university or college in the United States recog-
nized on the ffective date of the amendments
made.to this ection at the 1968 Regular Sestion
of the Legis ature by the Engineers' Council tor

Professional Development." .

This amendment was deleted in 1971 by. the passage of
another law. It is interesting to note that within two
years, 1973-1975, eleven new disciplines were recognized
by the Board,'Ofily three of which had a corresponding
accredited educational prograM at an institution of
higher education in California. Additionally, some en-,_
gineering disciplines approved before 1968 lack any
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reference to education as a' prerequisite fdr licensing

as, for example, structural engineering. (Section 404,

Title 16)

Institutional education; though not required by thA
Board to secure an engineering license, may satisfy four /
of the six years of the exPiriefite requirement for
securing a license, as providedin Section 6751 ofIthe
Act. A 1971 measure amended Section 6743 of the Act'to
read.that postgraduate work in the school of engineering
or the teaching of engineering my (in place of previous
wording, shall) be considered by Board asengineering
experience not in excess of one year.

c. Disciplinary Provisions
'4

. ,

Section 6775 of the Act, which delineates those actions
by a licensee subject to disciplinary action, applies most
directly to ensuring public health and safety. Historically,-

it was not until 1972 that negligence-1h the practice of
engineering was added to this section._ Prior to this amend-
ment, the personal morality. of the licensee as'a private
citizen, rather than as a professional; was subject to

. disciplinary action.

In 1975, the Legislature deleted several provisians from
the Act; particularly thote in Section 6775, which permit-
ted the Board to impose disciplinary action upon a pro
fessional engineer convicted of a clime involving moral
turpitude. The amendment also deleted any reference to
the moral character of the engineer, whether it be in
reference to disciplinary action, as-a 'prerequisite to
issuance of a new certificate of registration, or as re-
quired for renewal of an expired license. 'The amendment
clearly removed the authority to judge an engineer's' pri-

vate life, against professionaLservic.e and performance,

from the jurisdiction of the Board. , :1

Gritics'have argued that the Act may permit less than scru-
pulduS engineers to be licensed under the sanction'of the
representatives of the people of the State of.California.
These critics maintain that good moral character is a per,
vasive trait, not confined to the hours following a day's

work. public health, safety and welfare depend not only
onthe quality of work done by an engineer, but also on
the moral character of the business practices of an engi-

neering firm. Price fixing, arbitrary charging of high
costs, and collusion are all.manifestations of bad faith

or lack of good moral character which,under the present
Act, can occur without any liability being assessed against
the engineer 'for such activities.
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According to this argument then, the elimination of
"good moral tharacter" may have inadvertently resulted
in the public sanction of engineering activity which is
contrary to the public'S welfare.. One faces the prob- f

lem, as identified in Goldfarb v. Virginia Bar Associa-
tion, where the State has condoned otherwise illicit
'Rill-less practices and bad faith stemming, from the lack
of a good moral character.

The following three questions are raised:

--Are the provisions of Section 6775 adequate to
ensure .public health and safety?

r Has the State sanctioned illicit business, practices-,

or other manifestations of bad faith or lack of
good moral character contrary to the public'swel-
fare and the laws applicable to pri'vate enterprise?

- Hds the Board utilized Section 6775 in order/to
protect the public's interest or has there/been
a general reluctance among professiodal engineer's,
as in some other professions, to prosecute a
fellow professional?

.d.'. General Administration'

Perhaps the most perplexing provisions of the Act are
found in the 'changing descriptions of the general admin-.

istratiVe duties the Board and its Executive Secretary
must execute. Keeping in mindhafthe Board and its
administrative staff are empowered to protect the public's
health, safety, and welfare, the administrative duties
appear to have little relationship to that orimary-duty.

Beginning with Section 6738(2.) and continuing to Section
6379 through Section 6746, various exceptions to the
licensing requirement are allotted 'to individuals working
as engineers. As an example, SeotiOn 6738(2) permits
nonlicensed individuals to'prepare'engineering plans,
specifications and reports under the supervision of a
licensed civil engineer. However, the aoard has no ,

means of investigating-whether the ,licebsed civil engi-
neer has directly supervised nonlicensed individuals,'
who may or may not be engineers themselves, as required
by this Section of the Act, or whether approval by a
licensed civil engineer of a nonlicensed individual's work
has been a cursory or careful procedure; This exemption,
when first added to the Act in 1957, limited work by non-
'licensed engineers or noneng4neers to the preparation of
plans for one/two level dwellings and farm/ranch buildings.
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In 1959, this limitation was dropped, permitting non-
licensed engineers tomork On all engineering.plans,
specifications and reports. , .

Section 6795 delineates the license renewal procedutes
for professional engineers. However, it does not provide
an explanation as to what type of review or standards
are to be utilized in order to determine whether the
safety-practices and professional competency record of
an engineer applying for licensure renewal satisfactorily
warrants such renewal. The Section does empower the
Board to establish the renewal qualifications for each
discipline. However, it is not mandatory.for the Board
to do so, and as mentioned above, no general requirements,
standards or qualifications are provided in the Att.

e. PublieHealth and Safety

PerhapS the least defined subject in the entire Act is
the premise upon which the Act is based; protection of the
public's health'and safety, Carefully worded definitions
of the various engineering disciplines, procedures for
paying°fees, and exemptions to the licensing requirement
are set forth in the Act and in the Rules and Regulations
of the Board, but there is little delineation of the
meaning of public health and safety or the means by which
the Board will ensure the purpose of the Act.

Historically, 74 amendments to the Act have been made
since 1951, with only one'having any direct reference to
the public'%health and safety. In contrast, at least
three amendments to the Act have been passed through the
years dealing with the right of continued use of a retired
or deceased partner's name in a fir 's name or in its,tpro-
fessional advertising. At least fiVe amendments have
been passed since 1947 dealing with fees, but the majority
of the amendments have been principally concerned with
the membership and composition of the Board and with the
coverage of additional engineering disciplines under the

, Act.

SecticA 6703.1, delineating the responsibilities of a
licensed engineer in the supervision of the construction
of engineering structures, excludes engineers from the.
respontibility of observing the construction process, site
conditions, operations, equipment, personnel or the main- 'I"
tenance of a safe place to work or any safety in, on, or
about the site of work. It is unclear why protection of
public health and safety would exclude on-site,,bngineering,
evaluation of the construction processes.
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The only language in the Act which appea s to associate
the actions of the Board and the provisio s of the Act
for the public's health and safety is Section 0. It
states that in order to safeguard life, health, e ., a
person intending to practice engineering shall subm
evidence that he is qualified to practice the particu
technical discipline he is seeking registration in.

Section 6751 establishes tiltgeneral,criteria upon which
an applicant will be judged qualified to practice... How-
ever, these criteria, and the present make-up of the exam
(as described in Section 6755), do not specifically
account for knowledge of. areas of 'public health and safe-
ty. What islacking in this portion of the 'Act is a.de-
scription of thosoareas of knowledge, other.than those
falling within strict engineering curriculum, upon which
the individual should be evaluated and tested toensure
that he has not only expertise in engineering, but also
0...45/a broad awareness of the effects of his actions, on. the
public's health, safety, welfare, and property.

The problem arising from inadequate definitions for public
health and welfare areexemplified.in Section 6793.3 of
the Act. This Section delineates four criteria for re-
application for licensure: Only one ientions the Oubliic
interest, ". . . or otherwise establishes, to the satis-.
faction of the Board that,'with dud regard for-the public'
interest, he is qualified to practice the branchof en-
gineering in which he again seeks to be Certified . .."
How the Board will make such a determination in the
public's interest is left unexplained. sir

f. Summary

That the majority of practicing engineers in California. are
not registered, and that the majority of the registered

engineers practice-in areas.exempt from the'Act, severely
limits the effect of the Professional Engineers Act. In
addition, the impact the Act may have:on the public health,
safety, and welfare is hampered by provisions which dilute
rather than strengthen the State's efforts to *mote the
public welfare.

The powers of the Board are virtually discretionary, as
the Act provides it with no detailed standards or guide-
lines against which to regulate its activities.

The Act pays little attention to the role of formal educa-
tion in providing not only engineering expertise, but also
the sensitivity to ensure the public's well-being. Although
experience may be more Valuable than institutionalized
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education in developing the technical skills needed
to practice in the profession, it has not been estab-
lished that such experience also develops the necessary.
skills and sensitivities needed to promote the public
health and safety.

Thiise who support registration for.engineers point out
that the Board rarely sits in judgment of malpractice
dvents and this, they assert, demonstrates how effec-
tive licensure is,.since registered engineers are rarely
negligent in the practice of engineering. Critics of
this line of thought pointout-that most registration
appliet to the fields of stationary structures and public
works whitsh'are aleCcontrolled by various building codes.

Most importantly, the basic premise of the Act is poorly
defined', With little or no explanation throughout the
Act as to how.the various provisions will promote the
Publichealth, welfare, and seety. Therefore, the
basic effectiveness and neces ty of the Act must be
questioned. It is not clear how the Act plays a signi-
ficant part in the protection of the public:

3. Examination Process

.4
The intent of the Profeisionil Engineers Act is to place the
primary emphasis for qualification for engineering registration
on the written examination process, However, this process .is
only the second most common way of becoming a registered pro-
fessionalengineer. Statistics show that "grandfathering".
accounts for the greatest number of registered professional en- .

gineers in the'State. (Grandfathering and other regstratioh
alternatives to.the examinatiOn.process are discussed in
Section 4, following. Also see Appendix H, Grandfather* .

Procedure for L.icensing,Y Nevertheless, the examination.prO-
cess is the means by which 42 percent of the engineers presently
registered in this State qualifiedand is the means by which,
future engineers will be registered following the expiration
of the "grandfathering period for current and future Board -
approved .technical disciplines.

The purpose of the examination's isto establish minimum quail-
fications for persons registering as .professional engineers.
How clothe examinations relate to. California engineering educa7
tion programs? More importantly, how do the examinations re-
late to the "fields of understandin develipped earlier in
this study? The previous chapter on engineering education
examined the content of engineering curricula and the relation:-
ship of 'this content to the concerns which engineers must deal

Jwith in_engineering practice., The question now is-whether ,

registration examinationstest not only for competence in
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engineering,
4
but also for sensitivity to the nontethnical

parameters of engineering practice which relate to the pub-
. lic health, safe,t,, and welfare.

The testing procesi crnsists of two separate examinatiops.
The first, the engineer-4n-training (ET) exam, covers 4R-'
gineering fundamentals. Presently, the Board uses a national
exam prepared and,graded.by the National Council of Engineer-
ing Examiners (NCEE). The second test, the registration
exam, it alsopreparedby NCEE in most cases. This exam can
betaken dnly.afte the applicant has passed 'the EIT exam
and acquired six years of related experience in engineer4ng
practice. A bachelor of science degree from a Board-approved
engineering or related science program satisfies ' our of the
six years of.engineering experience.

. ,

Information presented in this section was obtained ff st by
identifying current trends in the Board's examination prac-
tices. This was folloed by.a review of professional en-
gineering written exa inations, prepared and adminis ered
by the Board between 967 and 1974, to determine the extent
to which the applica s were examined in both technical and
nontechnical paramet rs of engineering practice .("fields of
understanding"). Le thy interviews with Board staff members
were held to review c rtain aspects of the examination pro.:

cess to determinethe background of the Board's, use of
national examinations, to develop information about the in-
tent and the value o die EIT; and to obtain statistical
data on the current to tft of engineering registration. In
addition, correspond nce with the Excecuttve Director of NCEE.
provided information on the preparation, and content of,
national exams.

a. National Exams

The LIT exam.has been.administered as a national exam since
1971. California began using the national. exams for the
registration test in the Fall of 1974. Essentially, the
Board's, policy is to use each NCEE exam unless it is felt
that the content does not meet the "needs" of the State.
For 'some disciplines that are presently examined under
the California Act, there are no prepared NCEE exams.
These include such categories as fi -re protection, corro-
sion, safety,..control systems, and quality. NCEE does pre-

, pare exams in manufacturing, traffic, agricultural; and
,nuclear engineering. The land surveyors and the-structural
enginders' exams are presently prepared by the California
Board.
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The *rational procedures of the Board and staff have
been changed. by the shift toward the use of national
examinations in recent years. The Board has neither
access to the grading procedures nor dfrect access to A
the preparation of the national exams. On an annual
basis, the Board determiines if national exams will be.-
used; but prepares a State exam for each discipline for
use if an NCEE exam is rejected.

The Board compiles engineering exams from questions pre--
pared by Board and staff members, or by paid expert
examiners. Staff members edit the questions, prepare $
he instructions, and oversee the typing and final pre0a-

lightion of the exam. The final draft of
'lath

exam,
according to Board staff, is referred,tolhe appropriatt
committee of the Board for approval prior to its possible
use.

According to the Executive Director of NCEE:

"National examinations.are prepared by seeking
. question material from all available sources

in the engineering profession, primarily from
registered engineersjbut not exclusively), from
engineers in industry, private practice, govern-
ment at all levelandf of course, engineers in
education. The question material is reviewed
carefully by our Uniform Examinations Committee,
either rejected or accepted, and then put into N,

the best possible form for use on examinations."

Board staff stated that'since pass/fail percentages are
higher on the national exams-than on state exams, it
statistically appears as though the Board now passes
more applicants than it would with Board-prepared exams.
For example, about 15 percent of examinees normally
.pass the California civil engineerss.exam, bdt nation -
wide' statistics show about 85 to 90 percent of the exam-

s inees passing. This has..caused considerable debate
among Board members as to the advisability of continuing
with this NCEE exam; nevertheless, they have elected to
continue its use. Several factors may account for the
difference between the national statistics and the Cali-
fornia findings. Any individual with the appropriate
experience may taketheCalifornia examinations to become
licensed. However, in many other states served by NCEE,
one must be a graduate from an ECPD-accredited engineering'
degree program to be accepted for examination. Many non-'

degreed engineers apply for Californiaengineering
registration for professional recognition, and,the failure
rate on the California exams could be a manifestation of

I
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the lack of academic preparation for the academically
orientedexams.

In contrast to the EIT, the national professional exams
are not all multiple choice. Grading of professional
test problems is based on.the applicant's approach to a',
problem. Partial credit is given for problems partially'
solved. Some critics feel that the standard grading
system used by the NCEE and the granting of partial
credit is much more lenient than the system formerly
used by the California exam graders.

b. Examination in "Fields of Understanding"'

Board-prepared exams in all disciplines dating from
August, 1967, through November, 1974, were reviewed to '

deterfnine the extent to which an applicant's knowledge
was tested in variops "fields of understanding:" The
exam files were fairly complete during this period,
except tiatonly four exams were available in the in-

...dustrial engineer category. Prior to 1967, exam fields .

were not readily accessible.

Each exam problem was reviewed and a personal, evaluation
of the intent of each particular problem was made. The
intent was categorized according to the relevant "field(e)
of understanding."

(1): Physical Science
(2) Engineering Science
(3) Design/Application
(4) Engineering Technology
(5) Ethics
(6) Communication Arts
(7) Management Science
(8) Economics
(9) Law

(10) Political Science
(11) Behavival Scienc),
(12) Life Science
(13) Humanities
(14)' History tp

..

1.2
The results of this analysis were subjective andgto some
extent dependent upon the knowledge of the person reviewing
the problem. Additional'guideline definitions within some
"fields of understanding" were developed for objectivity
and were useful in making differentiations among exam
problems in the fields of sciences economics and design.
Following are these guideline definitions:

I
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- Physical Science: Examination problems differen-
tiated from-engineering science, economics and
design in that the problems are confined to the -
application of known-ceuse-andreffect relation-
ships and formulas which yield a- predictable
result.

- Engineering Science: The solving of well-defined
problems and'systeMs with the,intent.of determining
magnittide of the function and closely approximating.
a known result. The use of -assumptions is required
to define certain unknowns within the system.

.-i
- Economics: Examination problems which ,are primarily

)° intended to reflect an :Understanding of the appl.b-
cation of economic evaluations;- now Qrimarily. intended ,

for the selection of an optimum system or an optimum.
answer.

.

- Design /Application: Examination problems requiring
judgment and experience to develop the'concepts of
a proposed sy,Stem to be applied in a particular:situ-
ation. The end. result is 'not necessarily a previously
known solution. A degree of innoyati veness is
required.

a -

No special differentiation was made between nu ric and
verbal-type problems (or essay-type solutions) nce
scoring on the exams was for specific content, no pre-
sentation. Problems were scored.on the basis of the
analysis, of the problem_ and the approach to the answer;
not on how the''answer was written.. However, where essay-
type answers were required, the problem was considered.
to give exercise in category.six, communication arts.
This' was partiqUarly true 'in. the metallurgical engineer
exam, because it.was required that the answer be presented
in a logical format relying `upon the use of verbal expres-
sion rather than numeric.analysis only. -

The .review included over 1,500 problems for a total point-
value of about 15,000 (averaging around 10 pointsoper
problem). The results are best expressed as a.'composite
tabulation of the .assigned problem -point val ues in' each

fiAld of understanding for all of the.exams within each
diScipline.

In the examinations for
engineering, there were
than problems wifisch the

The examinee could pick
the problems,- except in

civil, e ectrical, and mechanical
many ,mor problem- points available
examinee as required 'to answer.
and Choos roughly one -third of
rare circ stances when a problem
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was required. Therefore, of 2,705 points for questions
asked in nine exams in civil. engineering, 900 oints
were required to pass -- roughly one-third. Fur hermore,
in civil engineering, 60 percent of the problem-points
available were, in the engineering scienee "field of
understanding," so it was possible for an applicant to
pass the exam by correctly working problems only in
the area of'engineering science. (A passing score would
be 70 percent of ene-third of the total problem-points
available.) A summary of results by discipline is
presented statistically in Table'9. Figure 5 graphically
presey,4fletumulative results for all. disciplines.

The combined summary of all disciplines produced the
following results:

field of
Understanding

Engineering Science
P

Design/Application

Physical SCI4ce

Economics

Ail other "fields" combined

Percentage of-
Total Examination Points

Within "Field"

67%

13

9

7

4

100%

The engineering science field predominated with 67 percent
of all exam problem-points'in.this field. The next most
highly tested category was the field of design/application
with 13 percent of all problem-points; and third, the
category of physical science contained nine percent of
all problem- points. In other words, 89 percent of all
problem-points are in the fields of pure science--physical
science, engineering science and ddsign/application.
The fourth category, containing seven percent, was the
field of economics, whidh.in the exams was essentially
engineering economics. The data indicate that the Cali-
fornia-preparedexams had no question in engineering
technology, humanities, or history.

Exams within'the discipline of industrial engineering ,

exhibited the greatett diversity in terms of'teSting appli-
cants in various "fields of understanding." This diversity
was not significantly large,ut it was greater than in
other disciplines.
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The 'staff of NCEE performed a'similar analysis, of
"fields of understanding." The results are shown in'
Table 10; This analysis indicated which "field of under-
standing" was included to some extent in firtt, the .

fundamentals exam (FE), and second, the principles and
practice of engineering exam (PP).

Virtually the only difference between the fundamentals
exam and the principles and practice exam in "fields"
tested was the addition of design/application to the
principles'and practice exam. As -with the state-prepared
exams, the, "fields "' receiving the most attention in the
national exams were physical science, engineering science;
design/application an4'economics. According to the NCEE
staff reports, the-national exams test Competence in the
"field" ofengineering technology as well.

c. Sumeary.

Except for certain special- engineering disciplines' for
which no national examination is prepared, the Board of
Registration has converted to the use of tests,prepared
by the'National Council 0 Engineering Examiners (NCEE).
This practice began with the EIT in 1971, and was egtended
to other engineering disciplines in 1974. The Board
exercises some control over the quality of the exams (since
it may elect to use a state- prepared exam in each disci-
pline) if it-is determined that the national exam does
not meet the "needs" of the State. Thus far, a greater
number of applicants have been, granted professional licen-
sesthrough the national examination process than have .

been granted-licenses through the state-prepared examination
process.

On both state-prepared and national exams, engineering
science, physical science, design/application and economics
have received the greatest emphasis. An applicant may
pass both typesof tests by solving problems only in the
science-oriented fields. Mbst critics agree that exam
problems classified in the engineering science category on
state-prepared registration exams are quite similar in
content and difficulty to those found in the EI1 exam.
For the most part theh, the state-:prepared exams reviewed
in this study tkted for only'College-level knowledge and
experience'.

If the intent of the examination process is to require
that the applicant demonstrate practical skill acquired
through experience after college-level training, this
goal is only minimally achieved. If one of the goals of
the examination process is to require the applicant to
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Included in Included in Not Included
Fields of Understanding FE Exam PP Exam In Either Exam

Physical Science X. X.

Engineering Science X X
'Design /Application ; X
,Engineering Technology X' . . X
Ethic's X
Communication Arts . X
Management Science e X
Economics' X X
Law'

: X
PoliticaSciencd X
Behavioral Science . ,X
Life Sciences . X
Humanities :1
History

. ',X

0

TABLE 10.

NCEE'EXAMINATIONS CONTENT
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demonstrate'sensitivity to those matters which are
involved in the public health and safety, the review
of the exams did not indicate that this was being
accomplished.

IP

4. Grandfathering And Otfier Registration Alternatives

The written examination process is only one of four methods
Available to applicants seeking registration as professional
engineers in the State of California. The other three
method ar grandfathering, experience and reciprocity.

%What relationship, if any, do these three alternatives have
to engineering education? In what manner do they guarantee
the public health, welfare, and safety?

tf"'

An evaluation of grandfathering was made using statistics
obtained through the staff of the Board of Registration. The
total number of licenses issued from 1948 through 1975 in all
disciplines was used in the evaluation. Statistics were not
.available.on the number of persons granted licensure some 28
years ago who have since become professionally inactive
Detailed statistical evaluation of the status and origin of
active litenses was beyond the scope of this st QQwever,
it is believed that-such detailed analysis wo ld not pr duce
results significantly different from those presented in'the
following'pages.

'Statistics were not available from the Board on the number of
registrants who received licenses by means of experience.
throUghthe interview process, or bythe registration method
of-reciprocity.

A

a. Grandfathering

Grandfatheringis the process of opening a new category
of'professional licensing, to all those who can reasonably
demonstrate to the Board, by.evidence of nine years or
more of qualifying experience, that they are entitled
to use the title of the new"discipline:

Prior t6 1974, each new .technital. specialty registered
by the Board required the passage of a'separate piece of
legislation to permit grandfathering. In 1974, the
California Legislature enacted a measure granting the
Board the power to approve'new disciplines and establish
related grandfathering periods for them. Consequently,
groups wishing to establish a new technical discipline
title for registration may petition the Board with their
request. Should the Board deny the petition, these groups
still'have the right to present their petition to'the
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'Lbgislature and request legislation on the particular
`discipline tile.

After the. Board was-Oven the power to approve new dis-
ciplines (effective January 1, 1975), nine new categories
were approvedfor registration: agriculture, control
systems, corrosion, fire protection, manufacturing, nu-
clear, quality, safety, and traffic. The categories
'of aerospace-and ceramic engineering were also approved
by the Board; but the.grandfathering period was not to
begin until April, 1977,at the very earliest, because
of budgetary restr4ints *Posed by the Departmentlf
Consumer Affairs: .

The primary'criterion upon which the Board makes a deter- 'I
mination to admit a new "title" discipline is-whether -,

or not that-group is substantially covered within an
area of existing licensing. For example, the Board re-
fused to establish the discipline of air pollution
engineering undo" the Act because it felt that this dis-
cipline was substantially a specialty, or subdiscipline,
of civil or mechanical engineering.

Since it is a- matter of accommodation in California not
to legislate'a person out of his'occupation", the grand-
fathering processcourrently-permits,applicants In new
disciplines a.one- to three-year period in which to quali
fy. Appendix H is aninfoeMation bulletin issued by the
Board concerning registration as a,professional engineer
during the initial grandfathering period: for a new category.

When'a new -technical, discipline is approved by either the
Legislature or the *Board, interested persons file an ap-
plication for regiiteation, together with references and
a work record. If the experience and references are
found acceptable by those.who review the application and
by the Bgard, then the'applicant It granted official
recognition by the'State as a,registered professional en-
gineer and may call'himself by that title.. This process

4Fr differs from the.examination procest in that three-
additionaltyears of qualifying experience are required,
but an examination is not.

Prior to the recent admittance Of t!le nine new specialty
Categories, the previously established disCiplines were:
civil, mechanica4.electrical, induttrialchemical,
structural, -'metallurgical, consulting, petroleum, and
photogramtetrig. '(The statistics.for land surveyors are
also included in the following figures.) As of 1976,
there were approximately 53,000,4gistrantsOn thesedis-
ciplines. Of that total, approxitately 22,000, or 42

t
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percent, were qualified by examination; approximately
31,000, or 58.percent, were admitted by the grand-
fathering procedure.

The Board estimates that 19,600 applicants will be
accepted for registration' in the nine new disciplines ,

currently in their grandfathering period before that
. period expires. If-:these estimates are realized, the

nunter of grandfathered engineers in California will,
increase to approximately 69 percent of the total
(using current figures).

Except for civil, mechanical, electrical disciplines,
which are practice acts, experience has shown that after
the initial influx of grandfather- applications, the
interest in registration through the examination.process
is very small. For example, 1,500 applicants for metal-
lUrgical eng4eer were grandfathered in 1966. Over the
next nine y s, 1975, only 117 new licenses-were added
by examination (lesS than a one percent increase per
year). In 1969, 3,700 applicants for industrial engineer
were grandfathered. By 1975, .only 167 new licenses were
added b/ examination, also less than a one percent per
year increase. Table 11 presents a summary of license
activity experienced after the initial grandfathering

. period was closed. This same trend was identified in the
State of Virginia and in the District of Columbia by
Richard P. Hawkins, P.E., in an article appearing in the

;December, 1969, edition of the Consulting En ineer maga-
zine. Hawkins wrote that once the first grandfathered
group was admitted, ". . little\interest would be shown
by.anyone in that branch and the number of applicants
usually would fall to zero and remain there." 1

b. Experience aS a Registration Alternative

'Under the rules-and regulations of the Board, and at the
discretion of the Board, individual examinations for
registration can be performed either orally or by written
examination or in combination. Since most applicants
seeking a license through regular examination attend a
schedulbd.written examination in a group situation, the
individual examination is considertido.third and separate'
method of becoming registered. A passing score is a
grade of 70 percent.

The examination applicant must meet one or more of the
following requirements: (1) he must be 45 years of age,
or older, as of the date of the pplication,.a graduate
of an approved engineering' curriculum, and must submit
satisfactory evidence to the Board that he has had 25
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.
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4. Two exams given in even-numbered yeail--oilly dne exam given in alternate years.

,
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years or more of qualifying experience; or ( +) he must
be 50 years of age, or older, as of the dfte-of the
application, a graduate of an engineering cu riculum
with a bachelorof science degree Dr equival nt, and
must submit satisfactory evidence to the Boa d that he
has had 30 years or more of qualifying exper ence.

c: Reci rocit As:h Re istration tiva

Individual examinations are also "provide to applicants
through reciprqcity. This can be ,contide fourth
common means of-becoming registered as In en eer.

The Board rules and regulations stater that the applJicant
must hold valid,registration as a prpfessiona eng neer
in another state in the same discipline i wh he
applies, and such registration or licens st gave

. been obtained by passing written eiamina with om-
\...parable standards to the examinations require in

California.

d. Summary

The granting of professional engineering lice ses by the
Board through grandfathering prOcedures requi es that,
thd applicants demonstrate nine years of "qua ifying4
experience," foyr years of which' may be met b a degree
.from an°accredited engineering program. Ther is, no re-
quirement for the- applicant to successfully p ss a
quail ing examination, Such as the EIT or pr fessional
-exami tion, as roof of minimum competence.

With thejocception of the long-eitablished P ractice
act" dilt4plines of civil, mechanical, and e ectrical en-
gineering, there as been little, growth in e, number of
Specialty jicense tissue0 examination of er an'initial
large number haVe been licenylicensed withont examination
during the 'grandfather:41g period. Annual, growth rates
in,some disciplines haveubeen less than one percent.

Individual eXamjbation and reciprocity methods of regis-
tration aret* tignificant in number compared with those
engineers r giitered through the scheduled written
axaminati S and grandfathering methods.

5. General ObserVations
1 4'

It is difficult to-determine ,just what'effect the,entire
registration procedure has on the health, welfare, and safety
of CaTiforn*DOtizens. Only three engineering disciplines
(civil mechanical, and electrical) are covered under practice

4
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.registration. All other disciplines recognized under the
Act are registration of title only. In addition, in the
fields of electrical and mechanical engineering (two of'the
three practice disciplines), and in virtually all of the
discipline title areas, the majority of engineers practice
in organizations that are exempt from the Act.

The differentiation,between the licensed practice and the
14censed,title, the existence of the exemptions, and the lack
of specific enforceable requirements in theAct are all as-
pects which raise many questions as to the purpose of the
registration process. One clearly recognized benefit is that
those persons who desire registration usually conduct a self-
analysis and, review engineering principles in preparation for
examination. Some proponents of registration also maintain
-that there is a_psychological change that occurs when an
engineer becomes registered; that registration causes the en-
gineer to become more aware of his nesponsibIlities,to society.
However, these factors are subjective and intangible.

One Matter which should be investigated is the requirement for
future engineering curriculum development in California to
satisfy the education requirements of many of the newly
approved disciplinary titlet.for which there are currently no
existing ECPD approved curricula in'the California educational
system. Presently, the Board accepts graduation from accredi-
ted programs in other disciplines.e

.

The only justification for State registration is to ensure
the .protection of .the public. For engineering registration

.

to be effective in this area, the Act must become an enforce-
able piece of legislation, perhaps limiting the practice of
engineering to those who have been registered by the State,
regardless of area of practice.' The other alternative would
be to follow the "sunset" law as adopted by some states and
automatically eliminate registration in engineering and in
-any other field where the Board cannot demonstrate that the
process is necessary to protect the public.

D. Forum on Engineering Education and Registration -

As reflected in the discussions in Appendix A, the needs and wants
of society dictate the purpose for and direction of engineering
projects. Decisions-made in such projects involve tradeoffs
between many technical and nontechnical considerations inherent.
in providing technology for public use. In order to assure the
protection of the public to some degree, the State of California

-registers engineers in one, or more of nineteen different technical
.disciplines. The relationshipnbetween this State registration
and engineering education is ditcussed in the.body of this report,
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Th
but in.summary, for an accredited degree in engineering, the
State grants experience equivalence toward the six years'
engineering experience reriredto become registered as a

--Professional engineer.

Given the above, what is the degree of coordination in California
between engineering education and engineering registration?
Given the above degree ofoordination, does the licensure Qf
engineers effectively safeguard public health, welfare, safety,
and good?, These,questions are of current concern to policy

, makers .not only in California, but throughout the nation.

'On.July 26, 1976, Senator Albert S. Rodda, Chairman of the Senate
CoMmittee'on Education of the California State Legislature, con-
ducted a forum which focused on apiece of draft legislation
(preprint Senate Bill 17, analysis following) that completely
revised the Engineering Regittfation Act-in-California. (A copy
of the. draft legislation can be found in Appendix I.) The issues
discussed included the following:

- The "parameters" involved in the practice-of engineering;

- The breadth of engineering practice;

- The relationship engineering practice to the adequacy
of engineering education (given existing needs);

The nature and effectivenesS of. accreditation of engineering
education programs;

- The need for and extent of,engineeringregistration in
California;.

- The adequacy of the current engineering regiitration act;

- The justification for federal government;wpublic utility,"
And industrial exemptions;

The adequacy of education related registration, requirements;

'- The adequacy.of disciplinay licensing and '!gradefathering";

- The question of whether an engineer "attempting tobe
'ethical" should .be protected -by the State;

- The inclusion of a code of ethics in the registration act;.

- The quettion:of whether the Board of Registration s ould even
make an attempt to enforce a code of ethics; and

-- The question of whether the pr spective benefit .of the pro-
posed changes would outweigh th- 'otential det iments.

125 1 .4
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1. Forum Planning

During the,ini-tial fohm planning period, the following
representative groups, concerned with engineering education
and registration, were invited to share their thoughts on
these issues:

tie

Engineeriffg technical societies
, National Council of Engineering Examiners
American Society for Engtheering Education
Industry

.Engineers' Council for Professional Development
Board of Registration for Professional Engineers

4 California Department of Consumer Affairs -

Conservation groups
, .

Futurists

,---- Recent engineering graduates, and
Legislative staff

To,promote extensive, candid discussion
stimulate a high quality of exchange of
sentatives of these groups, an informal
or forum; was held. Its purpose was to
presentatfons.rather than philosophical

and to facilitate and
ideas among
legislative
promote basi

hypotheses

epre-
earing,

position
"""'""o

To further stimulate lnterest, two rather extre proacheS
to engineering registration were reviewed. On s to elimi-
nate.,State registration of engineers altogether; the other
was to require that all engineers in responsible charge be

4 registered. Since most engineers are already exempt from
the,registration,act, and since the only justification for
State registration of engineers is the protection of_the
general public, it was decided that the second approach would
be more effective. Consequently, preprint Senate,Bill No. 17,
dated July 14, 1976, was drafted.. The, preprint was a culmi-
nation of some of the most-current thinking on, State regis-
tration of engineers, including proposals by the National
Council of Engineering Examiners; the National Society'for
Professional Engineers and the Board ofolegistration for Pro-
fessional Engineers. addressed engineering education,
licensing-requirements, examination. processes, ethics and
many, other matters, all of which are examined in this study:
,(See Appendix I.)

A preprint bill ii a'technique used'in the California Legis-
lature to obtain reactions from the public and special-interest
groups on legislative proposals,'without the introduction of

-,a.formalfpiece of legislation. The preparation of a preprint
follows the same process as formal legislation. The draft is
then approved by the Legislative-Counsel's office and` is.
printed in standard legislation form. However, a preprint is
not,entered into the system nor scheduled for formal committee
'hearings.



2: Modification of the California Engineering Registration Act

Preprint Senate Bill 17 was drafted to amend Chapter 7 of
the Business and Professions-Code, concerning "professional
engineers.". The preprint completely reorganized thethi0-
ter; deleted technical disciplinary titles and references;

required the registration of all practicing engineers "in
responsible charger; reorganized the standing committees of -
the Board of Registration; added an advisory committee to
the Boar& added a code of ethics. to the chapter; and de-
fined thetechnical and'nontechnical considerations of en-
gineerjng practice.

a. ,Purpose of the Act

The only justification for registration ofengineet:s
,is to provide protection for the public. While it is
intended that the Registration Act provide for the safe-
guarding of life, health, property, and public welfare,
the preprint would also safeguard the'"public good.".

Historically, the intention of the Act was to protect
the public'from bodily harm or from harm to public or
private property. The addition.of "public good" exten-
ded the purpose and function of the Registration Act 1

to cover the protection of public resources and encourage
the:proper, fiscal management of engineering projects
(especially those, involving public funds).

b. Definitions

The preprint definition of. engineering practice" was
developed by the Natiorial Council of-Engineering Exam-
inert in the document, "Model Law." This definition
expanded the range of engineering work covered by the

'Act, and eliminated all references to the various tech-
nical.disciplines of engineering.

The current California Registration'Act 'requires licen-
sure by technical discipline. At this time, there are
nineteen different licensed'technical disciplines.
This has caused extensive public confusion, and has
created difficulties in determining where the separation
between some disciplines exists. Many. disciplines have

'overlapping duties, and many newly recognized disci-
plines, such as nuclear engineering, embody several of
the other technical disciplines. California, as one of
the few states in the nation that licenses by technical
discipline, would.be brought closer to the national norm
by the elimination of licensure by,discipline as proposed
in the preprint.
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TheRodda preprntalso redefined "responsible charge."
This term is one of the most important elements in
engineering liceAsure. It establishes thatportioa of
,engineerihg practice directly regulated by the Act.
The remaining engineering activities are' considered sub-
professidnal and are not included in the licensed prac-
tice of engineering. The incorporated definition of
'"responsible charge" in preprint S8 17'states: "An
engineer is in responsible charge. of work when he de-
termines technical questions of design, development,
pplication, certification, and construction, or whew
he personally supervises engineering work." This defi-
nition is consistent with those supported-by NCEEand
the National Society of Professional Engineer's.

Preprint SB'17 possesses a section which enumerates the
technical and nontechnical parameters that are generally
involved in the practice of engineering. The section
states that life, health, property, public welfare, and
public good are dependent upon the engineer's knowledge
of these parameters. The inclusion of these parameters
in the Act would provide the Board with guidelines for

the formulation and evaluation of exams and curricula in
relation to equivalency- of experience. In contrast,
the presentCalifornia Act is primarily concerned,with
'the technical aspects of practice, even-though engineering
practice has both technical and nontechnical elements.

c. Administration of the Act

Board WOrk, under-the current Act, is divided among
numerous', standing committees, each representing a recog-
nized engineering technical discipline.- The elimination
of disciplinary licensing and the addition of new Board
responsibilities under'the *print would require the
reorganization of the Boardk The reorganized Board would
include -NA' standing committees: the engineer-in-train-
.ing committee, the-regiStration exam committee, the

education qualifications committee, and the ethics com-
mittee.

d. Education

Under the existing kt, the Board must approve curriculum
qualifying the applicant for experience credit towards

. the iix-year experience requirement. As stated in its
Rules and Regulations contained in the California Adminit-
trative Code, the goard approves all four-year ECPD-
accreditiTagineering education programs as qualifying,
curriculum and grants four years' experience credit to an
applicant with a Bachelor of ScienCe degree from such a
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program. Currently, theBoard does not review the
ECPD requirements in light of engineering practice
requireMents in California. The preprint would require
the Board, as a minimum, to review ECPD accreditation
requirements.:4-As previouslystated, the practice of
professional engineering has become extremely complex- -
a combination of technical and nontechnical parameters.
A review engineering curricula approved by ECPD
indicated that Bachelor of. Science degree programs are'
heavily oriented, toward basic and applied sciences,

with little'or no attention given to some of the prig-
cipal "parameters" present in professional engineering,
practice. However,. the practicing engineer who becomes
licensed must have,somel'evel of-understanding of these
parameters in order to properly protect the public
health, welfare, safety, and good. If engineering edu-
cational programs include these parameters, then the
understanding derived should satisfy the.experience
requirement year for year. If the educational program
does not.do so; then partial or no experience equivalency
wokild be granted. The Board would'be required to make
this determination under the revised Act. In addition,
graduation from a Board-approved curriculum would satisfy
the first exam, EIT; requirement.

e. `Rules .of Conduct

Rules, of ethical condyct were included in the preprint.

This inclusion was in accord with the recommendation"by
Ad Hoc .Committee on Professional Development of the Board
of Registration. The rules-incorporated into the revised-
Act included provisions from codes of ethics adopted,by
major,engineering,socjeties."

A nondiscrimination clause, developed by Ccingressman
John E. Moss, California, was,jncluded within the
Rules of Conduct to protect engineering employees from
discriminatory action or reprisals from their employet's
as a result of exercising their professional.responsi-
bilities under state law. Since over 85 percentof all
practicing engineers are employees of others, and since
the 'reprint would include all engineers in "responsible
charge" regadless of their place of employment and tech-
nical discipline, the exercising of responsibilities by
an engineer in light°of the Rules of Conduct could create
conflicts between an engineer-employee and the employer,
which could result in termination Or other reprisals.,
If the Act required an engineer to exercise his profes-

Isional responiibility under state law, then the law would
Jneed to provide protection for the employee from reprisals.
lithout this protection,. the enfortement of the Code
.1..would be completely ineffective.
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Rules of conduct have been incorporated into registra-
tion acts in some other states. BecaUse-they have dual'
purposes, i.e., protection of the profession and pro-

. tection,of the public, the need,for such rules of
conduct in any practicing profession has been acknowl-
edged both by the professions and by the public.

The incorporation-of Rules of Conduct (code of ethici)
into the proposed Act would standardtze,a code for all
engineering practice and create a basis for enforced"
compliance. Under current engineering practice, there
is rid mechanism to stimulate compliance other than
threat of egpulsion from a technical or professional
engineering society requiring compliance with its code
of ethics as a condition of membership. An alternative
to incorporating rules of conduct into the Act would be
for the Act to specify that the jard will establish
and enforce rules of Professional conduct under Board
rule.

f. Registration

Preprint SB 17 would eliminate "grandfathering" and
"eminence" as methods of obtaining registration.- In
addition, the EIT exam would be waived for applicants
with a bachelor of science degree from a Board-approved
curriculum.

Currently, the Board may establish a grandfathering
period for every new technical discipline approved by
it. This.eliminates examination requirements and bases
registration strictly on at least nine-years of acquired
experience. With the elimjnation of technical discipli-
nary licensing, the need for grandfatherjng would also,
be, eliminatid. The same philosophy would apply to
registrakion by eminence. Provisions may havetobe
made for a transition period,, since as ,previously sta
ted, the revised Act would require all engineers "in

.responsible charge" to be registered, and underCalifor-
nia,common law, a personcannot.be legislated out of
his job-7a jobthat he,has been satisfactorily accom-
plishing for a specified period of time prior,to the
passage of the law.

g. ExaminafiOnsContent

. As proposed in the NCEE's Model Law (see Appendix F),
the.registration exam outlined in-the preprint would
consist-of.two eight-hour.sections. Section I-would.
tesrlor proficiency in areas of engineering science
and design. Section II would test, in.an essay form,
the ability to apply both technical and nontechnical
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knowledge as they would relate to characteristic en-

gineering projects. Thus, the examination requirements
'in the revised Act would be more specific than those

. which exist under the current Act. T4 applicant would
'be permitted to demonstrate his ability to apply knowl-
edge anexperience and assume "responsible charge."

h. Exemptions

The revised Act would eliminate nearly all exemptions
'and specify that all engineers;in "responsible charge"

. be registered. Under the current.Act, industry, utili-
ties, and the federal government are exempt. Consequen

ly, the majority of engineering practice is exempted. he

NCEE andNSPE have recommended that.to protect the pub is
there should be no exemptions in State-licensing of e
gineers.

The general philosophy for licensure has been for a
state to. provide some minimum standards of competen e
that a practitioner must pass in order to offer-services

to the public. In the case of engineering practice, who
is the pubi0 What part of the public deals directly
with an engineer? What part of the public lacks the
ability to determine competence without state intervention
and protection?

°

Only a'very small percentage of engineering (some experts

say as little as five percent in terms Of'dollar value)
.is offered to that segment, of the public who lacks the

.ability.to determine competence. However, the. protection

of the public is required regardless of the ability or--
.the procurer to determine competence. Thus, engineers
working for government agencies in certain areas of public
works are requtred to be licensed, even though the govern-
mental agency may have the ability and resources to deter-

mine competence.

Others.believe that the legal liability of the person, 4

agendy,.firm, company, etc., should determine the need

for licensure to protect the ,publ,ic. If an engineer

offered professional services directly to,a consumer, then
he should be licensed and also carry the liability for
the professional practice- If the engineering service were
offered through another legal' entity, such as a partner-
ship, corporation, governmental agendy, etc., then the'
engineer, as an employee, would be protected by the
liability of the other entity.
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.H4wever, there are numerous anomalies in the applica-
tion of the Act. One corporatibn offering mechanical
engineering services for the air conditioning.of an
office building must use registered mechanical engineers.
However, the same corporation offering_the same services
to a public utility for an office building is not re-
quired to use registered engineers.

Since the application of thehcurrent Act affects only
. a very small segment of engineering practice, and since

the application is confused by other considerations, it is
very difficult to enforce. The principal type of violations
pf the Act which are brought before the Board involve li-
censed engineers with a complaint against a nonlicinsed
engineer who is providing services.. It is extreme rare
for the Board to consider cases of incompetence.

The eliminatiOn of exemptions under the preprint would
create major considerations for those entities currently
exempt. The question to be answered is can the public
health; welfare, safety, and goacPbe protected through
liability and retribution (restitution) through court
action, or should the process of engineering be the re-'

spOnsibility of individuals who have demonstrated mini-
mum

:

competence and are "exposed" to the loss_artneir
ability to practice if-incompOnce is demonstrated?
Which method 'best serves the public need? The preprint
bill would provide for both'methods by requiring that
all engineers in "responsible charge" be registered. This
would establish minimum standardS of competence and still
permit an injured party to litigate cases of injury.

i. Advisory Committee

The preprint would establish an advisory committee, con- .

sistfng of .numerous members of the engineering community,
to serve as a mechanism for continual evaluation of pro-
fesional education in those areas where praCticing engineers

-are. licensed by the State. Basically, the advisory tom- .

mittee Would have four functions: . (1) to prOvide for the,
exchange of views among those concerned with the practice
and education of the engineering profession; (2) to iOin-

tify the major'needvand concerns othe people of call-
fornia as they relate to' the engineering profession;

(3) to examine education, programs and licensing require-
ments in light of Such concerns; and (4) to, make recommen-
dations to the Board based upon the advisory committee's
examination of 'educational programs and licensing require-
ments.
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3. Summary of Witten Reviews of SB 17 Preprint ,
4

The revised Ac-t, Preprint Senate'Bill No. 17 (see Appendix
I), was a compilation of the.current thinking of indii/iduals
and groups on' matiouTaspects of engineering registration.
It was not a formal piece of,legislation, but it received
the same- research, analySis,'and.legal drafting as aeformal
piece of legislatiotwwould receive. Reactions to this draft'
bill are reported in the remaining sections of this chapter..

.a. Engineering Education

In an initial review of the preprint draft, responses
to the following. uestiOns were solicited from members
and representativesof the previously identified groups:

fl

- Do youtagreetthat engineers in "responsible charge"
(see Section 6706 of the-preprint draft) should
have knowledge of the "parameters" listed in Section
6709- of the draft? '..

.
. ;4,

- Do Californ'ia-engineering educa tion progr s adequately
prepare persons to develop. and utilize. hnology
needed by society?

- Should the state Board of Registration for Professional
Engineers become morevactively. involved in engineering
'education accreditation?

Responses to these questions are summariiia in the follow-
ing section.0,(All but representatives of conservation
groups participated.)

Breadth of Engineering Education
o

.

What'should lie the content of a Bachelor of Science in
Engineering.prograffi? Members of the engineering profes-
sion have ftovjded manfdifferent'answers to this question
and will continue to do so in-the future. Although the'
detailsof the answers vary, the ehgineering profession
generallyagreed.ovith the philosophy that engineering
students-meed W strpng foundation in basft physical and
engineering science fundaMentalst with some exposure to
design, and sotiai .ancrbehavioral sciences. However, how.
the tradebffs are resolved in a four-year Bachelor of
Science in Engfneering program is. subject4o much debate.

Most of those respbndir to the questions on the preprint
draft believed that, in theory, it wasdesirable for an
engineer .to be well-rounded, having at least some ,exposure

'to each "field of understanding." Concern was expressed,
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thought that the inclusion of the "fieldk of under-
standing"in the registration law might be interpreted
to mean that all engineers in "'responsible charge"

would, have to.be experts in each field of understanding.
Others were concerned that a requirement that all engi-
neers in "responsible charge" be knowledgeable in each
"field of understanding" might substantially reduce the
number of.engineers eligible for positions in "respon-
sible charge." Most persons.agreed, however,--tilat-air
engineer should have enough exposure to the fields to be
aware of the need to ask for the help of a spVcialist.

The following excerptSP, typical of the many received,
reflect a general agreement that engineers should have
aknowledge of, or at least an Awareness of, the "param-

. eters" listed in Section 6709 of the draft legislation.
For br vity, only a few are presented here:

Yes. (Clorox corporation; ASME, Dean of
Engin ering, California, etc.)

"Engineers in 'responsible charge' should have
knowledge of those 'parameters1' and-more."

4

(ASME)
.2'

"Engineers'in 'responsible charge' should have a
knowledge'of the''parameters' listed in Section
6709. While engineers' technical are integral
to safeguarding life; health, property, public wel-
fare, and public good, good engineering design must
accommodate the total environment described by
social, biological, economic, and political systems." .

(Dean of Engineering, the Uniyersityof Santa Clara)

Several respondents noted that an engineer should not be
expected to,have.a detailed knowledge of each.of the
"paraffleters" listed in Section 6709. It was also feared
that the addition of more "nonengineering" course re7
quirements would substantially reduce "essential tedhni-
cal training," or unreasonably lengthen,the time required

' to obtain an engineering degree.

!
Typically, responses indicated . . that, in
general, engineers in 'responsible charge' should
roveknowledge of the parameterslisted. This

does not necessarily mean detailed knowledge of
each nor that all of them should be required courses
in.engineering curriculum. To require additional
nonengineering academic courses would either'dilute
essential technical training or materially extend
the time required inschool. The former would be
inadvisable and tithe latter would discourage, many
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from Obriuingengineering'dareers in a society that is
already short of techhical skills. Most of the non-
engineering parameters listed are those of which a

competent engineer 'develo'ps knowledge during on-thi-

job training and experience after graduation, which
in oriP4bpinion, is the best wayeto Acquire working
khOwledger." -(Pacific Gas and Electric Company.)

Other responses pointed out the difficUlty of defining
the group oficgineers that should hive some knowledge
of each of the "parameters.1' One question that 'can be
raised-along this line of thought is--Doesan engineering
student know what type of practice he is destined for
or should the educational process providftotential for

the broadest opportunities for the engineering graduate?

Standard Oil Company was especially concerned that the
"parameters" written into law today may not meet the
needs of tomorrow:a

"We concur that it is desirable, for engineers in
'responsible charge'.. to be'well-rounded persons,

skilled in a specific engineering discipline, with
a perspective gained by training or experience that
embraces'a broad spectruth Of potitidali social', educa==
tional, economic, and other considerations. Theretis
substantial doubt as to whether it would be possible

4-
to quantify theSe parametersand,decide with assurance
that one c9uld measure or somehowAiscerh absolutely
that a candidate 4A.so equippedWe are concerned
that a lift of 'parameters' written, into law.today
will not, Per se; include the most critical needs
of tomorrow. The 'parameters''with which this legis-,
lation deals are dynamic, not static, and will vary
as the times and needs vary." (Staddard Oil.Company

of California:)
t

About one-third-of the-respondents did not believe that
engineers should have a knowledge of all .the "parameters"
listed in Section 6709. Left unanswered, however, was
whether or not engineers should have at least some degree
of exposure to each of these "parameters."

. ,

"I -do not concur that an-engineer in 'responsible
charge' should have knowledge of all the 'parameters'
listed in Section 6709 of the draft in order to
safeguard the public welfare. A knowledge of the
nontechnical.parameters (Communication Arts; Politi-

cal Science, Social, and Behavioral Science, and
Humanities/History) is not necessary to the perform-
ance of an engineer. A knowledge of the parameters- -

Physical Science, Engineering Science; Systems'
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Management, and Biological Systems--are only neces-
sary to engineers whose areas of expertise are allied
with these fields. An engineer should have exper:
tisein these parameters: design/application, engi-
neering technology, and multidisciplinary engineering
as'they apply to his/her area of competence. Profes-
sional ethics and a knowledge of economics and law
as they apply to engineering are also necessary."
(Golden Gate Section, Society of Women Engineers.)

Other firms,'including Hewlett- Packard Company, emphasized
that engineers are usually only part of a teamfof special-
ists and that the individual project manager (who may or
may not be an engineer) relies upon "accumulated experience"
and several specialists "to ensure that the team effort is
successful:" Contequently, most engineers need to know
only the "parameters essential to the engineering design
itself." Additionally:6cCncern was expressed that if engi-
neers in "responsible charge" Were required by law to be
knowledgeable of each "parameter," the number of engineers
eligible for positions in "responsible charge" would be
substantially reduced., Then, by definition, most engineers
-would be reduced to technicians with only limited advance-
ment opportunities.

The California State Personnel Board was concerned that only
"bona fide" occupational qualifications Would be required,
and was doubtful that engineers would need knowledge of
each "parameter" to perform effectively in all,:engineering
positions. Thus, the Board wrote:.

."A general statement cannot be made that all engineers
in 'responsible charge' should have.a knowledge of
all of the parameters being proposed.''We are concerned
that in engineering; as well as all job areas', only
bona fide occupational qualifications are required.
It is doubtful.that it could be shown that-rail engineer-
ing disCiplines require knowtedgeof each parameter
youhave listed in the draft legislation. The basic
curricula now required allows little opportunity for
electives. If all parameters were'required, such a
cUrricula would probably take more than.four years to
complete.

'"In State service, our engineers in 'responsible charge'
are required to have preparation that is considered
appropriate for the special enginedring"discipline
and job level. 'Depending on the particular engineer-
ing disciplines, this preparation would probably
include knowledge of some of the parameters you have
listed." (California State Personnel Board.)
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In effect, the only substantial disagreement among the
respondents over the "parameters" concerned theihde0-ee of
understanding an engineer should have bf each "parameter"

as a function of the engineer's role in thetorporate or

agenty environment. Those who interpreted Section 6709 '

as requiring that each engineer in "responsible' charge"

possess expert knowledge of each "parameter" usually did .

not believe thatengineers, or for that matter anyone,
could reasonably be expected to possessisuch high-Aegrde

/
of understanding of each "parameter." However, those '

respondents who interpreted Section 6709 1as requiring

engineers in "responsible charge" to have m ly an "aware-

ness" (see V.A.2., Comprehensive Summary, end A.2.,
Degrees of Understanding, for discussion of the t rm

"awareness" and the learnino scale used in this s udy) -dr*
better, depending upon the "paFameter ". in questio and

the engineer's job, usually answered that such en ineef.s
should, to some extent, be knowledgeable of each "paraineter."

c. Adequacy of Engineering E =Won

For many years, the relev ncy of engineering Ucati 4,"to

practice of engineeri g has been question d by. ed catoi's

and practicing engineers alike. This debate as resulted,
in numerous studies, eight of which are rev4 tied in the

second part of the detailed discussion. IDnSe0ently, en-
gineering education and the adjustments 404';',c.ontpails proposed

by preprint Senate Bill 17 (see Appendix %) were major issues
for inquiry during forum planning and participation.

Respondents wereiasked to present their impressions Of en-
gineerfpg education as it related to the proposals, in the

preprint. Responses were varied, as some felt that they
were confronting legislation which would allow the State to

"dictate" curricula. Educators participating in the initial

'review, and others, generally believd that ECPD-accredited
California engineering education programs were adequately
preparing students to-utilize-technology and to meet socie-

tal needs and wants`. The responses from representatives
of industry,,_ technical societies and other groups were

mixed. The following pages pr ent the different viewpoints

with excerpts from the written r onses.

Much of the praise expressed by educators. and technical
societies for California engineering education programs

applied to ECPD prOgrams'onlY.

"In my opinion, those California engineering education
programs which are ECPD-accredited are adequately pre-

% paring persons to develop and.utilize technology as
needed by our society. ,The accrediting process for en-
gineering programs throughout the years has been very
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effective in assuring that engineering programs con-
tinually meet the needs of the engineering profession.
The maximum period for whichlany engineering program

is accredited is,six years, and aicreditation is far
from 'pro forma.' The accreditation requirements are
reviewed annually, and changes continually occur. All '-
of the major professional engineering societies, as
well as the National Council of Engineering Examiners,

participate in establishing the criteria.` These cri-
teria will continue to change, as society's needs
change- I know .of only two California public univer-
sities or colleges which do,not have accredited programs.
One of these is too new to be accredited, and the other
is a unique program. I am certain that both of these
will be accredited in the near future." (Dean of
Engineering, CSU, Northridge.)

"It is the position of the IEEE that those schools
whose programs have been accredited by the D ade-
quately prepare persons td develop and utilize tech=
.nology needed by society. _ECPD has as its co tituent
members most of the technical professional so 'eties,
the American Society for Engineering Education, the
National Society of Professional Engineers and the
National Council of Engineerin% 'Examiners. The main
purpose of ECPD is to accredit programs in engineering
education. As can be seen from the constituent,
societies listed above, the cross section of technical
professionals, educators, and engineering examiners
are all involved so tha,t the proper criteria for the
accreditation process can .be established." (The
Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers, Inc.)

In contragt, industry generally expressed unrestricted
approval of California engineering education programs,
whether accredited.or not:

"We believe that the'California'engineering*educatiOnal
programs are providing us with graduates wholiave a
good understanding of the 'parameters,' even though
it is-not reasonable to expect that they could be
fully informed on all of the nonengineering'parameters
listed,-upon -graduation. We find that mist of our
engineers have strong intellectual drive and absorb
knowledge, not only in engineering, but nonengineering
fields, quite rapidly in the balanced atmosphere of
work experience and in their personal intellectual
pursuits." (Pacifid Gas and Electric Company.)
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"We have found that the education our engineers
receive from California schools is generally'of
a high quality and compares well with the education
received by engineers we hire from universities in
other states. . Overall, the California-gducated
(engineers)"have a good grasp .of the,technical skills
necessary'to perform well In the corporation and are

= sensitive to the nontechnical aspects of the engi-.
neering profession ... .." (Union -Oil Company of
California.-)

The Dean of Engineering, California Polytechnic,. who felt
that engineering education programs were adequately pre-
paring persons to develop and utilize technology needed
by society, suggested that the question should be reworded

' to apply to policymakers: "In today's world of technolo-
gical advance, do those persons responsible for decision
making on technological applications have the educational
background to help them make wise decisions? The answer
would have to be, 'no.'" .

While of the.opinion that California engineering education
programs were adequately'preparing students, the executive,
director of ASEE-pointed out that there was "still room
for experiment." . .

"California education programs-(and those of other
states) certainly are adequately preparing persons.
Churchill has written, 'It is already .demonstrated

that a nation's power to prosper in'peace and Sur-,
vive in war,depends very largely on its degree of
technological advance. Americans have realized
this, and it ,is for this reason that-their output
per capita- and donsequent standard of life are so
high.' In the late 19th century, American engineers
studied in England, France, and Germany. In the,late,
20th century, students from-every*country.in the
world aspire to study in American schools. The Amer-
ican system of engineering education is the result'
of 100 years of carefurdevelopment. Full'scale -

gtudies'have been conducted about one each decade in
this century'.

"There is, of course, still room for experiment and
progress. Currently, a fraction of American schools
are experimenting. with Experiential Education in
Engineering, as a mode of preparation. The practice
of engineering, however, cannot be entirely taught
in'the schools. The requirement.of a period of
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practice before final registration is the recognition
of the need for an 'apprentice' component Of the

. engineer's career. The extensive and rapidly growing .

'continuing education' component of the engineering
education system is concrete evidence of the engineer's
recognition that formal schooling is only a part of
fati engineer's education. For the part that they do
cover, the formal edification programs in California
and elsewhere do a superb job." (Donald F. Marlowe,
Executive Director, ASEE;, Past President, NCEE.)

member 04>'IEEE, who believed that -present programs were

adequate, %-trongly questione'd the need for further gov
mental intervention in the evaluation. of engineering
.education programs:

"I believe. that .engifieering education programs are

.,adequately preparing persons to develop and utilize
technology needed by society: The largest educational
segments are State University/College and University
of California 'systems. All of these are State enti-
ties. Do we need 'government. on -government?' I

believe the Professional 'Societies (such as IEEE,
ASCE, ,ASME, etc.) along With ECPD and in cooperation
with industry are adequate to dothe job." (Region,i
VI Di rector, IEEE.)

The "parameters" of engineering- practice, as 'listed in
Section 6709 of the' prifint, and as, proper guidelines
for determinihg the adequacy of engineering education,
came under a great deal of. discussion. Many believed that
it was not necessary for an, engineer to have a knowledge
of each parameter. The p%esiderit of Hewlett-Packard
Company cemphasized that an engineer was ohly Rot- of a
team and that feW engineers ever "reach top level respon-
sibility" ponteguently, although Ca,lifornia engineering
education progra* do not provide his company with engi-
neers that have an underStanding of each "parameter;" ;

Mr. Hewlett does not believe that the engineer should be
requireeby the State to.possess that knowledge.

Similarly, C. F. Braun and Company resporided that if
programs were required to proVide engineeri with

an adequate understanding of,,each parameter, an "inappro--
priate demand woul d'r°e placed upon- Cal i forhi a weslucatJonal
facilities."

-
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Standard Oil Company of California. questioned whether any
educational program "can assure that industry will get

..,'well7punded, creative, highly motivated, farsisAted,
sociaTiy conscious engineers. StandardOil's chief engi-

, ,neer added:

"The qualities that motivate graduate Engineers to
.keep Up technically and also to be-,concerned with the
"change in political, social; ethical, 'and economic

conditions cannot be imbued or guaranteed by any given
, educational,system or curriculum." (Standard Oil
- Company of California.)

,--,

Although great concern was expressed for the newly graduated
engineers' lack of exposure to nontechnical aspects of'en-
gineering projects, concern was also expressed for the
liffiited t chnical training an engineer received during his
education 1 process. A-representative of Litton Data

ipSystems r tied that the California programs were,.with
some reservations, supplying their company with "minimally
trained" engineers. However, "We would recommend the ex-
pansion of the curricula to ensure an adequate foundation
covering both technical and nontechnical parameters," he
stated, rather than ". . . diluting the technical in fmior
of the nontechnical parameters." r

-.0

One engineering fechnicalsociety, representing a specialty
area of engineering recently established for'"title" regis-
tration, expressed a belief in the possible need for new
engineering programs, particularly inview of,-the recently
established disciplines.

6

In relation to the above statement, the,Board of Registration
has established eleven new categories of "title" registration,
only four of whicnhave parallel, accreditetedegrees. A.-
review of California Edgineering.EdUcationpreig!%ms,as sug-'
gested by ASSE, would undoubtedly suggest the estiblishmet

.-

of new cericula.- However, the effort 'and budgetary require-
ments necessary-to establish new curricula to meet.thb
educational needs of the newly licensed discipline; would be . ,

considerable and Would result in a Obstintial increas
workload,'and budgetary demands'for the University of Cali- z!, -

.

fornia, the State University and Colleges 'system, private
institUtionsand the California Postsecondary EduCalOn .

Commission. -
,

-
- . ,

In summary, the.written responses to'prtprint Senate 8.111 17 ,

concerning the adtquacy, of engineering education programs
in California, contradicted much of the research on engi-
neering education-an8 the opinions expreised insurveys and
interviews conducted as part of this study. These responses
probably resulted from the "adversary environment" q(!hipe
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legislative forum, for which they were prepared. Pre-
sently, California's registration act requires the.State'
Board of Registration for Professional Engineers to
approve curricula that qualifies for experience equivalen-
cy. ItTo do this,.the Board automatically accepts ECPD
accreditation without review, At best, the Board can
influence curricula accreditation on ECPD's Board of
Directors. Preprint Senate Bill 17, if enacted, would
require the Board to directly examine engineering curri-
cula In light of engineering practice.

In addition:the responses to, preprint SB 17 were substan-
tially influenced by the respondent's interpretation of
the !",parameters" listed in Section 6709. Those who inter-
preted the provisiowas a requirement that engineers possess
expert knowledge of the "parameters" usually responded that
California engineering education-Programs do not and should
not be expected to educate engineers to meet this requirement.
Those who interpreted the provision as merely establishing
that engineers should-have at'least an awareness of each
"parameter" (depending upon the "parameter") usually replied
that the'California programs were adequately preparing
engineering students to meet the requirement of Section
6709 and the needs of'society as well. Many of these respon-'
ses were with reservation; however, industry representatives
often agreed with engineering educators, in that engineering
education programs were adequately meeting the needs of
engineering practicen Many industry representatives added
that if an employee moved into a position where there was
a need for greater understanding of'the nontechnical "para-
meters" of engineering practice, then on-the-job training
or continued education would usually fill the need. In a
team project, these employers viewed the engineer's role as
one 0 providing technical expertise with other teaMmembers
providing the nontechnical expertise.

d. Accreditation

California
,

s current registration act provides that a grad-
uate from a Board-approved four-year bachelor of science
degree curriculum may receive four years of experience credit
toward the six years of experience required for professional
registration, or four of the'nine years' experience required
for grandfathering. As mentioned in the preceding pages,
the Board automatically approvei,curricula accredited by
'ECPD without review. Preprint Senate Bill:17 would require
the Board to become directly involved ill the review of
curricula,, an extreme change from the current practice of
the Board. Responding to whether or not the Board should
become more actively involved in the evaluation of engineer-
ing education programs, the greatest percentage of respon-
dents.were firmly against.'Board involvement.
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Many reservations were expressed with respect to the
proposed measure. Aerospace Corporation and Pacific Gas
and Electric Company did not believe that the State
Board of Registration would have adequate expertise to .

evaluate all the disciplinary engineering programs.

C. F. Braun and Company viewed the proposed Board involve-
ment in the evaluation of engineering curriculum as "un-
warranted interference in the private affairs of industry.
and individuals."

Much of the opposition to this- proposal was based on a
belitf in the adequacy of the present system, on a belief
that there was no justification for a change from current
evaluation procedures. It should be noted that most of
the respondents represented entities currently exempt from
the Act.

. . I would certainly not favor the State Board of
Registration for Professional Engineers becoming direey ,

involved in the evaluation,of engineering education pro-
. grams. My stance on this question is based on my judg-

ment that the accreditation process through the Engineers'
Council for Professional Development is more than adequate
in seeing that the engineering educationprograms meet
the needs of the engineering profession. I do not think
that the State Boardshould become involved in a separate
approval process beyond ECPD-accreditation." (Dean of-

Engineering, CSUC, Northridge.)

Many respondents, recognizing some justification for in-
creased Board involvement in the current prOcess, suggested
compromise measures. For instance, the Assistant Director
of EducOion and Training Programs for ERDA noted that
communication between the licensing board and educators was

"absolutely necessary."

"A healthy intercourse between the licensing board and
the educators is absolutely essential. Each is in a
position'to advise the other; the educators to advise
the board on what fields of study are germane to the
objectives of licensure-and the board to advise the
educators on the skills, required to meet licensing
requirements. It is important, I think, to-recognize
that the educators represent a constituency of engineers
and the education establishment, while the licensing
board represents a constituency of the public. It is,
therefore, inappropriate for the board to dictate educa-
tional programs, just as it is presumptive for the
educators to certify the impact of their graduates, in
perpetuity, on the public welfare. &.rule of reason must
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apply in the interaction of the'two groups so that
a check - wand - balance situation ensues. (J. C. Kellet,
Jr., Assistant Director for Education and Training
Programs, Energy Research and, Development Administra-
tion.)

In relation to the above-statement, a CSPE chapter member
suggested, that the Board work through NCEE to improve ECPD
policies :and operations.'llor more direct involvement with
ECPD accreditation teams, the Vice President for Institute.
Relations at Caltech suggested that perhaps a Board member
should serve on each accreditation team as an active member
rather than as just an observer.

-Other respondents approved of increased, but limited, Board
involvement In the evaluation of engineering education
programs. Standard Oil Company favored the Bo&rd providing
guidarite. to 'engineering eduCation programs. Along this
same line of thought, one technical society expressed the
belief that the 'Board.should be active in evaluating engi-
neering education, but should not have a dominant role in
the evaluation process.

The Executive Director of ASEE supported the present system,
but expressed 'concern about'the postibility that California
may be considering developing its own independent accredi-
tation process.

"In most states' (and I believe in California) there is
some cross-fertilization between the engineering educa=
tion programs and the engineering registration programs
through the use of common volunteer personnel. Many
engineering deans and professors have served on registra-
tion boards, and many board members have attended accredi-

t tation inspections. Many engineert feel that greater
.participation of active, practicing engineers in accredi-
tation visits would be helpful.

"One might read into this question an inference that
California might consjder establishing its own accredi-
tation system, responsive to the demands of the regis-
tration process. For some years, New York had its
separate system of accrediting curricula, but ultimately
abandoned it. I would suggest that the requirements of
reciprocity (or comity) among states should receive
high priority in any such consideration. The existing
national registration examinations and national accredi-
tation programs were developed to ease problems created
by ,the great mobility of engineers--in both their per-
sona/ and professional lives. ,
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""The matter of the Clare Committee proposals regarding
admission to Federal District Courts in the ,Seeond
Circuit, in which five subject areas 9f study were
specified for admission, and the consequent problems
of the Law Schools, is a current example of the dangers
of regulating-curriculum decisions by means of rigid
registration requirements. The registration process

itself is still an imperfect instrument, probably no
better than the curriculum development process. While

both are still in a state of development, too rigid
ties between them would damage both." (Donald E. Mar-

1pw, Executive Director, ASEE, and Past President,
NCEE.)

Latent,in most of the responses was a very real dread of
direct government intervention in the educational process. '

As''One technical society member pointed out, the difference
was between "direct" and "indirect" interaction.

Those'respondents whb approVed of the concept of increased
active Board involvement in.the evaluation of engineering
education programs qualified their statements with warnings
of the difficulties such a proposal might encounter..

"There is an immediate need to broaden the outlook
of engineering technologists. The ;State Board of
Registration for Professional Engineers can facilitate

this process. HOweVer, you must consider too that
without proper controls built into'the systdm, the
appointees with some allegiance to the Department of
Consumer Affairs can ride roughshod over the feelings
of the professiOnal engineers. Engineering is not

really a branch' of consumerism and younger folks who
grew up in the 1960s and who are now involved in con-
sumer protection often have definite antitechnology
biases. If these persons are not educated to the past
and to future possibilities of the engineering 'profes-
sion, they could introduce dangerous polarities into
the eValuation-of engineering education programs."
(David A. Goodman, Futurist, Newport Neuroscience
Center.) ,

The range of replies presented'in the previous pages indi-
cated that few persons favored the proposed changes. In

fact, most' respondents expressed a strong objection to ,

direct governmental intervention in engineering education.
While many suggested increased Board involvement within
the existing system, each suggestion was carefully designed
to prevent the Board from assuming a dominant role in the
accreditation process. Those who felt that active involve=

menu by the Board in program evaluation could be a positive
factor in:the improvement of engineering. education were
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quick to point out the difficulties that such a proposal
would face.

In essence, participants felt that the most acceptable
approach to increased Board involvement in program evalua-
tion was through the existing process, first, by strength-
ening its involvement in NCEE, and second, by having a
Board member act as an observer with accrediting teams
visiting-California campuses. The latter might also be
enlarged to a role of active participation.

The summary opinion on the proposal was,heavily negative.'
In general, engineering employers and educators, claimed
that they were satisfied with the present system of.accredi-
teflon: Furthermore,as one "respondent observed, the

.

profession has long worked to nationalize regiltration
exams and accreditation programs to ease problems created
by the great mobility df,engineers. A proposal that the
California Board of Registration become involved in engil.
neering program evaluation could threaten this national
structure. This position is enhanced by the fact 'that the
majority of Board members are "layn'persons with no background
in engineering. The dichotomy between opinions expressed
in the surveys and Antervfews, and the responses to the pre-
print legislation may have resulted from the fact that a
majority of the participants in the initial review repre-
sented entities currently exempt from the Act. Provisions
of the preprint' would eliminate all exemptions. The idea
of State intervention into-an ares currently not influenced
by State mandate may have had an overriding effect on the
positions presented in conjunction with the forum.

e. Engineerino.Registration

While no specific question regarding registration was asked
of participants in the initial distribution and review of
the preprint draft, many respondents commented on the pro-
posed changes in the nature of registration in California..
Most comments addressed specific concerns with portions of
the preprint, and a number of participants, mainly those
representing areas of engineering practicecurrently exempt
from the Act, questioned the purpose of the prepribt and
the necessity for registration in general.

f. Necessity for Change

Industry representatives-were particularly surprised by
the appearance of a piece of draft legislation proposing
to drastically revise the present engineering registration
act, and questioned the need for change in the present law.
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'"It is not a)together clear'to us exactly what
problem is being solved by the proposed legisla-
tion, If, as stated in your letter, it'is an
attempt to generally improve the quality of life
associated with technological activities, it is in
our judgment, counterproductive, overreactive and
not appropriate in view of the traditional role of.
engineering in our society." (Vice Presidento
Rockwell.International.)

"I encourage you to fully investigate the need
forthe suggested-legislation before introducing
changes that might inhibit the existing success-
ful system. Your idea of a forum sounds like a
good vehicle to initiate such an ihvestightioh.
Before proposing legislation to the Senate that
would expand engineering registration requirements
far beyond the engineering discipline, problems
with the present system (if they exist) should .be
identified and carefully examii.d. I am sure you
agree it would be imprudent to impose new controls,.
and examination requirements if none are needed,
as such bureaucracy and constraints mould likely
discourage a number of individuals fromentering
the. engineering profession." (Senior Vice Presi-
dent, Union Oil Company of California.)

g. Registration

The question of the need for change has its foundation in
the conflicting opinions expresSed by participants on
the need for universal registration, especially.given'
the'corporate structure. bile the purpose of registra-
'tion to safeguard life, health, property, public welfare,

and publit good was not in question,respondents did
debate the necessity of registrationoto attain this goal.
One argument was that registration of all engineers in
responsible charge was essential to promote.the public
health, welfare and good; the other was that registration

tft was only necessary When the engineer dealt directly with
a public who had no means of determining competency. The

basic concerns were expressed by an official for the
federal Energy Research and Development Administration:

"Licensing is a process responsive to the pudiji-c,

not the licensed professional. Success derives from
the degree to which licensing improves the public
welfare; doesit protect the citizen from fraud?
Does it. promote economic and safe products and pro-
cedures?" (Assistant Directorfor Education and
Training POgrams, Officeof University Programs,
Energy Research and Development Administration.)
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Those respondents who supported mandatory, registration
fiimly believed that promoting professionalism in en-
gineering would strengthen the engineer's dedication to
the public. In contrast, many respondents seriously
questioned the need for mandatory registration of engi-
neers in ,responsible charge:

"One must question the basic proposition that engi-
neering activities . . . must be regulated by the
State to adequately assure the safety of the products
purchased by. its citizens. The proposed. legislation
does not govern the safety of products. It regulates
engineering performed by manufacturers and others
within the State. It is not clear how regulating'
engineering activities within the State will be linked
to the safety of products purchased by the'State's
citizens. In contrast, the existing safeguards of
product safety regulation and standards, or the legal
Precedents of the manufacturer's responsibility for
his products has .a clear one-to-one relationship with
citizen protection," (Vice President, Engineering,
Litton-Data Systems.)

"To require registratiori of all practicing engineers
who are in responsible charge might go beyond what
you-would like in dealing with the quality of profes-
sional engineering. Many engineers report within
corporations and do not interface with the public.
Certainly they must never forget their responsibilities
to the public, but those responsibilities are ordinar-
ily handled by.the corporate interface . . .."

(Professor, Chemical Engineering; Vice President'for
Institute Relations, California Institute of Technology.)

h. Exemptions

As expected, the issue of exemption from registration

elicited the same opposing viewpoints as diA,the need for
registration. Engineers employed'in industry, public
utilities, and the federal government are currently exempt
from registration. Preprint Senate Bill 17, on the other
hand, would eliminate all exemptions. This change attrac-
ted a great deal of attention from the respondents.

There was some strong support for the elimination of
industrial and public utilities exemptions:

"Deletion of the industrial exemption is . . . contto-
versial and traumatic . . I believe in it inherently,
for the uplift of the engineering profession in its
ability to serve the public. In other words, I believe
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,legislation prohibiting the-widespread industrial
exemption willlead to. stronger young met and women
entering the engineering fields. They will see a much
clearer horizon for their own goals achievement than
they do now with industrial exemption in most Clalifornia
industry." (Associate Dean for Engineering Co tinuing
Education, University of California, Los Angeles.)

"I think it is most-unfortunate that registration
licensing is not essential to enginpering prac-

ice by the overwhyming majority-of practicing
engineers. I personally would very much.favor a
change to hold a license, without exception . .

Furthermore, I Wilk that deansof engineering
schools and engilleering faculty who teach advanced
subjects should be,considered as holding positions
of responsible charge. I realize that thetemay be
considerable resistance to such a change amongthe
engineering profession, and I would favdr a,grand-
fathering approach for those engineers now exempted
troth registration in order to achieve a more inclu-
sive group of.registered 'engineers. I see no justi-
fication for any exemptions. There are arguments
offer5,that_removing the industry exemptions would
require large numbers of engineers to spend inordi--
nate amounts of time- toward achieving registered
status, sometimes at significant costs to their.
employers. If thastatement were true (doubtful!),
it would stand as an. admjssion that large numbers of

unqualified persons are practicing engineering under
the industry exemption. Requiring registration of
those persons would be in the best interest of
society, as.well as the profession." (Dean of En-
gineering, California State University, Northridge.)

Most of the respondents, however, objected to the elimi-
nation of theexOptions. Industry-rep'resentatives
argued that the eririneering work performed within their.
companies was sufficiently covered by corporate' controls,
and that both industry and public utilities were already
subject to 'sufficient legal:liability and goverpment
regulation to assure the competence of their engineers.

4
.

An argument was also presented in subpart of the.exemp-
tion of engineering educators from mandatory registration
under any act:
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"I believe that college and university professort
should be either specifically exempted or included
under a special provision in the registration pro-
cess. As a group, these professionals have attained
the highest levels of academic achievement having
once undergone.more stringent examination and quali-
fying procedures than those presented by the P.E.
examination. However, these individuals are expected
to have a high degree of specialization both in
training and itl practice,. and I don't believe that
they can be expected to display the broad and more
general attributes sought in practicing P.E.'s being

\\
examined under the curren method of registration."
(Assistant Professor, Engi ering and Applied Science,
University.of California, Los Angeles.)

The preprint also eliminated the exemption for federal
employees. However, the General Counsel for the National
Society of Professional Engineers questioned the consti-
tutionality of this change:

This is only a technicality, but Section 6748 should
be eliminated inasmuch as State licensing laws do
not apply to federal employees while in the performance

. of their duties as such .employees. The proviso, there-
fore, would be *ineffective as a matter of constitutional
law."

i. Registration by Technical Discipline

fhe pAsent California engineering, egistration law
licenses engineers by technical discipline. There are
19 disciplines cueently'recognized by the Board; however,
only three of them limit practice to'licensed engineers;
the remaining ones limit the usepof the title. The pre-
print would eliminate'licensing by technical discipline.,
Additional information on licensing by technical disci-
pline can be found under,the summary of forum proceedings,
Section 4, following.

Respondents presented conflicting views on this subject:

"We have tried to 'come on strong' for the a v ntages of
(a single'nonspecialized registration for the last few
years, with limited success to date. Now it is definitely
included in the thrust of the new proposal." (Associate
Dean for Engineering Continuing Education, University
of California, Los Angeles.)



l"The elimination of engineering specialties and

disciplines from licensing provisions could
decrease the technical skills required to engineer

safe, reliable products--thus being counterproduc-
tive." (Vice President, Rockwell International.)

. .

j. EIT Examination -

A number of respondents agreed with the propopl to
eliminate the EIT exam requirement for graduates of TCPD-

accredited engineering programs. Most, however, added an
internship subsequent to'graduation as a qualification,
and felt that the experience gained therein should be sub-

, ject to Board approval.

"I have long regretted that the engineering_prpfes-
sion is the only one; to my knowledge, that does not
give the registration examination to the immediate
university graduate. If an experience component
subsequent to graduation is required for registra-
tion, I would suggest a period of internship subs -
quent to graduation from an accredited program, but
not necessarily prior to taking,the registration
exam. The Board would pass onthe appropriateness
of the internship prior to granting registration to

the individual." (Dean, School of Engineering and

Computer Science, CSU, Norpridge.)

"Inasmuch as it is proposeeto break some significant
new ground in this bill, would it not be advisable

to take a major step to eliminate the engineer-in-
train,ing concept altogether? In its place, I would

propose consideration of the approach indicated in
the enclosed NSPE publication, "A New Cbncept for
Engineering Registration." Under this concept in

place of an EIT status, all qualified registrants
would be licensed as professional engineers with the
proviso that those entering the profession would not
be authorized to offeer services to the public or to
certify engineering documents until. they met the
experience requirements as determined by the Board."
(General Counsel, National Society of Profesiional
Engineers.)

k. Rules of Conduct

Rules of conduct for professional engineers.were included
as part of the draft legislation. Respondents had two

primary concerns about the rules: First, most'felt that
the rules did not belong in the body of the act. They

felt that the Board should be mandated to establish such
a code under the Rules and Regulations of the Board of
Registration for Professional Engineers.
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Second, they were concerned about the inclUsion in the :
_rules of conduct of a section protecting the engineer-
from discharge-or discrimination by'his employer in the
event it became necessary for the engineer to report
violations of the chapter occurring at his place of
emplpyment to the Board.

"It would be preferable, I suggest, to not include
the specific Rules of Conduct in the law itself,
but rather to authorize the Board to adopt rules of
professional conduct . . .. The rules should be
subject to revisions from time to time as new insight
is gained and conditions may change. If the rules
are in the law itself, it will be necessafy'to:seek
amendment of the law . . . if the authority is given
tothe Board to adopt the rules and amend them as
needed, the legal aspect can be better treated by
administrative actith of the Board rather than through
amendment of the law by the Legislature." (General
Counsel, National Society of Professional Engineers.)

. . . the remainder of these sections leave an invi-
tation for an immature Of' disgruntled employee to
unjustifiably wreak havoc with a project by creating
disturbance and delays, and thereby add seriously to
the project cost. His reasons might be real, but
far more likely would stem from inexperience or ina-
bility to understand,, or would arise from purely
philosophical views motivating a wish to harass or
stop the project." (Senior Vice President, Pacific
Gas and Electric Company.).

"It could create serious personnel conflicti within
a company as the engineer seems to be separately
responsible 0 the State for the public-good aspects,

_ although heeis still lid by the employer. Such
problems must move to acramento and postibly the
courts for resolutiorA/ Administration and adjudica-
tion of this system Wild be a nightmare.", (Vice
President, ReSearch and Engineering, Rockwell Inter-- o national.)

. #

1. Effect of Proposed 'Changes

While some participants agreed with the executive director
of the National Council of Engineering Examiners that

. . the tentative draft is a well-prepared document
(see Appendix I) and should strengthen the laws per-
aining to engineering registration . . .," most indi-

viduals, particularly those from industry, expressed
doubts about the future of engineering in California
should tht proposed chimps be enacted:
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"Ohe must also question what the potential economic

impact will be to the state passing such regulatory

legislation of engineering activities. Most products

having substantial engineering content that are

manufactured in one state are sold in other states

or countries. Some products are not sold at all within

the state where they are manufactured. Almost all

products purchased by citizens of one state are Wanu-

factured in other states or imported.. Consumers will

tend to buy the cheapest suitable products regardless

of where they are manufactured. There is little

question, that engineering costs, hence product costs,

will be increased due to the limited supply of suitable

registered engineers. Manufacturers located in states

having such legislation will be noncompetitive and

will suffer reduced busifiess volume or will consider

relocation to other states. States having such leg4.4-

lation probably will tend also to discourage new manu-

facturers from locating in that state due to increased

cost of engineering services and the relative difficul-

ty in filling engineering job openings in case of

needed rapid expansion. The state will lose work

force and revenue dollars from pursuing such a course ,

of action. The state cannot remedy this situation

by imposing a requirement that all goods imported into

the state also be manufactured under similar conditions

as this would be an unreasonable restraint of trade

under the Interstate Commerce Clause of the Federal

Constitution.' (Vice President, Litton Data Systems.)

m. Summary

Central to each isslieon which comments were offered was

the primary conflict of opinion over the need for registra-

'4.tion. Some educators, and few individuals from technical

societies, supported mandatory registration and the balance

of proposed changes. Industrial representatives and the

remaining individuals opposed mandatory registration

and the corresponding proposals..
/.

Judging from the'initial responses to the subject of

registration and administration of the act as presented

in the preprint, the draft was neither accepted nor re-

fer z.

jected., The.issueuraised by the proposal have existed

for many years and remain unresolved.. As one respondent .

pointed out, " . . . the assessment of value of licensing

must be accomplished by a broader based group than repre-

sentatives of only the educational community and the

practitioners themselves." This was attempted, but the

nonengineering'groups felt incompetent to contribute.

ti
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4. Summary of Forum Proceedings

,

The publicforuM on Preprint Senate Bill-No. 17 was held
on July 26, 1976, in a Senate hearing room in the State
Capitol. Five:pandls were assembled, each dealing with
a major aspect of the preprint legislation: (1) justi-
fication for registration of engineers; (2) education
requirements/for.registration; (3.) qualificationsior
registration4 (4) miscellaneous requirements and provi-
sions; and (5) industry and public utilities exemptions.
The panelists represented engineering societies, in-
dustrial management, educational administrators, educa-
tors, practicing engineers, and engineering unions.

.

Senator Rodda was assisted in conducting the forum by
staff consultants to the key legislative committees and
a past member of the Board of Registration for Profes-
sional Engineers. Senator Rodda's opening statements
made it clear that the forum was to be held in an informal
manner'to stimulate frankness and candor in presentations.
Nevertheless, most of the presentations were quite formal,
and re ented stronger positions than those.presented,

oted during the fONdrevAew.

Aicomplete transcript of the forum was made and has been
retained as part of the file on this project. The follow-
ing sections present a brief discussion of the principal
issues.

a. Purpose of Engineering Registration

Forum participants..generally agreed that the purpose-
of engineering registration should be to safeguard
public health, welfare and safety. They also agreed
that the existing registration law should continue to
serve as the foundatIon for engineering .registration
and should be changed only when a need for change
was demonstrated.

b. The Need for Change/Justification'

Participants in the'forum disagreed among themselves
on the need for change. Three major schools of
thought were identified:

(1) There is. no need for change. Existing institu-'"
tions are serving "us" well.

(2) There is a need for change. Improvement in the
existing institutions is possible. However, this
improvement should be "evolutionary" instead of
"revolutionary." `
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(3) There is a need for drasticchange.

"The many exemptions in the present law permit
intense economic pressures for competitive
businesses to prevail over sound engineering .

judgment. The registration of engineers in
separate specialties has created an explosion,*
of new registration disciplines under,, pressure
from specialized engineering groups attempting
to regikter their members by "grandfathering"
rather than by examination."

Forum participants gave the most support to the first
two schools of thought. It must be noted, however,-

that most of the testimony probably represented
management level positions in large corporations and
policy level positions in major universities.

Those who supported -the first school ,of thought _did
not believe in'a need for change. In effectoit ,

was said that "Engineering enterprise has brought
enormous success to California under existing institu-
tions." Numerous examples of these successes were
cited, includipg California's leading position,in
agriculture,Alerospace, electronic- and computer-based

industry, and environmental quality management. One
individual added, "Engineers with-vision, creativity,

industry and education at advanced levels have been
vital td all of these and to the living we now enjoy."

Those who.supported the second school of thought recog-
nized that the complexity of engineering practice
-required "evolutionary" change rather than "revolution-
ary." Those who viewed gradual change as more effective
and beneficial than rapid change were self-employed
engineers of small consulting firms and employees of
large companies whose profeisional responsibilities
were "diluted."

Those who supported the third school of thought stated
that "The Registration Board was unsuccessful in
eliminating many flagrant abuses ofihhe Professional
Engineers' Act." They pointed out that the new special-
ty categories substantially increased the Board's
commitments to processing applicattbns and made it
nearly impossible to enforce an already unenforceable
law. These individuals supported mandatory registration
of engineers in "responsible charge," arguing'that the
large number of unregistered' engineers in industry could
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continue to practice under the responsible charge of
a registered professional engineer. They concluded
that, The proposed legislation would provide the
public with protection frdm technological injury at
virtually no increase in cost occasioned by adminis-
tration of the Act or by displacements in private
industry."

c. Definitions

For many years there has been considerable debate
concerning the definition of terms commonly included

engineering registration laws. Preprint Senate
Bill 17 was drafted to stimulate discussion and clar-
ification of these definitions 15/, 16/, 17/, 18/,
which were extensively.criticizeo during the forum.
-Although some participants believed these definitions
to be an improvement over some of the existing ones,
there was a consensus that clearer definitions.should
be :formulated before changing the existing definitions.

d. Education

Forum'Oatticipantslenerally agreed that California
'engineering education programs were doing a' good job.
..They believed that the needs of a diverse job market
were being metby"the wide variety of engineering
education programs in California.

The- participants did notagree on whether or not
engineering students should be exposed to all the
"field's of understanding, and on what the extent of
ex0osure should be. .It"was,pointed out that only a
limitedAmount of course material could be "squeezed"
into a four-year program.

The question of teaching technology to engineering
students was also discussed. Participants :generally
agreed that it'was'impossible and impractical for
universities and colleges to teach students technology,
because it changed loo quickly. Most agreed that the .

current emphasis on fundamentals should be continued.
this position taken.in the'forum contrasted'oblique-
ly with feelings exptessedby individuals deterMined
in othet.parts of this-study.)

000.

Only one major criticism of engineering education was
'expressed in the discussion. The president' of an
engineering ,society representing 7,000 engineers stated
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that engineering students were not properly prepared
for employment An large industry:

". . . They don't hear anything about the loss
of identity, the profit-motivated policies carri d
out mainliy personnel and other labor relations
people . . .. We find, particularly in the aero-
space industry, quite a few leaving after the
first year because they are becoming a.number 'and
they are marching to a different drummer, so to
speak . . .."

e. Rules of Conduct

Most participants were extremely critical of the rules
of conduct and did not believe that such rules should
be included in the Engineering Registration Act, par-
ticsularly since numerous engineering societies, such
as NSPE and NCEE, already have a Code of Ethics. ..

Generally, it was felt that the engineering profession
was doing an "excellent job of establishing and main-
taining exemplary standards of conduct i engineering
matters and that the proposed legislation would, without
enhancing these standards in any way, create turmoil
within the,profession by injecting new responsibilities
of an ill-defined nature into the professional relation-
ship." This position was not'unanimpus, however.

The principal of a large civil- eng4neering firm noted,

however, that individual society codes of ethics
-actually had "no effect and force" on practicing en-
gineers. If an engineer failed to adhere to the
prescribed code of ethics of the engineering society,
of which he was a member, the society could terminate
his membership; but it couldn't prevent him from
practicing. ';

0/

The rules of conduct inefiti444_in the Act were comprised

of provisions from the code of ethics of NSPE, NCEE
and ECPD. Interestingly enough, many of these provi-
sions received substantial criticism by participants.
A nondiscrimination provision, similar to the one
included in HR 14068 (94th Congress), was extensively
criticized by engineering.management. The provision
reads:

"No employer shall discharge or in any.manner

discriminate against any employee because such
employee has filed any complaint or instituted
or caused to be jnstituted any proceeding under
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or related to this chapter or has testified or
is about to testify in any such proceeding
or because of the exercise by such employee
on behalf of hipself or other$ of any right
afforded by this chapter.". (Section 6710.3(a)),

Under the provisions ofthe bill, the Board of Regis-
tration would be given the power to investigate
such discrimination complaints and bring appropriate
court actions. Engineering management believed the
provision would introduce the government as a third
party in employee-employer disputes and subvert
responsible management practices of large companies.

In summary, there was some agreement among partici-
pants that rules of conduct might be more appro-
priately placed in the rules and regulations of the
,Board of Registration for Professional Engineers
rather than having them specified in the Act.

f. Registration,

Several major aspects of the. registration process were
discussed, including the elimination of "grandfather-
ing," disciplinary licensing, waiver of the EIT exam
for graduates of ECPO-accredited engineering education
programs, and the content of the professional engineers'
registration exam.

The majority of the forum participants were opposed to
the eliminatioh of "grandfathering" and disciplinary
licensing. Currently, when a new discipline becomes

.

licensed there is a "grandfather*" period during which
persons practicing in the discipline may obtain regis-
tration based upon their references and work experience.
Few take the exam once the "grandfatheridg" period has
ended, unless registration is required by that disci-
pline of engineering practice. Those who opposed
Preprint Senate Bill 17 provisions to end these practices
argued that specialization in engineering necessitated
disciplinary licensing and that the "grandfathering"
process was at least as effective as the examination
process in determining whether an applicant was quali-
fied to practice in a particular 'field of engineering.

.

Those favoring the elimination of "grandfathering" and
disciplinary licensing argued that these.practices had
recently ought the existing registration law to a
state of crisis. One engineer noted:
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"Within the last year alone, more new registra-
tion titles have been added than were established,
in this state in all previous time. 'The initial

applicants in the new disciplines will not be
required to pass the usual qualifying examinatio
therefae, the public will not be assured of the
competence. This avenue cannot now be closed
under the existing law sive there are presently
recognized over 100 speciSlties in the field .

of engineering and more can'be defined virtually
at will.

"But the problem does not end there. Even before
these latest additions, the Registration Bgard
was unsuccessful in eliminating many flagrant
abuses of the Professional Engineers Act. With

these latest additions, and the others sure to
'follow, the enforcement problems are greatly in-
tensified at the same time that increased staff
commitments to processing applications will be
required. Thus, the present law which is already
ineffective will become even more unenforceable. ,

"The legislation proposed in your-Preprint Senate
Bill No. 17 is a magnificent solution of the type

long, proposed by professional engineers. The
simplicity of administration Qf the single regis-
tration will assure the public of a Minimum level
of Competence with' all registered engineers while
freeing the registration board staff for-enforce-
ment duties or, investigation of malpractice. The
problem of establishing when specialized services
must be obtained to provide the - "area of compe-
tence' rests clearly with the professional engi-
neer who fs'also in the best position to determine
where such services are required in any given work.

"The offending -industry exemptions are eliminated
while still permitting the large number of un-
registered engineers in industry to continue to
practice under responsible charge of a registered

professional engineef. The legislation proposed
would, therefore, provide much greater protection
for the public from technologicq injury at vir-
tually ho increase in cost occasioned by administra-
tion of the act or by displacements in private
industry." (Statement prepared by Robert J. Bent,
son, member and director of the Structural Engineers'
Association of Northern California and delegate and
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president of the California Legislative Council
of Professional Engineers.)

Several persons disagreed that "grandfathering". was
an effective method of determining competence. They
held that " . . . testing was more effective and
equitable than 'grandfathering,' and ensured equal
treatment of applicants; and that the elimination of
'grandfathering' and 'disciplinary licensing' would
simplify the registration law, making itpbssible to
more effectively enforce it." Both engineering
management and educators who opposed these provisions
of Preprint Senate Bill 17 argued that they would
serve oniy the licensed practitioner at the expense
of the public.

Unlike the issue of "grandfathering" and disciplinary
licensing, panelists generally agreed that the EIT
exam should be waived for graduates of ECPD-accredited
'engineering education'progYams.

The content of past professional enginedl-ing exams
was questioned by a substantial number of forum par-
ticipants. Several viewed the questions as "academic,'
and suggested that the examination be lengthened and
several essay questions be added concerning general
aspects of engineering practice within a social context.

° Others did not believe it was possible to measure an
individual's competence through testing, and suggested
that more weight should be given a person's credentials.
Some believed that it was not possible to measure
competence until something negative happened. They
felt that 'it was impossible to take effective preventa-
tive action and suggested that the only method of
protecting the public...was thr,ough court action. This
threat of liability, They reasoned, would deter people!
from knowingly doing something harmful to the public
health, welfare and safety. '

g. Exemptions

Most of the forum participants opposed mandatory regis-
tration for engineers in "responsible charge" for a
variety of reasons:

0) It is too difficult to define the lines of respei-*
sibility for extremely complex products.
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A.- 1

(21 The differentiation of responsibility among
various, engineering disciplines, and differences
in State registration would result in 'fierce"
record- keeping problems.

(3) There is "no evidence connecting the PE examina-
tion with the sophisticated and involved
analyses and decisions required in real life
.situations, and safeguarding the public." (State-

,

ment prepared by General Manager of G.E:, in San
Jose.)

4

4

(4) Mandatory nonspecialized registration laws would
create extensive problems for interstate commerce.

(5) The only justification for registration is to
-protect the unsophisticated consumer. Engineers
usually do not, however, interact with the public.

'This interaction is the responsibility of cor-
porate management. Consequently,'there is-no
justification for eliminating current exemptions.

(6) Mandatory registration laws would increase the

production costs of many goods.

Summary

Preprint SB 17 incorporated most of the elements that
hay been of concern tcrthe profession in engineering
education, societal needs, and the licensing of en-
gineers in the State of California. Numerous articles
have been written, studieS have been conducted, and
speeches have been made on these subjects. However,
the threat of State intervention into areas that have
been controlled by entities other than State government
caused public epressions of concern for everyaspect
-of the draft legislatibn. There was little support
for the proposal from any One group sinc concern felt.
by each for a particular element of the b 11 was'so
great that the entire draft.was challenge . Those con-
cerned-with engineering educational programs feared
the loss of 'volunteer control of accreditation and
State-established standards of curricular acceptability.
Those 'represepting_manufacturing companies were con-
cerned over the proposed loss of exemption and, the
attendant requirements imposed upon companies-for use
of engineering talent: Those groups represqgting dis-
ciplinary segments in the engineering profdSion were
concerned over the potential loss of the use of a title
that had been established after much,effort with the
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Board of Registration.- They saw po need for single
registration and opposed the elimination of'grand-
fathering provisions. Representatives of groups
currently covered by the practice provisions of present
law displayed concern for the inclusion of.all engi-
neering practice under the proposed legislation, and
opposed the draft for this reason. The same groups
also found the incorporation of rules of conduct into
the proposed act quite distasteful, Groups that had
proposed specific changes in the.Act in "the past even
criticized those same changes in the draft legislation.

In general, there was an attempt made to limit the
application ofthe Act to a small number of cases in
which a property owner employed a land surveyor to
resolve a boundary-line dispute with his neighbor.
It was felt that the only justification for State
intervention into the free marketplace was for the
protection of the uninformed citizen from damage
caused by an incompetent practitioner offering ser-
vices directly4ito citizens. It would be difficult
to justify engineering licensing in California based
upon such a narrow application of the Act.

i.. Conclusions from the Forum Proceedings

'The folloWing conclusions could be drarffi fropt!the pre-
sentations . .

given at the forum. These shouGd be compared
with other data gathered during the study,'

(1) Engineering educational programs in/'California
are providing all of the necessary requirements
for industry aware sufficiently diversified to
satisfy the breadth of marketplace needs;

(2)The current-examination-requirements, including
grandfathering, are adequately ensuring competent
engineering practice;

(3) Therets. no need for mandatory2licensure of engi-
neers, since industry is liable for any injury .

that may occur from-incompetency;

(4) Disciplinary licensing is better than nonspecialr
ized or.single professional registration;

(5) There is no need for the incorporation of a code
of ethftal practice as part of the Registration
Act;
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(6) The only type of engineering practice that

should be licensed in California is a small
segment of land surveying that is offered
directly to a citizen, not a public agency or

...private industry that has at its own disposal
the ability to detel.mine competency without
State Intervention;.and

(17) The general public in the.State of California
is well served by the current educational

system and registration practices, and wherd
problems exist, they should be resolved.through
court action to determine liability.

It is apparent from these obserptions that, under
the threat of state-mandated efforts, the positions
taken by nearly all participants were quite different
from those positions taken previously by otWrs when
there was no threat of government mandate.

Al/

5. Ge ral Observations

The objectives of the forum were effectively fulfilled,
and the major issues affecting the complex profession of
engineering were illuminated. California representatives
of the engineeridg community were able to present their
respective positions on the coordinaMon between engineer-
ing education and registration and on the effectiveness
of registratiod in providing protection of the public.

.

forum was structured to effectively 'stimulate discussion
iof proposals in the draft legislation which addressed en-

gineering education and registration.- These proposals
elicited the presentation of policy positions on the basic
issues.

Forum participants generally agreed that current California
engineering educatibn programs provide a variety of engi-
neers with the knowledge and skills. necessary for the needs
of the diverse job market. This position contrasted with
the recommendations of many prior studies and with'the
resultiof interviews conducted in this study. This di-

.

chotomy'may be attributed to the fact that the preprint
carried the threat of gbvernment intervention, while the
prior studies and interviews were only the expression of
opinion subject to debate.
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Participants-also generally believed that the current
Registration Act was satisfactory and that there was no
justification for any change in the law. They supported
disciplinary title registration and the proliferation
of new engineering registration categories'with attendant
grandfathering. They also strongly supported industrial
and public utility exemptions.

The popular opinion of the representatives was that only
that portion of engineering. practice offered directly to'
the "uninformed" public should be subject to registration
'Icier the Act. Members of Senator Rodda's hearing panel
explored this position with the participants. As an
example, it was explained that a surveyor could be con-
tacted through a telephone listing by a property owner
attempting to resolve a boundary dispute with his neighbor.
Because of this direct contact with the uninformed public,
the surveyor should be licensed.

All other engineering is offered to, or conducted by, pub-
lic or private entities that have the ability to determine
competence. The public is protected, according to forum
representatives, by the sophistication of engineering
employers. ,Statistically, under this concept there isno
justification for the registration of a major number of
the approximately 52,000 engineers presently registered .

in this state.

Forum participants also firmly believed that legal liability
was the prime motivator for the protection of the health,
welfare and safety of the public. The threat of litiga-
ion,encourages engineering competency. Critics of this
approach maintain that' while litigation against the incom-

7etent engineer of company is-one method of protecting
the public, a much better approach would be to prevent in
Jury through registration which would eliminate the
incompetent, rather than depend upon a system,of retribu
.tion and restitution.

The positions presented at' the fo'rum indicated that the
educatiohof engineei1 will continue to be heavily influenced
by those concerned with the process, educational institutions,
and educators, and that any attempt by the State to estab-
lish general standards for engineering education programs
will be actively oppoSed. Also, the positions indicated that
the various disciplinary segments in the engineering commu:-,
nity did not see any justification for, a broadening of the
coverage of the Registration Act and would not support any
effort -to do so.



/

-_This study addressed the role played by the State in the
protection of the public. It was'recognized that the
major portion of all engineering is conducted through a_
legal entity other than an individual practitioner. It

also appeared that there was no interest in having the
State establish minimum standards of competency and
administer a registration system affecting all engineers
in all modes of practice. The preference, by the profes-
sion and engineering employers, was to keep the State out
of the process through exemptions for industry, utilities,
and. federal practice. However, some of the major prob-
lems in engineering projects, which resulted in losS of
life, werg expdrienced in areas exempt from registration

laws, despite the fact that many of these projects were
subject to established State and federal regulations. It
appears that the currentltrend in society will continue,,
that the threat of liability and damages awarded by ,the
courts will ensure the competency of the.practitioner.
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VII. ENGINEERING ADVISORY COMMITTEE

A. General Background

The principal objective of this project .was to identify a .

system for the periodic evaluation of engineering education
. .

and licensing programs to ensure that the needs of society"
are met by the practicing professional. It was reported
thatmajor differences existed betweep these elements and
the*there was \Try little evidence of any coordination among

',-; them. 'Although it is recognized that, in a free society, the
independence of-the postsecondary education 'system,must be
insulated from adverse,,neer-term policy influence, it has-40 .=
also been recognized, by the California State Legislature th
"coordination and planning are vital eleMents in providing
postsecondary education" with the capability to meet the
needs of the'people. (California Education Code, Section
22710, Ch. -5;1)

Concerted efforts have bedn'thade to bring representatives
of the practicing profession into the re-View and accrediting-
process, but the educational system has remained' relatively
independent from outside evaluation. The'Engirieering.
Council for Professional Development has a'national charter
for the periodic review of the four-year undergraduate program
in engineering, but the organi'zation's efforts to involve
representatives from induttry and the practicing community
have not been totally successful. -Consequently, the atcred-
itihg committee is composed'of 'a majority of engineering

_educators. Also, the accrediting process is somewhat limited
to the curriculum offered in the first two years of a four-
year program. .

O

The Board of Registration for Professional Engineers has
standing committees on educational. and disciplinary require-
ments, but it, too,*as historically and automatically
accepted the accreditation requirements established by the
Engineering Council for -Professional Development, and.has
Aven little attention to the relationship of the licensing
process to the practice of engineering in society.

The California Postsecondary Education Commission's charier
has been limited to general evaluations of the.need for en-'
gineering programs in light of prevailing demands for
specialized engineering manpower. The Commission, with its
responsibility for program and budget review, has been care-
fu1/4not to include curriculum evaluation.
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a.

As the practice of. engineering becomes more subject to
public policy established by the State and federal govern-
ments, and a% tedfinicaroptions are increasingly more:
influenced by social, economic;,political, enIfirolimental,
aesthetical,and legal constraints, there iss.an increasing Q
necessityto develop some method of continual evaluation
and,c0ordination that will"cOrrespond to the shifting
p.roblems and needs of society. The Commission is a possible
vehicle for accomplishing this through the formation of an
Engineering Advisory Committee under its existing Mandate.
(See Appendik J.) This advisory concept is also applicable
to other professions; such as medicine and law, where there
are formal degree programs in the postsecondary institution
and State licensing requirements for 'the practitioners.

B. Establishment and Goals of the Advisory Committee *

The Commission on Postsecondary Educatiqn, under existing
mandate-and-ithiA-established goals and objeg.tives (see---
Appendix J), should establish the Engineering Advisory Com-
mittee. The propqsed Committee,within the structure of
the CoMmission;"would facilitate the accomplishment of the
following general goals:10k,

1. To delineate the "fields of understandingethat charac-
terize the praCtice of'en9ineeripg asit relates to
evolving societal needs.

2. Toevaluate and make recommendations concerning
neering urricula in light of the,"fields of understand-
ing" and encourage its adaptability to fhe broad demands
of engineering practice and its correlation with societal

4 needs.

3. To evaluate and make recommendations concerning the engi-
neering registration process as it relates to and
reflects-engineering practice, education and societal
needt:.

_ g
To issue report's of firldin.gs,and recommendations to-in-

.

crease public awareness and understanding_of th'e inter-
. = action of engineering education, licensing and registration.

.
C. Composition of the Engineering Advisory

Cn.r7P

mmittge,

.1.4e. membership ofthe_Engineering Advitoq'Commdttee would',
Serve-at'the plepure of the CoMmission,-and would be,coMposid
of but not hecessar41yA1imitedto,,:regresentatives from,

various. segmehts irt_the professticto and society: *- 7_:.'

I.
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a. Postsecondary education institutions

b. The practicing engineeringprofession

c. Engineering employers

d. Publicpolicymakers

./;;,

e. Consumer groups

f. The Board of Registration for ProfeSsional
Engineers

g. Department of Consumer Affairs.

Engineering-studets

i. Science education in secondary schools

Recognized representative organizations should be solicited
for nominees flapappointment to the Advisory Committee and
appointments should be made so tftst no single'oroup would
constitute a majority on the Committee. One staff person
should be appointed to serve the Committee's administrative

40' needs. Additional staff should be.provided based upon the.'
Committee's approveg plan for program review and evaluation.
The staff'would assTst the Advisorylcuirittee in formulating
recommendations, preparing them for presentation to the Com-
mission and the Board of Registration foi- Professional

Enginters, and represent.the Commission to:he Board, as
required.

. 4

D. Duties of the Advisory Con lttee
. \ .

.- .

The Engineering, Advisory Committee would have the folloWing
. dupes: --

10. . .

. ' 4. Identify major needs and -concert's of the people of
.California as relate to the practice of-: 4*- ,

. ^
enOrreeringi

- -b. Examine exiqting and proposed professional engineering

.

education programs in'light of public concerns;

,

c.. Developtrecommendations.for program modification -or

pecial projects to make engineering education pro-
, grams relevant to engineering practice and submit

these recommendations to the CoMMission;

t
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d. Define the job market parameters which affect
future engineering manprtr requirements;

e. gvelop criteria for budget, analysis of.engineer-
ing education programs to be used in program
analysis' and in the review of new programs;

f. Formulate counseling criteria for the four segments
of postsecondary education and secondary education
to increase student awareness of the educhtion and
practice requirements of a career in engineering,
and submit the criteria to the Commission for appro-
priate action;

4 110L,
g. Evaluate programs, methods .of fu ing, service

delivery systems and techniques fo continued
education for the engineering profession;

h. Determine ba/ic minimum requirements for practice
of the engineering profession and present these
recommendations to the Board of Registration for
ProfessionalEngineers;

i. Assist the Board of Registration in the formulation'
of examination criteria;

j. Assist the Board of Registration th.e developfnent
of qualifying criteria for engineering education
curricula to be used as. equivalency toward the
experience requirements of registration; and

k. Evaluate the level of understanding that should
be obtained in the four-year education programs
in each of the "f. s of understanding" which
represent eng ering practice.

P^\
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FOOTNQTES

Q

1/ Appendix II, "Background of National Priorities for Use of
Engineering and Scientific Talent," Energy and Engineering
Education - Project E-E, Assembly Education Committee
California Legislature, May 1975.

2/ NCSBEE laten became the National' Council of Engineering
Examiners.

3/. Proceedings of the National Council of State Boards of Engj-
, 0 neering Examiners, 13th'Arinual Convention, New rOrk City,

September 29-30; October 1, 1932, p. 12.

4/ PEE later became the American 'Society for Engineering
Education.

5/ Proceedings of the National Council of State Boards of Engi-
\

'neering,Examiners, 1932.

6/ Letter to Senator'Albert S. Rodda, July 21, 1976.

4

" 7/ ECPD 43rd Annual Report, September 301, 1975, p. 89.

8/ All schools, except West Coast University, have ECPD-accredited
engineering education programs.

9/ .Some campuSes he*g historically been known for having basiC
research- oriented engineering education programs that assume the
student will continue for a master's and a doctorate at the
institution, then conduct research. Other campuses are known
for their practical practice-orientation.

10/ "Specific course requirements" in this analysis are defined-as
41required courses within a particular "field of understanding."
For example, if "Engineering 100, Heat Transfer" was required
for a bachelor of, science, degree in engineering, it would be
considered a specific course requirement: Also, if a student
was offered a choice between two or more four-unit classes,
i.e., "Physics 100, PrindOles of Motion" and- "Chemistry 102,
Principals of Cherital, Reactions," the choice would still be

/ considered as lour units of, specific requirements within the

,physical science ,"field of urerstanding.°

11/ To facilitate the of an elective classification scheme,
the "fields of understanding" were divided:.into technical and
nontechnical fie1A. The technical fieldS of understanding
encompass physical science, life.sciences, engineering sciences,

.
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design/application, engi.neeringtechnology, whereas the non-
technical.fields include ethics, communication arts, management,
economics, law, political science, behavioral science, humani-
ties, and history. Electives were classifed as: "Technical,"
where ia-lass from two or more technicarfields of understanding
could be selected; "nontechnical," where a class from two or
more nontechnical fields could be selected; and "restricted,"
where a class from a "technical" or "nontechnical" field could
be selected.

12/ Depersonalized transcripts are transcripts with no identifying
information. The person whose transcrfpf is being examined
remains anonymous.

13/ Articulation agreements between the four segments of higher edu-
cation permit the transfer of credits toward the baccalaureate
degree. There is a need for more comprehensive counseling of

students to ensure that particular courses are within the articu-
lation agreements and will result in transferable credit from
one segment or campus to another. Time and financial restraints
did not permit the investigation of this need in this project;
however, this difficulty was of some concern to-the faculty
interviewed as part of this project.

14/
4
.A structural engineer must first be a registered civil engineer.

15/ 6704. "Engineering practice" and "engineering work,' within
the intent of this,chpter, shall mean any service or creative
work, the adequate performance of whi-dh requires engineering
educatipn, training and experience in the application of special
knowledge of the Mathematical, physical and engineering sciences
to such services or creative work as consultation, investigation,
,evaluation, planning and design of engineering works and systems,
planning the use of land and water, and the inspectioh of con-
struction for the purpose of assuring compliance with drawings
and specifications; any of which embraces such services or work,
either pUblic or private, in connection with any utilities',
structures, buildings, machine-S, circuits, equipment, processes,
work systems, projects, and industrial or consumer products or
equipment of a mechanical, electrical, hydraulic, pneumatic,
nuclear, aero-dynamic, or thermal nature, insofar as they involve
safeguarding life,'health, property, public welfare or public
good and including such other professional services as may be

ir\ necessary to the planning, progress and completion of any engi-
neering services.

A person shall be construed .to practice or offer to practice,
engineering within the meaning and intent of this chapter who
practices any branch of the Profession of engineering;.or who,

171
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by verbal claim, sign advertiement,letterhead, card, or in
any other way. represents himself to be a professional engineer,
or thrOugh the use of some other title implies that he is a
professional engineer or that he is registered under this
chapter; or who holds himself out as able to perform, or who
does perform any engineering service or work or any other ser-
vice designated by the practitioner which is recognized as
engineering.

16/ 6706. "Engineer in responsible charge," within the intent of
this chapter, means the individual who determines technical
questions of design, development application, certification
or constriictioli, or personally Supervises engineering work.

17/ 6708.1. "Public welfare" involves the general well-being of the
public.

l8/ 6708.2., "Public good" involves the utilization of public
resources.
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APPENDIX A

ENGINEERING PROJECT ANALYSIS
ti

It is axiomatic that engineering, science,/and technology touch
nearly every aspect of daily living. The needs and wants of society'
have cumulatively comprised the standard of living that is the
hallmark of American life. The demands of society and the emphasis
placed upon the priority of those demands4kas,shifted'according to
the times over the past One hundred years. Needd have become wants,
and' wants have become need; depending upon the social and political
implications. '

I
The principal issue raised by, this study was the relationship between
the education of those who have the responsibitity for transfetring
science and technology to the processes, Products, materials, and
developments thp.t society both, eeds and wants, and the methodology
in which the transfer process actually bakes place: Of further
concern was the protection of the public health,. welfare, safety, and
good in the technological fields and the State's responsibility for
this protection. In the latter case, th4 whole subject of
engineering licensing was addressed.

The ,parameters of engineering practice vary according to the.
conditions existing at any particular time. In times of crisis and
national security, society waives many concerns to expedite'the
transfer of technology to societal needs. In most cases, technical
decisions lhre heavily biased by nontechnical considerations.
Correspondingly, the demands upon engineers who implement technology
charge. -Hence, the types of knowledge involved in engineering
projects and the level of awareness needed in order for engineerg to
function in a professional and ethical manner in the technological
transfer process become key issues.

Three major, publically recognized engineering projects in'recent
California history were analyzed to identify the integrated types of-
knowledge involved in them: (l) the Santa Barbara Channel pil
development and disastrous oil spill, (2) the Bay Area Rapid Transit
system, and the (3) Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power plant design and
development. The Santa Barbira Channel oil project was used to
examine the public's interest in thearea of environmentalLquality
control. The Bay Area Rapid Transit system was presented as a public
tra s ortation need, And finally, the Diablo Canyon Nuclear power
developmen xempljfied one of the energy options available to the
public for sa isfying,the increasing demand for energy resources.

.Because the Bay Area Rapid Transit system and the Santa Barbara
Channel oil incident have been the subjects Of many reports and
investigations, the types of knowledge involved in each was readily'
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reduced and analyzed. In Contrast, the design and development of a
nuclear power plant was relatively new and involved both subjective
and objective analysis.

The parameters, or spetifications, developed from the analysis of
these projects led to the development of the "Fields of

Understanding" which were subsequently used for a comparative
analysis of engineering educational programs and licensing of
engineers in California.

9
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1. SANTA BARBARA CHANNEL OIL PROJECT ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

The tragic Santa Barbara Channel oil spill of January 1969,
heightened public awareness and concern for pollution_ State and
national attention lwere focused on the polluting effdcts of the
spill. Governor Reagan in his "Spirit of the70s" State message
pointed out the importance of the environment to the quality of life.
"There is no subject more on our minds than the preservation of our
environment, and the absoldte necessity of waging an all-out war
against the debauching of that environment . . .. Along thq Santa
Barbara coast, seeping oil continues to ruin the beauty and endanger'
wildlife . . .."

a. Background

Many of the major events preceding the spill have been summarized
by Charles E. Mc Carty in his study entitled, The Santa Barbara
Channel Oil Disaster: A Case History of Env-ientai
Exploitation wiTFTEOmmeriaafiTli For Reform. A portidn of this
summary is quoted below:

As early as 1955, the State of. Caliunla recognized the need to
p eserve the aesthetic qualities of the Santa Barbara area, and
hus enacted the Shell-Cunningham Act, which created a sanctuary
some sixteen Miles long in the State waters off Santa Barbah.
According to the provisions of this Act, no drilling platforms
could be erected within the sanctuary unless it could.be shown 1

that oil production in areas beyond the State's,three mile limit
was draining the pools within the State waters of the sanctuary.

"In 1958, the first offshore'Platform was established in State
waters of Summerland by Standard Oil of California. In all,
eight offshore platforms have been erected in the State waters of
the Santa Barbara Channel, four to the east and four to the west
of the City of Santa Barbara. In addition, there are four
underwater completions.

"In December of 1966, the Department of the Interior announced
that it was calling for bids on a lease block in federal waters"
adjacent to the Standard lease. the federal .government
contended that the Standard operations were draining oil from
pools in federal territory. The County of Santa Barbara was
appal'ently not consulted on this matter prior.to the bid call,
despite assurances from the Interior Department in February of
1966 that consultations would be undertaken. The lease was
granted to a combine of Continental Oil Corporation, Phillips
Petroleum, and Cities Service Oil ,Co. on December 15, 1966, for
$21,289,000.
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"On December 19, 1966, the Santa Barbara County Board of
S.uperyisors requested that the Interior Department refrain from
granting any further leases until-local consultations had been
undertaken with county officials. In January of 1967, the
federal government agreed to the county'srequest, although it"-
had already requested the oil companies on December 29, 1966, to
inform the Interior Department -of he areas in.the Santa Barbara
Channel in which the companies would be interested in exploring
and drilling.' ,^

"Late in January, 1967, the Department of the InteriWinformed
the county that the locations of proposed federal lease site
would not be made available to the county until the bids we
actually called for. ' -The county had requested.the,informati
because it was feared that a proliferation of federal lease
offshore of the 'sanctuary would endanger the existence of that
sanctua'ry.

"The County Board of Supervisors subsequently requested the
Interior Department to extend the :?sanctuary seaward to Santa
Cruz Island, and asked for a one-yOr moratorium on the granting
of leases. J. Cordell Moore; Assistant Secretary of the Interior
for Mineral Resources, stated, With respect to the county's
requests, that oil companiesftad spent several hundred million
dollars exploring for oil potentialities in the channel and they
would 'probably raise a lot of flack' if the county requests for
a delay were granted. Ha reminded the county officials that the
oil companies 'can bring a lot of pressurb to bear on Congress.'

"In September of 1967, the Interior Department proposed the
establishment of a two-mile wide buffer zone seaward of the State
sanctuary within which no leges would be granted by the federal
government. The county requested a delay in the granting of the
leases in 1967; and a depision wasto be made by October 15. Any
comments from the'county would have to be made before that date.
On the 28th ofvSeptember, however, Secretary of the Interior
Udall agreed to the county's request for a delay to study the
proposed leases, and granted a 60-day moratorium on the bid call,
although the'county had requested a six-month delay in which to
;prepare its report.

"The county report was completed on November 20 by County Oil
Well kispector David K. Bickmore, and it was decided to send a-
delegation from the county to Washington, to present the report
to the Interior Department.. 6'

"Also on the 20th, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers held a
hearing in Santa Barbara on the request of Phillips Petroleum
Company, the operator for the three company combine which had
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leased the tract adjacent to the Standard platform off
Summerland, for a permit to erect a pirmanent platform (Platform
Hogan) on its lease. .Although this was the first formal hearing
on anyMret of oil operations, in the' federal waters off Santa
Barbara, it was a relatively perfunctory one. Colonel Norman
'Pherson, District-Engineer for the ,Corps of Engineers, placed a
limitation on the scope .of the hearing, stating that the onl
concern of the Corps of'Engineers, and thus the only concern pf
the hearing, was the navigational hazard posed by the erection of
the platfOrm. He stated, 'The lease itself is not the subject of
this' hearing, and we are not here to discuss long-range

'developments:

' 4 ,

"Donald W. Soranas, Western Regional Oil and Gas Supervisor of
the U.S. Geological Survey, stated at the hearing that 'it is of
critical Amportance_that there be no -delay in the installation of
this platforrd.' He'stated that some 10,000 barrels (420,000
'gal.) of Crude oil per day was being withdrawn by theStandard
operation on the' State lease, and that some of this oil could be
coming from federal pools. Thus, the platform should be erected
to prevent .a possible, drainage from'th,e federal lease. The
permit was granted on January 10. It is interesting to note
that, even as the hearing was in progress, some 50 days tefdre
the permit was even gnanted Phillips was towing the platform into
position, apparently sure in the knowledge that the permit would

. in fact be granted.
1.

"On Eebruary 6, 1968, the Interior Department opened the Santa
Barbara channel to bids from the oil companies. By the end of
the bidding period, bids totaling $603,204,284 had been offered
AO accepted. The two-mile wide buffer zone had been withheld
from the leased area. In addition, three bids offered for blocks
adjacent to the buffer zone were rejected, and these blocks were
added to the zone.

"On May 23, 1968, Union Oil Company, operator.' of a lease a

combine of Gulf, Texaco, Union and Mobil, requested a perm 3't to

erect a permanent platform on Lease 402, just off the buffer
zone. The Corps of Engineers refused a request to hold public
hearings on Union's application to erect Platform 'A' on the
grounds that the Corps could not concern itself with matters
pertaining to conservation and aesthetics. 'The Corps held its
jurisdiction to be .limited only 'to the' determination of
navigational hazards, and the proposed.platform,did not in the
,Corps' opinion,. present such a hazard.

"On September l5001968, Platform 'A' was installed on the Union
lease. A second platform, Platform 'B', was installed shortly
afterward, and also in September, Union sought a permit to
a third platform, 'C', on Parcel 402.
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"Agreements had been reached between the county and the Interior
Department pertaining ta'the aesthetics dY the channel, which
included camouflage of offshore platforms by paint and 'Fail-

.

Safe devices' on the platforms to, prevent spillage, etc.",

Despite the spillage safeguar , oil began to spill into the
thannel January 28, 1969. Shortly before noon that day, drillers
on Union Oil Company's Platform "A," located six miles off the
coast pf Santa Barbara, were withdrawing the drilling bit from
Well A-21 when drilling mud began flowing from the top of the
drill pipe. After the mud stopped flowing, a noxious hydrocarbon
mist poured from the open pipe and engulfed the drilling rig.
Efforts to connect blowout preventers to the'top of the pipe were
unsuccessful because of the difficult working conditions.

After twelve to thirteen minutes of unsuccessful efforts to con-
4°1 the flow of mud, gas, and hydrocarbon mist from the pipe,
the order'was given to drop the drillpipe into the bottom of the
well and to close the blind rams at the top of the well. this
maneuver halted the flow ot material from the top of the
drillpipe. However, gas anq oil were seen rising to the surface
of the sea at this time about 800 feet from the platform.

The well was not°controlled until February 8, 1969, after a

minimum of 200,000 gallons of heavy crude oil had spilled 'into
the Santa Barbara Charge] covering an estimated area of 600 to
800 square miles. Even after the well was controlled, oil
continued to seep from the ocean floor at an unofficial rate of

, 1,000 gallons per. day. General Research Corporation of Santa
Barbara, using mathematical formulas based 'on the thickness of
oil on seawater, estimated that the flow of oil was as heavy as
210,000 gallons per day the first twelve days'after the spill,
and 8,000 gallons per day after the well was controlled. /

Despite the risk involved, the U.S. Department of the Interior,
relying upon information gathered by the oil companies and the
U.S. Geological Survey, leased the federal territory for the
purpose of oil drilling. According to Dr. Barrow, President of

e Humble Oil Company, the decision to drill fOr oil in the Channel
was largely based on economic factoW Total energy demand was
considered asAhe'sum of three major sectors -- transportation,
residential-commercial and industrial. Despite conservation
measures, the growth in demand for energy was forecasted to-be
4.2 percent per year during the foreseeable future_ He noted
that nuclear power, hydro power, coal, gas'and oil would be_uSed-
to meet this demand. Dr. Barrow reasoned that petroleum must
account for most of the increased supply to meet the demand
because of the nuclear delays, clean air problems with coal, and
shortage of natural gas. Moreover, to minimize the U.S.
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dependence on foreign'oil sources, Or. Barrow concluded that
offshore oil sources should be developed. Thus, he viewed the
'benefits as outweighing the costs of such production.

dfi
In.addition tb the economic argument for developing the oil
reserves in the Santa Barbara. Channel, numerous historical,
.arguments to justify and to oppose drilling in the Channel had
been made. In Oil Pollution and the Public Interest: A Study of
the Santa,Barbara OM-7-3111, A.E. KeTTTigh, Dean E. Mann, and
571 G: Olsen expTilned the historical arguments summarized
below, made by proponents and opponents of offshore oil
drilling:

The proponents of Channel oil drilling argued that
Santa Barbarans. had historically benefited from
Channel oil. In 1776, a Spanish missionary noted that

tar was washed.up onto the shore and used by Indians to
bind their woven baskets. Later, Spanish explorers
used it tb caulk leaky ships. During the latter half
of the' nineteenth century, a few Santa Barbara
citizens sold the natural asphalt to make sidewalks
and streets. By 1901, 350 small wells had been
drilled. No one objected to the drilling or to the
fact that the wells were not capped when abandoned in
the 1920s. Thus, proponents argued that Santa
tBarbarans had historically benefited from the oil, and
that arguments. for "vested aesthetic rights" had

,little foundation.

'opponents of Channel oil drilling argued that during
the middle third of the twentieth century the
socioeconomic structure of.Santa Barbara chang$0 from

'a predominantly agricultural economy to an amenfty-
oriented economy in which aesthetic conditions became
vital. As evidence of this change, opponents cited
numerous historical events: the earthquake of 1925,
which resulted in concern for environmental quality,
(the Community Arts Association was established then
to provide free architectural advice to owners of
demolished businesses who agreed to rebuild in
graceful Spanish style); the enactment of city
ordinances restricting advertising signs and
controlling development; development of light industry
which did not threaten established retirement and
resort sectors; and the division of economic interests
between the coastal region south of the California
Coastal Range and the northern or inland countygwhich
became committed to growth in agriculture, mining,

'manufacturing and missile bases. Thus, critics argued
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that the decision to drill for oil-in the Channel did
not adequately take into account- the interests of
Santa Barbarans living and owning businesses 'near'the.
coast.

b. Project Analysis

Numerous challenges with offshore oil drilling in the Santa-
Barbara Channel have been identified, and are summarized
and categorized below according to the "fields of
understanding."

(1) Physical Science

The severity of the spill was largely): result of the
local geology of the ocean floor. After the blowout-

. preventers were activated, oil and gas from lower-
level high-pressure petroleum-bearing strata iwas
unable to find relief at the closed -off well
and gas. thus escaped from the uncased hole part lay
down, and flowed upward through'highly porous sand and
fractured rock lying just below the ocean bottom.

4, From:there, it bubbled to the surface of the Channel
waters. (See Figur.4 I.,

\(2)
Engineering Science

At the time of the oil spill, 3-3/8-inch conductor
casing extended from the drilling platform to,.a *int
2;8 feet below the ocean floor. No other casing was
set. Outer 'Continental Shelf Orders, issued by the
Department of.,the Interior, required_a minimum of 300
feet of conductor casing which totaled 25 percent of
well depths to 7,000 feet. Both of these requirements
had been waived by the USGS Regional-Supervisor. USGS
spokesmen have argued that sound engineering practice
dictated the casing. variance on Union's well.

However, Union. subsequently stOed ihatAthe011.1 -

could have been prevented if sufficient casing had
been used.

Design

.Clean-up measures had not been adequately'testedprior
to the spill. Additionally, the adequacy of design Of
equipment and ocean floor drilling techniques had been
questioned, particularly the design of equipment to
seal atlowout or capture an dil spill.

20j, i
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(4) Ethics

According to Nash, Mann and Olsen, a former member of
the Platform "A" drilling crew charged Union's
drilling contractor with ignoring safe drilling and
extraction practiced. The charges have not been
proven or successfully refuted in court.

The casing variance granted Union Oil by the Federal
Government also raises ethical questions.

(5) Management

As a result of regulatory jurisdictional conflict
among government agencies, no systematic approach was
developed to protect the ecology of the Santa Barbara
Channel.

(6) Economics

The oil spill resulted in numerous costs resulting
from damage to the fishing industry; damage to boats
and the boating business ; 4k decline in restaurant
patronage; decline in volume of sales and values of
beach-frpnt property; damage to seawalls, fences,
gardens, and residences.

Channel drilling was viewed,by many federal officials
as a desirable alternative to greater reliance on
foreign imports. However, many critics argued that
only the oil depletion allowance, import taxes and
quota systems made a high risk area like Santa Barbara
an attractive alternative, given existing technology.

(7) ',Law

Numerous civil and criminal Taw suits were filed in
conjunction with the spill. The civil suits involved
liability questions and the criminal suits sought the
abatement, of a ,public nuisance. According to the
study conducted by Nash, Mann, and Olsen, the
California courts %vete more likely than the federal,
courts to rule in favor of the Santa Barbara'
residents. Questionsof jurisdiction'were raised,
including original jurisdiction And/or .exclusive
jurisdiction of the Federal District Court in suits
arising out of offshore leasing, and whether 'this
barred all concurrent exercise of jurisdiction by the
State courts even after the damage has reached
property on California shores.

A-9
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The .applicability of liability doctrines, was also
confusing. Accordibg to one doctrine, injuries exist
for which there are' no legal remedies. A 'second

doctrine states that when engaged in "ultrahazardous"
activity, one must use his property in a manner not

--hazardous to others so that even in the absence of
negligence, a defendant could have to pay for damages
suffered by a plaintiff.. And a aird doctrine refers
to a balancing of the interests at stake. For example,

if the plaintiff's grievance concerned mere personal'
convenience and the defendant's activity was necessary
.for tile public welfare, 'the defendant would not be
liable for damages suffered by the plaintiff.

(8) Political Science

Numerous political developments affected the offshore
--oil drilling project at Santa Barbara. Some of the
more important developments are sutmarized below.

In September of 1967, the Santa Barbara-County Board
of Supervisors obtained a. sixty-day drilling
moratorium;. a federal "no drilling". buffer zone
extending two miles out from the California three-mile
limit; and assurances that the platforms would be
camouflaged by paint and made as pleasing to the eye as
possible. Wjthin a month -after the spill, an

estimated 70% of the adult southcoast population had
signed the "GOO" petitions to "Get Oil Out" and
demanded a complete cessation of channel oil

development. This show of support for elimination of
channel qil drilling encouraged Senator Alan Cranston
and Congressman Olin Teague to introduce numerous
congressional bills to regulate and even eliminate
4drilling in the channel. Stringent. federal
regulations were enacted after the spill: However,

they did not address the "aesthetic affront" to Santa
Barbara's scenery and_ the detrimentto its capacity to
attract tourists and retired persons.

A November 1968, referendum on a proposal to permit
Humble Oil Company to construct an, onshore oil

processing plant overturned the:Board of Supervisors' .
decision to permit such a facility by a vote of 44;290
to 41,404.

In June of 1969, a high level commission appointed by
Preside pt Nixon's. scientific advisow, Dr. Lee Du
Bridge/ recommended an accelerated .program of well
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drilling to reduce the underground/ Pressure that was
forcing oil to the surface, of the ocean floor.

(9) Life Sciences

The spill damaged the channelts ecological system.
Birds, sea lions, and even whales were killed. Tidal
pools and leaches were covered with oil. the barnacle
Opulation and surf grass were destl'oyed.

Union Oil's use of a water-and-sand mixture, puthPed
under high pressure to clean oil covered rocks,
eliminated a large, number of crabs, algae, lithpets,
and snails. The oil dispersants used bY.Union Oil were
highly toxic.

Some scientists were distressed -by the possible
effects which a very thin, micromillimeter film of,oil
spread across the oceans of the world might have upon
the earth's refraction index. Others were concerned
about the affect of such a film on the water cycle:
Such a film, they said, could decrease the evaporation
of water, hence rainfall.

(10) Humanities

The residents of Santa Barbara viewed the oil rigs °as
an aesthetic affront,. and the spill as a further
assault on the scenery.of the channel.

c. Summary

Since engineers are usually in control,.and maketsome of'the
major decisions 'in engineering projects; shouTd theyat
least. have an awareness of all of theparameters of concern
in such projects? What level of-understanding.is necessary
for the safe conduct of major engineering projects such as
'oil exploration in a critical ecos em?

A much greater indepth analysis is equired to determine
cause and effect relationships.between actjons. taken or
omissions which resulted in the qnta:Barbara disaster_
The analysis presented here is similar to "Monday, morning
quarterbacking," i.e., looking at an 'Pent after the feet
and trying to extrapolate in a reward direction.

t
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government permitted variance) ,(without variance)
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2. THE BAY AREA RipIO TRANSIT SYSTEM TRANSPORTATION

For many years, rapid mass transit has been portrayed as that
ideal of the future where technology will effortlessly cater to
mankind's every need. Just how successfully technology will
fulfill the dictatp of the future was tesled by the. massive.
engineering proj60( which created the Bay 'Area Rapid Transit
(BART) system, a system developed in response to a demand to
provide San Franciscd, Oakland, and the surrounding urban areas
in the San Francisco Bay Area of California with a safe,
reliable;' inexpensive means of commuter conveyance.

The breadth of this engineering projett was so great that it
dearts: with all aspects of the transportation subject.
Feasibility studies, .dating back to 1951, were examined to
determine the underlying nontechnical aspects of the project
and to analyze their effect on the technical aspects. The
actual construction of the system was also reviewed, with
emphasis on the deficiencies found within the project and their
relationship to the "fields of understanding."

a. Background

Mosfof the following historical material was taken from a
paper prepared by Norman Kennedy, Associate Director of the
Institute of Transportation and Traffic Engineering. In
"San Francisco Bay Area Rapid,Iransit: Promises, Problems,
Progpects," Mr. Kennedy traced the history of BART from its
creation in 1949, presenting the arguments for and against
the system; describing some of the major problems
confronted and solved by BART during the construction
period; and appraising its role in the total transportation
system 'of the Bay Area. Other sources of information are
included in the bibliography found in Section VIII.

In 1949, 'the California State Legislature established the
Bay Area Rapid Transit listrict,but no action was taken in
the following two years to establish the distriE.t as an
active agency. However, newspapers carried articles
throughout 1950 concerning the need for an educational
campaign in behalf of a rapid transit system.

During the 1951 legislative session, the 1949 Act was
amended to create a BART Commission to study and
investigate the rapid transit problems of the'San Francisco
BaylArea. In July 1952, the Commission engaged consulting
engineers to assist in its study. The consulting firm
submitted its report in December, concluding teat, "a
unified rapid transit system. . .is necessary if the

21
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ultimate potential of the region is to be realized."
(Kennedy, p., 2) The firm recommended that the Commission
prepare a long-range regional development plan, undertake
origin and destination studies of interurban passengers,
study the general economic and physical functions of
private and mass transportation prepare an obverall

_,00)
regional transit plan, prepare preliminary plans, and make
a financial analysis of the first;stage of construction.

.

Relying on the report, the Commission asked. for an
appropriation of $400,000 from the State Legislature and an
additional $350,000 from the nine)Bay Area counties.
CommtSsion stated, The increasing Seriousness of the
traffic congestion and the increasing heavy toll that is
being taken in lives, property damage, and in adverse
effect on the economy.of the area demand that prompt action
be taken now to arrive at a definite solution to the problem
of moving people safely and conveniently through adequate
transportation facilities." (Kennedy, p.' 2)

Although consulting engineers a the Commission did not
'specifically state that a rail system *'was required, a

*writer fqr the San Francisco Chronicle concluded that,
"Steel rails and rubber tires, coordinated to form a
regional rapid transit system, are the _key to orderly,
prosperous growth of the nine-county San Francisco Bay
Area." (Kennedy, p. 2)

. .

In response to the funding request, the Legislature granted
to the Commission $400,00 in 1953 to match the $350,000
expected from the nine counties. In August of 1953, the
Commission announced its selection of the New York
engineeri.ng firm, Parsons, Brinckerhoff, Hall, and
MacDonald (PBHM) to conduct a study of rapid transit
possibilities for the.Bay Area,

The PBHM report was officially submitted to the Commission
and was released to the public on January 5, 1956. The
report's summary of major findings, conclusions and
recommendations began with:

116

"'The San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit Commission in
initiating this survey set ,forth for investigation these

. basic questions. -,

1. Is an interurban rapid transit system needed for the
1 Bay Area?

IP
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2. If so, what areas should rapid transit serve and along
what routes should it be constructed?

3. What type of rapid transit facility would best meet
the Bay Area's needs?

4: Is the cost justified?'" (Kennedy, p. 4) 't

In,response to the first question, PBHMhwrote, "We, on our
part, are convinced that the prosperitSiof the entire Bay
Area will depend upon the preservation alid enhancement of
its urban centers and subcenters. Sustaining these as
concentrations of employment, commerce, and culture will.
.depend on the reinvigoration of ,interurban transit."
(Kennedy, P. 4). A "main line" system comprnsing 123 miles
was recommended in answer to thk second question. The firm
concluded that a "supported train" system, including the
application of rubber tires, was the most deiirable
alternative for the Bay Area. According to Kennedy, the
advantages of such a system were never discussed in detail.
They were referred to only in general terms as Rossible time
savings to travelers, safety and the effect on business and
commerce. In describing the report's justification for the
proposed system, Kennedy quoted the-following statement
found in the report: "We do not dotibt that the' Bay Area
citizens can afford rapid transit; we question seriously
whether they can afford not to ha6 it." (Kennedy, p.,4)

The PIM report was .accepted favorably by everyone
according to newspaper accounts :at the time. Kennedy
summarized the public's reaction to the proposed system by
quoting an editorial found im,the San Francisco Chronicle
of April 15, 1956:

"A panel of selected speakers, engineers, plan#iTs,
redevelopment Consultants, economists, legislators--talked
to a daylong conference of some 200 civic leaders one day
last week about rapid transit.

"They agreed that rapid, transit is, beyond dispute, the
most important single'Problem facing the Bay Area--that the
future well-being of this nine-county metropolitan area, an
economic as well asa geographic unit, is bouneup in the
free and easy movement of people and goods.

"Despite' the. importance and urgency of the problem, deOite-
that its engineering and financial aspects ,have been
expertly engineered and researched and reported upon and
widely publicized, the conference indicated that there is
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profound and general public ignOranc(2Obt rapid transit--
what it is, what it will accomplish, who will pay for' it,
and how, why its cost is so richly justified. It appears,
said one speaker, that we have been talyfig to ourselves.,

.

"Whereupon other speakers prophesied with considerable
head-shaking that unless the public is educated, unless it.
is made aware o_tne findings of engineers and'ecOnomists,
unless it is made to want rapid transit badly and want it
now, the exhauStive reports on which the State and the nine
counties have just spent $750,000 will collect dust and
accomplishonothing more." (Kennedy, pp. 6, 7)

According to Kennedy, the Chronicle declared its intention
to do its part to educate.TTITTITTic to the need for rapid
transit. Kennedy adds, "The other major newspapers joined
in the 'educational campaign' as civic-and political
leaders carried the matter to the State Legislature for
appropriate legislativa action to create a public agency
and provide it with a supply of mondy." (Kennedy, p. 7)

This concerted marketing effort was successful. The,Bay
Aria Rapid Transit was granted the powers considered-
necessary to enable it to finance, construct, and operate a
modern rapid transit system within its boundaries by the
State Legislature in 1957. After much political
maneuvering (see Kennedy for detailed information), the
number of counties includte ill the BART district was
reduced tothree and BARI's major capital financing plan'
was approved by the district voters. The bond issue
included a $792 million general obligation issue for
construction of the. basic system exaisive of the trans-bay
tube'and its approaches, and the required rolling stock. r.

One week after the.successful bond election, the BART Board
announced its intention to continue employing the joint
venture of Parsons, Brinckerhoff, Quade, and Douglas;Tudor'
Engineering; and Bechtel Corporation to design" and
supervise construction of the 75-mile system.

After the.dismissal,of allegaiions made in an injunction
suit brought by a number,of engiheers cAfting that the
engineering contract was a "give away pxogram,'' and further
political maneuvering and planning,-everTually construction
of the BART system began. The. trans-bay ,tube and related
approaches were to be constructed through' revenues provided
by the State of California which-derived these revenues
from tolls. associated with the'operation of several Bay
bridges. In addition, the district was authorized to

r--
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impose a one-half cent sales tax in the three BART counties
in order to support a $150 million bond issue which was
found to be required to complete the 75-mile system. Alto,
the federal government under grant contracts to the
district provided financial assistance for research,
beautification, certain construction projects and transit
vehicle procurement. The rolling stock was acquired as the
result of another allocation by the Legislature. The
Ronconstruction portion of the district's program has to be
paid for by property tax assessment in the three.county
district funds made available by gasoline sales tax and
operating revenues.

During the construction phase, much attention was given to
Other nontechnical aspects of the BART system. Numerous
painters and even a mosaicist were hired to make the BART
system look attractive. Two different kinds of transit
tars'were designed, substantially increaskng production and
operation costs, to give the trains a modern streamlined
appearance,. In addition, numerous studies were conducted
to determine rapid transit's impact on social mobility and
the corresponding consequences. For example, many urban
affairs experts concluded that transit systems such as BART
could be used to overcome the physical and social
immobility often found in ghettos..

Mr. Kennedy's research and numerous other articles and
studies indicate that the justification for BART was
primatily based' on economics and ,nontangible cultural
considerations. The new media, employing communication
arts; played'an important role in selling the project to the
public. The scope of the, project was eventually determined
by political 'and economic considerations. Consequently,
many of the technical decisions werevlargely determined by
nontechnical considerations.

b. Project Analysis

Many\ technical and':nohtechnical considerations were
involved in the design, development, construction, 0
-maintenance, and operation of a rapid transit system such
as BART. Many decisions made in response to nontechnical
demands resulted- in significant developmental,
constructional and operational costs and system
deficiencies.,. These increased costs and system
deficiencies' were identified in a report prepared by the
LeOlativelAnalyst of the California State Legislature.
The following section discusses these deficiencies which
were categorized and analyzed according to,the "fields of
understanding:"

A!e
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(1) Design

0

The BART system was designed to use an automatic train
control,system (AIC) for speed, braking,, acceleration,
and train spacing. Some of the design deficiencies in
this system, identified by the California State .

Legislature, are summarized.below:

To minimize the.problems ot signal cross talk from
adjacent track sections, Westinghouse selected a power
level that was considerably below that utilized in
conventional fraqk circuits for train detection
purposes. The voltage and current was not.sufkicient
to break through the thin layer of rust and dirt film'
existing between the train wheels and,the track to
provide for reliable protection of a train that was
stopped on the track or in-some sections of the track
crossovers. Under these conditions, e train
protection circuits in the local station IC equipment
did not take required corrective action to slow other
trains on the track in order to avoid potential
collision.

It was reported during the legislative investigation
that the BART ATC system was designed-for dry rail
conditions and that no detectors had been installed to
automatically reduce train speed under adverse rail
conditions. It was noted that BART could encounter
wet rail conditions at grade level and elevated track
sectionsrand could possibly encounter ice-conditions
on the Orinda grade.

Within the car-bon/le AIC equipment, speed control and
program braking circuitsincorporated speed control
crystal oscillators which could generate erroneous
speed commands the car traction motors. In the
event that .an. roneous speed command called for
increased-speed bove that designated for a particular
speed zone, a ail-safe stop would not, occur...

According to a written modes-of-failure analysis
prepared by the Battelle Memorial Institute in

September 1971, the speed control circuits as designed
by Westinghouse made no provision for fail-safe
braking in the. event that one of the crystal
oscillators generated a speed command other than
required. Battelle inferred in its report that
crystal oscillators could operate at a frequency mode
other- than that intended without having a

manufacturing defect present. The report stated that
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(2)

high quality, quartz crystals have more than one
possible mode of vibration 4n,signal output, based
upon physical dimensions, thermal effects, aging, and
crystalographic orientation of the crystal.

Several problems with the transit cars were identified
by the legislative investigation. There were
inadequate -hand holds in areas six to eight feet on
either side of-the entrance doors and at the front and
rear of the transif cars. Gaps between the station
platforms and ,trains were observed. This problem
presented a very serious hazard to boarding passengers
because the doors are open for only 20 seconds under
normal schedule operationi and are closed
automatically by the train control system, There were,
several incidents of children catching t$eir feet
sideways in this gap during pre-revenue tours, and
revenue service. In addition, unexpected large
volumes of passengers resulted in broken air springs
beneath the cars and even wider platform gaps. Also,
the adequacy of_.--the.,structural, safety. of the
lightweight BART transit were questioned after a
Chicago accident where new lightweight transit cars
incurred unexpected' structural damage at a reported
impact speed of 30 miles per hour.

Examination of the.Fremont track extension.during the
legislative investigation revealed that the track run-
out area extended only forty feet beyond-the station
platform before the start of the sand barrier. This
terminal track extension represented only one-half of
a car length which was inadequate to complete the
emergency braking of. trains to be scheduled through
the Fremont station. BART was unable to present any
evidence to the State Legislature of having engineered
the sand 'pile barrier with adequate safety factors
which should have been included within shook absorbing
and restraining structures at' all tracR terminal
points.

Communication Arts

During the investigation, BART was in the process of
preparing a manual of operating _procedures. The
procedures were being presented in narrative form
rather than in a form al)owing for quick reference.
The manual also contained procedures for train
operators,: yard personnel, shop personnel, and
maintenance persohnel. The Legislature recommended
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that the procedures for each job category be split
into individUal manuals and would be most effective
written in brief, easy-to-refer-to check list formats.
It was further recommended that the manual be reduced
to pocket size and be designed to permit quick
revision with insert pages.

Technical problems within the automatic train control'
system, which were critically related to train
protection and passenger safety, were communicated to
the safety engineers in genera] terms, if at all..

(3) Ethics

Numerous ethical ques,tfons involving conflicting
considerations and value judgments were raised in the
discussion of BARI. According to, the California
Society for -Professional Engineers (CSPE), three
engineers working for the BART ATC section identified
design deficiencies in the AIC system. They notified
the, BART management of the problems and asked that
action be taken to correct them. When the BART
management did not take cotrective action, the
engineers went to the'BART Board of Directors. They
were subsequently dismissed from their jobs by the
BART management.

One of the engineers was a member of CSPE and' contacted
the society for dassistance. The society was
unsuccessful in its attempt to determine the cause for
dismissal, bUt conducted interviews to determine the
merits of the engineers' claims. As a result of these
interviews, the society'circulated public petition
calling for a legislative investigation of the BART
system with-emphasis on the safety and cost aspects.
The petition was successful.

The ,three diSmissed engineers suffered financial and
persona] hardship and subsequently filed suit against
BARI. Th'e CSPE and the IEEE prepared briefs
concerning the ethical questions involved. A formal
amicus curiae was filed ih behalf of the three
engineers by the IEEE. The amicus curiae focused upon
the engineers: responsibility to protect public safety
above al] other considerations. The .case was settled
out of court. Thus, the legal/ethical issues involved
did not, according to CSPE, become a matter of public;
record.

P)
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The primary issue was the adequaty of the automatic
train control system. BART and PBTB took a public
position that all cars in revenue service had been
subjected to formal, qualification and acceptance
testing of the speed'control circuits. All evidence
available to the Legislature indicated that the speed
control circuits on all transit cars that were
currently In revenue service did not possess required
fail-safe features and had not been adequately
qualified for reasonable assurance of passenger
safety.

PBTB indicated that operational testing of the speed
control and breaking circuits had been completed for
all local station ATC equipment on the Fremont line
prior to the starting of revenue service. A review of
the testing documentation' by the Legislative Analyst
Office revealed extensive deficiencies in the test
data sheets. In addition, documentation evidencing
completion of safety tests which were essential- to
pre-revenue qualification of the local station ATC
equipment had not been completed, reviewed and
approved by responsible offitials of PBIB, BART or PUC
in order to establish the 'eequired certification of
these critical circuits. Acco'rding to the state
legislative report, pre-revenue qualification and
acceptance testing of the ATC system placed in revenue
service on the Oakland to Fremont line was not
completed and adequately documented for* car - borne;`'
local station and central control center ATC
equipment. Many compromises were made to place
transit cars in revenue service on September 1972.
The legislative investigation found that the PUC
created a false sense of security by issuing an order
it could not implement. General Order 127, stated.
that all plans and specifications for the BART ATC
system had to be reviewed and approved by PUC prior to
construction and installation. Following completion,
of construction, inspection of this system by a
representative of PUC was required prior to receiving
written approval for operation of .the completed
systems. Me- General Order also required that all
features of the ATC system possess fail safety and
that all trains should be detected continuously with
separation between traing not less than the maximum
stopping distance Of the following train. In
addition, route selection was to be provided for the
alignment and locking of the protected routes wherever
trains may diverge, converge; cross or conflict in any



way. Also, the train prptection was supposed to
insure that speeds of trains, never exceeded a safe
distance profile over the entire system. the State
Legislature concluded that PUC did not have the
technically qualified personnel necessary to carry out
the provisions of this order,.

On October"2, 1972, a BARI train traveling southbound
from the Union City station ran pd§t- tte Fremont
station platform into the sand barrier at the end of
the track, injuring four passengers and the operator,
sand damagilig several transit cars. BART's 'contention

that in the Fremont-accident the emergency braking
system was operative anci had slowed the train down to
apOroximately. 26 miles per. hour before the train
impacted the sand barrier, contradicted.the testimony

0 of the train operator and other accident witnesses who
offered sworn testimony' to the BARI and PUC inquiry
boards that the train was traveling 40 to 50 miles per
hour. According to the legislatiVe investigation, the
approximation of 26 miles per-hour wasased upon an
erroneous resistapce'factor and a resultant erroneous
determination of kinetic 'energy for the Fremont
accident. In addition, BARI calculations made no

-allowance for a Considerable-amount of energy absorbed
by a wood retainer wall and pilings which were sheared
off by the train, several large equipment' boxes
wrenched froM under one of the cars, and distortions
of the underbody frame' members. Thede factors
combined to indicate that the train may have been .

traveling at a rate of-speed at impict which was closer
to the speed reported in sworn testimony.

(4) Management

In the 'Legislative Analyst's report, numerous
management deficiencies were discussed. In summation,
BART managemt circumvented the mandatory requirement
of Section 28990 of the Public Utilities Code
requiring competitive bidding for all procurement
contracts in excess of $3,000.

In awarding the contract, BARI accepted the proposal
of the lowest bidder without -requiring prior
demonstration of the proposed system before giving the
go-ahead for final design and installation. The
competitive bid, with which Westinghouse won the Alt
contract, was based upon a.system design which was
totally different from the design which it subjected
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to test, at the Diablo Test Track. The Westinghouse
'design deviated sigflificantly from the proven designs
of General Railway Signail Company and Westinghouse Air
Brake Company. Prior to the award of the contract' to
Westinghouse, representatives of the Public Utilities
Commission stated orally and in written communications
to BART management that the past,experience of the
potential bidde0 in building automatic train.
protection, track. circuits, and signaling equipment
should bogiven priority consideration inconjunction
with' evaluation of quoted bid prices.

In the opinion -ofthe State Legislature, the cost -plus
retainer agreement between SARI and PBI was.
disadvantageous to BART because it established
inadequate controls over charges for reimbursable
costs,, overhead costs a d pr9fit. Although agreed
upon-budget controls may have served to provide some
restraint over expendi ures, the basic' agreement
offered no incentives t control excessive costs. A
cost-plus fixed fee agr:ement with possible increases

S for enlarged scope771-..tiated on an annual Oasis, 4

would have been more\adv tageous.

The same unit in
responsibility for both

4 Legislature concluded
consistent with mainai
which should provide fo
order placement and rece

ganization had theme

urchasing and receiving. T1Q
at, This practice is not
ing sound internal controls
the separatiob of purchase

ving functions."0

In awarding the cOntrac for transit vehicles, BART
based its decision on the low bid Rohr Corporation
submitted for the basid or er of the first 250 cars.
The propriety of this decision was'questioned by the
Legislature because BARI.peeded more than 250 cars to
operate the 75 mile system. The bid submitted by
Pullman was actually the lowest total bid for 350
-carsWW.,

In evaluating the bids for the basic 250.cars, BARI
applied a calculated efficiency adjustment to each bid-
to allow for an estimate of car weight and electric$
power consumption made by the bidding company. If the
bidder's estimates of weights and/or power consumption
were below a standard value, his bid was reduced 'prior
to evaluation. If his estimates 'were above the
standard value, his bid was increased; The validity
of this correction to actual power consumption was
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questioned by the Legislature because of doubt on the
part of engineers' that 'this energy could be fully
utilized by other trains to produce a power savings
for BART. The Legislature concluded that, This

procedure'for adjustment provided an opportunity for
the bidderi to make arbitrary weight and power
consumption estimates to produce .a low bid and then
delay any offsetting penalty until the completion of
the contract."

The legislative review of accident, incident, and
discrepancy reports related to failures in Lhe ATC
equipment revealed a lack of consistency in

information presented and a variation in report forms
used. Organizational policies establishing reporting
responsibilities, reporting distribution, and follow-
up corrective action responsibilities were not
visible: Distribution of these reports varied making
analysis of the problems and systematic corrective
action very difficult.

The field notes of PUC engineers monitoring revenue
service also contained indications of occurrences where the
operator initiated emergency'braking because of possible
malfunctions it the ATC equipment. This would indicate
that the BART reporting system was failing to report and
document all incidents and discrepancies that occur in the
ATC system."'

The Legislature concluded that a condition of fragmented
responsibility and authority in matters involving safety existed
between the Operations Department and the. safety engineering
group of the Insurance Department. Effective working lines of.
communication and follow-up hahot been established between the
Operations Department and the Insurance DepartMent. A review.of
the then current activities of the BART safety engineering
drganization revealed that the safety engineers'were primarily
t6olved in housekeeping and safety problems within the station
and shop. facilities parking lots, train ways, and the rear
areas. Attentipn to these safety matters was viewed as .

important; howeter, there was minimal involvement of safety
engineers with the critical safety aspects of train operations.

11,
BART had not established capability in its organ ation to
trouble shoot, or maintain- and operate the comp x ATC
equipment. In order to provide the necessary technics support
in the operational phrase, BART was forced to enter into a
professional services contract with Westinghouse. ThCcost of
this,contract was forecast to be $400,000 for.the first contract

2wJ
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year The Legislature concluded that, "'Since Westin house was
"demonstrating a lack of ability to bring the syste i to
operation,, it appeared that BART was taking an unwise sk
depending upon Westinghouse to maintain the system."

In developing the San Francisco Bay tube design, BART apparently
did not document a comparative analysis of the original joint
design, the proposed mechanical, sliding joint design, and other
available alternatives.t

PBTB and BART committed themselves to'extensive rework of trans-
bay tube sections and fabrication of the new sliding joint
sections (to,replace the rubber gasket design included in the
original plans) without making prior estimates of thacostsjof
this work and without obtaining contractor bids or estimates.
The work was started without aOproved `change orders, and
continued for several months before the BART Board of Directors
was notified of the work and informed of expected costs. .

PBTB,developed the concept of the fare collection system and
subsequently issued specifications and drawings which indicated

11

the configuration of the mach. esiand how they were A..(1 be
interfaced within the individua BART stations. In keeping with
the performance contract, IB provided PBTB with design
information to adjust contracts for thconstruction,of DART
stations such that the fare collection equipment' could be
accommodated by the structures in the-station.- According to the_

Legislature's findings, PBTB failed to notify the individual
contractors building the stations of these design changes.
Consequently,"significant alteration of station interiors was
required. BART had to pay the cost of this remedial work,
estimated at $183,500, because both IBM and the individual
contractors performed according to the terms of their individual
contracts.

(5) Law

The Legislature concluded that, "The retainer agreement
(between BART and PBTB) wo vague in establishing
compensation standards 'at required definitive
interpretations."

c. Summary

The BARI system is currently operational. The.cost:of operating
he system and amortizing the capital investment has been

determined to be such that the systeni will always-require heavy
financial subsidy. The system is probably one of the most modern
p the country, but the deficiencies have definitely reduced,its
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attractiveness to the taxpayers. Additionally, the company that
i.....4roduced the rolling stockis no longen.tn that business, and the

availability of equipment for the future is subject to question.
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3. DIABLO CANYON NUCLEAR POWER PLANT ENERGY

The design, development and construction of a nuclear power plant
involves a multiplicity of complex, interrelated issues. For
example, the least expensive design may not be in accordance with
government regulations and public sentiment. In effect, many
engineers are in "responsible charge" of various aspects of such a
complex engineering project, and are required to make decisions
often involving trade-offs that accommodate the conflicting demands
of interest groups, public sentiment, and government regulations.
These demands involve rTumerous "fields of understanding."

In the following sections, many of the issues confronting engineers
are discussed as they relate to the "fields of understanding."
Considerations involved in .the design and development of a specific
power plant (the Diablo Canyon site) are discussed, followed by a
more general discussion of those issues involved in the design,
development and construction of nuclear power plants.

The Diablo Canyon Power Plant, developed by Pacific Gas and Electric,
typifies a major engineering endeavor, i.e., a coast sited power
plant development. The project has been the subject of controversy
because of 'its location heai- earthquake faults, and because of
potential environmental interaction with coastal ecological systems.

a. Alternative Generation

The most widely_ considerations leading to the
selection of nuclear-fueled power generation over other
alternatives were economic. In 1970, hydroelectric generation
constituted half of the power resources available to meet PG4
area systems needs.& However, much' of this hydroelectric
capacity is low capacity factor power which is generally used
during peak load periods. Requirements for the seventies are
primarily for base-load generation for which a nuclear plant is
well suited. This choice also conserves fossil fuel resources,
and avoids air pollution problems associated with fossil fuel
plants.

Site Selection

Political, economic, regulatory, safety and ecological
consideration helped determine the selection of the Diablo
Canyon site. After extensive study, the site,was found to best
meet the needs of PG&E's electric customers on the one hand, and
the various public, and private interests in land use, ecological
values, natural resources and recreation'on the other. The
.search for a suitable site began in 1960, and by 1962, attention
centered on a site in the coastal dunes near Nipomo, 18 mites.
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southeast of the Diablo Canyon site. Although the site had been
zoned for heavy industry, groups interested in preserving the
Nipomo Dunes area for its ecological and recreational values
urged PG&E to seek another site. With the cooperation of the
State Resources Agency and the Sierra Club, the Diablo Canyon
site was finally selected.

Alterative Cooling Systems

the shoreline'discharge system, part of the Diablo Plant's ocean
water cooling system, was selpcted because of competing
ecological and construction considerations. SeVeral alternative
systems were examined, including cooling towers and evaporative
cooling ponds.

Nuclear plants, such as. Diablo Canyon, operate with a thermal
efficiency of about 32 pe'cent. About a third of the energy
released by the fission process is converted to electricity, the
rest must be dissipated as waste heat. At Diablo Canybn a "once
through" cooling system using ocean water was selected. Water
pumped from Diablo Cove is circulated through the plant's
condensers and back down to the shoreline discharge stgucture.
In the process, the water temperature is raised about 18 F.

-

'Because of high additional costs and lack of env4onmental
advantages, alternative discharge and cooling systems were not
justified. In cooling towers, evaporation of large quantities

46 of fresh water produces the cooling effect. This was seen,
however, as a poor use of a' scarce resource. Salt water was
considered for use in the towers also, but environmental
pollution from salt emissions into the atmosphere was deemed too
serious. Another alternative, cooling ponds, would also avoid
raising the temperature in Diablo Cove, but would require
substantial land area and a water supply to compensate for large
evaporation losses. It was PG&E's belief that once- thrcigh
cooling, using ocean water, was the least expensive alternative
and would result in the highest power plant efficiency with
minimal land use.

c. Biological Impact

Biological effects were considered and evaluated by a series of
studies in Diablo Cove and surrounding waters. The primary
objective was. to establish background conditions and the impact
of the thermal discharge on marine life. Due to its commercial
importance in the area, the abalone industry there was given
considerable attention. Although the cooling water discharge
could create unfavorable thermal conditions in the Cove for some
species, other\species less sensitive to the warmer water would
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eventually replace them, resulting in a change in species
composition in the Cove, but a denser and richer association of
organisms.

d. Radioactive Discharges

Design, cost, legal and ecological considerations are primarily
involved in the control of radioactive discharge. In the
operation of a nuclear power reactor, mast of the radioactive
materials produced are contained within the fUel elements of the
reactor vessel. Small quantities of liquid and gaseous material
are released from the plant by a strictly controlled process.
The design of the plant keeps these releases as low as practical
and also within AEC limits.. Because not all of the radioactivity
generated is retained in the fuel r11;/, the power plant is
equipped with an extensive waste han ing system. Radiation
monitors and radiochemical analysis maintain surveillance over
releases from the waste disposal system.

Man can be exposed to radiation in two primary ways, externally,
from gaseous wastes, and internally, from ingestion of'seafood
containing concentrated radioactive wastes. It was estimated
that radiation exposure to persons in the vicinity of the plant
would be 0.6 millirem per year. Tests also determined that in no
case-would "body burden" of any species group in Diablo Cove
exceed the permissible "body burden" for man. Because lower
forms of life are less" sensitive than man to radiation, it was
concluded that no hazard'tb marine ecology existed due to plant
operation. To verify these "conclusions, an extensive-
environmental monitoring prograh was designed to. aid in
confirming the effectiveness of waste disposal "systems 'arid to
develop procedures for increased protection of the public from
the radioactive effluents of plant operation.

e. Construction Effects

In building the units at Oiabfo Canyon, contractors focused
"..-fheir efforts toward preservation of the area's ecological and
.aesthetic qualities. During construction, efforts were made to
minimize adverse environmental effeCts associated with large
scale construction activity. Overall topographic, vegetative
and wildlife characteristics of the site were disturbed as
little as possible.

Road, warehouses, laydown areas and the construction camp were
planned to be as unobtrusive as possible. Tne access road from
the town of Avila Beach to the plant site was carefully routed to
accommodate any future potential land use and to consider the,
,natural and scenic features. Cuts were kept to a minimum, and
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grading was matched to natural contours. -Landscaping with

4y native plant materials minimized ecological& impact on local

. flora and lessened erosion problems.
2

PG&E cooperated with environmental preservation groups to

4
minimize disturbance of the large coastal gaks in Diablo Canyon
Although the'oaks were not unique or rare,, the switchyards were
arranged at different levels to fit the topography and avoid
large oak stands. Where necessary, natural appearance and

,forage were restored by a long-term landscaping program.

Special criteria were used for breaRater construction to
prevent adverse environmental effects. Dirt and debris
discharges were controlled to prevent -objectionable Joamtng:
Beaches impaired during construction were restved to their
original condition and protected against heavy ocean surf by',
precast concrete tribars.

To help restore the site after construction, persons
knowledgeable in restoration methods and familiar with native
flora tested soil 'stabilization methods developed a'

comprehensive program for vegetation supply and natural
landscaping used on the site.

f. Aesthetics_

Aesthetic considerations greatly influenced the design of the
Diablo facility, PG&E's philosophy, mas to have the arcnitecIle
of the plant make a bold statement that' would compliment he

natural coastal setting. The plant was treated as an integral
part of its Burro ding ,drdcare w4s taken to unify,and contain
the various plant functions within as limited an area as
possible.- Earth colors were used on the structures to harmonize
with natural surroundings, while hatural concrete finish 'was
matched to the texture of the sea, cliffs. Power plant
outbuildings were arranged to give proportion and balance to the
setting. Eor instance, the horizontal turbine - generator
building, with narrow windows and rounded roof structure,
reflects the sloping hills nearby; thetreactor containment

"4 building contrasts with a rounded vertical element.
2

g. Waste DisRosal

Complex and controversial issues in the area of design,
political science, physical ,science, systems management and
biological systems are involved in the management of nuclear
waste. During reactor operation, most of the radioactive wastes
are contained in the fuel rods. As the fuel rods expend their
energy, they are periodically removed from the reactor and

2'
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stored until such-time as they can be shipped to a reprocessing
'plant to have the residual fuel separated from the waste.
materials. Since the wastes consist of a multiplicity of
"created" elements which have their own radioactive
characteristics,, management of them becomes a major design
consideration. Some of these wastes have a very short half-li e,
however, some have a half-life of thousands of years (Pluto ium
239). At .present, wastes are stored in cooling ponds at he
individual. power plants for eventual shipment to a federal
depository. The ERDA 'plans to solidify these wastes and bury
them in stable geological formations such as salt mines.
However, it is a widespread opinion among scientists that waste
disposal will requiie a high degree of perfection, and social and
geologic stability to avoid endangering subsequent generations.
The chance of premature waste release could pose a threat for
hundreds and even thousands of years. Engineers will be
challenged by the complexities of the disposal issue as methods
are brought into full use in 25-30 years.

Safety of Operation.

In an engineering project the magnitude of a nuclear plant, there
are many areas of concern in regard to safety of operation.
Consideration of biological systems, design, life sciences and
law are a few of the fields invplved. Because the hazards of
nuclear plants are potentially large, all parts of the nuclear
fuels cycle must be examined for public risk.

Although the largeSt fraction bf the radioactivity in the
reactor is due .to the isotopes and transuranic elements produced
in the fissioning. uranium, the remainder is the result of the
capture of neutrons by the reactor structure material. Once the
reactor-shuts down; there is a rapid decay in radioactivity which
produes heat. It is the need to remove this residual heat after
shutd ,which has led to the concern over the many safety

,fear s of the reactors. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission was
create to ensure adequate protection in reactors by specifying
mylt le barriers to. contain radioactive material and emergency
syf emS, to maintain the effectiveness of:the barriers..

Competition from other power'sources is another aspect of power
plant economics. Reliability. is also an important issue in the..
economy of.plant operation. If nuclear plants break down more
frequently than coal or oil-fired plants, then, some of, their
economic advantage is lost. Because nuclear plants involve
higher initial capital costs than conventional plants, they are
particularly sensitive,cost wise ,to changes in "capacity
factor." This is because a conventional plant is able to cut
back full deliveries inthe event of a plant breakdown, but this
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is not easily done in a nuclear plant (it's fueled only once a
year). So, fine tuning isauch more important to the engineer.
concerned with nuclear power generation than with the less
complex oil or coal technology..

Public Policy

Nuclear power has become a topical issue in recent years. In

California, the voters considered change. in the Constitution
to severely. curtail the-development of new power plants and
reduce -the operation level of existing ones. Proposition 15
(Constitutional Amendment),was one of the hotly contested ballot
issues in the June1976 election in California. In conjunction
with the issue before the voters, the Legislature considered
three other pieces of legislation that in essence addressed many
of the same issues contained in the proposition. In particular,
the issue of nuclear power, development brought into focus the
interaction between engineering.. and the public need. Many
engineering companies, utilities and manufacturers became
involved in this issue, and there was greater interaction .

between the technical community and the general public than had
ever before occurred.

The importance. of the development of public policy in a technical
area was a traumatic lesson to the engineering community that had
little previous understanding of the political and governmental
process. 'Many engineers were called upon to sit on a panel to
discuss the 'issues. Television appearances and other media
contacts were frequent. Other engineers, were asked to testify in

the :hearings" conducted by the California Legislature in

conjunction, with the Proposition and Jthe three legislative
bills.

What should be the extent of the engineer's understanding of the
political and governmental process in light of the significant
.relationship,betWeen the development of public policy and the
application of science and technology to social needs? Should
engineers be communicating directly with the uninformed public
and provide input into the legislative process in areas

concerning technology? Should engineers restrict their
-involvement to technical matters and rely on nontechnir-
jirained individuals to develop the public policy fiat-determines

the course of.the engineering projects?

The voters turned down Propltitin 15, but the Legislature
passed the three bills that- ccomplished many of the goals of the.
Proposition. Engineefs and engineering societies were heavily
in olved ice- providing the public with information on the nuclear

bdwer .ssue. Because a clear majority of engineering projects
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are the subject of public, policy, is greater interactioa between
engineers and the public needed to ensure that technology is
applied to the best long range interest of society? How much
attention shodld be ,.given to the political and government
process in the engineer's educational experience?

, k. Summary

The development of a nuclear power plant was selected because it
best exemplified the 'breadth of parameters involved'tn:a single
engineering project and the effect of public awarehei'S',of the
issues on the engineer who must make continuous tradeoffs in the
design and development of such osystems. The least expensive
approach may not meet the need for environmental and safety
considerations. The-design that minimizes costs may'not be
satisfactory in light of government regulations or public
feelings. The most convenient site location may be very
disruptive to the ecological system or may require further
knowledge of the seismic characteristics of the chosen area.

What should be the extent of the engineer's technical and
nontechnical knowledge of the factors involved and what should
comprise the technical-delivery system? What is the engineer's
ethical responsibility in the design and development of systems
of keen value to society on the one hand, but with major social
considerations on the other? These questions must be raised in
the education of engineers and in the evaluation of their minimum
capability for State licensing purposes. Currently, there are
no State licensing requirements for engineers who design and
develop nuclear power -plants. Their design is closely
controlled by the federal government.

e.
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4. FIELDS OE UNDERSTANDING

The analysis of engineering projects provided a great deal of

information on types of knowledge involved in engineering practice.
From this information,.a listing of the technical and nontechnical .

,parameters of engineering practice was developed. Fourteen separate
parameters were identified and defined:

callt ,A

Physical Science: 'The precise description of existing phenomena,
oftep using mathematical models.

Engineering Science:- The application of a knowledge of mathematical
and natural sciences gained by study, experience, and practice to
sdeveloR ways of utilizing materials and forces.

-

Design /Application: The process of applying various chniches and
scientific principles for the purpose of'defini g a device, a

process, or a system in sufficient detail to permit its physical
realization.

.Engineering Technology: The use orproducts, systems, processes,
devices, mechanisms, and technical know-how associated with the
practice of engineering.

Ethics: .Standards of. conduct.

0 .

Communication Arts :. The study of effettive language use.

Management Science: The ,study" of methods of applying Manpower,
material andaqTresotrc'es to produce goods and services.

Economics: The development and study'of theories of production,
TiTiTTEUTioriand consumption of goods and services.

Law: Any established prattice which is potentially enforceable by
action.

Political Science: The study of the interaction of individuals
and groups with other structured groups.

Behavioral Science; The study olthe individual and social.behavior
of people.

Life Science: The sciences.of living organisms.

Humanities: Sensitivity for and appreciation of aesthetics and art.
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History: The study of man's heritage.

These types of knowledge were called the "fields of understanding,"
encompassed in all types of engineering practice. It was clearly
recognized that it would be imptssible for an engineer to be an
expert in each of these fields. Consequently, the degree of
understanding of the "fields" an engineer should possess is relative
to his function in an engineering project. Understanding must
increase proportionately as the individual's scope of responsibility
increases. However, it was also recognized that every engineer
should' have some expoiure to all of these fields if the practice of
engineering is to be responsibly conducted.

In order to account for the varying "degrees of understanding" an
engineer may be required to poss'ess at any time:in his career, a
"learning scale" was developed!

0 -- None: Having little or no knowledge of a subject area:

1 -- Awareness: Having sufficient knowledge of a subject area to
recognize problems, in that area and the type of talent needed to
solve them.

2 -- Having sufficient knowledge of a subject area-to
recognize' problems in that area and the type of talent needed to
solve them _and having the ability to make some preliminary
judgments-concerning problems in that area.

3 Proficiency: Having sufficient knowledge of a subject area to
recognize problems in that area and develop solutions to them.

4 Expertise: Having sufficient knowledge of a subject area to
develop new approaches to solving difficult problems in that
area.

The "fields of understanding" and "degrees of understanding" are
employed throughout the study as guidelines in the analysis of
engineering education' and registration in their application to F
solving societal needs/wants.

238
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APPENDIX B

HIRING, PROMOTION, AND TENURE ATTITUDINAL SURVEY

I. Introduction

The effect of faculty profile in the development and maintenance of
high quality engineering educational pr ms has been alluded to in
prior studies. To further evaluate,' this fect on the hiring,
promotion, and tenure practices of some of t major engineering
educational institutions in California, a survey was conducted. The
questionnaire covered specific topics and included an open
attitudinal question.

Faculty from the University of California, California State
University and Colleges, and the indepeodent colleges and
universities were surveyed. The methodology; analysis of responses,
findings, and conclusions are presented in this appendix.

II. 'Distribution of Survey questionnaire
6

Eaculty were contacted through their institutions which were
identified through the ECPD annual report. It was requested that all
engineering institutions with accredited engineering programs
provide copies of the questionnaire to their faculty members. The
questionnaires: When completed, were to be returned by each faculty
member directly to the California -Commission on Postsicondary
Education.

III. Survey and Response Rate.

Df 1,648 questionnaires sent to institutions, 29 percent were
returned. :the 'following analytis. was supported:

The mean response rate from all campuses of the University of,
California was 46 percent; fdr the California State University and,
Colleges system, 40 percent; and from the independent Colleges and
universities, 24 percent. 'Tablet summarizes these f11

1k.

indings.

The number of questionnaires sent to each school was based upon an
,estimate of.the number of engineering faculty, as indicated in the
most current school catalog. In May of 1976, the questionnaires were
sent to each dean of an accredited engineering program with a letter
of instruction to" distribute the questionnaires to each faculty
member, and if necessary, to duplicate additional copies As
required. '1
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TABLE I

Questionnaire Response
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03 00 0
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0
03
=
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03 s.400WO

2%,1 UU0
C

w0m 0 1x
...a.

California State Universities 375 128 342 40%

University. of California 615 304 492 462

Independent Universities and Cplleges 658 41 62 .242
*

.

ALL scgodas 1,648 473 292. 3.52

It appeared asthoUgh Most responses'had been completed by the end of
June 1976. However, in August 1976, a package of ,completed
questionnaires, representing more than two-thirds of the total UC
responses, was received. These had apparently been accumulated by
:the University's central office in "University Hall" (Berkeley)
before transmittal to the Commission-on Postsecondary Education. As

a ,result of the staggered, receipt of the respondes, a comparative
analysis was. made to ascertain variations, if, any, in the data
received from the faculty members directly, and that which was
received from the University.

IV. Eindings

A. EaOulty Background

The survey examined three major aspects of faculty.background: (1)

How many faculty members were tenured; (2) the type and origin of the
degrees received by faculty members; and (3) the percentage of the
faculty with experience in engineering practice.

2
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The ,.survey results indicated that a high percentage of the
engineerNg faculty received their education from relatively few,
institutions, and thal ninety-seun percent had doctorate degrees.
Of a total of 64 schools identified, Stanford, UC Berkeley, UCLA, Cal
Tech, and the awarded 46 percent of the doctorate degrees.
Sixteen percent of the respondents received their advanced degrees
from Stanford University. Further analysis indicated that 75
percent of the doctorates had been awarded by 20 schools in the
United States.

B. Engineering Practice

Ninety-eight percent-of the responding faculty indicated that they
had some experience in engineering practice. The cumulative
experience profile of all responding faculty was 13.2 years. The .

University of California faculty-4ndicatea an average experience of
14.3 years; California State University and Colleges and independent
colleges and universities indicated an average of 13.1 and 12.2
years, respectively.

These data did not distinguish between part-time consulting and
full-time activities, although some faculty respondents equated a
year of part-time consulting activity with a full year of engineering
experience. This was one area of disappointment in the formulation
of the questionnaire, since the actual nature of experience affects
the understanding of engineering practice:-

- __-
C. Hiring Practices

Faculty are hired through a review process involving tenured faculty
and school administration. Fatuity committees makeyeconimendations;
administrators implement them. An institution's policies form the
basis for screening eligible applicants and consequently are
important in determining who is hired as a faculty member.

Since engineering faculty participate iff-the hiring process,, a
survey question was designed to determine how faculty menders ranked
nine possible hiring criteria used in their institutional setting. A
majority of the faculty members from the University of California and
the independent colleges and universities ranked the doctorate
degree as the most important hiring criteF1 (65 percent from UC; 60
percent from independent schools)-. Signi i ant variation was noted
from school to schoOl. Table II presents the reduced data from this
inquiry? The hiring criteria were ranked on a.scale from 1 (most
important) to 9 (least important). A more refined presentation
showing the priority ranking of hiring -criteria appears in Table III.
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Ranking of Hiring Criteria
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1"
It should be noted that ,phe are.4mulative'and that variation
existed among faculty'meMbers in each of the three segments of higher

education. Respdndents from the Caltfornia StAte'University and
Colleges 'segment ranked ibdustqaljexperi.ence as most important, and
the doctorate degree second in impoistance.
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TABLE III

Priority Ranking of Hiring Criteria

PRIVATE IIC STATE

Ph.D. Ph.D. Ph.D.
r

Industry est,.

Research Research Research Ph.D.

Teachingcxp.Teaching exp. Teaching exp. Teaching exp.

Publications Publications Publications Publications

Industry exp. Prest./degree Prest./degrei Research"

Prest./degree Prest./prev. em. Industry exp. Public'service

Prest./prev. em. Industry exp. Prest./prev. em. Prest./degree

Masters . Masters Masters Prest./prev. em.
.

Public service Public service Public service

,

Masters

0
D. Promotional Criteria

Engineering professors were asked to rank research, teaching and
public service by the degree of emphasis each was given in
promotional practices within their departments. Table IV shows the'
results of this inquiry according to the school Isystems of origin.

A

One-hundred percent of the respondents from the University of
California indicated that research'ranked number one in priorityin
their departments. Eighty-six percent ranked teaching and public
service second and thirCin importance.

a
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TABLE' IV

I
Ranking of Research, Teaching and Public Service

by Institution

.. ''''

.

Insti. T

1. Research
2. Teaching
3. Public

Service

1. Teaching'
2. Research
3. Public

Service

1. Public
Service

2. Research
3. Teaching

1. Research
:Z. Public

Service
3. Teaching

ITC. 86% 14%

'STATE 30% 59%

PRIVATE 15%. 68%. 17%

ALL 38% 322 25%

,

5%

) Fifty-nine percent of the respondents from the California State
.

I.Iniversity and-Colleges felt that their departMent priorities were
priented toward public service, research, and teaching, in that
order. Thirty percent felt that the proper ranking order placed
teaching'first, with research and public service following. Only
eleven percent oflihis group agreed with,the University of California
in ranking research as number one in priority. Sixty-eight percent
of the faculty from the private schools showed a belief that their-
departments were primarily interested in teaching, research, and
public service ranked in.that order. Possibly, the faculty from the
California State University and Colleges were responding in Tight of
the State mandate in the "Master Plan for Higher Education" in which
the University of.California was identiftpd-as the research facility
for the State of California in higher education matters.

It is difficult to draw precise conclUsions from any survey, but the
data froth this inquiry seem to fit a pattern of past recognition.
The engineering education programs'in:the University of talifornia
tend to be biased toward basic science, math, and research. The
engineering programs in the State University System seem to be
sensitive to practitality, and public reaction. The private,
institutions seem to emphasize teaching ability.

E. Attitude Toward Tenure

The respondent's feelings on the general subject of tenure varied
widely. Some felt that tenure was essential to achieve academic
freedom, since the system permits a tenured faculty member to express

4.
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his/her feelings withdut threat of retaliation from the University
administration. Withoutthis protection, the faculty turnover would
be high, security low, and much.:time would be spent on resolving
faculty/administration problems. One respondent stated that it was
a choice between tenure and formal collective bargaining, though the
latter issue is no4"well'established on some university campuses.

Some respondents felt that the tenure system was self-defeating in
that it locked some faculty members into positions that might
otherwise be available to more creative and innovative individuals.
"The system promotes stagnation.at the top," according to several of
the "responding faculty members. One respondent succinctly presented
the general opposing view when he stated, As I see it, the meaning
of tenure is no longer 'protection of academic freedom, and from
summary dismissal,' but`rather a license to stagnate. I believe the
tenure system in its present context costs many engineering students
the quality education they deserve. Half of the faculty of the
School of Engineering at (name omitted to protect confidentiality)
spend less than 20 hours a week doing what they are paid for. Five-
and .ten-year-old class notes that have never been revised are
commonplace, and one professor doesn't even bother with notes, he
reads the book to the students."

There were many and varied responses to the open question, but only
the major issues have been presented herein. 1

In summary, the tenure system and its effect upon the attitude and
behavior .4f the professional staff involved in engineering education
has been a subject of debate for many'years. In engineering, the
institutions' policies and practices that establish the profile of
the faculty have a direct effect on the type and quality of education
the student receives.. Education is not the only institution
influenced by systems such as tepure. Conflicts have existed-in
public employment and private industry for many years that have led
to the development of systems to pro4idd security to workers. Though
these systems have been used primarily by non-professional workers,
there is increasing interest being shown by profes4lional workers for
more .formal methods of resolving disputes between workers and
management. The Civil Service system, collective bargaining under
the National *Labor Relations Act or corresponding public policy for
state, local, and federal workers, are all attempts to provide some
stability to the work place and to reduce the impact of human .

frailties in managing the activities of workers. However, the basic
question is still paramount. How do these systems provide incentives
through promotional policies that encourage innovativeness and
creativity? Ideally, university policies should produce a dynamic
faculty with insight not only into effective teaching techniques,
but also into the actual practice of engineering with a -clear
understanding of the basic scientific principles upon which the
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technical aspects of engineering are based. A faculty of this nature
is imperative in order to best serve the needs of students, the
practicing profesiion and the public.
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APPENDIX C

W OF TENURE STUDIES
,

Prior st es of engineering education have emphasized the impor-
tan of faculty in providing consistently' top quality engineering

ucation programs; however:, many critics charge-that the existing
tenure sy$tem hampers their effectiveness to prepare the engineer
for practice in "real. life" situations.

In reviewing general tenure studies, 'it was obserl,ed that .their
approach was negatively critical, rather than objectively
analytical's. This tone was prompted by increased politicization of
elements within academic institutions; diminished public confidence
in the performance of colleges and universities, especially the
quality-of teaching within them; a nationwide debate on the purposes
and direction of higher education; and severe financial constraints.
The Special Committee on Campus Tensions and the President's:Com-
mission of Campus Unrest identified the operation Of -tenure as a
possible cause of the widespread campus unrest of the 1§60s. The
following studies, briefly summarized, are some of the principal
examinations of tenure.

1. The Rights of Nontenured-Facul.ty: The New Constitutional
Doctrine of Perr;77-3TRTrmann and Board of Regents v. Roth, by
Dr. P. Allan Dioniosopoulos, states that academicians' are not
likely to accept the contention of present tenure system
critics that the protection of academic freedom requires that
there be no distinctions between teachers. He cites Perry v.
Sindermann and Board of Regents Roth as evidence of an urgent
need to Oursuethe question of the due process. to which
nontenured faculty members are entitled.

2. Steady-State Staffing in Tenure-Granting Institution nd
Related Papers, by W. Todd Furniss, was stimulate. *, questions
of the viability of conventional tenure syst s in a steady-
state situation. The paper deals with t development of a
college or university personnel policy uitable for a time of
little or no expansion-lb studentor :culty numbers and also a
time when stability follows a peri d of rapid growth coupled
with considerable change in facu y expectations and in the
governande patterns of our insti tions."

3. The Faculty Promotion Procts : An Empirical Analysis of the
Administration ofLarge State Ui7ersities, by Fred Luthans,
looks at the university a a functioning organization, and
attempts to justify the se of management concepts in the
analysis of academic adm* istration. It provides a descriptive

.11
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presentation of promotion policies and practices in 46 large
state universities and utilizes empirical data to analyze
central control of decentralized business faculty promotions.

After summarizing the central and decentral promotion policies and
practices found, Luthans concluded that (1) only 8 percent of the
faculty sample felt their promotion process was well accepted and
contributed to high morale; that (2) there was no evidence of well
formulated, understood- and accepted promotion policies in most
_universities; and that (3)" most policies were neither fully
.communicated nor their results fed back. He advocated central
control of the promotion process to maintain standards and assure
maximum faculty contributions to the goals of the university.

The Carnegie Comthission's policy report on tenure, Governance of
Higher Education, made three recommendations® dealing with the
decisiorT5T5767Process in American colleges and universities:

I. That the principle of tenure should be retained and extended to ---,:
campuses where it,does not now apply; _----

2.- Ihat.tenure systems should be so administeredsin practic
that advancements to tenure andvafter tenure-are ba on merit,
(2) that the criteria to be used in tenure sions are made
clear at the time of employment, (3 .t codes of conduct,"
specify the obligations of te faculty members, (4) that
adjustments in the si in the assignments of staff in
accord with i i tonal welfare be possible when there was A

'full fiable case for them, (5) that fair internal
ocedures be' availAble tohear any cases thatBay arise, and

(6) that the percentage of 'faculty members with tenure not
become excessive; and ..

That persons'on a 50'percent or more time basis should be
eligible for tenure, but the time elapsed prior to making a
deCision on tenure should be counted on a full-time-equivalent

'basis. ,-

Academic Tenure in American Higher Education, by B.N.. Shaw, 7

reporting on the tenure eTOIZies and procedures of the participating
state universities And land-grant colleges in effect duririg 1968-
1969, provided data for the review and/or comparative analysis of
tenure.

--Two ofthe .nine conclusionS drawn by Shaw in his study were that:

Thirty per'cent.of the participants answered "data not
available" on tenure termination' proceedings and faculty
dismissals, highlighting a'serious.deficiency in proper record
keeping in these areas; and

21,
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2. that tenure termination cases were not frequent in the state
universities-and land-grant colleges. (14 of 80institutions
reported only 27 faculty dismissals in a 10-year period.)

Shaw made-four recommendations .for further examination of tenure,
and suggested a'format for a statement on academic tenure _policies
and procedures,

In a collection of essays, The Tenure Debate, by Bardwell L. Smith
, and Associates, important issues facing education were N. .

the evaluation and improvement of teaching; the- balance, between
teaching.and research, and which kinds of research are appropriate to
.a university;, the ingredients and process of shared governance; the
complex relationship between the academy and society; and the

dimensions and vehicles of learning available."

Faculty Tenure: A'Report and Recommendations by the Commission on
Academic Tenure is perhaps the most extensive study of tenure done
thus far. The report (1) examines the operations of the tenure
system, (2) evaluates criticism- of tenure, (3) considers alter-,
natives to tenure, and (4) makes detailed recommendations for
improvement and modification.

The major recommendation of the report was that faculty tenure should
be retained'". . . because it is still the only reliable guardian of
academic freedom." It is. the Commission's belief that the many
deficiencies'of tenure were in its application and administration.
These deficiencies, it was felt, were remediable-by reform efforts in
institutional policy, practice and professional standards, and
priorities on the part of individual institutions and by faculties
themselves.

The Commission's view was that the problems facing higher education
were due to educational changes and could not be resolved by any
simple change in academic personnel practice, such as in the //
modification or abolition of tenure: The Commission did not find the
alternatives to tenure as workable or effective as a strengthened/and
renewed system of tenure.

The ComMissidn's 47 proposals advocated (a) new emphasis on
institutional responsibility, (b) attention to some neglected
elements of an effective tenure system, (c) recognition of tenure
problems at related to the professional development of the faculty,
(d) specific means of strengthening institutional tenure plans in
normal operations, (e) consideration of a number of special problems.
of current concern, and (f) measures for needed information and
research to assist colleges and universities in improving, and
maintaining effective faculty personnel programs.

A./



Conclusion

The tenure process is a matter of great concern to the academic
-world. How this concern is reflected in the quality or direction of
instruction provided in C lffornia engineering education programs is
'.presented in the survey esults on hiring, promotion, and tenure
selection criteria-l-n--ttie mall body' of the report.
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APPENDIX 0

PROFEftIONAL AND TECHNICAL-SOCIETY SURVEY
40k,

1. Background:

Numerous technical organizations,representing the technical
disciplinary-lines of the engineering profession, have
developed in the last '100 years and for many of these dis-
ciplines, parallel accredited degree programs are 'offered in
California educational institutions. These technical societies
have a signifiCant input into the structuring of engineering
edutation in their respective disciplines because of their
representation on the Board of the Engineering Council for Pro-
fessional Development, and the participation of their member-.
ship on accrediting teams. Additionally, in,California, regis-
tration of professional engineers is by technical discipline,
and the technical societiesThave played a role in-lobbying
actions resulting in the establishment of new licensed
technical disciplines. Once th* hew diiciplises pare
established, the licensing requirements are developed by the
Board of Registration with the assistance,of the technical
society.

All of the socfetfh, with 'the-exception:of the California
Sotiety of Professional Engineers, are divided into ,local
sections of national organizations. The 'CSPE is a statewide
organization composed of chapters.. The stateesocieties such as
the CSPE, comprise the controlling Board of .the National -

Society of Professional Engineers with representation based
upon state society membership. Thus, this single organization
represents .the'interests `of registered and nonregistered, .

engineers of all disciplines. In contrast, there are several
autonomous sections of the American Society of Civil Engineers
in California, but each is a member of the ASCE national
organization. The same is true for the societies for,mechanical
and electrical engineers; etc.

1

2. Objectives

A survey questtohnaire was prepared and sent to 42 individuals
in 15 major technical and professional engineering societies
representing abroad spectrum of engineering disciplines.



Among the objectives of the survey were:

To determine the relationship of the professional and
technical organizations with the Board of Registration;

To ascertain the spedific interest of each society in the
Act; and

To deterMine whether engineering societies support the
concept of mandatory registration for engineering
practice.

the survey also covered: engineering examinations; alter-
natives to registration; licensing through the "grandfathering"
method; work experience appliep&toward registrationfields of
understanding" in the registration procedure; and codes of
ethics for engineering practice.

Each individual surveyed received an overview of the engi-
neering registration act in California, a. listing of the
"fields 'of understanding" together with definitions, and a copy
pf the questionnaire.

3. SUrvey Groups

The following technical societies were contacted:

*American Institute'of. AeronaUtics and Astronautics
American Institute of Chemical Engineers
*American Institute of Industrial Engineers, Inc.
American Institute of Petroleum Engineers
*Ameridan Society of Agricultural Engineers
American Society of Civil Engineers
American Society of Heatfng, Refrigerating, and Air-

Conditioning Engineers, Inc.
*American Society of Mechanical Erigineers
*American Society for Metals
*American Society for Quality Control
*Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, anc.
*Institute of Traffic Engineers .

.*Society of Eire Protection Engineers
Society of Manufacturing Engineers

*Structural Engineers Association of California

,

Responses were received from ]3 individuals representing 10 of
the 15 societies; a 67'percent return. The asterisks on the
above list indicate those societies_yhich'responded..

D -2
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With the exception of the,American Society of Heating, frig-
_erating, and,Air-conditioning Engineers, the'disciplines r re-(
sented by the survey gi:Odp are licensed under the Califor is
registration laws. "Three disciplines, mechanical, electri 1

and civil engineering, are covered under mandatory practic
provisions (with the exception of the exempt areas of

. practice).

4. Survey Eindings

a. Liaison With Board of Regi'stration

Eighty percent of the responding societies reported that they ,-

maintain some contact with the Board of Registration for'Pro-,i
fessional.Engineers. the type of liaison varied from volun-
teers to ad hoc committees, and the frequency of contact ranged.,,
from weekly to two times per yea . In two cases, the engi-,ip
neering groups claiiiied they had no contact with the Board. 'Most*:
respondents indicated that their ocieties primarily Commun
cated with Board staff members on'matters before)the.Board,but4
a few also had some direct contact with Board m bers.

b. Primary Concerns With Engineering Act

In general, the special interests of each respon ng society
were reflected in the following concerns expressed about the
administration of the Professional'Engineers Act:

1. Mandatory, registration for all enginee s with no exemp-
tions;

2. Minimization of rproliferation o narrowly defined en-
,gineering specialties; 0

3. Maintenance of high standards f engineering practice;

4. dEnforcement of_the Professional ineers Act;

, .

5. Registration of qualified engineers the disciplifie of
'a particular branch;

6. Development of satigfactory registration examination;

7. Maintenance of the status quo;



L

. 8. Preparation of test questions;

9. Use of "professional engineer" as d meaningful and re-
spected title by peers and the public;

10. Being informed about changes in the Act;

11. Changes causing hardships with existing practiqing en-
gineers;

)
12. Fair treatment of particular engineering disciplines by

the Board; and
. ,

13. Safeguarding the "title" concept of,the Act as,presently
written.

-c. Monitoring Legislation and Legislative Advocates

Eighty percent, of the responding engineering organizations in-
dicated that they monitored legislation pending before the
California Legislature pertaining to amendments to the Pro-
fessional Engineers Act. However, eighty percent of the or-
ganizations have no paid legislative advocates/lobbyists.
Over half use volunteers to follow legislation, and some rely
on legislative information, and research disseminated by the
staff of the California Society of Professional Engineers.
CSPE is not a lobbying body in the true sense, but the
organization does monitor, legislation and makes its findings
available to members and to other interested organizations.

d. Mandatory Registration

Fifty percent of the societies favored the concept of man-
datory.registration for all engineering practice; twenty per-
cent opposed it, and thirty percent did not express a view-

,

l

point.'

e. AutoMatic Registration for Graduates

Seventy percent of the societies did not favor automatic
registration of graduates of the Engineers' COunCil for Oro-
fessional Development wOredited engineering curricula; twenty
percent favored it. The same seventy percent who did not
approve favored two state examinations at the termination of
the Bachelor of Science program, one on principles and the
other on engineering practice,.separated by a specific period
of tin, such as two years. This is the current practice in
California for established engineering specialty disciplines.

256
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f. Registration Alternatives

Seventy percent, of the societies felt that there were no al-
, ternatives to registration to provide mi?iimum standards of

competence for the. protection of publichealth, welfare,
safety and good. Thirty percent favored alternatives such,as a
degree from an accredited curricula, certification by the
related engineering technical society, or in one instance,
certification by the employer's backing and reputation.

g. Grandfathering

tijnety percent of the engineering groups favored grand-
fathering of currently practicing engineers in California;
only the Structural Engineers Association of California
opposed it. (Grandfathering'is the. current practice for
licensing engineers into newly established specialty
disciplines. Qualified applicants do not have to take written
examinations.)

h. Experience Credit

The engineering societies unanimously felt that experience
credit toward registration should be granted for formal
engineering educatiOn. Eighty percent said they would grant a'
straight equivalency, year-for-year credit; ten percent
favored half equivalency credit; and ten percent favored 25
percent equivalency credit. Current practice is straight
equivalency for accredited degrees; half equivalency for
partial or nonaccredited degrees.

i. Fields of Understanding

In the registration-examination procedure, the organizations
were asked to assign a weight factor to the various "fields,of.
understanding." Subjects receiving major emphasis-were given
a rating of four; moderate emphasis, a rating of three;. light
emphasis, a rating of two; and non emphasis, a rating of one.

vo Since ten organiiations responded, the highest possible score
for each subject was 410. Ihejollowing is a listing of the
'fields of understanding" with the cumulative rating given by
the engineering societies:

Engineering Science 36
Physical Science , 36
Design/Application 32

0-5
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Ethics 28

Communication Arts 24 -

Economics 22

Management 21

Law 20

Life Sciences 15

Behavioral Science l2

Humanities,
History

10

Political Science 10

t

J. Code of Ethics ,

Sixty percent of the societies indicated tha eir organi-
zations had a code.of ethics for engineering prac,ice, thirty
percent said their groups had no code, and one soci ty gave no

`\igsponse.

5. Survey Conclusions

A 4

a. Most engineering societies wer cognizant of the oper-
ations of the Board of Registp n for Professional bi-
gineers, and maintained some fo of contact with t,,/
Board On a regular basis. The an wers to the survey
questions reflected each orgarliz ion's desire to

protect its own special interest.

b. The engineering societies were generally satisfied with
current practices and procedures, and generally favored,
maintaining the status qlto..'

c. Fifty percent ofihe respondents favored changedrin the
area of mandatofy registration. Ninety percent said
that currently practiCidg "engineers should be

grandfathered into licensed engineers.

d. Most of the surveyed organizations saW.no educational
need to broaden the social, economic, business, legal or
political environment of the engiheeringtudents. the
majority of the survey group emphasized engineering and
physical sciences rather than total problem orientation.

A
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APPENDIX E

CONTINUED PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENTS FOR RE-LICENSURE

In'October 1971, the California Senate adopted a resolution (SR 218)
by George Deukmejian relative to continuing education as a means of
encouraging registered professionals (not limited to engineers) to
keep.abreast of new professional developments in the fields for which
they were licensed. The resolution stated that continuing education
was necessary in order to safeguard the health and safety of the
public. The legislation required each licensing agency in the state.
to file a preliminary report on continuing education And describe the
approach or plan it would be prepared to adopt for its licensees.

The Board of Registration for Professional Engineers appointed the
Ad Hoc Committee on Professional Development to respond to the Senate
resolution. The final report of the-Committee was submitted to the
Board on September 30, 1975. This project examined the report and
reviewed s recommendations to determine the Board's position on
continuedlirofessional developMent.

At the time, the Committee recommended that the Board not mandate
professional development as a requirement for registration renewal.
Rather, it urged the Board to publish a per-kid-it summary of
significant Board actions,' depertmental,legal, opinions, Attorney
General opinions, new rules, newly' adopted Board policies, and
disciplinary actions for use by all registered engineers.

The Committee pointed out that a large percentage of all engineering
work performed in this state was not performed by registered
engineers because of the exemptions allowed by Sections 6746 and 6747
of the Act, and because the Act controls only the. practice of
engineering in the civil, electrical, and mechanical, ,disciplines.
The Committee recommended the elimination of ,these exemptions so
that regulations, meaningful to the public interest would be
required of all individuals practicing engineering.

In addition, the Committee recommended that the Board:

Encourage registration, particularly by universities, for all
engineering students as soon,ai possible after graduatien;

Increase enforcement efforts, including better coordination
with code enforcement officials to assure compliance with Board
disciplinary actions and provide for more effective
disciplinary actions for violatidns'; and



Establish a permanen professional development committee which
would, among other t ings, establish a code of ethics arid/or
rules of conduct as pa\t of the Professional Engineers Act. The
Committee supported ea h engineer's obligation to maintain
professional developmen on an ethical as well as technical
level.

The Ad Hoc Comffittee observed t at a mandated program of professional
development, applicable to tho e engineers presently.registered,

.would prdvide little or no impro ement in the welfare of the public
because only -a minority of,those registered offer their services

/ directly to the public. Therefor the Committee concluded that
mandated professional development if registered engineers was not
necessary in order to assure the pub is health, safety, and welfare

. and would not necessarily improve sery ces to the public
.
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'APPENDIX F

NCEE "MODEL LAW': ENGINEERING REGISTRATION

The National Council of Engineering Examiners (NCEE), composed of
representatives from state and jurisdictional registration boards,
is a strong advocate of registration for practicing engineers, and is
highly respected for its many years of experience and research. A
document entitled "Model Law" was prepared by NCEE and is a reference
work and guide to provide "greater uniformity of qualifications for
registration, to raise these qualifidations to a higher level of
accomplishment and to simplify the interstate registration of
engineers . . .." This document indirectly presents the views of the
member boards on the relationship between engineering education and
registration, and societal needs/wants. The major provisions of the
"Model Law" are presented below.

1. Purpose and Definitions

According to the "Model Law," regulation of the practice of
engineering is required "to safeguard life, health and property, and
J.e promote the public welfare . . .", and is a requirement for anyone
practicing engineering. The term "practice of engineering" is the
key to the scope of the. Act and-its purpose. The practice of
engineering is given a comprehensive definition of this term: "any
service or creative work, the adequate performahce of which'requires.-
engineering education, training and experience in the application of
special knowledge of the mathematical, physical and engineering
sciences . .." Numerous 'examples of engineering practice are
provided, including "such services or work, either public or/
private, in connection with any utilities, structures, buildings,
machines; equipment, processes, work systems, projects, and
industrial or consumer products . . .." Thus, under the "Model Law,"
there are many areas of engineering practice included for
registration which are historically exempt under the California/Act.

2. Board Composition and Powers

The composition of the Registration Board and its source of
appointees would also differ from the process under,thetalifornia
Act. Under the "Model Law," the Board would consist entirely of
professional engineers, appointed by the Governor from a list
provided by the State's representative engineering societies. In
California, as a result of legislation passed in 1976, a majority of
the Board members are nonengineers.

F-1
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The "Model Law" would provide the.Board with the power to:

a. Adopt and amend all bylaws and rules of procedure not
inconsistent with. the constitution and bylaws of the state.
Adoption of Rules of Professional Conduct would be a primary
duty.

b. Subpoena witnesses) compel their attendance, and require the
submission of books, papers, documents, or other pertinent data
in any disciplinary matter or in any case where a violation of
the Act is alleged.

c. Apply for injunctive relief in.ceses of civil procedure to
enforce the provisions of the.Act.

d. Sdbject an applicant for registration to such examination as
deemed necessary to determine his qualifications.

3. Registration Process

The "Model Law" would provide four different approaches for

registration.as a professional engineer:

a. Under registration by endorsement, a person holding a

certificate of registration from another state with

qualifications comparable to or more strict than the state in
which' application is made., may be registered without further
examination.

b. In the second registration method, a graduate of an engineering
curriculum "approved by'the board," with four years or more of
progressive experience on engineering projects (California
requires two years of experience) may take two eight-hour
examinations, the first dealing with fundamentals of

engineering, and the second with the principles and practice of
.engineering. To qualify for state registration, the applicant

/
/ must pass both examinations.

c. A third registration method is similar to the above except that
it applies to graduates of an engineering or related science
curriculum which has"not been approved by the board." In this

case, the applicant must have eight or more years of acceptable
experience (current California law requires four years of
'experience), and must also pass two examinations in order to
become registered.

d. Under the fourth method, a graduate of an engineering or related
science curriculum with 20 .years or more of progressive
experience becomes registered by passing the examination on the
principles and practice of engineering.

F-2



The midpoint in the registration process, the enginyr-in-
training certificate, is incorporated into the "Model Law," but
the requirements forAt differ from the current California Act.
Qualification is alloWed through two alternate procedures. A
graduate of an engineering curriculum approved by the Board may'
take the fundamentals of engineering examination upon
graduation. A graduate of an engineering or related science
curriculum not approved by the Board must have four years of
progressive experience on engineering projects before he/she
may take the exam. Upon passing the examination, the applicant
is granted the certificate as an engineer-in-training.

4. Practice Provisions

The "Model Law" further regulates the practice of engineering in
regard to public works. "The state and its political
subdivisions . . . shall not engage in the practice of engineering
involving either public or private property 'without the project
being under the direct charge and supervision of a professional
engineer . . .."

Under a section entitled "Right to Practice," the "Model Law" states
that_in,corporate practice one or more of the corporate officers
designated as being' responsible for the engineering activities and
decisions must be a registered engineer. Furthermore, all final
drawings, specifications, plans, reports or other engineering papers
or documents involving the practice of engineering must be signed off.
by a qualified professional engineer. However, "No such corporati67
shall be relieved of responsibility for the conduct or acts of its
agents, employees or officers by reason of its compliance with the'
provisions . . ." of the Act.

5. Other Provisions

The administrative procedures of- the "Model Law" are not
substantially different from those found in the California Act.
However, the proposed Act retains exclusive control over the use of
the wards "engineer" and "engineering."

6. Summary

There are a number of controversial proposals in the "Model Law":
mandatory registration, no industry or utility exemptions, a board
composed entirely of professional engineers nominated by
professional engineers, education requirements for all methods of
registration, exclusive possession of the words "engineer" and
"engineering," and conditional responsibility for all engineering
activities reposing with the professional engineer, backed by
corpor'ate responsibility.

F-3
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State registration boards endorse the "Model Law" as an "ideal" state
registration act. By requiring a four-year degree for all methods of
registration, and requiring registration in order to practice, the
"Model Law" firmly establishes the relationship between engineering
education and registration. However, the "Model Law" does not
address societal needs/wants or the content of engineering education
beyond the stated purpose of the Act.

t
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APPENDIX G

INDUSTRY SURVEY ON ENGINEERING EDUCATION AND LICENSING

Since the majority of all engineers are'employed by industry, a ques-
tionnaire was designed to determine how companies that employ en-
gineers view the breadth of engineering education, the need for con-
tinued education, hiring preferences of industry, and engineering
registration.

1. The College Placement Annual, 1`5; the California
Manufacturer's Register; and the Mirror Times One-Hundred
Listing were used to obtain a cross section of California
companies employing engineers.

The firstpublication, the official directory of the regional
placement associations, provides information concerning the
positions customarily offered to, college graduates by
principal employers. Questionnaires were sent to 44 companies
listed in the Annual; eight were returned.

The second publication., the California Manufacturer's
Register, is a listing of the manufacturing firms in
California. Of the 145 questionnaires mailed to companies
identified from this publication, nine were returned.

The last. publication, the Mirror-11 s One-Hundred Listing
listed the 100 companies in California with the greatest gross
sales in the 1975'fiscal year. Questionnaires were sent to all
of these companies; tenwere returned.

The twenty-seven returned questionnaires (10.9%) wereom
companies producing high technology products (33%) and
consumer products (16%), companies engaged in research and
development (24%), construction (14%), and consulting firms
(5%). The remaining four-percent response was from companies
producing products and services that required some ingineering
input: There was a wide variation in the number of employees
and engineers employed by theSe companies representing a
desirable{ cross section of California companies.

2. Findings

The responses of the companies identified from all these
publiekions did not vary substantially from each other, and
were therefore grouped for the discussion following.

).1
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a. adth of Engineering Education

the National Science Board's report of 1972, The Role
Engineers and Scientists in a National Policy for

echnology, it was established that a transition "toward
a concern for a heightened and broadened use of
technology in solving the problems and meeting,theneeds
and desires of society" had occurred. By examining
several engineering projects, this study identified
fourteen "fields of understanding" encompassing the
technical and nontechnical disciplines involved in

engineering projects. Employers of engineers, when
asked what degree of understanding engineers should have
of each field, generally responded that engineers should
have at least an awareness of the humanities, life
sciences, behavioral sciences, politica] science and
economics; a$ -least a sensitivity for management,
communication arts, ethics and physical science; and a
proficiency in engineering science, design/application
and engineering technology. For a more detailed'dis-
cussion, see' the "Societal Needs" section of the
detailed discussion, in the body of this report.

b. Continued Education

//
As the societal demand for technology increases, so does
the concern with.the currency of an engineer's technical

4gp knowledge. Employers of engineers in responding to
questions concerning the importance of continued
education in engineering practice, indicated that about
a third of them had continuing education requirements
for their engineers. Fiftr.six percent of them allowed
their engineers to take these classes on company time.
However, 48 percent stipulated that the courses taken
must be directly job related. When so related, the
companies were usually willing to pay 75-100 percent of
the educational expense. Few were willing to pay any
expenses for classes unrelated to.the job.

c. Hiring

Industrial hiring policies varied substantially, but in
general, companies were less interested in engineers
with Ph.D.s. Over three-quarters of the respondants
hired persons with a bachelor of science or master's
degree, who lacked full-time ,engineering experience.
Only half hired Ph.D.s with no full-time employment
experience.

2C9
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Overall, companies did not view engineering registration
as an important hiring qualification. Only 37 percent
sought registered engineers. 'Furthermore, only an
average of 15 percent of the engineering staff of the
responding companies were registered.

d. Engineering Registration

The responses generally indicated that engineering
registration did nQt play an important role in
engineering practice (probably because most..practicing
engineers are exempt. from the registration laW).
Ninety-two percent of the responding companies Stated
that there was no pay differential between registered
and non-registered engipeers. Similarly, 69 percent of
the companies did notTelieve.there was a need for all
engineering practice in California to be conducted by
registered engineers, and 65 percent responded that they
would oppose elimination of the existing registration
exemptions.

Three-quarters of the, companies supported the "grand-
fathering" provisions of the registration law. Sixty-
three percent believed that experience-credit toward
registration should be granted for formal engineering
education. However, there was disagreement as to what
the equivalence should be. Only 3 percent of the
companies agreed that a straight equivalence should be

0 granted.* Twenty-six percent would grant only 50
percent; a like percentage would grant a 25 percent
equivajency.

Fifty-nine percent of the responding companies believed
alternatives to registration would provide minimum stan-
dards of competence to protect public health, welfare,
safety, and good. Forty-one percent favored a degree
from an accredited curricula; 35 percent believed that
certification by a firm's backing and reputation would
be adequate; and 12 percent recommended certification by
related engineering technical societies.

*The -ngineering registration law currently grants four years
ex ience-credit toward the six year experience requirement
fo 4. eering registratiM to graduates of a Board-approved
en ri curricula. (The Board of Registration currently
app -s all engineering education programs accredited by the
Engineers' Council for Professional Development.)

G-3
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3. Summary

This survey indicated:

a. That most companies employing engineers recognized the
importance of continued education and were willing to
share the cost of it with their employees, as much as 75-
100 percent, if the course or program were at least
indirectly related to the employee's job;

b. That most companies were most interested in'hiring grad-
uates with a bachelor of science or master's degree with
no full-time engineering experience than an engineer
with a Ph.D. lacking similar experience; and

c. That engineering registration played no currently im-
portant role in industrial engineering practice. .

2Z2
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APPENDIX H

-,-INFORMATION FOR REGISTRATION AS A PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER DURING THE
INITIAL (GRANDFATHERING) PERIOD

Bulletin 3-75

BOARD OF REGISTRATION FOR PROFESSIONAL ENGINcERS-STATE OF CALIFORNIA

1. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS Each applicant for registration as a
professional engineer:

(a)'*must be of good moral character.
(b) must furnish evidence of nine years of qualifying

engineering experience. Experience will be acceptable to
4s the Board on a full-time basis except for equivalerits as-

re

noted below.
(c) is not required to be a citizen of the United States, or a

resTilint of California.
.

(d) must submit an application identified for the appropriate
branch together with the required filing fee.

(e) except as provided under 2 (a) below, must have,
professional experience other than teaching, since a
maximum of one years experience credit can be allowed for
teaching' experience. -

.2. EXPERIENCE EQUIVALENTS - Education or registration credit may be
substituted toward the total nine year experience requirement
only according to one of the tpllowing:

(a) nine years' credit for current registration obtained by 16-
hour written examination in another state in the same
specialty in which you are applying. .

(b) seven years credit for registration as a professional
engineer in any state in any branch of engineering.

(c) four years' credit for successful completion of an
Engineer-in-Training written examjnation in any State in
the United States.

(d) five years' credit for a masters or higher engineering
degree from a school whose undergraduate degree is
accredited by Engineers Council- for Professional
Development (ECPD). See note below.

(e) four years' credit for a B.S. degree in an engineering
curriculum accredited by ECPD. See note below.

(f)- two years'' credit for a B.S. degree', or equivalent,, in an
engineering curriculum not accredited by ECM) or for a B.S.
degree in an engineering technology curriculum accredi/ed
by ECPD. See note below.
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(g) one-half year credit for each year completed toward a B.S.
'degree in an ECPD accredited curricula. See note below.

NOTE - To obtain credit for education you must submit a,copy_
of your degree, diploma, or transcript.

3. HOW TO APPLY Obtain the application forms for the appropriate
brancharT7om the Board's office located in Sacramento. These

are available on request which may be made by letter or in
person. Complete the application, and the wo-part experience
record, according to instructions. Attach your check, or money
order, made payable to "Department of Consumer Affairs", and
-mail -your completed forms to the Sacramento address, 1006,4th
Street, 6th Ftloor, Sacto. , CA 95814.
NOTE! All portions of the application must be typewritten except
for your signature.

4. REFERENCES The application process for registration as a .

professional engineer in California calls for each applicant to
provide the Board with at least four references. These
references should be engineers who have personal knowledge of
your character and your engineering experience. At least two
should be registered professional engineers. (any branch, any
state) and the remainder should have expertise in the branch in
which you are applying. You should provide at least one
reference for each' significant engagement for which you seek
credit. Additional reference forms are available from our
Sacrafiento office upon request.

The best references. are these from your immediate supervisors'
and other supervisors who are engineers, particularly if they
are registered professional engineers. Engineering co-workers
and other associates in your organizations whO are familiar with
your work are also quite acceptable. Less desirable and often
not very meaningful ae friends, acquaintances, professors from
your college days, and others who have only a general knowledge
of the, kind of work you do. References rom'your subo(dinates
should be. avoided unless, they are necessary to meet the
requirements of the Board:

Blank reference 'forms are provided. Give these forms to the
selected references and ask each'of them to personally complete
anestgn the forwand to 'forward itdirectly to.the Board. The
Board's adsireRt is1006 Fourth St., 6th'loor, Sacramento, CA
95814. Ask each man 'to give the reference form his personal
attention, and to return it to the Board promptly so the
processing of the application may, not be delayed. Your
application may not be acted upon unless all references are
submitted. This is an important part of' the qualification
process.

I,
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The Board asks the reference'to provide information relevant to
your experience based on his personal knowledge and to express
his opinion on the questions asked. The information is
confidential to the Bodrd, and is not intended for any other use.

The BoarA will review your application after the required
reference forms have been received. It is your responsibility to
see that your-references submit the completed reference forms..
It is suggested that you furnish each of them with a stamped
envelope, addressed to the Board, so as to expedite his reply.
If the references have not responded within a reasonable period
of tiole after receipt of your application, the Board will advise
you df such fact. You should then follow up with a second
request.

5. EXPERIENCE RECORD The record is to be prepared in TZ'INrts.
The first part is an engagement summary. The Board will provide
standard Experience Record forms with the application. Please
identify each engagement following graduation; or leach
engagement beginning with the first for which you claim
professional engineer experience credit. If an intervening
engagement is not qualifying--list it, show the enclosing dates,
and identify it as non-qualifying. The total Experience Record
should be complete up to the final filing date with no gaps.
Each separate engagement must be summarized in inverse
chronological order on the forms provided. (Your' present
engagement is #1.) Supplementary information may be appended in
the form of letters, affidavits; exhibits, etc.

An engagement means one association with one employer in one
capacity. If- you change employers that means a change in
engagement.. If you are promoted or change job levels, you may
show such change as a new engagement even though you.continue
with the same employer. This kind of change- implies a .

sigilificant change in authority, responsibility, ftyction,
activity, etc.

The second part of the Experience RearPtt-Nust be prepared on 8-
1/2" x 11" paper supplied by yourself. The Board will identify
certain functional areas in connection with your partiCular
engineering branch. Select those functional, areas post
appropriate to your own' experience and develop each one
separately. As an example: You may select from the master list
such fulictional areas as: appraisal, operdtions research, and
statis,Xiallanalysis as areas in which you can show significant
professional engineering accomplishment. You shobld write up in
detail your experience in each of these particular areas. Your
description shoUld describe your actiyities, functions,
accomplishments, levels of responsibility, job titles, projects,

.
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etc., that will demonstrate to ithe Board that you have had
qualifying professional level engineering experience in each
fUnctional area identified.

0
Your total Experience Record will now be a linear calendar record
listing in turn each engagement, plus a detailed description of
those functional areas that demonstrate significant professional
engineering achievement. If you cannot show significant
experience in a function--do not attempt to build a false image--
leave it out.

Qualifying experience for professional engineer registration
means full-time employment or activity. It does not include
part-time or short-time employment, overtime, trainee or
orientation programs, technician or sub professional levels of
employment.

If you have experience in more than one branch, please refer to
Board Rule 424 in the Engineers A6t. If you plan to apply in
more than one branch or have already used some of your experience
to obtain registration in California, indicate clearly what
portion of each engagement is applicable to each branch. .

6. ELIGIBILITY The Board will appraise each applicant according
to his own achievements with respect to education and

engineering experience. Each applicant will be notified of the
official finding of the Board.

7. APPEALS Applicanti are referred to the current Board Rules for
the avenues open to appeal actions by the Board that may be
unfavorable.

REFUNDS - All application fees will be retard by the Board
whether you are accepted or denied.

9. EXAMINATION If you wish to apply for registration by
examination, please contact the'Board office in Sacr'imento for
forms and information.

27G
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APPENDIX I

PREPRINT SENATE BILL NO. 17

Introduction
4.

The Forum on engineering education and licensing was facilitated through
the development Of draft legislation that would make significant changes
to the California Engineering Licensing Act. The draft legislation is
included in its entirety.

I-1
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PREPRINT SENATE BILL No. 17

posed by 'Senator Rodcla.

July 14, 197;

..... 4 IP

and.An act to re 'add: Chapter 7 (commencing with
Section 6700) of vision 3* of the Business and Professions
Code, relating to professional .engineers,. and making an
appropriation th

TIVE COUNSELS DIGEST

Preprint SB 17, pro by Senator Rodda. Professional

Existing law provides for the registration of ptofessional
engineers in various specialty branches atid-provides for the
regulation of such engineers.

This substantially revise such prbviltons. The bill
would.revise the definition of the tertas- "engineer," "profes-
sional engineer," "engineering," and "engineering practice."

The bill would eliminate' registration in the _various spe-

e bill would add provisions regulating the conduc't of
professional engineers.

The bill would revise the membership of the State Board of
Registration for Professional Engineers by eliminating repre-
sentation from thevarious'branches of engineering. The bill
would require the board to _Maintain istanding committees:,
including an engineer-in-training committee, .a reps' tation
examination committee,. and,an ethics review cornthittei.
The bill would also authorize the board to establish pofe.s-.
sional engineer's investigation

The bill would create-an Engineering Advisory -dConunittee
which is advisory to, and .appointed by; the board.

The bill would require any person: practicing engineering,
as defined, to be registered including any person professing
to be an engineer qr is in responsible charge of.engineelFrig

I-2
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work.

.Thebill would revise various existing exemptions from reg-
istration. , . .

The bill would. revise the qualifications- required for 'regis:.
tritiori of a- professional engineer.

.,

The bill would make other various changes in the law relat-
ing to engineering..

The bill, would appropriate an. unspecified sum from the
General Fund to- the State Controller for allocation to local
agencies for reimbutsementof costs incurred by them pnrsut
-ant to the act. --; ' r.:: .. .1 -., . . --

Vote %.2 AppropriatiOnt yes. -Fiscal corirmittee: yes. State-.
mandated- local program: yes. - ..

-. --. ., ... : ,

. The people of the State of California do enact as follawS., --

I SECTION=1. Chipter 7 (ccnunencing with Section
2 6700) of Division 3 of the 'Business and Professions Cede
3 is.repealed. - . . _ .

4 c SEC. 2: Chapter 1 '(cornmencing.with Section; 000)
5 is added to Division a of the Business and Professions

., 6.. Code, to read: .- -: ..-7*. , -. -
_ .,

. -
.. . ,

.

8 *.- Cii.APtin*-7.: PROFESSIONAL, ENGINEERS .' .

9: :. :` -' . i. ..- . --- .

. . . .

10 : -; ,- . - Article 1. General Provisions .. : //-

.. 11 -.
-. . ,

,,

12 ,6700; This chapter of the Business and Professions
?a Code constitutesthe chapter on professional engineers. It
14- may be cited as. the. Professional Engineers Act
15 6701: "Engine47- Within the intent of this chapter;
16 meanea person Who, by reason of his special knowledge
17 and use of the--.mathematical, natural, physical and
18- engineering -science and the 'principles and methods of
19 engineering analysis and design, acquired by engineering
20 education and engineering experience; is qualifiedfto :

,

1. practice engineering.
22 6702. "Professional engineer", as used in this chapter,
23 means a person who has been duly registered and
24 license& as a professional engineer by the board.

43 3 30 17
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.1 6703. "Engineering" is the profession in which a
.2. knowledge of the mathematical, physical and
3 engineering natural,, sciences gained, by study,
4' experienCe . and. practice is -applied with judgment' to
5 develop ways to utilize, economically, the materials and
6 forces of nature for the benefit of mankind: .

7 6704. "Engineering practice" and "engineering:
8' work" within the-intent of this chapter chapter shall
9 mean any service or creative work,, the adequate

10.- performance of which rewires engineering education,
11 training and experience in the applications of special
12. knowledge of the mathematical, physical and
13 enii.ng sciences to such)tervides or creative work as
14 consultation, investigation, evaluation, planning. and
5 . design of engineering world .and systems, planning the
6 use of lanuts! water, and the inspection of construction
7 for the p of assuring comOliance with drawings and

work, either pub or- private,' in connection with any
8 specifications; any of which, embraces such services or

20 utilities, structures, buildings, . machines, circuits,
1 equipment, processes Work systems, projects, Land

industrialor-coniumer products or equipment of
mechanical, electrical,, hydraulic, pneumatic, nude
aero-dynamic, or thermal nature, insofar as they in lye
safegtardirig health, property, public we e or
public _good and including such . other fessional
services as may be necessary to the pl g,. progress
and completion Of any engineering servi

A person shall be construed-. to pra ce or offer to
practice engineering within. the me g' and intent of

'Of this chapter who practices any of the profession
32 of engineering;.. or who, by rbal claim, sign
/33 advertisement, letterhead, car or in any. other way
/ 34 'represents himself to. be a ofessional engineer, or
'35 through the use of some o r title impliei that he is a-
36 professional. engineer or t he is registered under this
37 chapter; or who holds i self out as able to perform, or
38 who does perform an engineering service or work or

.39 any other service d grated by the practitioner which is
40 recognized as en eering.

is

.43 3 35 18
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-1 6705. "Area... of competence" is that area of
2 engineering in which a person is, by training and

4 3 experience, fully competent and proficient.
4 6706. "Engineer in responsible charge:' within the
5 intent of,...this . chapter, means the' individual who
6 determines technical questions .of design, development

applitation, certification or construction, or personally
8 supervites engineering work. .

9 67071 A subordinate is any person who assists a
10 registered professional, engineer in the practice of
11 professional engineering without assuming responsible
12 .charge of work. .. .

13 6708. In' order to-, safeguard- life, health, property, ,

14 - public welfare, and -public good, all engineers in
15., responsible .-charge shall. be licensed as professional
16_ 'engineers. Only persons registered under the provisions
17 .of this chapter shall be entitled to take and use the titles
18 .`.`professional engineer," or"registered engineer," or any
19 combination of such titles.

. 20 . 6708.1: "Public welfare" involves the general
--Avell-beingd the public.. . .

.

6708.2.! TPublic good" -Involves the . utilization of c.

23 public resources. *.
. .

24 : 6709. -The' safeguarding. of life, health, property,
23' public welfare, and public good is dependent upon the
26 engineer's knowledge of the technical and nontechnical

. 27 parameters that must be .considered in his- area Of
-t8 competence in engineering practice.. These parameters

. 29 are: .; . -
, . .:. .. -

:.
30
31 Physical science :-. -,--- Business administration
32 , Engineering science. Econoniics
33 Design/application -' Law . .

34 Engineering technology ; 'Political science
35 Multidisciplinary Social and behavioral
36 engineering . science

_ 37 ProfessionaLethics . Biological systems
38, Communication arts Humanities/history .

:39 'Systems management

I - 5282
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I Article 2. Rules. of Conduct.

3 6710. In order to safeguard life, health, property,
4 public welfare; and public good,' and to. establish and
5 maintain high, standards.. of moral condutt in the
6 profession- of engineering, rules cf conduct are set forth -,.

7 in this article. Each engineer- shall be completely
8 knowledgeable of these rules and theboard shall.strictlx- ,

9 enforce the= . .

tO 6710.1. 'The engineer shall at 411' times have the
11 highest regard for life, health; -property, piiblic welfare,
12- and public good and shall always regard his duty to the
13 public as paramount. If his engineering judgment is
14 overruled in circunistances 'where life, health, property,
15'. public welfare, or Public.good are endangered, he shall
16 inform his, employer or client of the possible-
11 'consequences and shall notify the board and other proper
18 authorities this action::
19 6710.2. The.engineer shall not, complete, sign; seal or
20.,. stamp- plans, reports, specifications or other engineering
21 documents that , are, not in accordance with his duty to ;

22 safeguard-. life, health property, public welfare, 'and
23 public good: Should the -employer or client insist on such
24. unethicaL conduct, the 'engineer shall notify the board
25. and the proper public authorities and withdraw from
26 further service on the project:
27 If the employer or.client ..ses to proceed ivith the
28 'project, the e eer- shall the boardAnd other ".
29 proper public . :es this aetion. '.

30 The engiiieels r be 14 ted the same immunity as is
31 ,granted *)o bac-, em 1 o ee pursuant to Article 3
32 (comin- ..-___ g with- . :20) of Chapter 1 of Part 2 ofr

-; 'on of TitW . e Government 'Code,

+ er- -t any employee because such
. (a) discharge or in any

35
yes has filed . y complaint or instituted or caused .

37 to be -instituted any proceeding under or related to this
38 chapter or, has -testified or is about to testify in any such .

39 proceeding or because of the exercise by such employee
40 on behalf of himself or others of any right afforded by this

I-6
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1 chapter. 4. .
1 2 (b) Any employee who believes that he his been

3 discharged or otherwise discriininated against by any
4, . employer in violation of this section may, within 30 days
5 after such. violation odours, file- a complaint with the
6 bosiflalleging such discrimination Upon receipt of such

C' domplaint,.the board shall cause such investigation to be
8 made as.it deeintappropriate. If upon such investigation,

the board- determines that the 'provisions of this
subdivision have been violited, the board shall bring an

1 action in any appropriate court against such person. In :

12 any-such action the court shall have jurisdiction for cause
13. shown to restrain violations of subdivision (a) of this
14 section and-order all appropriate relief including rehiring
15 or reinstatement of the' employee to his former position,16. with back pay. .
17 (o) Within 90 days of the receipt of a complaint filed
18 under this section the board shall notify the complainant
19 of his determination under subdivision (b)
20 6710.4. The engineer. shall undertake to perform
21 engineering . assignments only when qualified by
22 education ..or experience. in , the. specific area of
23 competence of professional engineering involved.
24 6710.5 The engineer may accept an assignment
25- requiring education. or experience outside of his own
26, field- of competence,. but only to the extent that his
Zr services are restricted to those phases of the project for.
28 ,which he is. qualified. All other phases of such project shall
20 be PerfOrmed by qualified associates, Consultants or
30 employees. .3 6710.6. The engineer 'shalt not affix his signature or.
32 seaLtO any engineeringplan or document:dealing, with
33 subject matter to which he lacks competence-by virtue of
34 education or .experience, nom; to any such plan or
35...document not prepared under his direct supervisory
36 control.

.37 6710.7. The engineer shall express an opinion on an
38 engineering subject only when his opinion is based upon
39 adequate knowledge. of the facts in issue, upon a.
40 bafkground of technical competence in "the subject

4

43 3 80 27
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I matter; -and upon honest ponviction of the accuracy and
propriety ofhis opinidn -

3 ',e71011-4h- grouP-cliscuSsion; public forum, or
4 publication of irtictex.theengineer shall insist upon the

use of-facts in referenceito engineering projects.
. 6710.9: The :engineer shall not issue statements;'

criticitms- sof 'arguments' on matters :connected with
'-public policy-which. areiinspirectorpaid for by private
9 interesti,...unleir he; indicittes4ux...;whose behalf he is

-h1 '67l0aQ -Tifeeininief=01'; *obis' cientiously 'avoid,'
ciniilict. of interesivith.hiSemployerirtclient, but, when

'II*, unavoidable,. -.the 4engineer :shill fully *disclose the
14ircurnstanceilitlisiliniployer ;or client- t

6710.1k The engineer shall:, inform- his client 'or-
16c:employer of any business conneitions,- interests or

=17- circumstances 'which would influence his, judgment or
thcquality of hil services

'1$ 6710.12.,: When in public service as a:Member, advisor,
20-.-eferiiployee-oragaVernmental.body-or departmeht:t the
2Y 'engineer shallnotparticipateiticonsidergtions or aftions

.. respectk:trr "se/vices, provided' by him or his
organization in -pil*ate engineering practices..

:6710.Ik,The engineer shall' 'not solicit, or accept an.
..-enemeeriligcontract from a governmental body,df which

26' a principal 'off officer* of his OrganizatiOn serves as a
'Intintber.

=
6710.14..711eerigineei shallinot accept CompensatiOn,

. 29' Tnianciat or othertvisearommore than' one party for
. 30 'services on the sime project, or for services pertaining to

; 31 :'the 'same , project; =leis the. circumstances are fully'
3Z 'disclosed tol, and agreed to; interested parties.
33. t;:6710.15'. The engineer, shall' not solicit or accept-

-'
ffnanciaLoiOther valuable considerations frOm material'

3.5.7oreilluiPment suppliers -for 'specifying. their produCts.
- 4.',46 " 6710.16. 'The engineer" shall.- not solicit or accept .

°, 37grtuittes,4jèctly orIndiiectly,:fronf ctntraotors, their
'.'agents;' 'or other -pirtietz dealing with his client Or

er:nt connection - with work. for which -he ts
4Q -responsible'

.! . .

^ .

,`
1-\ /b. 1.; :77;
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1 6710.17. The engineer shall not offer to pay, either .:
2 directly or indirectly, any commission, political
3 contribution, or a gift, or other consideration in order to '
4. secure work,, exclusive .of- securing positions, through
,5 employment agenCies. .

6 6710.18.. The engineer shall not knowingly, associate
T with or permit the use of his name or firm name in a
,8- business venture by any person or firm which he knows,
9 or' has reason,/to believe, is engaging in busineis or

10 professional.practices ofa fraudulent or dishonest nature.
11 6710:19. Ifithe engineer has knowledge or reason to
12 believe that another:person. or firm may be-idviolation

of. any -of the provisions of this article, he shall present
such information to the board in writing' and shall .

cooperate -With the board in furnishing such further
information or assistance, as may be, required by the
board. . .

'13
14
15
16
17
18 :. .
19 .'-. / - Article 3z.. Administration

. -120 .
,. . - ...-

21 -. 671.. There is ig. the Department ofConsumer Affairs
.22 a State Board of Registration for Professional' Engineers
23 whigh consists of 11. members appointed by the
24.. Governor. +, . .

25 The Governor May emove his appOintments for
26 misconduct, inconiiiet 0, or neglect of duty.

.-.'27 ',6712, -Each- Member o board shall be a citizen of
, :28' the United States. Eath .member, except the. public ,

29 :Members, shall'have been licensed for at leastfOur years
30.1-aha shale of gOod standing in his ,or her/profession. ;
31/, Each member, shall be aleast 30 yeais of age, and shall

; g have been a resident of this state for at least five years
'-33.- irn)nediately preceding his appointment
34 Three of the members of the board shall be' public

/ 35 members, -who. are' iiiit registered under this act or
lens36 edjmder the Land Surveyors Act. , . ,

37 Iach-thember shall hold office until the( appointment
38 and cfualification of his successor oruntilione year shall :
.3g have elapsed sirice'the -expiration of the term for which
0 he was appointed, whichever occurs first. No person shall

..., ..
i%4f : ,

.

--
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.
1 serve as a mfmber of the board frt more than two
2 consecutive terms, but this provision shall not apply to
3 any member in office on November 23, 1970. .

4 6713. Each member of the-board shall receive a per
5 diem and expenses as provided in Section 103.

6714. The board shall have four standing committees

8: Engineer-In-Training Committee, the Registration
comprised of board members. The committees are the

Examination Committee, the Education Qualification
10 Committee and the Ethics Review Co . .. ttee.
1.1 6715. Each standing ittconnee shall c. t of five
12 board members of which onVffiember must .e a public
13 member. ' e , -

4 14 6716. (a) The Engineer-In-Training Committ- shall
. 15 supervise the, engineer-in-training examination.

16 (b) The Registration Examination Committee shall bi
17 responsible for the formulation, of the registration
18 examination.
19 (c) The Education Qualification Committee - shall
20 evaluate curricula and-major factors affecting curricula in
21 order to-determine qualifying education programs.
21 .(d) The Ethics Review Committee shall review
23 violations- of Article 2 (commencing with .Section 6710) 1

24 and recommend to the board what action 'shoUld be
25 taken. . . .. . .

26 6717. The board shall appoint an executive secretary
27 at a salary to be fixed and determined by the board with
28 the approval of the Director of Finance.
29 6718. The secretary shall keep a complete record of
30 all applications for registr;g6rn and the board's action
31 thereon and, between Jdy 1.' and December 1 in, each
32 even- numbered year, shall prepare .a roster showing the
33 names and addresses of all registered 'professional
34 engineers.' Between Julg,1 Ianand December 1-in each
35 odd-numbered year he sha prepare a supplemental
36 roster showing changes in and additions 'to the roster.
37 A copy of the roster and the supplemental roster shall
38' be filed with the Secretary of State and a copy of each
39 shall be furnished =' to each professional. engineer
.40 registered under-the-provisions of this chapter. Copies of

43 3 105 32
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1 each shalbe available on-application to- the seCretary,.. at:.
, . , , 2:t " -;

.

. 2; such priceper copy as. may be-fixed by the-board.
., :3 6719.-: Theboardraay.adoptsliCh nile*Oldregulations

-, . 4-, as are not inconsistent; with,lait'and..**e.seasonably.-- "A necessary to:govern its action. Siti4linles,aild./egulations
.. --Ci. JhalLbe idol:tea iniecardanceWitile provisionsof the
... .- T. Administrative -Procedure Act. --: --:.i...; :-... ,, - .1-;:, 7., ' '; - !,

- `.` . 81.: -,-, .6724. l'hebilarct:rshall. ..hold;at -iialt, iwo ;-, regular
meetings:- eackypar..:SPeciat meetings shall be- held at

- 10',/such .timesAethe..i.ifiaard. rules*pr6vidrANOtice of all ',lrismeetingilAiall be governed by board Xure;A: majority of -4
II, theboarcl:Constitgtes.a:quorum. *I:, ::.:';,44ziiti,:ir:f:3,.-7;,' ,...:

, . 13,:.:;, ..67t2;AnNmember: oftheboarayadminister.oathi . .-.

-1.4, .and. may- taketestinionyand-,proofs.. concerning alt
134 Matters,withih:the,hoard's4inisdiction. ; -:-: ,' .,-:.z-,6,f.).' : ,...,,... . . , ,16-,-,.-6722..Ille board. shalL adoptand, have- an officiaL seal.' q

c,17: whiali shalDbe affix0 to all ceitificates:of registration. --- .1'
: 18 ---,ff/23. .. (a).! In.'org into effect_ theprovision&of this 119 act the-boardmay subpoenwivitneiles'arict conipel:their
20 attendance;, and also;:nlakieqiiie-;the, submission Of ..i
21. booksi. paPerk docunients-roOtherpettinent data,. in any --I .. - 22., ditciplinFymatteror in any.case.wherever ayiolationof
23 . ?this chaptexAs'alleged..Upon: failurt or refu.saf to-cOmplY - i

. `.24 with any_ such order of theboard; or upOn failtire-to hanOr .' .25, ..itsiiibpoetia, as herein pmvided,the.board may apply to-
_ 26, et,:court.of any- jfiris` dittion,to--eifirce- compliance wit}* .:

. 27 such order. .,.-"!:-!...:is.-.,,,,,irit: ;77,-...,-...'i,. - : -.. -'.... ::--: , '.` ;28 .. .(b).- The board:marin, the name of the fItate. to. apply ,29 foe:relief : byinjunction . int.the established manner ±, .
_ 30.: 'provided in Cases, of ci4 fir6cedure,.eyrithout bond, to i- 31.. enforce the prOvisions,of this. chapter,. or to restrain any ,:

32 ' violation thereof,..;,4fl siclr: procifieding,s, itAhall not be .1`-,
33 necessary- --ta allege or...prove, either. that an adequate .:34 -remedy at law doe not exist; 'or that substantial or
'35 irretrarable; damage would*, result. from the .continued --

36 'Iliolatiprithereof;Themornbers::of the-board. shall no be :
. 37 .Orsonaltyliable under, this -Proceedings. -. :. : -'.::6 ;

38 . (c), The;=. boar*. Mat:. subject an :dpplicarlt. for ..1
." 39- registfition to sqli eicamitiations..aiiideems necessary to, : .40 determine his qualifications:, -::, ."- , ;

,... . .
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1 each shall:be available on-application to the searetary,a
2 such price per copy as. may he fixed by the-board.

.6719.:: .Thetboardmay.adoptsnehru*aryl'regulations
. 4 as aiirnot inconsistent; with,"lavieaniiite-a.reueasonably.
' :5 necessary to:govern its actitiin. Sikicitilevancl/egulations

Ahalbe.sicloptediviccardance:Witlilhe provisionsof the
, Administrative- Procedure:Act.

. 81. The,..bbardv.shall. regular
I S meetings:, eackzear....Stecial. ineetfpgi: shall- be- held at
104,' such .times.ila.ethop:Etiiiia. rules' piovi&.NOtice of all

, ineeti4:14all beloi4rned Armajort.ty of .4.; I2. the-board-:Constitutes.a:quornm.
6721.-:.:.4',Any member of thelrarct payadministef.oathi

. .and-=,..raay-' take. .testinionr....and- rprooh.. concerning alts
inatterswithizzAe:,board'Efitriscliction;.

. :The board- s hail adopt -ands have:ark official: sea: -417 whieh shalt:be- affixl to all certificates: of registration.
:°18( 6123. (a). Inoring into effect theprovisions -of this 3
19 att. the board may. sUbpoena-iVitrietietiand conipelltheir "
20 attendance,; and aliw:nlair jetintrq-;:the, submission of j21, booksj: pafterifdocunient4.0other.pertizient-data,inany I

- diseiplinarrroatter,;or any.caselkherevet airiolation.of.
2t./this chaptetis'alleged. tYpoyi failure or refu.sat to: comply

. *.24 with any such- order aiheboacd, or upon failure -to honer .
25-Its.hibpoeria, as herein provided., the.board may apply to- .26, a_court anrjt-irrsdittion to--elArce- compliance with .;

. 2T such. order.
;

28 -.(b)." The boa;cl.Marin- the name of the state. to. apply
29. for 'relief byinjunetion .int,,the established manner I.H 30.[provided Caseirof ciir,11Procedure),without bond, to .
31 enforce. the Provisiont,of this-chapter;or to restrain any
32' violation: tliereof.:;*.siiiih: proceedings, not be ,,necessartio allege or:rove, either: that an adequate
34 'remedy at- law.- does' not exist-or that substantial or35

.

irreparable: damage would .result. fom the continued
36 Violatipn.thereof.:Themambeis:of theboardd shall not be
37 .Orsonally. -liable under, this proceedings..... ;,
:38 . (c)...:Thk, boar*. may r....ssubjebt an; 'applicant. for
39 registration to sqlieicaminitions..asif deems necessary to-
40 determine his qualifications:, ;

. to' , 4 ^ . - . . .*

;t .4 .1,
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1 Article 3.5: Investigating Committees
2
a 6725. The board, when it deems necessary, may
4 .establish professional engineers investigation committees

9 5 to assist the..board in the investigation of claims of
& violation of any provision under this chapter. Each
7. committee shall report its findings and recommendations.
8 to the board. Any..member of such a committee may act

' 9 as an expert witness.g a hearing conducted by the board
10. when the hearing is conducted 'as, a result of the
11 committee's investigation. . ;

12 : Each committee shall exist so long as the board deems
13 that it is necessary.
14 6726. Each Member of each committee shall be
15 appointed by the board and shall "serve at the pleasure of
16 the board. Each Committee shall be composed of no more
IT than five members. .

,

18 6727. At least one member, of each investigating
19 committee sball be a public Member.
20 6728. At least, two members of each investigating
21 committee shall be an expert in the -area of engineering
22 ". that the committee is investigating. .

23- 6729. All the members of each committee shall serve
24 without cOmpensation. but shall receiye .per diem and
25 expenses provided in Section' 103. .

26 6730- Each member.Of each.investigation committee
. 27 shall be granted the saMefinununity as is granted to a

28 public employee pursuant to Article 3 (commencing with
29 Section 820) of Chapter 1 of Part 2 of Division 3.6 of Title
30 1 of the Governnient Code.
31 -r .

32 Article 3.7. Professional Engineers Review
33 . Committees
34
35 , 6731. The board, when it deems necessary,- may
36 establish professittial engineers review committees to
37 -hear all matters assigned by the board, including, but not
38 limited to, any contested case- which is 'assigned by. the
39 board. Each committee shall exist so long as the board
40 deems that it is necessary..

I-12
22j
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1 '6732: Each review committee shall Consist ofno fewer
. 2 than two registered professional engineers and no fewer

3 thanone public member. Appointments shall be matte by
4' the board. Each member of a committee shall haYe the
5 same qualifications and shall be subject' to the same rules
6 and regulations as if he ivere, a member of the *board:-
7 6733. Each: rnember: of each committee shall be -,

. 87 -appointed By the board and shall' serve at the pleasure of
9 the board. Each committee shall be composed of no more

10 than fivemerners. . .- *:

11' 6734. All members of each committee shall' serve
IV without compensation but shall receive per diem and
la _expenses as. provided .in. Section 103.
14 6735 Each member of each investigation Committee
15 shall be grantect the same immunity as is- granted to a
1& public employee 'pursuant to Article 3' (commencing with
17.. Section 820) of Chapter 1 of Part 2 of Division 3.6 of Title.
18 1. of the .Govertunent Code.
19 -6735.5. Except al otherwise provided in this article, all
20 'hearings which are conducted by a committee shall be
21- conducted in:accordance: with-the, provisions of Chapter

_ 22 5. (commencing with Section 11500), Part 1, Division 3,
23 Title- 2 of the-Government Code.
24 If a contested case is teard by a committee, the hearing
25 officer. who 'presided at the hearing shall be . present
26 during, the committee's consideration of the case and, if
27 requested, shall assist and advise the committee.
28 6736. -At the 'conclusion of any hearing which is
29 conducted by a committee, the committee shall prepare
30 a progosed decision,. in such form that it may be adopted
31 by theboard as the decision in. the case, and shall transmit
32' it to the board. The proposed-decision shall be subject to,
33 the same procedure as the proposed decision of a hearing.

. 34' office under subdivisions (b) and' (c) of Section .11517 of
It 35 the Government Code.

36 6736.5. The board may 'adopt, amend, or repeal, in
37 accordance with the. proyisions of Chapter 4.5,
38 (commencing with Section 1/371) of Part 1-of Division 3-
39 of Title 2 of the' Government Code, such rules and
40 regulations as are necessary 'to implement this article.N

43 3 160 43
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.'s 1 Article 3.9. Ei_igineering Advisory Committee
2 - , - . .

3' 6737. The intent of this article is (1) to provide for the, -

4r exchange of views. among those. concerned with the; ...-1

5. practice and education' of the engineering profession. (2)
6. toidentify the major.needs and concerns of the people of
7 California as they relate to the engineering profession (3)

. 8. , to examine educational ", Programs ." and 'licensing
9. requirements in light of concerns- and (4) to niake ,-

10 recommendiiioxis to the board based upon the advisory
.-",-1.1. committee's examination. 4 educational programs and: - =

12 licensing requirements' -.;' :.-' - . ' '.:.- .. _._

13. .467374-, There is . hereby created an Engineering
14 Advisory Committee which.. shai be advisory to, and
15 , appointed by, the board. .::1 -',- ,:- -.,: -

16 6732 The Engineering Advisory Committee shall .:

17' be' appointed by the board and shall consist of the
18 following representatives: . .

19 (a). One . engineering educator :.each from the
20 UniVersity of California; the California state universities.

, 21 an4colleges, the California .cOmmunity colleges, and the . ?

22 independent California nniveriities. and colleges; -

23 (b) Two engineering students with upper division"'
24 standingi .- --.... . '-' , - :' :v .

25-. (c) TOO recent-engineering gaduates that have been ;

. 20: oat of school no longer than three years and have been
27 actively employed as engineers; two senior experienced
28' engineers having.practiced engineering for at least 10

.... 29 years,
be

two employers- of engineers. These persons
0 ,

'30 shall be appointed by the board and shall be selected
31. 'from- the following areas -of engineering practice: high
31* technology, consumer products, consulting, constriction;
33 and government or public works, The board shall appoint ,
34 at least one person from

.
each. of these areas of

35 engineering practice; .. - t. .

36. (d) The , chairperson of the Engineering, Liaison.
37 Committee of the Articulation _Conference;
38' (e) A member of a California professional engineering
39. society; I. : , , .

40- (fr The President of the .Board of 'Registration for

0.

,43 3 170. 43
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1 Professional Engineers shall be an ex .officio member of
2 the Engineering Advisory Committee:
3;- 6737,3. Except for the members first appointed, the
4. terms of the committee shall be for two years.
5 . 6737.4. The terms of the committee shall be
6 staggered. The terms of first appointed members of

.1 the committee shall beas follows:
. (a) .The. California state universities and colleges and.

9 "'California community college educators shall be
.10 - appointed for two years and the University of California
Il and the independent colleges and university educator for

, 12 one year. = . .;. . . . .

13 (b) One Student .shall!be a junior and the other a
14 senor. Each. studdiat Appointed thereafter chall be a
15 'junior. -

16 (c): one recent engineering- graduate, one senior
17 experienced engineer and one employer of engineers
18 shall be-appointed for one year. The remaining three
19 appointments shall' be appoirited for two years. -

20, . 6737.5.. The advisory committee shall be assigned
21 personnel and' services as needed;
22 6737.6. _.The, advisory committee shall meet at least
23 twice -at year. Additional meetings shall be held as
24 reqtiested by the board. .

25' 6737.7. The'engineering advisory committee shall:
(.1). Identify major needs and concerns of the people.of

California as they relate to the engineering profession.
28 e existing and proposed professional education
29' rograrns in light of. these concerns and submit their
30 observations to the: Education Qualification Committee;
31 (2) Develop : recommendations for program
32. evaluation criteria and submit these to the Educational
13, Qualification Coimnittie;
34 (3) Define job market parameters which affect future
35, engineering manpower requirements and submit, these.
36 observations to the appropriate standing committees.
37 (4) Develop criteria for staff analysis of engineering
38 education programi to be submitted to the Educatibn
39 Qualification Committee;
40 (5) Formulate counseling criteria for the four

0

I-15
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1 segments to increase student awareness of the.edUcation
.,

2 and practice. requirements of_ a career in engineering.
3: Submit . the criteria to thes Education Qualification
4 : Committee; -,/-7
5.. (6) Provide recommendations fOr basic minimum
6 requirements for engineering practice 'and. submit these.
7 recommendations: to the beard; :

- (7) Assist the Err and Registration: Exam Committee
the formulatiori.-of exams; . . .

(8) Establish4close liai:son-with professional societies;
9Take a-le.adership,', role in -the- .,promotion of

. r professional ...development 'registered engineers;
' ,13:-evaluate prograrns',.- methd of funding- anti service

14-,:delivery systems and techniqneg, = _i

-15. (10) Improve, . -communications, registered ,

l&- engineers, ancV
- (11): 'Undertake periodic. surveys to Maintain current

18-.-,demographic info ,ation pertaining. to the :registered
19, .engineers. . -

-

20 "...:

Article . Application of Chapter .,
2a 6738. Inaider,to iafeguard lifec.4eilili, property and
24 public welfare; and; public goo&any periOnyeither in a
25 ;public -or- private. capacity, except as in- this chapter,
28 .specifically excepted; who practices, or offers/to practice,
27 -: engineering, in this stater shalt submit evidence that he.

28 is .qualified to : practide;-.:,.and..'.ihill tie- reigstered
- .29 accordingly as an engineer.by, the- board. '.. - . : -

., 30- :67384. is unlaivful.' far 'anytime other than a
31.' professi enkineer. registered. under -this chapter, to

, . 32 stain'''. seal triy.; plans-, specifications, plats, reports, or
33 other documents virith*the seal orstamp of.a professional
34 : engineer, or to. in any manner use the. tit/e..7professional

. 35 engineer,", or "registered engineer,' or any combination
. ' 36 of such words. and.phrases unless registered here.under:

37 6739. It is unlawful for anyone: to stamp or seal any
, 38 plans; Specifications, plats, reports, or other documents

39 With the seal after the certificate oftheregistrant, named
40 . thereon, has expired or-has-been suspended or revoked,

.1

1- 1 6.
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11,

;
I unless the certificate has bei renewed or reissued.
2- 6740. Any person Practices engineering when he,
3.-, professes to. be an engineer or is iw responsible charge of
4 eenng work. , ,
5 . 40.5. All engineering plans, specifications, reports- .

6 r docuinents shall beprepared bya registered engineer .-
7 hy a subordinate employee under his-direction, and
8 ;shall be signed by,hirrt to- indicate his responsibility for'
9. them. In addition. to, his signature; he shall show..his-

IQ registration number or - the stamp of his seaLa The
. 'II registered engineer shall use together with his signature :

12 or seal;.the- title "professional engineer.''
13- 6741. Nothing in this act shall be construed to prevent
14 the practice.of any other profession, the practice of which

. IS is defined by law. ' - .
16. 6745. (a) This lehdpter does not prohibit oireOr more.

4P 17 engineers from practicing or offering to practice
18:. engineering through the medium of a.partnership, firm
19- or corporation; provided:. ,

20" (t) An engineer is the partner, member, or directing'
. 21 officer -in charge of the engineering practice -of the

- 22' partnership, firm. or corporat;ion.
: 23 (4 All _engineering plans,specifications, and reports,
24 -' are- prepared by. or under the, direct supervision of a

-25 registered- engtheer in. the appropriate area of.
26 competence, who shall sign or stamp with his seal such
27- plans, 'specifications, ancrreports. - .

. - 20. s (3) The partnership, firm. or corporate name shall not
. contain' the- name of any- person who is .either not

30 registered by the-board. as an architect, or of any person
31 who is not registered as a geologist under the provisions
32 of the Geologist. Act (Chapter 12.5 (asnunencing with
33"SectioW 7800); provided, that any holding out by .such
34 partnership, Erin, or corporation of any individual or
35 individuals to the public as a member, or members, of .

36 such partnership, firm, 'or corporation, other than by the
37 use of the name or names of such individual or individuals
38 in the partnership, firm, or corporate name, shall' clearly
39 and specifically designate the license status of such
40 individual or' individuals.

Clo
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I (b) Nothing herein shall authorize the offering to
2. practice or the practice. of engineering by any gersons,
3 either as- a member, officer or employee of any.
4 partnership, firm, or-corporation, who isnot registered as ..

5. a profeisional engineer.. ,'
6 . (c) This chapter does.- not prevent or prohibit an
7. individual, firm, company; association or corporation
8 engaged in any line of business other than the practice of :
9 'engineering from,employing a. registered engineer to

10 s perform the corresponding engineering services
11 . incidental-to the 'conduct of their business. .
12 , 6748. Officers and. employees of the United States of
13 -America practicing sOlely as such officers. or employees .

14 are exempt from registration.under the provisions of this
15 chapter only insofar as their activities in no way affect the
16 life; health, property,:welfare and good of the citizens of
17 California: . . ,

18 6749. .A subordinate to a professional' engineer
19 registered under this chapter, or a subordinate to an
20 engineer exemptecitiom registration under this chapter,
21 insofar as he acts soIely in such capacity, is exempt from
22 registration under the provisions of this chapter. This
23. exemption, however, does not permit any such
24 subordinate to practiceengineering in his own right or to
25 use the title, 7p*ofessional engineer" or "registered

. .

26 engineer.". . .

27 67M This chapter does. not affect. Chapter- 15
g8 (commencing with Sebtion 8700), relating to surveyors,
29 except insofar as this- chapter is expressly made
30 applicable. .

31 6753. This chapter does not require registration for
32 the purpose of practicing engineering, by an individualt.

' -33' a member.Of a firm or. partnership, or by an pfficer of a
34 corporation on or in Connection with:Property owned or
35 leaded . by the individual,. firm, .partnership, or
36 corporation, unless the engineering work to be
37 performed involves the public health, welfare, safety or
38 good,. or the health and safety of employees of the
39 individual, firm, partnership or corporation.

, I
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Article 5: Registration

3 6755.'. An application for registration as a professional
4 engineer, or certification asp' engineer-in-training shall
5 be made to the board ;on tKe fbrm prescribed-by it with .

6 all statements therein- made' under oath,. and..shall be
accompanied by the application fee fixed bythis chapter. :

8, 6755.5.. 'An applicant may become registered through
9 .any one of the; ollowing three lternatiyes:-

10 (a) .ExperienCe.angk.examination. .

.11 . (1)- the applidantsliall have four years of engineering"
12 ; work experience: "i2

- I3 . (2) The- aPplican shall successfully complete the
'14\ engineer-in-training:examination. . :

15. ..(3). The- applicant . shall have two additional. years of
16' engineering work experience.. . :
17 (4). The applicant shall successfully ,'cornplete the
18 registration examination.
19 . (10 Cradtiation,ind examination. . ;

20 - (!).- The.j. applicant : shall graduate from = a,
21 board- approved' e!lucations program.. .

22 . (2) .,The engineer, -ix training examination is waived
23 upon' graduation', from boar&approved 'education
24. program, oith a .ininisaunt. grade . point average to be-
25 determined. by the board. -7 t
26 (3)-The applidant shall successfully complete the
27 registration examination.
28 (c) Comity:.
29 (I)* The board shall grant registration to- engineers
30 ',registered in-states where registration requirements are .
31 similar to or more exacting than California requirements.
32 6756, Each nyear- of study completed without
33 , 'graduation in an engineering school gr college where the
34, curriculuni has been approved- by the .board shill count
35 as one-half year bf experience, except that applicants for
36. engineering registration Shall not receive credit for more
37 - 'than four years of experience because of undergraduate
38 educational qualifications; The board mayat its-discretion
39 consider graduation in a- nonaccredited engineering
40 curriculum, as equivalent to not more than two years

;

".
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I. experience.. .. ,

2 6757. The. board may consider the professional
3 experience and education acquirkid byapplicants outside
4 the United States, which in the opinion of the boaid is

equivalent to 'the 'minimum requirements of the board

7
established by,regulation for professional experience and
education in this state. ' `. ,' ... ' ; : c

8 6757.5. The board shall by rule establish the Criteria to ..

9 be used for approvingcurricul,a_orethools of engineering.
10 6758. With respect to.: applicants for registration as

. 11 profesSiOnal engineers,: the board -;nay: f ,

,

12: (a) At its-discretion give- credit as experience not in
13 excess of one year, forcsatisfartory postgraduate work in
14' a school of engineering where the curriculum has been:
15 approved by the,board. ; . 1,. - ,-

7.
.

16 . (b) Consider engineering teaching, if of a character *. i,
17' satisfactory to:the board;. as engineering experience. .

18 6758.5. All applicants shall be given equakfiredit for
19- engineering experience in the armed' forcesrof United
20 States -as with any other comparable 'engineering- -,t,

21 experience: . = ..
22 - 6759. 'Examination for registration shall be held at .

23 such times and places is the board shall determine. '
24 \ 6759.5. (a) The registration-examination shall consist
25 of two eighthour sections and shAkbe of the nature. that
,26* engineering experience-on the OR of the applicant will
27 be required in order to pass both, sections of the .

28 examination, The two sections of the examination shall ,
, 29 be-. . . s.' .. .

..,

30 .(1) Settionl Computajional engineering concept.--
31 - tests for proficiency in engineering technical areas; , .

32 (2) Section 11:.Brofessional practice--comprehensive I
33 examination of the application of technical knowledge

'thin technical and nontechnical parameters of ,

gineering Practice:
36 (b) The purpose of the registration examination is to
37 establish StlitliMUM . qualifications for , a registered , 4.

38 engineer. Both sections 'of the examination. shall be
39 equally weighed and the applicant must pass both
40 sections in order to become registered. Each section shall

I - o

29
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1. be at least ei t hours in ength and both 'sections must
2'. be taken within. reaso ble period of time to be-

'established by the board- .
. .

- 4. 6760: An appliCant' for . certification as an;
'5, engineer-in-training shall, upon malting a passing grade
6' in the eiamination relatMg to fundamental engineering=

subjectsi,beissued a certificate as an engineer-in-training.
No rene)val or other fee," other than the application fee,,
shall be= charged for this certigcation.. Such certificate.

10., -shall beconie invalid wheit the holder has-qualified as a
professional engineer-as pr,ovided in SIction 6755.5.

.6760.5. An' engineer-in-training- certificate does not
-authorize thi-holder thereof .to. practice or offer to.
practice enpneering-or to assume responsible charge of

I5. engineering work, in his own right, or to use the title
:specified irr:Section 6738.

- - 6761.. An applicant failing in. an examination may be
18 ....examined again upon filing a new application and the
19. 'payment of the application fee fixed by this chapter.

, 20 : 6761.5. The board, upon application therefor, on its
2r prescribed* form, and the payment of the application. fee
22 fixed b;this chipter,-whiCh fee shall be retained for the
23; board, may issue "a certificate of, registration as a

-.24 professional engineer, without. written examination, to
25 any. pelsori holdinga certificate of registration issued to
26 him by any 'state or country when the applicant's,
27. qualificatiOns meet-the.requirements of this chapter, as
28 specified in Section.6755.5,"and rules established by the
29 board. . .
30 .. 6762. A, temporary authorization for the practice of
.3r-engineering' may 6e- granted, for a specific project, upon
'32. application and payment of the fee prescribed in-Sectiqn
33 67735 for kperjod not to exceed 60 consecutive days in
34 any calendar year; provided: j
35 (a) The applicant maintains no place of lviiness in this

'36 state. . ,
. -'

37'. (b) The applicant is legally qualified to practice that
38 'br,anah. of engineering in the state 'or country where he
39 maintains .a place of business. .

40 (e) The applicant deinonstrates by means of an

1-21
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1 individual appearance before the board satisfactory
2 evidence of his- knowledge of the application of seismic
3 forces in thedesign of-strudtures or adequate knowledge
4- in any of the other phases of professional engineering for
5 which the applicant. -proposes to. practice under the

. 6 temporary authorization:
7 d) If the applicant can. satisfy thellord that for the
8 coinpletion of the specific,. project for which the
9 -.authorization is granted, will require more than 60

.10 consecutive calendar. days, the board may extend the
11 authorization' to a period not to exceea- 120 consecutive
12. days. .

13 .. .Upon corhpIetion of ttese requirements as necepary,4,

14- the secretary on direction of the board shall issue a
15 temporary authorization. to the applicant. _ ,
16 .- 6762.5. In determining the .. qualifications, of an
.17 applicant for registration,. a majority vote of the board is

. l& required.
19 6763. Any applicant who has passed the examination
20 and has'otherwise qualified hereunder as a professional.
21 engineer; shall haVe acertificate of registration issuedsto
22 him as a professional engineer.. S

23 6763.5. Han applicant for registration as a professional
24 engineer is found by the Ward to lack the qualifications
25 required for admission. to the examination for such.
26 registration,.. certification, .;or authorization, the board
.27 shall, notwithstanding the provisions of Section 158-of this
28 code, refund to him. one-half of the amount of his

`. 29" application fee. = ,

3o- _6'764. Each professional engineer registered under
31 ..this chapter. may, upon-registration,.obtain- a seal pf the
32. design authorized by the board' bearing the registrant's
33 name, number of his . certificate,, and the legend

4 34 "professional engineer."
35 6765; A.duplicate certificate of registration to-replace.
36 one lost, destroyed, or mutilated may be issued subjectto
37 the rules and regulations- of the bo'ard. :Mei duplicate
38 certificate/fee. fixed. by this Chapter, shall be charged.
39 6766. An unsuspended, unreVoked and unexpired
40 . certificate and endorsement of-registry made under this

Yr
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1. chapter, is presumptive evidence in all courts and places
2. that the person named therein is legally registered.
3
4 Article 6. Disciplinary Proceedings .

5. .

6. 6770.' 'Cie board !nay receive and investigate
7' complaints against registered professional engineers, and
8 make findings thereon- .

9 By a majority vote, the board:may reprove, privately or
10: publicly; or may, suspend for a period not to excgea two
11 years,.or may' revoke the certificate of any professional
12 engineer registered hereunder. . . ,la 4a) .Who. has: been convicted of a felony,. arising from
14 or ha connection with the practice of engineering, or of
15 a crime involving moral turpitude, in which case the
16' certified ,record of conviction shall be conclusive
17' evidence thereof.

. .

18 (b). Who has not a goed.character.
19 . c) Who has been found\ guilty by the board of any
20 deceit, misrepresentation, violation of contract, fraud,
21. negligence or incompetency in' his practice.
22( (d) Who has'been found guilty of any fraud or deceit
23 in obtaining his certificateor violation of any provision. of
24 this chapter.; -
25, (e) Who aids or abets any. person in the violation of
26 any provisions' 60his chapter. '
2 7' (f) Who violates'ani provision-of this chapter.
28 6771,, .The proceedings. under this article shall be
29 conducted in accordance' with Chapter 5 of Part 1 of
30 Division 3 of Title 2 of the Government Gode, and the
31 board shall have all the-powers granted.
32 6772.- The board . may reissue a certificate- of
33 registration, certification, or authority; to any person.
34 whose certificate has been revokedlif a majority of the
35 members of the board vote in favor of such reissuance for
36 reasons theboard deems sufficient.,
37 6773. 'A plea or verdict' of guilty or a conviction
3& following. a plea of nolo contend re made* to a charge of

.39 a felony is deemed to be a convi. -4cWn within the meaning40 of this article. The board may order the certificate

1-23
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1.. suspended or rivoked; or may decline to issue 'a 2"a
2 cert*catei.wlien.thetime for appeal has. elapsed, or the

,. 3 ,judgment of conviction.. has been. affirmed on appeal or
4 when in,..ordes. gianting 'probation is made suSpending.

,-.-)
5 :the:imposition:of Sentence,cirrespective of a subsequent

-6,, order wider, the proyisions,oSection 1203.4 of the Penal
7 codg.allowingA3ch..personi to withdraw hii.plea of guilty
8 and to enter, a plea:Of not.guiltycor,setting aside the
.9 ,yexciiet ...of:;-guiityi4oClignissix4 -.. the, ;!..accusationt s

:10-.AgOnifficzi--.9f7.APIT4zi:ii-i;;z-,4-',,,-.s :.,-;.*:::i.. ::-.<:. ":-. ' ;- ,.

' '` II .f31.-;;;:f;.--Z-. ..?ilt441-.4i V,..4.-"1*.4:iit,..ifaii-
-,;....1?..,.;:.:,....,..,4, 4:-, -. _,

. . .. 12:i;:::::.:.-1-;g., 1 ` , 7Agaipst,the Chapter. .... :
' .. . , I3',":::.,:.; ;i2',-..:,i..-t:-,, .:::"'S-1::'''''',,,,7,-.....-'5-_,.-,-.2,-;,,i,-,...! ,,'..:. '..) '

' 14 -- 8175A:5-4. .:4aNie ;the: power, duty, and
,,/5:-.-4aitho#47.10inkesfiiiite :yio/litiOrtsiif the.proyisions;of this
As.,,,Oapter.,;4:;,..14.:tr-.:444.,-.-:..'11-:''-ic:4.Y..).i.1,,,,-;-.3.,:i . -I- -..., .- -- -.:-".-

..
. .--17' . 6776: :- ft.U.the,dutforthWritsiieCtive Offiders charged.

. 18- with ::the---enforcemerrt. Of laws and ordinances . to
.19 proseCute all'personicharged4ith theyiolation of any of ..-

..20 .the'prOvisioneof this.chapter...,.r.:-.,1..../,'....; . ,.1,...- , :..

'21 ''' it:is..the' duty -of 11*-secretary..af the' board,. under the
22' direction..', E, t.iie.;j1dirtii .to,ai4,iich,-officeti in the ,, :

* ,enfOrcementot,this.ctiapier,7-\-:: ..::.?.::::;:.
*-.. :pr.; -.'..- I-

.24 -, 677T.' .Every pericin.isguilty.atimisdeineancir and for .
25,- each.offense of whit he is corpriCtedis punishable by a., <:

.26. fine.. Of* not- more than fiv. hundrectd011ars ($500) or bY. . '. '
,.<;-.,..

. 27- imprisontent' ,,not to. exceed...three Monti* or by both :.

28 fing'ancklutPiisoilp*rit: ." ::=-S i'....,:41.:;:-.-..--.:-...-:;". .: : ..'
29., (a)...N.V.TiO,..unle,ssliei.i.exeM,Pt-from registration under
30,.. this-644er; practices oroffers.topractiae engineering in
31 this stgte.,aCcording: to"the-- pioyisiOns.'of.this. chapter.

f.32 without legi*euthorization;:...,'id.. ;:....-..14-.:. - ..,.

',334i., :..,(*.lilickrtrcesents.or ..attemPtsito-.file fasebis own the :

. 14 .."..cer*ft.:te Of,registratioii of another '., ,F . '.: ..:

35 ''.'« (p)..,V,Who givisitilse.el,iideiice'of 'am; Iciiid -to the board,
36 or tOan, Member theyeoft.in,obtaining. a certificate of ..,

-.371, .regiitration.. .., ,.'.-.. -. :..::.,.,_.:;t,..''.. :...., -..-:.... .. ..: .. ,

., 38 '..; s ((I), Who .iippersotiatei or, usei the seal: of any other
. ..,. ,

, 39; Oractitionet..; ...r....:-.s.,,,..--,......;i;..r -.-Ar...,-.,, !- .-:-. .

,.. 40 . :..(0 Who...uses, ari4e. or...Fevolcid certificate of
,........ ,

1 - - ./ ,..i- s .:.. - .r . .
-4: .......* . -. 1.ik ' , -'4.2./ Pr-- -..- :,.;:- -.....2. ',." ' - .. t

:0'. ." : ;. ee 4
:

.. ..... -..j. ,-;:.- .- ,1,- -.? --. - .' * . ' .. . - - .15 3 3011 71. -. '4 -111...0-1 '".. 0.: 1 -')".14'. - .
.. ,... - .

-'t ...........r.t..1:44f.a...70.1---...a.r%V.....t..-:4.4....1.v.".:. :.,.-.... .......:.:z ?. 1, - . .-.. .
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1 registration. . .

Who shall represent himself as, or use the title of,3 re .tered, or professional engineer, or any other title
..4 ;whereby such person dould be considered as practicing
5 or offering' to practice engineering, unless lie -is
6, correspondingly qualified by registration as an en eer.

.7 under thikchapter. ;, .

8 (g) .Who, unless appropriately registered; manages, or
; 9 conducts, as manager, "proprietor;, or agent,. any place of

.10. business- from which :engineering. work, solicited,11 performed or practiced :!
12 (hY-Who uses the title,, or any combinatiOn of such

:13 title,iof "professional.engineev" '"registered engineer,"
Or "engineer...in-training,' "or who makes -use of any

15 abbreviation of such title which might lead to the belief
I6 -that he is a registered .-engineer ,;-without being registered

.17 as required by this act.:
18 (i) Who violates any proNiiiion of this chapter..

20.. s' & Re'Venue .

21 , , ' .

:
22{ 6780. Certificates of registration as a prOfessional

engineei, and certificates -of., authority expire at ,12
24. midnight on June 10 of each even-numbered year if not
25! renewed: To. renew an 'unexpired certificate, the
'26 certificate 'holder shall, on or before June 30: Of, each
27 even- numbered t year, -apply for renewal on a .form
28 prescribed' by the board,' and' pay the renewal fee
29 prescrijed by this chapter.
30. 6781. Except as .otherwise provided' in this article,

.31 certificates of-registration as a professional engineer, and
32 certificates. of authority may. be renewed at any time
33 within five years after expiration on. filing of application
34 for renewal on a- form 'prescribed by the board and
35 payment of the renewal . fee' in effect on the last\ 36 preceding:..regular renewal, date. If the certificate is

..37 renewed, more than .30 days after its expiration, the
38 certificate holder, as. a .condition precedent to renewal,
39 '4110 also pay. the delinquency fee prescribed by this
40 chappr. Renewal tinder this section shall be effective on

1,25
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L the date on which ih application is filed, on the date on
2 which the renewal fee paid, or on the date on which the

-3, delinquency feg., if any, paid, whichever last occurs. If
4 so renewed? the ce cate shall continue in effect
5 through the date prow ed. in Section 6780 which next
6 occurs after the effecti e. date of the renewal, when. it
7 shall expire-if it, is. not again renewed.
8 6782. A .suspended certificate is subject to expiration

. 9 and shall be renewed as provided in.thisarticle, but such
10 renewal. does not entitle the. .holder'of the certificate,
11 while it remains suspendedand until it` s reinstated; to
12 engage in the activity to which the. ceiltificate relates, or
13 - in any other activity or conduct in violation of the order
14 or judgment by which it was suspended. :
15 6783. A revoked certificate is subject to expiration as
16 provided in this article; but it may not be. renewed. If it
17 is reinstated after its expiration, the holder of the
18 certificate, as a condition- precedent to its reinstatement;
19 shall pay 4. reinstatement fee in' au amount equal to the
20" renewal fee in,effect on, the' last regular renewal,. date
21 before the date 'on which it is' reinstated, plus the
22- delinquency fee,. if any, accrued at the time of its
23 revocation. - . - \/
24. 6784... Certificates of registration as a professional
25 engineer, which are not'renewed within five years after
26 expiration may not be renewed, restored, reinstated, or.
27 reissued thereafter. The holder of §sch certificate may,
28 apply for and obtain a new certificate; however,. if:
29 (a) No fact, circumstance,'or condition exists which, if
30. the certificate were issued,.would justify, its revocation or
31 -suspension, /

32 (b) He takes and passes the examination, if any, which
33 would be required. of him if he were then applying for the
34 certificate for the first time, or otherwise establishes to
35 the satisfaction of the board that, with due regard for the
36 public interest, he is _qualified to practice engineering,.
31 and
38 '(c) He pays all of the fees that would be required of
39 him if he were then applyhig for the certificate. for the
40 first 'time.: ; . I

f
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1 The board may, by regulation, provide for the,witiver
2 or refund of all oran part, of the-application fee in these
3. oases iii- which a certificate:. is. issued- without an -;
4 examination pursuant to-the_prOvisiOns of this 'section.
3%. ..- .6785." ,-The department:shall 'receive and- account for 1,

.alImoney; deriveil front the operatiorrOf this chapterand, :
7; at the end of each month; ihallreport such money to the

' 8 State Controlle paY,:itc to the-State Treasurer, .

9:.wha shall.keep themoney inAtsetNerate fund IcnoWn as :
. .10 the Professional Fzigineerfs. stliin&twl'his; fund shall' -be-

t2 expendedin accordadcewithdlaw the payment of all
11/' actual-and necessary expenses incurred in carrying. Out

..AT. the provisions of this chapter. R ' s,- j

- 6786. Thedepartment may-Make refunds of all fees in.,-

accordance with Section, 258.
1t'.,.. 676r The amount of the, fees prescribed by this
IT-. chapter shall be fixed by the boir.dinacdordancewith the !

following schedules. . :.
. '19 : : (a) Theleefor riling- eich.applidationlorTegiiirition

20 is a, professional engineer at nottmore. than sixty dollars
2r (260), And: for each.. application 'Tor - ctrtiffcation as
2/ .,engineerin-traininsrat not morethati. forty dollars; ($46).

. 23: (b) 'The. duplicate _certificate fee at not more than. six,
24 dollars ($6)
23 (c) The' .tenipOrari-, iegiatiation;: tpe fiir 'professional
26 :engineer ar iiOt.niorethait-twenty,d4irs ($20).:
27 (dr Theretewal fee for profeisleimi engineei shallbe

- 28 ..fixed by ti.# board anot more 'than twenty dollars ($20)'.
29 (e). The delinquency fee for atertificate whichexpires
30 -after June 30; 1961,,is as amount eqiialtcr50jieicent of the
3r...renewal fee in effect, on the,,date-of its reinstatement.
32- 'SEC. The "sum of is..
33 rierebir appropriatedioni the General Fund to the State .

: . --34 Controller .for allocation , -and- disbursement to local
... 35 agencies .ptirsuant to Section 2231. of the 'Revenue and t .

, 36 Taxation Code to refinbur* such-,agencies for costs ;
.37 incurred by them pursuant to this act,

. . . 'r,,.. # :' :': c '"""..? e: .:4 :.' " ... ... .
. , .

-1 .....
i*; --= : *".
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APPENDIX J

FIVE-YEAR PLAN FOR POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION

The necessity for coordination and planning in postsecondary
education has been given attention in the formation of public policy.
The California Education Code and the Five-Year Plan for
Postsecondary EduCaToTT--1976-1981, contain the necessary impetus
for the formaTETTa aii51-511-6TOf the engineering Advisory
Committee. The following Code provisions relate to the Commission on
Postsecondal-y Education:

11.
. .To assure the effective utilization of public

postsecondary education resources, thereby eliminating waste
and unnecessary duplication; and to promote diversity,
innovation and responsiveness to student and societal needs
through planning and coordination."

. . .to facilitate 'participation of faculty members,
studenti, administrators, and members of the general public in
carrying duties and responsibilities.'"

The Code has further defined Commission functions and
kespon-stillities, under Section 22712. Those sections most
applicable to tkie concept of the Engineering Advisory Committee are
presented herein:

"The Commission shall have the following functions and
responsibilities ''n its opacity as the statewide postsecondary
education planning and coNdinating agency and adviser to the
Legislature and Governor:

"(2) It shall prepare.a five-year state plan for postsecondary
education . . In developing such plan, the commission shall
consider at least the following factors:

(a) the need for a location of new facilities,.

(13) the range and kinds of programs appropriate to each
_institution or system,

(c) the budgetary priorities of the institutions. and
systems of postsecondary education,

(d) the impact of various types and levels of student
charges' on students and on postsecondary educational
programs and institutions,

J-1
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(e) appropriate levels of state funded student financial
aid,

(f) access and admissions of students to postsecondary
education,

(g) the educational progams and resources of private
postsecondaryinstitutions, and

(h) the provisions of this division differentiating the
functions of the public systems of higher education.

"(8) It shall serve as a stimulus to tne*segments and
institutions of postsecondary education by projecting and
identifying sdcietal andapeducational needs and encouraging,
adaptability to change.

"(9) It shall develop and submit plans to the Legislature and
the for the funding and administration of a program to
encourage innovative educational programs by institutions of
postsecondary education.

0

"(11) It shall periodically rev' and make recommendations
concerning the need for and a ilability of postsecondary
programs for adult and continuing education.

"(12) Lt shall develop criteria for evaluating the
effectiveness of.all aspects of postsecondary education.

"(21) It may undertake such other functions and
responsibilities as are compatible with its role .as the

statewide postsecondary education planning and coordinating
agency."

The Engineering Advi'ory Committee would enable the Commission to
fulfill ripre effectively its broad responsibilities and perform its
varied functions as outlined in the California Education Code. The
proposed system would_also make possible the accomplishment of State
goals for postsecondary education found in the Eive-Year Plan for
PostsecondaryEducation in California: 1976-19817-7RieTErinclude:

Encourage,,the increased effectiveness of accreditation of
postsecorOpy education institutions in the Stite;

EnCourage postsecondary education to develop a comprehensive
system of validmeasures for knowledge gained both inside and
outside formal academic programs:

J-2
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Encourage the establishment of educational requirements for
.licensure that ye appropriate and reasonable in certifying
occupational competency and the development of means for

"meeting these requirements including both educational programs,
and competency testing; and

Work toward public understanding of the, nature and
significance of academic degrees, including their strengths
and limitations as a measure of ability and skills.

Finally, under Section 22710.5, Chapter, 5.5 of the California
Education Code,

"The commission may appoint such subcommittees or advisory
'committees as it deems necessary to advise it on matters of
educational policy. ,Such advisory committees may consist of
commission members or now.members or both, including students, .

faculty members, segmental representatives, governmental
repr6entatives, and representatives df the public."

Thus, the California Education Code contains the elements necessary
for the 'esi5E17-5int bf the Eriiiiiiering,Advisory Committee within
the Commission.

j
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